Propositions
1. Laser speckle imaging is the most versatile, accessible, and time-effective
technique for spatially resolved quantification of dynamics inside everyday
polymer materials. (This thesis)
2. The d2 structure function should replace the widely used g2 correlation
function as an indicator of nanoscale dynamics derived from scattered
light intensity fluctuations. (This thesis)
3. In agricultural water management, simple solutions and positive incentives
for farmers are currently lacking; yet they are essential to improve the water
quality in the Netherlands.
4. Flow of scientific funds is as non-transparent as flow of pigmented paints.
5. Essential oils are the solution to the impending antimicrobial resistance
crisis.
6. In the competitive scientific community, “making love, not war” is vital for
conceiving fertile research ideas and subsequent growth of brainchildren.
7. The Dutch government direly needs a Ministry of Futurology focused on
game-changing discoveries.
8. As of 2035, electricity will be virtually free of charge.
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Chapter 1
General introduction

1 General introduction
“ Look at how a single candle can both defy and define the darkness.”

Anne Frank (1929–1945) knew the power of a light source to illuminate phenomena.
For most of human history, mankind has remained in the dark regarding the inner
workings of materials. People envisioned materials as black boxes, and believed
in invisible spirits as the source of all natural phenomena in order to make sense
of their world. Everything one did not understand was considered supernatural.
The complexity of matter was reduced to only four elements that humans could
grasp: air, fire, water and earth (Figure 1.1a). 1
Since the scientific revolution in the 16th century, the prevailing view of
nature has changed radically and fundamentally, from one that revolved around
deduction and assumption, to one dedicated to induction and objective observation. Development of experimental methods and theoretical models gained
momentum. 5 The father of microscopy, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723),
discovered micro-organisms that no human eye had ever seen by using his selfconstructed microscopes (Figure 1.1b). 6 He provided a glimpse into the previously
unseen world of ‘wee animalcules’ (little animals), and exposed a diversity of
‘cavorting beasties’ (bacteria and protozoa) in a drop of fresh water (Figure 1.1c). 7
Researchers and society realized how pivotal it is to cast light on small-scale
phenomena beneath the surface of materials, where the naked eye cannot see. A
vast multitude of imaging methods have thenceforth been developed with the aim

a

b

c

Figure 1.1. Towards an enlightened view of matter. (a) From 450 BC, the concept of four classical
elements – air, fire, water and earth – was the cornerstone of science. 2 This paradigm persisted
throughout the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance, until the scientific revolution transformed
human’s perception of materials. (b) Antoni van Leeuwenhoek used a self-constructed microscope
to see the previously unimagined and unseen microcosmos (c). 3,4
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to elucidate the microscopic patterns underlying tangible material properties such
as strength, appearance or motility. Indeed, gaining a fundamental understanding
of how dynamics, structure and interactions in the molecular world are expressed
in the macroscopic world is one of the key challenges in materials science.
This quest has proven successful for optically transparent materials, in which
light can easily penetrate. However, as evident when looking around, most
everyday materials are highly opaque and coloured, and therefore their core is
unreachable for light. These materials can thus be considered ‘white boxes’ that
diffusely reflect all the incident light from the surface. To nevertheless reach the
core, a common workaround is to strongly dilute these opaque materials such
that optical transparency is achieved. In this thesis, we have applied that strategy
to water-based coatings in Chapters 3 and 4. Although insightful for gaining
knowledge on larger-scale and superficial phenomena, the legitimate question
arises how representative the analysis of dilute systems is for realistic, concentrated
analogues. Alternatively, transparent model systems comprising the main features
of the material of interest are frequently synthesized in the lab, by carefully tuning
the refractive indices of the constituents. 8–11 This procedure is, however, a laborious
task that inevitably introduces artefacts.
The need for such workarounds is circumvented if a method would exist
that benefits from the diffuse scattering inside opaque materials. A technique
that enables us to literally and figuratively switch on the light within a material.
Indeed, such a technique exists: laser speckle imaging (LSI). This method utilizes
the interaction of laser light with scattering centres inside a material to visualize
dynamics and mechanics at the nanoscale (see Section 1.4). We have advanced
and tailored this method, and thus ‘let light be’ in a variety of soft materials.

1.1

Bridging length scales in soft materials

Finding microscopic explanations for macroscopic phenomena is a central theme
in soft matter science. Soft materials live up to their name: they are ‘soft’, meaning
that they can easily be deformed by an external force. Hence, they are no rigid
solids (such as steel or ice), yet no simple liquids either (such as petrol or water)
thanks to their soft elasticity and integrity. 12–14 Soft matter is ubiquitous, ranging
from plastics and personal care products to food and biological substances. These
materials are exceedingly complex. They are bipolar in the sense that they
exhibit a convoluted mixture of solid- and liquid-like behaviour depending on the
conditions, notably the magnitude and rate of the applied force. For example, a
glob of mayonnaise appears solid-like on top of a sandwich, but like a liquid it can
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be squeezed from a bottle or spread with a knife. Paint becomes readily flowable
when brushed, but resists running down a vertical wall.
The origin of this schizophrenic behaviour lies in the relatively large size of
the building blocks – much larger than an atom – and relatively weak interactions
between them. These features not only provide soft materials with characteristic
time-dependent softness, but also with high sensitivity towards external stimuli
such as heat and pH, non-trivial heterogeneity, spontaneous pattern formation, and
proneness to kinetic trapping in non-equilibrium states. It is therefore a daunting

b
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Figure 1.2. Emergence in soft materials. (a) Bacillus subtilis biofilm, a colony of bacteria, showing
an ill-understood pattern of branched wrinkles. 15 Reprinted with permission from ref. 16. Copyright
2015 by the American Physical Society. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the cross-section of
an asymmetric polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) membrane. Adapted with permission from
ref. 17. (c) Active liquid crystals, confined to a fluid interface, display unexpected internally driven
motion such as buckling, folding, and internal fracture. The arrows point to a pair of topological
defects. Adapted with permission from ref. 18. (d) Spindle-like network of actin bundles in
confinement, induced by depletion interaction. Adapted with permission from ref. 19.
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task to precisely predict their properties by considering the individual structural
units. In fact, collective behaviour of large numbers of building blocks gives rise
to complex emergent properties. This emergence cannot easily be rationalized.
Biofilms form a fascinating example of emergence: these thin layers of surfacebound micro-organisms, embedded within a slime matrix, can display mosaic-like
wrinkling patterns that are not readily predictable from detailed knowledge of the
microbes and matrix alone (Figure 1.2a). 15,16 Certain polymers (see Section 1.2)
can form puzzling asymmetric superstructures, which have unforeseen potential
as highly selective membranes (Figure 1.2b). 17,20,21 Active materials exhibit novel
modes of behaviour and organization that often cannot be forecasted, such as
folding and fracture in active liquid crystals (Figure 1.2c). 18 Life itself is the most
mind-boggling, quintessential and intricate form of emergence. Yet also at a
smaller scale, the cellular framework or cytoskeleton can organize in a remarkable
manner (Figure 1.2d). 19,22 To connect all phenomena from the nanoscopic to the
macroscopic world, we must unravel the complexity that arises across multiple
time and length scales.

1.2

Synthetic polymer materials

A prototypical example of complex soft matter are polymers. 23,24 Synthetic polymers are widely found in plastics, elastomers, gels, and various types of dispersions
and solutions. In recent decades, the rapid development of polymer materials has
made a substantial contribution to society. The global production of plastics alone
amounted to 359 million metric tons in 2018. 25
Polymers are long, chain-like molecules that consist of many repeated subunits,
resembling a nanoscopic necklace. Individual polymer chains can take different
conformations, ranging from flexible and coil-like to stiff and rod-like. An
assembly of flexible polymer chains easily gets physically entangled or chemically
tied together. In contrast to macroscopic necklaces, for polymers this property can
be highly beneficial, as explained in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. Dedicated synthesis
strategies allow the chemistry and number of subunits to be precisely tuned, and
thereby the chain architecture and physical interactions. An astonishing variety of
bespoke polymer materials have thus been designed.
Polymer phases are characterized by viscoelasticity, large-strain nonlinear
behaviour, and a broad range of relaxation times and length scales. In this thesis,
we focus on two types of polymer materials: (i) dispersions, in which the polymer
phase is distributed as small (order 100 nm) spheres in a continuous medium
(Chapters 2–6), and (ii) solvent-free, percolated networks, in which the polymer
chains form the continuous phase (Chapters 7–10). The former are called latex
5
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dispersions or water-borne paints if the medium is water. The latter are commonly
known as rubbers or elastomers.
In view of the rapidly growing polymer demand worldwide, the need for
more sustainable polymer materials is rising. Environmental pollution and
shortage of resources are two alarming issues, which urge researchers to develop
durable alternatives of excellent quality. This quest is imperative yet challenging.
Most polymer materials are intrinsically complex and thus not well-understood,
impeding the discovery of rational design principles. Properties accessible to
the human eye cannot simply be explained based on individual polymer chains.
Instead, unravelling the collective ‘dance’ of the polymeric building blocks is
pivotal. Experimental methods that visualize the complex dance at the microscale
are thus crucial to fathom the origin of macroscopic phenomena. This necessity
is even greater when it comes to non-equilibrium processes, which is a thread
running through all chapters of this thesis. We here distinguish passive out-ofequilibrium systems such as drying water-borne paints (Chapters 2–6), enforced
fracture (Chapter 7), and spontaneous self-healing (Chapter 8), from active systems
that are inherently out of equilibrium as they continuously consume energy to
drive their motion (Chapters 9 and 10). Both for water-borne coatings, which
have been around for many decades, and for recent advanced technologies, the
fabrication is still largely empirical and artisanal. Many questions regarding
the fundamental microscopic mechanisms remain unanswered. Although the
structure and functioning of the individual components are often known thanks to
numerous ingenious experiments, truly understanding the operational principles
requires comprehensive insight into the cooperativity between building blocks.

1.2.1

Towards greener paints

Coatings form a protective layer on virtually all surfaces around us, ranging from
furniture, walls and appliances, to cars, buildings and satellites. 26 These thin
films of typically 0.01 − 1 mm thick are used to confer various functional and
aesthetic properties to a surface, including colour, opacity, gloss, weather resistance,
abrasion protection, insect repellency, or electrical conductance. Currently, almost
half of the global coatings market is water-based; these so-called latex dispersions
are predominantly applied indoors for decorative purposes. Approximately a
quarter is formulated in organic solvents such as turpentine and acetone; their
use is limited to demanding and outdoors applications, because the solvents are
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are released into the atmosphere. 15–20%
of all coatings is powder-based, mainly used to coat metals; see Chapter 11 for
detailed information and experimental analysis of this category. The remaining
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15–20% are less common yet emerging technologies including high-solids and
radiation-cured coatings. 27 The percentage of solvent-borne paints has gradually
declined over the past decades, as VOCs have been shown to be hazardous for
both the environment and the user. These compounds contribute to smog and the
greenhouse effect, while additionally causing severe brain damage to professional
painters who inhale the fumes daily.
The environmental and consumer concerns have led to increasingly stringent
legislation regarding the allowed VOC content, which in turn has incentivized
industry to produce more water-based paints. However, the performance and
longevity of water-borne systems are still inferior to those of solvent-borne analogues. Improving the paint quality is particularly vital for high-performance
applications such as cars, airplanes and satellites, which have to withstand extreme conditions. Solvent-borne paints are currently still the standard for those
applications. Considering the abundance of coatings, with 37 billion litres of
coating products sold worldwide in 2018 at a total market value of 140 billion
euro, 28,29 not only the environment but also the economy will benefit significantly
from improved water-based paints. This improvement is, however, a challenging
endeavour. Water-borne paints are extremely complex systems consisting of
dozens of components that migrate, interact and evolve during drying. 30,31
Complexity of latex drying
Chapter 2 further elaborates on the intricate processes governing paint drying,
highlighting the principal challenges that preclude a thorough understanding
of film formation, and how these can be addressed. In Chapters 3 and 4, we
circumvent some of the complexity by preparing well-defined model paints.
Synthesis of dispersions with well-known properties allows us to reduce the
number of variables that affect the drying dynamics. These systems consist of
only the two main latex ingredients: water and dispersed binder particles (Figure
1.3a). The water serves to reduce the viscosity of the paint and thereby facilitates
application of a uniform thin coating. The binder particles form the final coherent
film after evaporation of the water. These particles are ∼100 nm spheres made
of hydrophobic polymer assemblies stabilized by charges on the surface. 32 At
some moment during latex drying, the individual binder particles must all deform
and subsequently fuse together or ‘coalesce’ to form a homogeneous polymer
film (Figure 1.3). 33 Successful film formation is crucial in establishing the desired
appearance and performance of the final dry coating.
Although the drying stages in Figure 1.3a are drawn consecutively and distinctly,
in reality all drying phenomena are intimately linked. It is therefore challenging to
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a

I) concentration

II) deformation

III) coalescence

b

1 μm

Figure 1.3. Film formation in a drying latex dispersion. In an ideal world, three well-defined
stages occur, shown schematically in (a) and using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a
dry film surface in (b). I) First, the polymer particles concentrate, until they are closely packed.
II) Second, the rising capillary pressure causes the particles to squeeze together and deform,
driven by surface tension, thus gradually closing the interparticle voids. III) At a certain moment,
the pressure is so high that the particles coalesce. This leads to a more or less uniform film
depending on the polymer viscosity. The scale bar applies to all SEM images.

disentangle their individual effects. The interaction map in Figure 1.4 emphasizes
the wide variety of physical and chemical aspects which come into play during
film formation in a latex dispersion. The inner ring represents the typical time
scales of the main processes, and the outer ring shows the numerous parameters
affecting these. The arrows indicate relations between processes and parameters.
Strikingly, this web is not even close to complete, disregarding the particular
polymer chemistry as well as the behaviour of surfactants, rheology modifiers and
other additives.
At the core of film formation is the process of phase inversion, in which
the continuous water phase with dispersed polymer particles transitions into a
continuous polymer phase with interstitial water. 35 Only soft binder particles
can deform and coalesce, which are prerequisites for film formation. Yet, soft
particles give rise to an unacceptably poor coating after drying. This clearly poses
a paradox: hard particles exclude film formation, whereas soft particles preclude
film functionality. 30
Solutions to the film formation dilemma
Resolving this conundrum is not a trivial task. The traditional, easiest answer has
been to temporarily soften hard particles by a plasticizer that evaporates after film
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Figure 1.4. Complexity of latex film formation. A myriad of physico-chemical parameters (outer
ring) influence the six most important time scales (inner ring). The subscripts S, P and A denote
solvent, polymer and air, respectively. 𝛾 is the interfacial tension, 𝜃 is the contact angle, Pe is
the Péclet number, 𝜑 is the volume fraction, and Π∗ is the critical disjoining pressure. Adapted
significantly with permission from ref. 34.

formation. However, most plasticizers are VOCs, which renders them harmful and
unfavourable. More recent strategies are blending high- and low-𝑇g particles, 36–38
harnessing hydroplasticization to soften the polymer phase, 39–41 synthesizing core–
shell particles comprising both hard and soft portions (or related morphologies, e.g.
multi-domain, multi-lobe or raspberry), 32,42–44 and leveraging radiation-assisted
curing or sintering. 45,46 Although effective, each of these approaches requires
tailored modification of the polymer chemistry. In this thesis, we choose to take
a different course and focus on enhancing our understanding of drying and
film formation phenomena in water-based coatings. In order to advance the
development of high-quality water-borne paints, we use laser speckle imaging
to shed light on the inner workings of drying latex dispersions and unravel the
mechanisms of film formation. We believe that these new insights will help
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achieve the ultimate goal to reduce the amount of VOCs and thereby protect the
environment and painters’ health.
Above, we mentioned that laser speckle imaging is particularly suitable when it
comes to opaque systems. Indeed, most latex dispersions are highly scattering and
coloured. The majority of ‘model paints’ in the literature are transparent and cannot
be considered as realistic formulations, because they lack pigments, which give the
coating its opacity and colour. In Chapters 5 and 6, we therefore add commonly
used titanium dioxide pigments to our dispersions, thus creating representative
paints while simultaneously bringing them into a regime where LSI thrives. In
addition, the dynamics that govern paint drying are highly heterogeneous and
characterized by a broad spectrum of time and length scales. Imaging methods
such as LSI are therefore indispensable. In fact, one of the main reasons for the
inferiority of water-borne coatings compared to their solvent-based counterparts
is a more inhomogeneous morphology of the final film, featuring voids, gradients
in constituent concentrations, and possibly cracks or other defects. Visualizing
the development of such heterogeneous structures during drying is essential,
as the evolution of their appearance provides insight into the underlying root
issue. Knowing the origin of imperfections is the primary step towards new and
sustainable water-based paints.

1.2.2

Towards high-performance elastomers

Elastomers form another subclass of polymers which are prevalent in society.
These synthetic, flexible, rubber-like elastic solids were first introduced in the
1920s, when inventor and physician Joseph C. Patrick discovered the polysulphide
‘Thiokol’ thanks to serendipity. 47 Elastomers are used in diverse areas, including
tyres, tubes, gaskets, adhesives, raincoats, footwear, belts, electrical insulators
and many more. The global elastomers market was valued at over 60 billion
euro in 2017. 48 Elastomers consist of crosslinked polymer chains; these crosslinks
can be entanglements, covalent (permanent) intermolecular connections, and/or
supramolecular (transient) bonds (Figure 1.5a). The crosslink density principally
dictates the elastomer stiffness. 49
Failure prevention is better than cure?
Traditionally, research has revolved around the concept that elastomers should
first and foremost be stiff and strong to grant a long lifetime. Prevention of
material failure has been the central tenet in polymer science. All everyday
materials inevitably suffer from damage during their use, resulting from scratching,
cutting, cracking, abrasion, impact, corrosion, wear or tear. This damage starts
10
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a
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Figure 1.5. (a) Schematic of an elastomer at the molecular level. The red circles designate crosslinks, and the knots indicate entanglements. Reprinted with permission from ref. 50. (b) Schematic
of delayed fracture of a step-strained, notched elastomer. After application of a sub-critical tensile
strain, a period of seeming stability follows that can vary from milliseconds to hours or even years,
yet unavoidably culminates in macroscopic failure.

at the Ångström scale with local bond scission. Often these breaking events are
irreversible, and accumulation of broken molecules over time ultimately causes
failure of the material as a whole, for example by fracture or fatigue. 51,52 In Chapter
7 of this thesis, we make an important contribution to mitigating one of the most
elusive forms of elastomer failure, namely delayed fracture (Figure 1.5b). This
phenomenon – the sudden and catastrophic failure after an extended period of
apparent stability – is a common feature in a wide variety of materials. 53–59 It
occurs continuously around us and within us. While our tissues and skin have
evolved sophisticated mechanisms to heal such damage, for elastomers it typically
means the end of functionality. Despite the immense ubiquity, the reasons why,
when and where a delayed crack will nucleate have remained largely obscure.
Contrasting hypotheses have been presented in the literature, but these have
remained speculative as experimental evidence of the nature of delayed failure has
remained absent. In Chapter 7, we use LSI to create very precise micromechanical
maps deep within an elastomer, of the moments prior to catastrophic failure. We
prove how delayed failure may in fact be detectable and predictable well before
the tipping point is reached. Our new insights may have significant consequences
for safeguarding the operational safety of materials and structures, as well as for
the rational design of new and tough materials.
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Self-healing functionality
In recent years, material science has undergone a paradigm shift. Instead of
impeding failure, a relatively new strategy is to impart self-healing capabilities to
polymers, thus stopping material damage in its track. 62,63 Autonomous self-healing
polymers spontaneously repair broken bonds from the inside out, without any
human intervention, 64 and thereby evade the otherwise inescapable route towards
failure. 65 Indeed, nature teaches us that curing damage is invariably more reliable
than prevention. This approach is particularly relevant in situations where safety
is key, damage readily occurs, yet repair is troublesome or expensive. A diversity
of self-healing designs have thus materialized in the past two decades. 66–72 In all
invented systems, broken intermolecular bonds can reform in such a way that
the original material properties are restored from the nano- to the macroscale
(Figure 1.6). To date, the development of these materials has been partially
empirical, as the precise mechanisms underlying this unique behaviour have
remained speculative. The main reason is the lack of a suitable method to
visualize, quantify and interpret the nanoscale dynamics involved in autonomous
self-healing at the relevant time and length scales. To address this question, we
have collaborated with Prof. Sybrand van der Zwaag, Dr. Santiago García and
Dr. Arĳana Susa from the Novel Aerospace Materials group of the TU Delft,
who develop elastomeric coatings that spontaneously repair damage at room
temperature while also displaying a remarkably high strength and stiffness. 73 By

a
damage

b

damaged

reconnected

heal

healed

1 cm

Figure 1.6. Autonomous repair of a self-healing polymer. (a) Molecular-scale schematic. Damage,
in the form of broken supramolecular crosslinks, is spontaneously repaired from the inside out by
reformation of reversible bonds. Adapted with permission from ref. 60. (b) Autonomous self-repair
at the macroscopic level. After reunion of two damaged surfaces, self-healing starts instantly and
restores the original mechanical properties. The arrows point to the cut location. Adapted with
permission from ref. 61.
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performing bulk mechanical experiments they have established the conditions of
self-healing in great detail, 74–77 but they could not provide direct insight into the
molecular mechanisms. In Chapter 8, we bring these to light using laser speckle
imaging. For the first time, we spatially unveil the internal nanoscale motions with
unprecedented displacement resolution across almost six decades in frequency.
These findings may form a stepping stone for a new generation of self-healing
polymers.
Active liquid crystal networks
A whole new world of possibilities unfolds when a material is driven out of
equilibrium by an external perturbation. The interplay between a vast number
of active entities can lead to complex patterns of cooperative motion and selforganized structures. 78 A way to introduce activity is by means of responsive
molecules, i.e. molecules that react to changes in environmental stimuli such as
temperature, light, pH, external fields, or mechanical forces. 79 The resulting ‘smart’
materials display even richer dynamics than their passive counterparts and can
be designed to create an astonishing variety of shape-shifting, force-generating,
locomotive and interactive responses. 80 Creating these materials is as much an
art as a science. The holy grail is to decipher the rules that govern the complex
behaviour of active matter, and the principles by which controlled molecular
motion can be transmitted across length scales.
Liquid crystal molecules are particularly promising candidates for active
matter because of their highly anisotropic order and rapid response to a wide
range of stimuli (Figure 1.7). 83 Numerous different types of liquid crystals exist,
which have been exploited ingeniously in display technologies. 84 This has led to an
industry worth over 100 billion a year. 85 Thanks to the long-range liquid-crystalline
organization, small changes in the individual molecules are amplified over orders of
magnitude, and can thus convey remarkably large-scale reconfiguration. Although
this amplification is at the heart of many applications, the underlying mechanisms
are not well understood.
When liquid crystal molecules are embedded in a crosslinked polymeric
solid, the orientational order and responsiveness of liquid crystals are merged
with the versatile viscoelasticity of a polymer network. 86 These materials can
exhibit large, yet reversible, changes of dimension and shape (Figure 1.7a3 and
b3). 81,87–89 Responsive liquid crystal polymer networks have shown great potential
in various applications, including soft robotics, 82,90 self-cleaning solar cells, 91,92
tuneable separation membranes 93 and bio-interfacing. 94,95 In almost all cases,
the macroscopic functionality of the material arises from nanoscopic changes
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in shape and/or volume in response to an external trigger, such as an electric
field. 90,92,95–99 The engineering of these stimuli-responsive polymers has taken flight
in recent years, which all hinges on the fundamental premise that the nonuniform
electric field locally transforms the glassy solid into a rubbery elastomer to enable
the programmed shape and/or volumetric changes. Yet, the existence of such
an electric-field-induced glass transition has never been proven directly and
unambiguously. Moreover, the exact route from the nanoscale, where energy is
continuously consumed, to macroscopic functionality has long remained unknown.
To answer these open questions, we have collaborated with Dr. Danqing Liu and
Prof. Dirk Broer from the Laboratory of Stimuli-Responsive Functional Materials
and Devices of the TU Eindhoven, who have created a diversity of shape-morphing
liquid crystal networks. 82,90,92,98,99 In Chapter 9, we use LSI to reveal how an
alternating electric field can set in motion a hierarchical cascade of activated and
collective molecular rearrangements. In Chapter 10, we prove the existence of a
true field-induced glass-to-rubber transition. Using extensive quantitative analysis,
we evidence that actuation involves three distinct stages, amongst which the – to
date elusive – stage of ‘electroplasticization’. Our results thus lay a foundation

Figure 1.7. Examples of responsive liquid crystal networks in free-standing form (a) and surfaceconstrained (b). (a1) Rod-like LC building blocks can be oriented in a concentric cylindrical
manner. (a2) A polymer film comprising nine such coaxial packings displays an array of four-lobed
patterns between crossed polarizers. (a3) The spatially heterogeneous LC ordering allows for
pre-programmed, reversible shape changes, here between a flat film at room temperature and
nine protruding cones at elevated temperature. Reprinted from ref. 81 with permission from
AAAS. (b1) Cholesteric alignment of the LC units on a surface results in (b2) a ‘fingerprint’ texture
between crossed polarizers. (b3) Upon UV exposure, the initially flat topography morphs into a
corrugated state. Adapted with permission from ref. 82.
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for the future development of these active and interactive materials and resolve a
fundamental question in the field.

1.3

Visualization of dynamics

In all of the above-mentioned cases, establishing a deep understanding of the
internal dynamics in space and time is essential. With the growing societal focus
on sustainable and sophisticated technologies, research must go the extra mile
and reach beyond empirical knowledge of polymer materials. In order to advance
this aim, it is imperative to develop new imaging tools and instrumentation with
quantitative access to heterogeneous material properties. The pursuit of such
imaging capabilities is far from easy, as researchers face many obstacles along the
way. The most demanding are listed below.

1.3.1

Challenges

• The majority of everyday polymer materials are turbid, and therefore light
cannot pass through them. These materials appear as pitch dark under a
standard microscope, which makes imaging underneath the sample surface
quite challenging.
• The material may not be free-standing, but rather substrate-constrained. This
substrate will likely obstruct or interfere with the illuminating beam.
• Polymer materials are intrinsically complex and feature a very broad spectrum
of time and length scales. Complete characterization thus requires visualization
of dynamics from the level of individual molecules to the macroscopic level.
• Preferably, the material is not modified upon imaging, nor needs extensive
prior preparation. A non-invasive imaging modality is accordingly preferred.
• Although qualitative data are useful for identifying trends, they entail subjectivity in the evaluation and limit reproducibility. Quantitative imaging
is most powerful for extracting tangible properties that can be connected to
physical phenomena without observer bias.
• Imaging equipment is often costly, non-adjustable and difficult to operate. An
inexpensive, modular and accessible technique is highly desired.
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1.3.2

Commonly used methods

“ You can’t study the darkness by flooding it with light.” – Edward Abbey (1927–1989)

Conventional non-contact imaging methods therefore employ a well-defined
illuminating beam, made of white light (bright-field microscopy), laser light
(fluorescence-based microscopy), electrons (scanning electron microscopy), X-rays
(X-ray scattering), or radio waves (magnetic resonance imaging). Each of these
techniques has proven its merit for imaging polymer materials over the past
decades. Examples of their application to latex dispersions are shown in Figures
1.8 and 1.9. Nevertheless, all methods suffer from non-negligible drawbacks, which
we outline below.
Bright-field microscopy
Bright-field microscopy is the simplest, most direct and inexpensive means to
visualize material structure and dynamics. 100 Since the image contrast is based on
variations in scattered or transmitted intensity, acquired images are easily interpreted. However, only heterogeneities with dimensions larger than approximately
200 nm can be detected, and strong scattering renders bright-field microscopy
ineffective. 6 Molecular-scale heterogeneities and deep layers in opaque materials
therefore remain invisible. For colloidal dispersions such as water-based paints,
which feature microscopic inhomogeneities and instabilities, this technique may
be perfectly useful if the dispersion is (semi-)transparent. Emulsion coalescence,
for instance, can beautifully be visualized (Figure 1.8a). 101 We benefit from this
method in Chapters 3 and 4, where the dispersion films are sufficiently dilute and
thin to allow for rather detailed insight into the drying processes. By measuring
spatio-temporal changes in the transmitted light intensity, we can connect the latex
properties to evaporation-induced instabilities and final film homogeneity, which
ultimately enables a deeper mechanistic understanding of paint drying.
The temporal resolution of bright-field microscopes is limited only by the
camera frame rate and the required exposure time, and can reach beyond µs
under optimal conditions. 102 Even though the resultant images are intuitively
interpretable, their information content is only semi-quantitative and limited with
respect to further processing.
Fluorescence-based microscopy
One of the most common real-space optical methods in soft matter research is
the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). 104 Confocal microscopy relies
on variations in fluorescence intensity for its contrast, which already emphasizes
16
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the limitation that fluorescent components are required. Nevertheless, CLSM is
unsurpassed in providing particle-level information about a material. With the advent of three-dimensional imaging capabilities, including high-speed cameras and
software, nowadays confocal microscopy allows measuring individual particles in
three dimensions with sub-second temporal resolution and even down to a millisecond in two dimensions. The particle locations can afterwards be tracked with
outstanding accuracy using sophisticated computer algorithms, thus providing

a1

a2

a3

200 μm

b

c

500 nm

Figure 1.8. Typical imaging methods applied to latices. (a) Time-lapse transmission optical
micrographs showing coalescence in a film of poly(n-butyl acrylate) particles. Δt a1–a2 = 200 s
and Δt a2–a3 = 700 s. Coalesced regions appear as bright, while non-coalesced areas scatter
rather than transmit the light. The scale bar applies to all images. (b) Confocal micrograph of
a partially-dried suspension of fluorescent 1.1 µm latex particles inside a unidirectional drying
geometry. The particles accumulate at the open air/water interface. Reprinted with permission
from ref. 103. Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society. (c) Scanning electron micrograph
of the surface of an air-dried polystyrene latex film, showing three-dimensional crystalline packing.
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access to the instantaneous sample structure and its evolution over time. However,
analogous to bright-field microscopy, the spatial resolution cannot significantly
beat the diffraction limit. Particle-level information can thus be achieved only for a
limited number of specific systems, e.g. micron-sized fluorescent colloids (Figure
1.8b). Moreover, optical transparency is an essential prerequisite, which thus
excludes many everyday polymer materials. In those cases, either the aqueous
medium must be reformulated into a refractive-index-matched solvent, or the
imaging remains limited to superficial layers.
In recent years, a wealth of fluorescence-based super-resolution microscopy
(SRM) methods have seen the light. 105,106 These techniques provide unprecedented
information about features smaller than the excitation wavelength, down to single
molecules. Super-resolution microscopy has revolutionized imaging by thoroughly
breaking the diffraction limit. The potential and power of SRM are undeniable,
although applications to soft matter beyond biology are still relatively scarce.
Possible explanations are the high equipment cost, lack of flexibility, and proneness
to image artefacts. A review of the wide variety of SRM variants is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
Scanning electron microscopy
When it comes to direct nanoscale glimpses of the material surface, SEM is
unparalleled. This technique uses accelerated electrons, which have a much
smaller de Broglie wavelength than light, to image a sample. 107 The application of
a high vacuum prevents interactions of the electrons with surrounding gases and
thereby ensures a high lateral resolution – down to a few nanometres, depending
on the diameter of the electron beam. The image contrast is mainly determined by
the so-called ‘edge effect’: secondary electrons are generated mostly at edges in
the sample, resulting in an increased brightness at those positions. This allows
visualizing the morphology of the sample surface in great detail. In addition,
elemental mapping is possible, and fragile morphologies can be studied in their
original state by employing cryogenic conditions. Representative examples of the
surface of a dry paint film are shown in Figures 1.3b and 1.8c. Chapters 3 and 4
feature more high-resolution SEM images of a wide variety of dried latex films,
where we systematically evaluate the local particle packing and crack morphology
for different systems. These images, combined with complementary bright-field
micrographs and theory, provide comprehensive insight into the governing drying
stresses, mechanisms and regimes.
The major disadvantage of SEM is the restriction to surface or cross-sectional
information. Furthermore, the technique is destructive in the sense that sputter-
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coating of the sample with conductive metal is required. A third drawback is the
lack of truly quantitative information in scanning electron micrographs: different
images cannot accurately be compared in a quantitative manner, as the contrast
depends strongly on the used acceleration voltage, digital contrast and brightness.
Finally, the material dynamics are unattainable using typical scanning electron
microscopes, which operate only under high vacuum. In-situ analysis of the sample
surface is possible using so-called environmental SEM, 108,109 but the corresponding
resolution is suboptimal because of the lower vacuum.
X-ray scattering
X-ray scattering methods, such as small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 112 and X-ray
photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS), 113 are commonly used because of their
high sensitivity to multiple length scales in a single measurement – down to the
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Figure 1.9. Typical imaging methods applied to latices. (a) In-situ X-ray diffraction patterns
obtained during incremental heating of a polystyrene latex crystal. The intensity values on the
colour scale are logarithmic. At the melting temperature T = 381 K (a3), the Bragg peaks and
six-fold symmetry disappear. Adapted with permission from ref. 110. (b) Magnetic resonance
images of the cross-sections of drying latex films. The grey level scales with the local water
concentration. For small particles (b1), the water rapidly recedes from the film edge, whereas for
large particles (b2), it remains pinned at the edge for a prolonged period. Adapted with permission
from ref. 111.
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nanoscale. Some laboratories have in-house SAXS equipment, but to achieve the
maximum signal, high-brilliance X-rays produced by (costly) synchrotrons are
recommended. The temporal resolution is typically of the order of minutes, i.e.
not real-time. Both an advantage and disadvantage is the inherent volumetric
averaging; on the one hand, this affords ample ensemble statistics over a vast
number of scatterers, yet on the other hand, it impedes spatially resolved information. Instead, scattering methods probe the structure and dynamics as a
function of scattering vector 𝑞, which inversely reflects length scales ∼1/𝑞. In a
latex film, loss of small-scale structure by coalescence or melting thus involves
a shift towards smaller 𝑞 values (Figure 1.9a). 110,114,115 The fact that samples are
studied in reciprocal space makes it rather challenging to extract meaningful and
intuitive quantities.
Magnetic resonance imaging
Although traditionally used in the medical field, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has progressively entered the toolbox of soft matter experimentalists. 116–118
MRI allows non-invasive investigation of microscopic structure and dynamics
of both transparent and opaque samples in complex geometries. It combines
a strong magnetic field with intricate sequences of radiofrequency pulses, for
which the optimization possibilities are virtually endless. Using two-dimensional
slices, three-dimensional reconstructions can be made, albeit with relatively poor
spatial resolution of ∼10–100 µm. Application examples in polymer materials
include establishing water concentration profiles in a drying paint film (Figure
1.9b), 111,119,120 measuring polymer swelling kinetics, 121,122 and imaging stress
in strained elastomers. 123,124 Unfortunately, the method is time-consuming and
expensive, and demands a thorough understanding of pulse sequences, signal
acquisition and data processing. The time resolution is also limited compared
to the aforementioned techniques, typically in the range of 10–1000 ms. A final
drawback of MRI is its intrinsically low signal-to-noise ratio.
Novel imaging methods
This list is by no means exhaustive. In recent decades, various more ‘exotic’ imaging
techniques have emerged with applications in polymer science. Worth mentioning
are optical coherence tomography (an interferometric technique most widely
applied in the medical field), digital holography microscopy (for computational
reconstruction of holograms), light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (for threedimensional mapping of fluorophores), and digital photoelasticity (for visualization
of stress-induced birefringence). Yet again, these methods only function optimally
20
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in the limit of weak scattering. A notable exception is X-ray tomography, which
indeed permits capturing the three-dimensional dynamic properties of a broad
variety of turbid systems. Nevertheless, the technique is quite costly, and with a
time resolution of seconds at best, it is unsuitable for real-time imaging.

1.4

Laser speckle imaging

Despite the proven value of each of the techniques above, none of them fulfils all the
conditions listed in Section 1.3.1. We therefore took a leap in the dark to develop a
method that does allow the spatially resolved quantification of nanoscale dynamics
inside highly turbid, heterogeneous and complex materials, in situ, non-invasively,
over a wide range of time scales, irrespective of the sample substrate, and in an
affordable and accessible way: laser speckle imaging.

1.4.1

Background

Laser speckle imaging (LSI) has its origin in the medical world, emerging in
the 1980s as a new diagnostic tool for non-invasive imaging of microvascular
blood flow velocities in vivo. 125 This technique is essentially an extremely sensitive
motion-detection method. It relies on the quasi-elastic interaction of laser photons
with a large number of scattering centres inside a turbid material. 126 As a result of
the multitude of scattering events, the photons follow a diffusive trajectory, with
statistical properties identical to a random walk (Figure 1.10a). 127,128
Remarkably few components are needed for an LSI set-up (Figure 1.10b): (i)
a coherent light source, typically a laser, which illuminates the turbid material
of interest; (ii) an array of photodetectors, generally a CCD or CMOS camera,
which records the multiply scattered light; (iii) an objective lens, which focuses the
scattered light onto the camera sensor; and (iv) a linear polarizer perpendicular
to the laser polarization, which filters most of the reflected and weakly scattered
photons. Finally, a beam expander is required if the laser beam is collimated,
to widen the beam diameter and thus illuminate a larger area of the sample.
Interestingly, these components strongly resemble the parts of a (polarization)
optical microscope if the laser would be replaced by a white-light source. It is
indeed the coherence of the illuminating beam that is crucial for LSI. While white
light yields commonly known images, laser light results in a speckle pattern
on the camera: a spatial structure of randomly distributed intensity minima
and maxima (Figure 1.10c1). This peculiar pattern arises from the interference
between numerous photons that all have traversed a unique scattering path inside
the opaque sample, leading to a multitude of photon path lengths and phase
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differences. 132 White-light images are in a sense superpositions of an infinite
number of laser speckle patterns.
A single speckle pattern is rather boring and does not contain significant
information. The detailed granular structure bears no relation to the macroscopic
properties of the illuminated object. 133 By contrast, temporal sequences of speckle
patterns, i.e. speckle movies, harbour a wealth of dynamic information. In the
early 1980s, it was discovered that motion inside the sample leads to blurring of the
speckles, provided the exposure time is of the order of the speckle decorrelation
time. 125 This blurring was translated into dynamic information using the contrast
function 𝐾:
p
h𝐼 2 i − h𝐼i 2
𝜎𝐼
𝐾=
=
(1.1)
𝜇𝐼
h𝐼i
where 𝜎𝐼 is the standard deviation of the speckle intensity 𝐼 and 𝜇𝐼 is the mean
intensity. The brackets h...i refer to an average over time and/or space. 134 Under
ideal conditions, a static speckle pattern features an intensity distribution with 𝜎𝐼
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Figure 1.10. Principle of laser speckle imaging. (a) Artist’s impression of diffusive light propagation
through a material with randomly distributed scattering centres (blue spheres). A single photon
path is drawn in pink. Reprinted with permission from ref. 129. (b) Schematic of a laser speckle
imaging apparatus. C = camera, Obj = objective lens and polarizer, S = sample, D = diverging
lens, LS = laser source. Reprinted with permission from ref. 130. (c1) Typical raw speckle image
of microvascular blood flow inside a rat brain. Very few features are visible, except for slightly
blurred blood vessels. Speckle contrast analysis of a time series of such speckle patterns yields
the corresponding K map (c2), in which hidden capillaries come to light. The grey level is inversely
proportional to the blood flow velocity. Adapted with permission from ref. 131.
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equal to 𝜇𝐼 , which gives a theoretical maximum contrast of unity. Such a speckle
pattern is termed ‘fully developed’. 132,135 In practice, the light is not perfectly
polarized and monochromatic, the dynamic range of the camera is imperfectly
used, background noise interferes, and the exposure time is not infinitesimally
small, giving rise to 𝐾 < 1. This value will decrease further if the scatterers move
and cause blurring of the speckles, i.e. a reduction of 𝜎𝐼 . 134 A blurry speckle image
can thus be transformed into a sharp flow velocity map using this simple and fast
image processing algorithm (Figure 1.10c2).
In the 1990s, new digital methods enabled the development of a real-time version
of laser speckle contrast imaging. 136 Even though in parallel, truly quantitative
algorithms were developed to analyse speckle fluctuations via correlation functions,
the required computing power was too large to allow for on-line image processing.
As a result, the 𝐾 analysis routine became firmly embedded and widespread. Laser
speckle imaging has thenceforth matured into a well-established medical imaging
modality. 137–140
Although the 𝐾 algorithm is fast and intuitive, its quantitative potential
is limited. Some progress has been made in semi-quantitative analysis of flow
velocities using ‘multi-exposure LSI’. 140,141 The amount of speckle blurring depends
not only on the movement of the scattering centres, but also on the exposure time
𝐿; specifically, on the ratio of 𝐿 to the intensity fluctuation time. By measuring
𝐾 for multiple exposure times, and fitting 𝐾(𝐿) to intricate equations, the typical
relaxation time 𝜏0 of the scatterers can be obtained and inversely related to the
flow velocity 𝑣. Most commonly using 𝑣 = 𝜆/2𝜋𝜏0 with 𝜆 the laser wavelength. 134
Yet, this equation has limited physical foundation and neglects Brownian motion.
A multitude of mathematical models have been derived over the years, which
incorporate the fraction of static scattered light, different velocity distributions,
and the noise contribution. 142,143 Although the results empirically correlate with
blood perfusion, they remain far removed from light scattering physics.

1.4.2

Theory

The lack of a solid physical basis for most LSI analysis is remarkable, since the
theory connecting speckle fluctuations quantitatively to scatterer dynamics has
been established since the late 1980s. Theoretical frameworks were developed using
the diffusive nature of light transport to derive expressions for the temporal intensity
correlation function. 144–146 This theory has laid the foundation for diffusing wave
spectroscopy (DWS), which is essentially LSI of a single speckle, i.e. not spatially
resolved. In fact, outside the medical field, LSI is frequently referred to as ‘spaceresolved DWS’. 147–151 One central assumption of DWS is that photons are scattered
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a very large number of times inside the material. This method thus operates in the
opposite limit of traditional dynamic light scattering (DLS), which features highly
transparent samples that satisfy the condition that each photon is scattered only
once. 152,153
The most widely used, truly quantitative alternative to the 𝐾 function is the
well-established intensity correlation function 𝑔2 :
𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏) =

𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) · 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)
𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦)

𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)

(1.2)

where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the spatial coordinates or pixels, 𝑡 is the experimental time,
and 𝜏 is the correlation or lag time between the two correlated speckle patterns.
The numerator represents the speckle correlation, while the denominator ensures
the correct normalization by the absolute intensity. The angular brackets denote
averaging over multiple speckle correlations in order to achieve sufficient statistics.
Experimentally this is achieved either by time averaging at a single pixel in space,
or at a fixed point in time over a window in space i.e. an ensemble of different
speckles. 154
Assuming Gaussian field statistics, 152 𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏) can be directly linked to the
electric field correlation function 𝑔1 (𝑡, 𝜏) = h𝐸(𝑡) · 𝐸∗ (𝑡 + 𝜏)i/h|𝐸(𝑡)| 2 i via the
Siegert relation: 𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏) = 1 + 𝛽 | 𝑔1 (𝑡, 𝜏)| 2 . For clarity, we have omitted the spatial
dependence here. The quantity 𝛽 is a constant which is proportional to the inverse
of the number of detected speckle modes. In an ideal experiment, 𝛽 = 1, but
camera-based detection invariably involves 0 < 𝛽 ≤ 1 due to the detection of
multiple speckle modes at the same time. 155,156
In conventional DWS, the correlation function is typically computed as a
function of 𝜏. Fitting 𝑔1 (𝜏) to well-known equations subsequently allows to extract
characteristic time scales of the internal dynamics. Moreover, different types of
movement can be disentangled, such as diffusion from ballistic transport. We
discuss these possibilities extensively in Chapters 5–11.
The two main physical quantities hidden in the scattering statistics are the
deformation field 𝑓 (U), given by the tensor U, and a non-affine motion, characterized by the mean-square displacement hΔ𝑟 2 i of the scattering centres during the correlation time used. 𝑔1 can be expressed as a superposition of the
two. 148,149 This expression is not trivial, since the multiply scattered photons
traverse a wide diversity of path lengths inside the material. Each path length
𝑠 has a certain probability or statistical weight 𝑃(𝑠) and contributes to the overall correlation function
𝑔1 (𝜏) by means of a single-exponential
decay function:


𝑔1,𝑠 (𝜏, 𝑠) = exp −𝑠 𝑘0 2 ℓ ∗ 𝑓 (U) + hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i/3ℓ ∗ . Here, 𝑘0 = 2𝜋𝑛/𝜆0 is the wave
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vector with 𝑛 the refractive index of the medium and 𝜆0 the laser wavelength in
vacuum. ℓ ∗ is the transport mean free path, which constitutes the step length in
the photon random walk (see Chapter 11, Section 11.2.7 for more details). 127,146 As
the equation shows, longer path lengths cause 𝑔1,𝑠 (𝜏, 𝑠) to decay faster. The
total field
∫ ∞ correlation function is an integral over all possible path lengths:
𝑔1 (𝜏) = 0 𝑃(𝑠) 𝑔1,𝑠 (𝜏, 𝑠) d𝑠. 154
The decay rate of a given path can be physically interpreted as the time it takes
for 𝑠 to change by a wavelength. 127 Long photon paths involve many scattering
events and thus cause accelerated speckle decorrelation, as each individual scatterer
needs only to move by a small fraction of 𝜆 in order to change the cumulative path
length by a full wavelength. The exceptional sensitivity of LSI stems from this
unique feature. Under single-scattering conditions, nanometric displacements of
scattering centres cannot be detected, yet numerous minute displacements rapidly
add up to measurable changes in the photon propagation. Provided the resulting
intensity fluctuation exceeds one grey value – out of the typically 256 shades of
grey for an 8-bit camera – it gives rise to signal decorrelation and a concomitant
decrease of 𝑔2 .
For two particular experimental geometries, the photon path length distribution
𝑃(𝑠) has been explicitly derived. The first is the back-scatter geometry, depicted in
Figure 1.10a, where the laser and camera are on the same side of the sample. We
use this geometry in Chapters 5, 6 and 8–10. A surprisingly simple approximation
for the corresponding correlation function is: 148,149



𝑔1 ≈ exp −𝛾 𝑘0

q

3ℓ ∗ 2 𝑓 (U)


+

hΔ𝑟 2 i

(1.3)

where 𝛾 is a numerical constant which has been experimentally observed to vary
between 1.5 and 2.7. 154 Specifically, 𝛾 = 𝑧0 /ℓ ∗ + 2/3, with 𝑧 0 a depth inside the
material of the order of ℓ ∗ , from which the light is assumed to originate. 127
The second relevant experimental geometry is forward-scatter LSI, where the
laser and camera are on opposite sides of the sample. This variant is generally
called the ‘transmission’ geometry – somewhat inaccurately in our opinion, because
all straightforwardly transmitted photons are filtered out by the linear polarizer in
the detection path. We utilize this geometry in Chapter 7. Again, the probability
distribution 𝑃(𝑠) has been determined with excellent accuracy by solving the
photon diffusion equation for a slab of thickness ℎ  ℓ ∗ illuminated with a plane
wave in the forward-scatter geometry: 149,157
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q

𝑔1 ≈

𝑘0 ℎ 3 𝑓 (U) + hΔ𝑟 2 i/ℓ ∗ 2



q

sinh 𝑘0 ℎ 3 𝑓 (U) +

hΔ𝑟 2 i/ℓ ∗ 2



(1.4)

The main advantages of the back-scatter geometry are easy alignment and applicability to any sample, regardless of whether the substrate is opaque or transparent.
The forward-scatter geometry is superior when it comes to displacement resolution, which can go down to the Ångström scale, contrary to the ∼10 nm motion
resolution obtained using back-scatter LSI. The origin of this difference is the larger
contribution of short photon paths in the latter case, where the light remains more
superficial. 127 In the forward-scatter geometry, the minimum path length equals
the sample thickness, and thus involves many more scattering events on average.
Consequently, the correlation function decays much faster.
Related to this, the spatial resolution is somewhat poorer, i.e. the area over
which the dynamics are averaged. A larger number of diffusive steps also leads to
greater spreading of the light inside the material. Photons will often exit the sample
from a different location than their entry point, and this distance is proportional
to the average path length. Generally, the spatial resolution of LSI is of the order
of 10 µm, but this value depends strongly on the geometry, ℓ ∗ and speckle size.
Chapters 5, 7 and 11 further elaborate on this topic.
Finally, a third type of resolution crucial in LSI is the temporal resolution,
which also dictates the 𝜏 resolution. The high end of this resolution is entirely
determined by the frame rate of the camera, which in turn cannot exceed 1/𝐿 and
thus also depends on the laser power. Using a minimally divergent 1 Watt laser,
we have ultimately reached a frame rate of 100 kHz. The low end of the temporal
resolution is set by the total duration of the speckle movie. This can in principle be
as long as the researcher’s patience.
In discussing the data analysis, we have thus far limited ourselves to the contrast
function 𝐾 and correlation functions 𝑔2 and 𝑔1 . Indeed, these are used in 99.9% of
all light scattering experiments. The 𝐾 routine is commonly employed in medical
LSI applications, and correlators are standard in DLS and DWS measurements.
However, yet a third gauge for the local mobility exists – the intensity structure
function 𝑑2 : 153
D
 2E
𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)
ED
E
𝑑2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏) = D
(1.5)
𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)
The structure function reflects changes in the intensity, with high values indicating
fast decorrelation of the signal and hence a large mobility. In the case of a stationary
ergodic process with sufficient sample size, 𝑑2 and 𝑔2 are inversely related, 158,159 as
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can be derived by expanding Equation (1.5) (again omitting the spatial dependence
for brevity):
𝑑2 (𝑡, 𝜏) =

=

=

𝐼(𝑡)2 + 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏)2 − 2 𝐼(𝑡) · 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏)
𝐼(𝑡) 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏)
𝐼(𝑡)2 + 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏)2

− 2 𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏)

𝐼(𝑡) 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏)
2 𝐼(𝑡)2
𝐼(𝑡)

2

− 2 𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏)

= 2 𝑔2 (𝑡, 0) − 𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏)





if 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏)
(1.6)

We are strong advocates of using 𝑑2 as the dynamic indicator of choice, because it
is not sensitive to low-frequency noise nor to spurious drift in the mean intensity,
thanks to the subtraction in the numerator. In fact, one to two orders of magnitude
fewer data points are needed to achieve the same accuracy and convergence for 𝑑2
compared to 𝑔2 . The computing time and hardware investment are very similar
for the two. 158 Virtually the only disadvantage of 𝑑2 is its indirect relationship to
𝑔1 . Despite the apparent superiority of the structure function, it is surprisingly
unknown and underrated in soft matter science, with very few accounts of its
application. 153,160–163 While ‘correlators’ are prevalent, we recommend designing
and implementing ‘structurators’ instead, either as software or as hardware
products. 159,161 The term structurator was first coined in ref. 158, yet this proposal
never gained momentum.
A similar conservative attitude exists in the medical world, where fully quantitative LSI is one of the grand challenges, but 𝐾-based analysis prevails in most
applications – with a few interesting exceptions, primarily from the group of S. K.
Nadkarni. 143,155,164–168 Yet, computing capacity nowadays is sufficient for real-time
image processing and visualization using 𝑑2 algorithms. In this thesis, we hope to
reveal the ease and power of the structure function in visualizing dynamics.

1.4.3

Quantitative LSI of polymer materials

“ If I have seen further than others, it is by standing upon the shoulders of Giants.”

– Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727)
To relate the LSI chapters of this thesis to the international state-of-the-art, let
us examine the pioneering work and recent advances in the application of LSI
to polymer materials. Such research is actually surprisingly limited, as evid27
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enced in the next sections. Note that we exclude most work from the groups of
J. Crassous and L. Cipelletti, who have performed beautiful series of experiments
on non-polymeric soft materials using LSI analogues, notably granular materials, 148,149,169–171 aqueous foams 172 and chocolate. 151 A review of these applications
is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We subdivide the LSI literature into imaging of nanodynamics and nanomechanics. However, this distinction is not black and white, hence our choices are
debatable. In fact, realistic experiments often entail a complex convolution of
a non-ideal strain field 𝑓 (U) and different contributions of non-affine motion
hΔ𝑟 2 i, although in most cases either of the two is negligible on the time scale
of observation. A paper worth mentioning in this respect is by Nagazi et al. 150
In a comprehensive, rigorous and truly quantitative manner, the authors are
capable of disentangling an affine deformation field from random nanoscopic
displacements during tensile strain tests. We exclude this work from the following
review because no displacement images are presented – only one-dimensional
plots of coarse-grained regions of interest. Yet, the authors find an excellent and
relevant agreement between their results and those obtained using a conventional
stereo-digital image correlation method. In addition, they are able to detect distinct
deviations from linear elasticity and the onset of localized plasticity well before
any macroscopic sign of weakening. We believe that this approach is promising
for development into a higher-resolution, two-dimensional equivalent.
Imaging of nanodynamics
The term nanodynamics can denote a variety of nanoscale processes, including
diffusion, evaporative flux, particle deformation, coalescence, crack propagation,
paint delamination, etc. Unravelling and quantifying these diverse phenomena is
a challenging endeavour that we will tackle in this thesis.
Of the very few papers using LSI on paints, 175,176 the most prominent employs a
variation of LSI called ‘echo speckle imaging’ (ESI). 163 The hallmark of this method
is the potential for ensemble-averaged imaging of dynamics without sacrificing
spatial resolution. ESI thus offers a workaround for the intrinsic non-ergodicity of
drying paints; meaning that on most time scales, paints do not satisfy the condition
that the spatial dynamic average equals the temporal average. Single-pixel time
traces may thus be insufficient to obtain a correct 𝑑2 value, and the 𝑔1 function
may not decay to zero on an experimental time scale. The solution proposed by
Zakharov and Scheffold utilizes a spinning ground glass disk in the incident laser
beam (Figure 1.11a1). 163 The rough, matte finish of the ground glass scrambles the
laser light on purpose. Rather than averaging over time, this permits averaging
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over statistically independent illumination geometries, which vary in a temporally
controlled manner. Hence, the scattered light will fluctuate not only by internal
sample motion, but also at a well-defined rate imposed by the ground glass
revolution. After integer multiples of the ground glass period, the incident speckle
pattern is retrieved, giving rise to so-called echoes in the signal. For static samples,
the height of these echo peaks is constant over time. Yet, for dynamic samples, the
motion within the sample induces additional decorrelation, resulting in a decrease
of the echoes. The rate with which the echo peak height declines is a measure
for the internal dynamics of the sample – in a fully ergodic way. Averaging over
different phases of the ground glass, i.e. over statistically independent realizations
of the speckle pattern, yields sufficient statistics without any spatial averaging. 126
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Figure 1.11. LSI of nanodynamics inside synthetic polymer materials. (a) Monitoring paint drying
by a variant of LSI: echo speckle imaging. (a1) The paint film is placed on an analytical balance
inside a humidity chamber. The incident laser beam is diffused by a rotating ground glass mounted
on a stepper motor, which provides access to ensemble-averaged dynamic properties without
spatial averaging. Adapted with permission from ref. 173. (a2) Time evolution of the normalized
mobility and solids fraction. d 2 peaks when the water front retreats intermittently into the packing
of particles. Adapted with permission from ref. 163. (b) On-line imaging of ABS plastic extrusion
from a 3D printer. The hot nozzle propagates to the right and deposits a 200 µm layer of molten
plastic onto the 3 mm thick existing structure. An FFT algorithm enables real-time quantitative
visualization at different characteristic frequencies 𝜔 . Adapted with permission from ref. 174.
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In this single paper, echo speckle imaging has been developed and applied to
elucidate the different stages of paint drying. Interestingly, the average mobility in
the centre of a paint film appears to not decrease monotonically, but peaks after
∼2000 s (Figure 1.11a2). Spatially resolved 𝑑2 maps manifest intermittent events in
both space and time, probably arising from rapid bursts of liquid receding into
the porous bed of particles. The volume fraction of solids, by contrast, evolves
very smoothly over time. Although ESI certainly has its merits, the technique is
rather advanced and involved. In fact, we have endeavoured to develop an ESI
set-up ourselves. Synchronization of the ground glass rotation and camera turned
out to be an insurmountable task. Stable spinning of the ground glass, mounted
on a stepper motor, is practically impossible at high revolution rates, which are
desired for imaging fast processes. This hindrance is exacerbated by the question
whether ESI is really necessary for watching paint dry. In spite of the unavoidable
non-ergodicity, largely correct results can also be acquired using ‘standard’ LSI
routines, as we demonstrate in this thesis. We elaborate on the ergodicity problem
in Chapter 11, Section 11.2.8.
Another noteworthy feature of LSI is its potential for frequency-resolved
imaging. As Equation (1.5) shows, 𝑑2 is a four-dimensional function of 𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦
and 𝜏, with 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −1 . The correlation time can thus be considered as a frequency
selector in 𝑑2 maps. By choosing a longer 𝜏 in the image analysis, we can shift
our focus to slower dynamics. We clarify and illustrate this capability in Chapters
5, 8 and 11, but also in recent literature an exemplary example is presented
using a portable LSI set-up developed in our group. 174 This apparatus has been
successfully applied to visualize the 3D printing of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene
plastic in situ. Furthermore, the authors have developed a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) routine that permits real-time analysis of the printing process (Figure 1.11b).
The FFT is several orders of magnitude faster than existing quantitative analysis
methods. 153 The reciprocal Fourier space contains a frequency counterpart of the
correlation time: 𝜔 = 2𝜋 𝑓 ∝ 𝜏−1 . Varying 𝜔 allows discriminating different types
of motion (compare the two rows in Figure 1.11b): while the transient deposition
of a new fluid layer is visible at both low and high frequencies as a superficial
zone of enhanced mobility, only at low frequency (top row) a much deeper and
longer-lasting perturbation of the previously printed material is manifest. These
results emphasize the extraordinary sensitivity of LSI and the power of frequencyresolved imaging. We utilize the full capacity of Fourier-transform-LSI in Chapters
9 and 10.
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Imaging of nanomechanics
As mentioned above, the differentiation between nanodynamics and nanomechanics is not clear-cut. We here choose to assign two types of experiments to the
nanomechanics category: (i) measuring internal strains induced by an externally
imposed force field; and (ii) establishing the viscoelastic modulus of a material at
equilibrium.
Visualizing the local mechanical response of polymers under applied stress is
vital to improve the material performance and lifetime. Laser speckle imaging is
ideally suited for measuring the minute deformations that ensue from an external
mechanical perturbation of a (non-transparent) polymer material.
An excellent paper in this regard seeks to unravel the remarkable fracture
toughness of nacre. Verho et al. have synthesized a nacre-inspired polymer/clay
nanocomposite and used LSI to illuminate the inelastic deformations in the
process zone prior to crack propagation. 177 Such energy dissipating mechanisms
are crucial for dispersing the stress concentration and delaying fracture. By
integrating an LSI set-up into a three-point bending tester, the macroscopic
strain of the notched specimen could be determined in parallel with the spatially
resolved LSI signal at the notch tip (Figure 1.12a). The authors use a semiquantitative measure for the amplitude of the local displacements: 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) =
˜ 𝑦, 𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑥,
˜ 𝑦, 𝑡 − 𝜏) /𝐼(𝑥,
˜ 𝑦, 𝑡) where 𝐼˜ is the smoothed intensity. This indicator
𝐼(𝑥,
thus reflects the normalized change in speckle intensity. Plotting 𝑆 as a function of
imposed strain and distance perpendicular to the notch tip 𝑋 unveils a millimetric
a

b

Figure 1.12. LSI of polymer nanomechanics. (a) Schematic of a set-up to image inelastic
deformations during single-edge-notched bending of a nacre-inspired polymer/clay nanocomposite.
(b) ‘Speckle difference signal’ S (see text) perpendicular to the notch tip (located at X = 1.7 mm)
versus increasing macroscopic strain, showing a steadily growing process zone. Adapted with
permission from ref. 177.
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process zone that develops and grows intermittently (Figure 1.12b). In-situ SEM
confirms the presence of inelastic deformations in the process zone, including
various forms of micro-cracking. Such toughening mechanisms are invaluable for
enhancing the fracture resistance.
The validity and potential of the correlation function for mapping internal
strains has been further demonstrated by Erpelding et al. 147,178 During a quasi-static
loading/unloading cycle of a slab of teflon, the authors could accurately measure
the 𝑔1 correlation map, which shows a pronounced Boussinesq strain field beneath
the applied point force (Figure 1.13a, top row). 147 These deformations prove largely
reversible: the image sequence, representing point forces of 0, 2.7, 8.1, 2.7 and
0 N, is almost symmetric. Moreover, correlation maps based on the analytical
Boussinesq solution for the strain tensor 𝑈, 147,178 yield strikingly similar contours
(Figure 1.13a, bottom row). These results highlight the accuracy of LSI to image
displacement fields both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Also in the absence of an external force, LSI can provide insight into viscoelastic
properties. To achieve this, a small fraction of strongly scattering nanoparticles
must be embedded in a (semi-)transparent polymer, and the particle vibrations
are subsequently measured to determine the modulus of the surrounding matrix.
In a sense, the nanoparticles serve as tracers that probe the local rigidity of the
quiescent polymer network. A relevant application of this approach is proposed in
refs. 165 and 167. The authors have created various synthetic tissue mimicks with
heterogeneous moduli, and successfully generate corresponding nanomechanical
maps using LSI – or ‘laser speckle rheology’ as the authors coin their methodology. 164,165,167,168,179 In this work, the well-established idea of the generalized
Stokes–Einstein equation is adopted, which forms the basis of the microrheology
formalism. 180 This equation states that the amplitude of the thermal fluctuations
of inert, monodisperse particles in an elastic solid is inversely proportional to
the microscopic rigidity. More specifically, it directly relates the particle meansquare displacement to the complex viscoelastic shear modulus 𝐺 ∗ (𝜔) via the
approximation:
𝑘B 𝑇
(1.7)
𝐺∗ (𝜔) ≈
𝜋𝑎 hΔ𝑟 2 (1/𝜔)i Γ [1 + 𝛼(𝜔)]
where 𝜔 is the frequency, 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the temperature, 𝑎 is
the nanoparticle radius, Γ is the gamma function, and 𝛼 = d ln Δ𝑟 2 (𝑡) /d ln 𝑡 is
the logarithmic slope of the mean-square displacement at 𝜔 = 1/𝑡. 181
For example, Wang et al. have mimicked the luminal wall by a gel phantom of
eight compartments with different viscoelasticities, thus realizing both circumferentially and longitudinally varying mechanical properties (Figure 1.13b1). 167 The
eight cells were alternating gels of PEG (polyethylene glycol), PA (polyacrylamide)
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and PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane), with 0.6 % w/v embedded titanium dioxide
particles. Conventional macrorheology at an oscillation frequency of 1 Hz yielded
for the three polymer gels 𝐺 ∗ = 18 Pa, 77 Pa and 9.5 kPa, respectively. Subsequently,
the authors brought a catheter into the centre of the phantom, which acquired
laser speckle patterns in four channels. Finally, they computed the 𝑔2 function,
converted this to hΔ𝑟 2 i of the nanoparticles via Equation (1.3) assuming absence
19 mm
a
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3
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27 mm
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b2

Figure 1.13. LSI of polymer nanomechanics. (a) Experimental (top) and analytical (bottom)
back-scatter g1 maps during a linear point-loading/unloading cycle of teflon. The colour coding
represents the correlation, and the corresponding strains are indicated. Adapted with permission
from ref. 147. (b) Mapping heterogeneous mechanical properties of a tissue phantom. (b1) Design
of an eight-cell polymer phantom which mimics the lumen wall. The centre is imaged using of a
four-faceted catheter. (b2) Nanomechanical maps for the four channels (CH1–CH4) representing
the top, left, bottom and right of the phantom core, inverted horizontally with respect to (b1). The
colour coding indicates the complex shear modulus. Three orders-of-magnitude different moduli
are found, in good agreement with macroscopic rheology. Adapted with permission from ref. 167.
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of a strain field, and substituted the mean-square displacement into Equation
(1.7). The outcome is quite remarkable (Figure 1.13b2). Both qualitatively and
quantitatively, the resultant nanomechanical 𝐺 ∗ (𝜔 = 1 Hz) maps are in excellent
agreement with predictions – although we do have some reservations concerning
the data interpretation by the authors, notably their confusion of 𝑔1 and 𝑔2 , the
quality of their speckle patterns, and the validity of their microrheology approach.
These examples give a tiny glimpse of the broad application potential and
versatility of laser speckle imaging, both in the type of materials to investigate
and in the type of information to extract. Yet, LSI has still gathered surprisingly little momentum outside the medical field. Moreover, its full capacity to
quantitatively visualize motions has remained unrealized, especially the great
frequency-resolving capability and high spatio-temporal resolution. We will
venture into this uncharted territory.

1.5

Outline of this thesis

The chapters in this thesis are written as independent scientific papers, yet each
of them is centred on the title: ‘Quantitative imaging of nanoscale dynamics in
polymer materials’. This title consists of two distinct aims: (i) the development of
new imaging methods to uncover nanoscopic processes that have long remained
obscure; and (ii) understanding how the complex properties of polymer materials
emerge from the collective dance of their nanometric building blocks. In each
chapter, we amalgamate these two aims, although the specific imaging methods
and polymer materials vary from chapter to chapter. Additional to the title, two
recurring themes in this thesis are non-equilibrium processes and sustainability.
This thesis is divided into three parts. In Parts I and II (Chapters 2–6), we paint
a quantitative picture of drying polymer dispersions at the nanoscale, starting
with a review on watching paint dry. In Part III (Chapters 7–10), we visualize
and quantify the molecular origins of a variety of complex mechanical processes
inside polymer networks, including fracture nucleation in elastomers, spontaneous
self-healing in polymers, and shape-shifting of active liquid crystal networks. The
difference between Parts I and II lies in their focus on different imaging methods:
Chapters 3 and 4 revolve around conventional bright-field microscopy, whose
quantitative potential for studying paint drying phenomena we exploit to the
fullest. Chapters 5 and 6 introduce LSI as an experimental tool to unveil the inner
workings of coatings across a wide range of time scales, in a spatially resolved
manner, even in complex and realistic formulations. The final chapter of this thesis
is an overarching discussion which reflects upon all chapters, identifies limitations,
and highlights many bright future avenues.
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Part I
Drying
model coatings

Chapter 2
Watching paint dry;
more exciting than it seems

This chapter is based on: Hanne M. van der Kooĳ and Joris Sprakel, ‘Watching
paint dry; more exciting than it seems’, Soft Matter 11, 6353–6359 (2015).

Abstract
With an ever-increasing demand for sustainable alternatives to solvent-borne
coatings and paints, the pressure to develop aqueous alternatives that match or
exceed the performance of their traditional counterparts rises. A crucial step in this
sustainability challenge for the years to come is to arrive at a deep, and complete,
understanding of how water-borne paints dry and form their final protective films.
As it turns out, this is no minor challenge. Yet, understanding drying and film
formation is a prototypical soft matter problem at heart, displaying a rich variety of
complex non-equilibrium phenomena that are waiting to be understood. Watching
paint dry is far from the boring activity the saying suggests.

2 Watching paint dry; more exciting than it seems

2.1

Introduction

Traditional paints are composed of a polymeric binder dissolved in an organic
solvent, with additional paint ingredients, such as pigments or fillers, suspended
in the medium. Upon drying, the polymer forms a solid layer which shields the material underneath from environmental conditions, while simultaneously trapping
the pigments to generate an aesthetically appealing surface. During drying, the
solvent evaporates into the air and atmosphere. These volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) emitted from paints and adhesives are among the main contributors to
greenhouse gases in the earth’s atmosphere, and simultaneously endanger the
health of consumers or professionals applying the paints. Prolonged exposure
to VOCs emitted from paint can lead to severe brain damage, impairing sensory,
motor, and behavioural functions, in a disease known as ‘painters’ syndrome’. 1
Not surprisingly, this has motivated paint manufacturers and policy makers to
embark on a road to phase out the use of solvent-borne paints.
Effectively eradicating solvent-borne paints across the wide variety of applications where they find use, requires the availability of sustainable and non-toxic
alternatives that offer the same quality of performance and appearance. One of
the key technologies to replace solvent-based paints are water-based coatings, in
which the organic solvent has been replaced, partially or completely, by water. For
most applications however, the final film must be resistant to water irrespective of
the carrier medium that the paint was formulated for. The water-insoluble binder
polymer, which was traditionally dissolved in an organic medium, is now added
to the water-borne paint as a dispersion of colloidal polymer particles, known as a
latex. 2
Film formation in solvent-based paints, in which the binder is molecularly
dissolved, involves the continuous thickening of the paint as the solvent evaporates,
until it leaves behind a homogeneous polymer layer in which pigments and
opacifiers are embedded. By contrast, in water-based systems, in which the binder
is dispersed rather than dissolved, film formation proceeds completely differently:
as the aqueous continuous phase dries, the particles become close-packed, until at
some point phase inversion takes place, during which the binder phase forms a
continuous film through coalescence. This process of film formation is at the core
of determining the resilience and aesthetics of the final coating.
While it has been a subject of intense study for decades, much remains to be
understood before water-borne and VOC-free paints can be rationally designed
to offer the high-quality performance we have come to know and expect from
traditional solvent-borne paints. Our deep understanding of the film formation
process is obscured by its inherent complexity, which arises from the multitude
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of phenomena that come into play as soon as a paint starts drying. It requires us
to connect knowledge on colloidal interactions in multicomponent mixtures, the
thermodynamic and kinetic stability of thin liquid films, fluid flows through porous
media induced by evaporative fluxes, the yielding and flow of highly viscoelastic
matter which simultaneously undergoes chemical curing, the mechanics of thin
paint layers that gradually transition from particulate to continuous, and much
more. It is this fascinating complexity, emerging in an everyday situation, that
makes understanding film formation a prototypical soft matter challenge.
As elaborated in Chapter 1, one of the central paradigms in soft matter
science is the connection of phenomena acting on the relevant microscopic length
scales, be it molecular or colloidal, to phenomena observable in the macroscopic
realm. Applying this approach to film formation requires detailed experimental
investigation into the structure and dynamics on the smallest length scales across
a wide range of time scales: from the moment a paint is applied, throughout its
drying and ageing, until the moment it becomes so brittle that it may fracture
or delaminate from the surface onto which it was applied. While spectroscopic,
resonance-based methods such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) are invaluable, direct visualization at the
colloidal scale in real space and time is ideally suited for this task. With the wide
range of imaging methods available this is now excellently feasible.
Below, we will highlight several of the key challenges we face in understanding
film formation, and sketch how a combination of smart chemistry, quantitative
imaging, and emerging techniques such as microfluidics, may allow us to watch
paint dry with fresh eyes. Please note that the scientific foray into drying dispersions
and film formation extends far beyond what we discuss here; for a comprehensive
overview we refer to the excellent reviews of Keddie, 3 Winnik, 4 Steward et al., 5
and Routh. 6

2.2

Thin film stability

A crucial part of the transformation of a dispersion of liquid-like latex colloids
into a homogeneous coating film is the coalescence of the individual particles or
droplets to form a macroscopic polymer phase. We can divide coalescence into two
characteristic processes: (i) rupture of the thin liquid film that initially separates
the colloids and (ii) subsequent mixing of the contents of the colloids.
The stability of thin liquid films has been intensively studied for many years
using a variety of experimental techniques, such as the surface force apparatus,
atomic force microscopy, and the thin film pressure balance. 7,8 These methods allow
for careful measurement of the interactions between two fluid phases separated
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by a thin, nanometre-thick, film of a liquid. Upon decreasing the film thickness,
and consequently increasing the disjoining pressure Π, the thin film becomes
unstable when the critical disjoining pressure Π∗ is exceeded. 9,10 While there are
strong links between well-established knowledge of colloidal interactions and
the stability and rupture of thin films separating emulsion droplets, a predictive
understanding of what sets the exact magnitude of Π∗ remains lacking. For
example, it is well established that surfactant adsorption reaches a plateau around
the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of the surfactant in solution. 11 If the
critical disjoining pressure of a thin surfactant film would depend only on the
amount of adsorbed surfactants – which provides the film stability by means
of electrostatic and/or steric repulsion – we may expect a plateau in Π∗ as well.
However, we recently showed that Π∗ continues to rise with increasing surfactant
concentration, and reaches a plateau at a concentration several decades above the
CMC. 12 While the origins of this surprising finding are unclear, we speculate that
diffusion-limited surfactant exchange at the interface plays a role. Moreover, while
the critical disjoining pressure describes film stability in the thermodynamic limit,
in practice fluid kinetics may also be important. The rupture of a thin film involves
temporary expansion of the interface, thus creating an energy barrier, and drainage
of the thin film such that hydrodynamic and lubrication forces come into play. 13–15
In drying paints, film rupture is caused by the increasing osmotic and/or
capillary pressure gradients that develop as water evaporates. Moreover, in these
scenarios also solute concentrations rise and may lead to spatial heterogeneities
throughout the coating. Experimentally disentangling the interplay between
various thermodynamic and kinetic parameters is difficult, and requires creative
strategies.
One approach involves the use of responsive surfactants, so that the stability
of the liquid films separating droplets can be tuned during an experiment. For
example, thermoresponsive surfactants, composed of a hydrophobic tail and a
thermoresponsive polymeric head group, can be switched between soluble and
insoluble by means of a small temperature change. Triggering the surfactant
renders the emulsion droplets adhesive, which can be measured with atomic force
microscopy (Figure 2.1a), 16 and simultaneously increases the interfacial tension 17
and decreases the critical disjoining pressure (Figure 2.1b–c). 18 This allows creating
emulsions which are highly stable at room temperature, even when densely packed,
yet can be made to coalesce within seconds. 17
This tuneable system can be combined with new tools to study the stability of
emulsion layers, for example a microfluidic centrifuge combined with high-speed
synchronized imaging, as illustrated in Figure 2.1d. For a given system, the
pressure applied to the emulsion can be easily varied by changing the rotation
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Figure 2.1. Measuring and manipulating thin film stability. With a thermoresponsive surfactant,
exhibiting a lower critical solution temperature, droplets can be made adhesive upon increasing
the temperature, as demonstrated using colloidal probe atomic force microscopy (a), 16 while simultaneously increasing the interfacial tension (b) 17 and decreasing the critical disjoining pressure
(c). 18 In combination with microfluidic centrifugation and synchronized high-speed imaging, as
illustrated in (d), 18 this allows direct observation and quantitative analysis of triggered coalescence
in emulsions, as shown in raw (top) and processed (bottom) images (e). 18 Reproduced from refs.
16–18 with permission from Wiley and The Royal Society of Chemistry.

speed. By means of image processing algorithms, detailed information down to
the single particle or droplet level can be quantitatively extracted (Figure 2.1e). 18
This makes it possible to begin to unravel the effects of thermodynamic stability,
emulsion properties and osmotic pressure (or packing density) on film rupture
and coalescence in a clean and reproducible manner.

2.3

Content mixing

After the rupture of the liquid film that separates two latex particles, the inner
phases begin to mix. For simple viscous liquids, this process occurs on very
short time scales, accessible only with high-speed imaging 19 or high-frequency
conductometry 20 and can be described by hydrodynamics alone. However, for
aqueous paints, the latex particles are composed of a highly viscoelastic entangled
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polymer melt with a glass–liquid transition temperature 𝑇g at or around the
relevant application temperature of the coating. As a result, the mixing process
following film rupture occurs over much longer time scales, and may continue
well after the coating has dried. Routh and Russel have described several regimes
of film formation depending on the relative rates of particle deformation – which
precedes content mixing – and water evaporation. 2,21–23 These regimes have also
been identified experimentally, 24 for example by MRI, which allows measuring
local water concentrations in a drying paint layer. 25–28 With a typical resolution of
approximately 10 µm, MRI profilometry does not give direct insight into particle
deformation and coalescence at the single-particle scale. By contrast, polymer
intermixing upon coalescence can be studied at the molecular scale using FRET, 29–31
in which lateral and depth information are usually lost.
Highly entangled polymer phases, such as those forming typical latex particles,
may show not only a very high viscosity but in some cases, depending on the ratio
between processing temperature and 𝑇g , will also exhibit an effective yield stress.
As a result, coalescence may never reach completion if the yield stress outweighs

Figure 2.2. Transition from complete coalescence (a) to partial coalescence (b–d) of droplets
of a yield stress fluid upon increasing the yield stress from top to bottom. The scale bar in (a.4)
is 50 µm and applies to all images. Reproduced from ref. 32 with permission from The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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the interfacial pressure which drives coalescence. This was demonstrated elegantly
for the coalescence of two isolated droplets of yield stress fluids (Figure 2.2). 32
However, it remains unclear how these effects are manifest in dense systems, in
which each particle is surrounded by many others, and how this influences the
ultimate fate of a drying paint layer. Our knowledge is particularly incomplete
when it comes to aqueous dispersions which do not only dry and coalesce but
also undergo chemical curing when applied, as is the case for alkyd dispersions
or two-component latices. In these systems, an additional time variable which
describes the gradual increase in particle viscoelasticity due to the chemical
reactions occurring, needs to be considered. We may expect that the relative rates
of drying, polymer intermixing and chemical crosslinking give rise to new regimes
of film formation, analogous to those described by the Routh–Russel model. 2,21,22

2.4

Complex suspensions

The phenomena of film rupture and content mixing described above are already
significantly complex when studied in the simplest limit of two interacting droplets
or particles. However, additional complexity emerges, even in simple systems,
when the particle concentration is increased. During paint drying, as solvent
evaporates, the initially liquid-like dispersion reaches particle volume fractions
where glassy dynamics prevail, and ultimately reaches a close-packed state, which
can be ordered or disordered dependent on the particle interactions, polydispersity
and drying rate.
Under these conditions, film rupture is no longer a problem merely depending
on the thermodynamic stability of a single film, but collective effects must be taken
into account. The first film to rupture in a homogeneously compressed packing of
equally sized droplets is a problem of symmetry breaking governed by thermal
or external fluctuations. However, once coalescence has nucleated, geometrical
effects come into play in deciding which film will rupture next. This can lead to
propagating coalescence fronts, 12,33 governed by local curvature effects and recoil
of the fluid interfaces. 34 On a global scale, these effects can be ideally studied by
for example water profilometry using MRI, 26,28 while insight into phenomena
on smaller scales requires the use of higher-resolution methods such as optical
microscopy, including confocal microscopy, 35 and electron microscopy. 36–39 Also
here, the use of microfluidic tools to manipulate and in situ visualize the fate of
droplets on their way to instability has proven invaluable. 33,40
Direct imaging gives us access to details of the film formation process which
are not accessible in other techniques. For example, using confocal fluorescence
imaging, we have shown how coalescence in emulsion films subjected to a uni53
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directional drying stress manifests itself in two distinct modes: 12 coalescence either
occurs by the propagation of a coherent coalescence front from the dry end of the
dispersion towards the wet region, or as a sequence of random nucleation-andgrowth steps throughout the bulk of the dispersion. Using the same images, not
only can the sequence of nucleation events be traced, but also can local capillary
pressures be measured by analyzing the curvature of the Plateau borders. In this
way, we have related these two distinct modes of coalescence in a drying emulsion
to the temporal development of a pressure gradient across the drying emulsion.
This example illustrates how direct imaging can provide new insights and reveal
new phenomena that remain hidden with methods in which all data is spatially
averaged.
In a typical aqueous paint formulation, the dispersed phase comprises a mixture
of polymeric particles which coalesce, known as the binder as it provides the
final film with its mechanical integrity, and solid colloids which do not coalesce,
typically inorganic, such as pigments, opacifiers and fillers. This gives rise to new

a

b

Figure 2.3. Confocal fluorescence microscopy of a drying mixture of hard particles (green) and
emulsion droplets (red). (a) Three-dimensional reconstruction of the particle mixture and (b) time
sequence showing break-up of a single emulsion drop and invasion into the surrounding matrix
during drying. Reprinted with permission from ref. 41. Copyright 2010 by the American Physical
Society.
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phenomena as is beautifully illustrated in experiments by Xu et al. 41 These authors
studied the drying of a mixture of small hard particles and larger liquid emulsion
droplets using three-dimensional confocal fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2.3a).
As drying progressed, and a densely packed state was reached, air invaded the
structure. When the Laplace pressure within the droplets exceeded the osmotic
pressure of the bath of small particles, air invasion caused the spontaneous breakup of emulsion droplets and their dispersal into the porous surroundings (Figure
2.3b), showing a distinct departure from the classical picture of droplet coalescence
upon drying. Moreover, in drying dispersions containing particles of very different
sizes, a distinct layering, or stratification, can occur, resulting in an inhomogeneous
distribution of the different particle species across the final film. 42,43
Water-borne paints typically also contain large amounts of dissolved components, such as surfactants and/or polymeric stabilizers, and thickeners such
as network-forming associative polymers. Upon drying, the concentration of
these solutes increases; as a result, the interactions between each of these species
evolve over time, as well as the interactions between the solid or liquid particles
mediated by the presence of polymers and surfactants, which in turn affects the
phase behaviour and dynamics of the system. No clear understanding exists so
far to what extent this will affect the structure and properties of the final film; for
example, in some cases films are known to exhibit a heterogeneous distribution of
inorganic pigment particles. It is not clear whether this structure is already present
in the liquid state or if it emerges during drying, for example due to increasing
depletion attractions between the particles as the polymer concentration increases.
Water flow during drying can also transport dissolved species to the dry end of
the paint layer, potentially leading to accumulation of solutes at the paint–air
boundary, depending on the relative rates of water flux and thermal diffusion of
the solutes. Modelling of the water and solute flows through the porous particle
network may provide insight into this matter. 12

2.5

Instabilities

The design of a new generation of sustainable water-based coatings requires not
only control over the deformation and coalescence of individual particles during
drying, but equally vitally requires the effective mitigation of large-scale instabilities
which occur during the application, drying and ageing of these coatings. Typical
instabilities include cracking and delamination, 44 wrinkling, 45 and the formation
of exposed areas of the substrate, either in small spots known as pinholes, 46 or
in larger domains, for example by dewetting or by Marangoni-stress-induced
delevelling. 47 These instabilities, which significantly deteriorate the performance
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and appearance of the coating, occur on length scales much larger than the scale
of individual particles. They must arise from collective effects within the paint
and from paint–substrate interactions. Identifying the origins of such instabilities
is therefore a major challenge, especially for formulations containing a variety
of components. This challenge is exacerbated by the fact that some instabilities
may not manifest directly but appear gradually during ageing of the coating. For
example, the cracking and delamination of paint films composed of air-curing
polymers such as in artist oil paints pose a significant threat to the preservation
of many seminal artworks, yet these cracks only become visible decades or even
centuries after the paintings were first created.
The complete suppression of cracking requires an understanding spanning
multiple length and time scales. Crack nucleation is a highly localized event,
but once it leads to a propagating crack, this strongly influences the nucleation
and growth of subsequent cracks 48 as well as the internal stresses throughout
the coating. 49–52 Because of the directional release of stresses around the growing
cracks, fracture networks typically display distinct statistical features, such as
polygonal cracks in dried silica suspensions and mud 53,54 or regularly spaced
radial cracks in dried colloidal droplets. 45,55
The majority of literature on cracking in colloidal coatings is centred around
two topics: the propagation mechanism of individual cracks, and the correlation between dispersion parameters and the final fracture pattern. Imaging of
propagating cracks has provided a wealth of information about the stress distribution and particle arrangement around the cracks, 37,39,56,57 the reversibility
and trajectory of crack opening, 56–60 and the characteristic crack spacing. 39,51,61,62
Furthermore, a variety of strategies have been proposed to prevent cracking, such
as reducing the interparticle adhesion, 45,57 increasing the elastic modulus of the
particle network, 53,63 and mitigating stress build-up by adding soft colloids. 55,64,65
Despite the great fundamental and practical value of these insights, it remains
difficult to predict a priori íf and how a coating will fracture. Typical unanswered
questions concern the extent of brittle versus plastic fracture and the moment of
crack nucleation, either following the drying front or throughout the coating after
consolidation. In-depth knowledge of the collective phenomena occurring at all
scales is therefore desired.
As mentioned above, instabilities may develop well after drying of a coating,
suggesting the need for long-term measurements. A simple yet effective technique
for this purpose is bright-field microscopy. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we show
how measuring the transmitted light intensity through semi-transparent latex
droplets allowed us to visualize and quantify local changes in droplet homogeneity
over extended periods. Using this method, we uncovered that in many cases,
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pronounced cracks show self-healing over longer periods of time (Figure 2.4a).
Scanning electron microscopy revealed how crack healing occurs: first particles
deform and form facets (Figure 2.4b1), subsequently they coalesce (b2), upon which
the cracks heal by creep of the now coherent polymer film (b3). Surprisingly, this
gradual self-healing persisted up to relatively high 𝑇g − 𝑇 values of 13 ◦ C, where
by common definition the polymer is in a glassy state. Thanks to the universality
of the self-healing mechanism, independent of particle softness, we could fit the
accompanying rise in the transmitted intensity by a single function from which
we obtained a typical time scale of crack healing 𝜏heal . Increasing the 𝑇g of the
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Figure 2.4. Cracking and crack healing. (a) Transmitted light intensity through a drying droplet of
poly(styrene-co-butyl acrylate) colloids with a T g at room temperature, measured using brightfield microscopy. Distinct stages of drying (I), cracking (II), and crack healing (III) are visible.
(b) Scanning electron microscopy time series showing particle deformation, coalescence and
crack healing at the edge of a dried droplet of particles with T g − T = 13 ◦ C at t = 4 h (b1),
24 h (b2) and 48 h (b3) after deposition. (c) Typical time scale of crack healing as a function of the
difference between the glass transition and room temperature, showing three regimes. Adapted
with permission from ref. 66 (Chapter 3). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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polymer phase allowed us to tune 𝜏heal from zero (no cracks) to several hours
(self-healing cracks) to more than ten days (presumed permanent cracks) (Figure
2.4c). 66 Although the practical applicability of long ageing times is questionable,
and preventing cracking may be preferred over curing them slowly, these results
suggest that in polymeric films cracking may be a transient phenomenon when the
film is relatively soft.

2.6

Outlook

Much of the effort in improving and innovating sustainable water-borne coatings
is dedicated to fine-tuning formulations, developing new types of particles and
stabilizers, and redesigning application procedures. However, with so many
unknowns regarding the mechanisms with which complex colloidal dispersions
dry and form films, these efforts remain largely empirically driven. Extending
our fundamental insight into the governing mechanisms of film formation will
pave the way for a more rational approach towards improving water-based paints
and replacing environmentally unfriendly solvent-based systems. With the advent
of a plethora of novel imaging techniques and enabling technologies such as
microfluidics, and the rise of new types of soft responsive materials to control
and tune film formation, this challenge, although complex, can now be effectively
addressed.
Future challenges lie primarily in connecting the interactions among the different components of multicomponent aqueous paints to the complexity that emerges
when particle and solute concentrations rise and couple to non-equilibrium phenomena such as fluid flows, thin film rupture and particle coalescence. Quantitative
imaging, combined with complementary methods, may provide a crucial tool
to span the length scales from individual particles to the properties of entire
systems. This leaves the challenge of capturing dynamics on a wide range of time
scales for which not one single technique may be suitable; for example, while
three-dimensional confocal microscopy may resolve processes in unprecedented
detail, the acquisition time of a single three-dimensional image stack may be too
slow to capture fast processes such as coalescence. Another pressing challenge
is to develop methods which allow for imaging of inherently turbid dispersions,
especially their internal structure and dynamics. Although designing systems
for microscopy through refractive index matching most certainly has its merits,
similar studies could ideally be performed on realistic formulations which are
typically highly scattering and coloured. In Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis, we
show that laser speckle based imaging tools may provide the solution.
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In addition, film formation is in part so complex, and ill-controlled in certain
circumstances, because drying and the associated flows of solvent and solute
occur simultaneously with coalescence of the particles. The use of responsive, or
triggerable, surfactants or particles, could in principle enable the formulation of
systems which are extremely stable against coalescence, allowing the system to
dry without particle destabilization, after which coalescence can be triggered by
means of an external impulse, such as temperature 12,18 or light. At least for the
study of film formation, such an approach may have merit, but even for certain
industrial applications the decoupling of various stages in the coating process may
prove to be useful.
Finally, all of the issues discussed here originate from the fact that conventional
solvent-based paints, in which the binder is molecularly dissolved, have been
reformulated in a colloidal dispersion for their application in water-based systems.
Clever polymer chemistry may allow circumventing the issues associated with
the formation of a film from a dispersed system by rethinking this strategy in its
entirety, for example by using dissolved polymers which become hydrophobic
upon drying, or through the use of solvent-free systems.
With these challenges ahead, many of which lie at the heart of the soft matter
field, much needs to be done before a full replacement of toxic and harmful
solvent-based coatings can take place. Nevertheless, studying these problems
offers an opportunity to reveal and unravel fascinating phenomena that remain
to be explained, with a clear societal relevance. In short: watching paint dry is
hardly a boring or idle endeavour.
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Chapter 3
Coalescence, cracking
and crack healing in
drying dispersion droplets

This chapter is based on: Hanne M. van der Kooĳ, Marleen de Kool, Jasper van
der Gucht and Joris Sprakel, ‘Coalescence, cracking, and crack healing in drying
dispersion droplets’, Langmuir 31, 4419–4428 (2015).

Abstract
The formation of a uniform film from a polymer dispersion is a complex phenomenon involving the interplay of many processes: evaporation and resulting
fluid flows through confined geometries, particle packing and deformation, coalescence, and cracking. Understanding this multidimensional problem has proven
challenging, precluding a clear understanding of film formation to date. This
is especially true for drying dispersion droplets, where the particular geometry
introduces additional complexity such as lateral flow towards the droplet periphery. We study the drying of these droplets using a simplified approach in
which we systematically vary a single parameter: the glass transition temperature
(𝑇g ) of the polymer. We combine bright-field with scanning electron microscopy
to elucidate these processes from the macroscopic down to the single-particle
level, both qualitatively and quantitatively, over times ranging from seconds to
days. Our results indicate that the polymer 𝑇g has a marked influence on the time
evolution of particle deformation and coalescence, giving rise to a distinct and
sudden cracking transition. Moreover, in cracked droplets it affects the frequently
overlooked time scale of crack healing, giving rise to a second transition from
self-healing to permanently cracked droplets. These findings are in line with
the classical Routh–Russel model for film formation, yet extend its scope from
particle-level dynamics to long-range polymer flow.

increasing t or decreasing Tg
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3.1

Introduction

The formation of a homogeneous film from a droplet containing dispersed colloidal
particles is a crucial stage in techniques such as inkjet printing 1 and spray painting. 2
After this droplet has been discharged from the spray nozzle and impinged on
a substrate, the dispersing fluid evaporates to yield a solid circular deposit. The
assembly of many thousands of these closely deposited droplets forms the complete
print or coating. In traditional coatings cast from a polymer solution, film formation
is relatively straightforward because the polymer is homogeneously distributed
throughout the drying process. However, for water-based inks and paints, forming
a film not only requires evaporation of the solvent but also deformation and
coalescence of the dispersed polymer particles. These processes usually do not
reach completion for high-viscosity polymers, resulting in porous films that are
prone to cracking. 3 Consequently, purely water-based coatings cannot yet compete
with their solvent-based counterparts in terms of durability and performance.
Improving the quality of water-based inks and paints to allow for the ultimate
replacement of all solvent-based systems requires a deeper understanding of the
film formation process.
Film formation in drying dispersion droplets involves the intricate interplay
of many processes, including fluid flow, particle deformation, coalescence, and
cracking. Each of these processes has been individually investigated in some
detail, 4–10 yet crucial connections between them are lacking. Particle deformation
is effectively described in the Routh–Russel model, which identifies distinct deformation regimes depending on the relative time scales of particle deformation
and evaporation. 11,12 However, the Routh–Russel model makes several simplifying
assumptions regarding fluid flow and does not take into account particle coalescence and cracking, while especially these phenomena, governed not only by the
properties of single particles but also by collective effects spanning much larger
length scales, determine the properties of the dried film.
In reality, the rates of evaporation and fluid flow within a drying film vary
considerably, both in time and in space. For drying droplets, the spatial variation
of the evaporative flux is manifest in the so-called ‘coffee-ring effect’: dispersion
droplets whose contact line is pinned to the substrate produce ring-like deposits
upon drying. This pattern arises from a capillary flow towards the contact line,
which carries particles and other solutes along, to replenish fluid evaporated from
the edges. The evaporative flux from the droplet surface has both experimentally 4
and theoretically 6 been shown to diverge near the contact line. In addition to the
spatial divergence, the radial flow velocity diverges towards the end of drying,
which has illustratively been called the ‘rush hour’. This temporal singularity gives
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rise to a sharp structural transition in the stain, from ordered crystals near the
contact line to disordered packings in the centre. 5 All of these conclusions apply to
hard, undeformable particles, whose behaviour during drying is governed largely
by the velocity with which they arrive at the contact line. However, when the
particles are soft, allowing them to deform and coalesce within the deposit at
the contact line, the evolution of the droplet must be governed by the dynamic
interplay of all processes involved. While of crucial importance to understanding
droplet drying during printing and spray painting, this scenario has not been
studied in detail; consequently, it remains unknown which factors influence the
subtle balance of time scales and how this affects the homogeneity of the final film.
The softness of the particles can be conveniently tuned by changing the glass
transition temperature (𝑇g ) of the polymer phase. 13 This parameter affects not only
the dynamics of particle deformation and coalescence but also the formation and
fate of cracks. Coatings typically crack when the 𝑇g is above or just below room
temperature, 14,15 in which cases particle deformation is too slow to release the
contractile stresses that develop during drying. 16 The low polymer mobility in the
bulk of these coatings has led to a general belief that formed cracks are incapable
of spontaneous self-healing. However, a considerable body of work suggests that
interdiffusion of polymers across interfaces may persist at temperatures well below
the 𝑇g , albeit at a reduced rate. 17–22 This must have significant implications for the
long-term ageing of films, during which deformation and coalescence may proceed
and cracks and defects may heal. Yet, this healing remains virtually unexplored.
A full understanding of the associated processes requires their visualization by
techniques spanning length scales of nano- to millimetres and time scales of
seconds to days.
In this chapter, we systematically study the effects of the polymer 𝑇g on both
the drying and ageing of polymer dispersion droplets. We combine bright-field
and scanning electron microscopy with quantitative image analysis to provide
a scale-spanning overview of the key processes in film formation. Our results
highlight the wide-ranging importance of the polymer 𝑇g : it markedly influences
not only coalescence and cracking during drying but also the frequently overlooked
potential for crack healing after drying. We show that the factors 𝑇g and time are
inextricably linked in determining the homogeneity of dried dispersion droplets
on all length scales.
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3.2
3.2.1

Experimental details
Particle synthesis

Styrene, n-butyl acrylate, 4,40-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA), and 1.0 M
sodium hydroxide solution are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals are
used as received. Polymer particles with varying ratios of styrene and butyl acrylate
are synthesized according to a one-step surfactant-free emulsion polymerization
described previously. 23 The polymer dispersions will be referred to as S𝑥 -B 𝑦 , where
𝑥 and 𝑦 designate the percentages of styrene and butyl acrylate, respectively. In
a 150 mL one-neck round-bottom flask, the following components are mixed:
𝑥/100 × 12.5 g of styrene, 𝑦/100 × 12.5 g of n-butyl acrylate, 62.5 g of Milli-Q water,
and 0.0125 g of 1-octanethiol. The latter serves as a chain-transfer agent and allows
us to control the mean molecular weight of the polymer and its distribution (see
Appendix 3.A.1 and Figure 3.A.1 for details). A 2.5 cm magnetic stirring bar is
included, and the flask is sealed with a rubber septum. The reaction mixture
is subsequently flushed with dry nitrogen for 15 min while stirring at 500 rpm.
Simultaneously, the initiator solution is prepared by dissolving 140 mg of ACVA
in 2.5 mL of 0.4 M sodium hydroxide. The flask is then transferred to an oil bath
at 85 ◦ C, and the reaction mixture is flushed with dry nitrogen while stirring at
500 rpm for another 15 min. Finally, the initiator solution is injected quickly into
the reaction mixture, after which the nitrogen inlet and outlet are removed. The
reaction is left for approximately 20 h at 85 ◦ C with continued stirring at 500 rpm.
The reaction mixture is then filtered to remove the coagulum, yielding a dispersion
with polymer concentration of ∼ 10 wt% and a pH of ∼ 7.

3.2.2

Characterization of particles

Dynamic light scattering
The hydrodynamic radii (𝑅 h ) of the particles are determined using dynamic light
scattering (DLS). These measurements are performed on an ALV instrument
equipped with an ALV-7002 external correlator and a 300 mW Cobolt Samba-300
DPSS laser operating at a wavelength of 532 nm. The dispersions are diluted to a
concentration of ∼1 × 10−3 wt% and filtered through a 0.20 µm poly(ether sulphone)
membrane syringe filter (Advanced Microdevices Pvt. Ltd.). They are measured in
polycarbonate capillaries of 1.9 mm diameter (Enki SRL) at a detection angle of 90◦
and a temperature of 20 ± 1 ◦ C. Reported radii are the average of 30 independent
measurements of 30 s each.
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Gel permeation chromatography
The size distribution of the polymers is measured using an Agilent Technologies
1200 series gel permeation chromatograph (GPC) equipped with a PLgel 5 µm
Mixed-D column (𝑀w range 200–400,000 Da, Polymer Laboratories Ltd.) and an
Agilent 1200 differential refractometer. The column is calibrated using polystyrene
standards (Fluka, ReadyCal set 400–200,000,000 Da). The samples are prepared
by drying the polymer dispersions in an oven at 65 ◦ C overnight and dissolving
the dry polymer fraction at a concentration of 2 mg/mL, after which the solutions
are filtered through 0.20 µm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane syringe
filters (Advanced Microdevices Pvt. Ltd.). 100 µL of each sample is injected into
the tetrahydrofuran (THF) flowstream of the GPC system at 30 ◦ C and a flow rate
of 1 mL/min.
Differential scanning calorimetry
The glass transition temperatures of the polymers are measured by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), after drying the dispersions in an oven at 65 ◦ C
overnight to remove residual water and unreacted monomer. DSC thermograms
are recorded with a PerkinElmer Diamond DSC using dry nitrogen as carrier gas.
Approximately 10 mg of each polymer is weighed and sealed into a stainless steel
pan. The DSC is calibrated with indium, and an empty stainless steel pan is used
as a reference. Two heating runs are performed per sample, from −60 to 150 ◦ C
at a rate of 10 ◦ C/min; in between these runs, the sample is rapidly quenched to
−60 ◦ C at a rate of 100 ◦ C/min and maintained at that temperature for 10 min, to
release strain stored in the sample and promote heat transfer between the sample
and the pan. The 𝑇g is determined from the second heating thermogram as the
temperature at the midpoint of the change in heat capacity.

3.2.3

Drying and ageing of dispersion droplets

For all drying and ageing experiments, the dispersions are diluted to a concentration
of 7.4 wt%. 0.5 µL droplets of these dispersions are deposited on glass (brightfield microscopy) or silicon wafers with a natural oxide layer (scanning electron
microscopy, SEM) and dried in an enclosed, transparent chamber at a controlled
temperature of 23 ± 1 ◦ C and relative humidity of 48 ± 4%. Using bright-field
microscopy, the transmitted light intensity through the droplets is measured in a
continuous manner; for the SEM measurements the samples are removed from the
climate chamber at distinct times and imaged shortly afterwards.
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Bright-field transmission microscopy
The transmission through the drying and ageing droplets is monitored with a
Nikon eclipse Ti-U inverted microscope in bright-field mode, using a 10× air
objective (NA = 0.30, WD = 16.0 mm). For each dispersion, experiments are
performed in triplicate, with a duration of ∼15 min and a frame rate of 5.2 fps.
For droplets that crack, additional experiments are performed in triplicate, with
a duration of ∼30 h and a frame rate of 1.0 fps. The resulting time-lapse image
sequences are analysed by measuring the time evolution of the average transmitted
intensity in a square area of 50 × 50 µm2 at two locations: 120 µm from the contact
line of the droplet, which we refer to as the ‘edge’, and 600 µm from the contact
line, which we refer to as the ‘centre’. We denote this pixel-averaged transmitted
intensity as 𝐼. Because of the inherent delay involved in the sample deposition
and camera focusing steps, the image acquisition cannot be started at exactly
𝑡 = 0, with the delay ranging from 10 to 30 s. To allow for reliable averaging of
the intensity curves of the different experiments per dispersion, each curve is
adjusted in two steps: first, from all 𝑡 a single value is subtracted such that the local
maxima of the curves recorded at the droplet edge overlap, thereby eliminating
the variations in induction time. Second, all 𝐼 are divided by the maximum 𝐼 (𝐼max )
to account for variations in the initial transmission resulting from differences in
the pre-acquisition drying of the samples and temporal variations in illumination
power. The same transformations are performed to the curves recorded at the
centre and edge of each sample.
Scanning electron microscopy
To analyse the evolution of particle deformation, coalescence, cracking and crack
healing in detail, SEM images are taken at distinct times after deposition of the
droplets. The samples are mounted on flat aluminium stubs with double-sided
adhesive, conducting carbon tape. Charging of the samples is prevented by coating
them with a 12 nm layer of iridium using a Leica EM SCD 500 sputter-coater.
The SEM images are recorded on an FEI Magellan 400 field-emission SEM at an
acceleration voltage of 2.0 kV.

3.3

Results and discussion

To study the effects of the polymer 𝑇g on the drying and ageing of dispersion
droplets, we synthesize a series of aqueous polymer dispersions with varying
ratios of styrene to butyl acrylate. The main characteristics of these dispersions are
given in Table 3.1. Most importantly, we find that the 𝑇g increases approximately
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Table 3.1. Specifications of the polymer dispersions used in this study. Rh is the hydrodynamic
radius of the particles. M n , PDI, and T g are the number-average molecular weight, polydispersity
index, and glass transition temperature of the polymer phase, respectively.

Dispersion

𝑅 h (nm)

𝑀n (±5 kDa)

PDI (±0.5)

𝑇g (±1 ◦ C)

S36 -B64
S40 -B60
S50 -B50
S60 -B40
S64 -B36
S67 -B33
S80 -B20

235 ± 10
247 ± 6
216 ± 4
241 ± 9
242 ± 1
195 ± 3
214 ± 7

39
41
33
40
40
42
50

2.1
2.4
3.1
2.1
2.9
3.2
3.3

−10
−3
16
23
31
36
64

linearly with increasing percentage of styrene and is consistent with literature
values. 24 All DSC heating curves show a single, relatively narrow glass transition,
indicating a negligible composition drift during the copolymerization and a
resultant homogeneous distribution of the monomers along the polymer chains
(Appendix Figure 3.A.2 and Table 3.A.2). Other important characteristics of
the dispersions that influence film formation – specifically the hydrodynamic
radius (𝑅 h ) of the particles, and the number-average molecular weight (𝑀n ) and
polydispersity index (PDI) of the polymer chains – are relatively constant among the
dispersions; this allows us to attribute observed differences and trends to changes
in the glass transition temperature alone. We note that the polymer chains have
relatively high polydispersities, which is inherent of the radical polymerization
that we use and common for water-based polymer dispersions.

3.3.1

Droplet drying

We monitor the drying dynamics of dispersion droplets using bright-field transmission microscopy. Typical time-lapse sequences for relatively soft (𝑇g − 𝑇=−7 ◦ C)
and hard (𝑇g − 𝑇=13 ◦ C) particles are presented in Figure 3.1a and b, respectively,
with the corresponding full time series available as Supplementary Movies 1 and 2
in ref. 25. These images show the transmitted light intensity through the droplets,
which is inversely proportional to the turbidity. Clearly, in both cases the contact
line remains pinned to the glass substrate throughout the experiment, giving rise
to the coffee-ring effect: a net outward flow of fluid carries particles towards the
edges and transforms the initially spherical-cap-shaped droplets into ring-shaped
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Figure 3.1. Top: time-lapse bright-field transmission micrographs of a fragment of a drying
droplet of (a) S50 -B50 (T g − T = −7 ◦ C) and (b) S67 -B33 (T g − T = 13 ◦ C). See Supplementary
Movies 1 and 2 in ref. 25 for the full time series. The numbers after t1–6 indicate the drying times
in minutes. The arrows point to different propagating fronts: a coalescence front ( ), inward
moving drying fronts ( ), and outward moving drying fronts ( ). Bottom: the corresponding
normalized intensity versus time, averaged over the squares depicted in the top frame at the
edge (•) and centre (N ), and averaged over three measurements. The error bars represent the
standard deviations. The numbered arrows indicate the drying times for the top frames.
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stains. 4,6 Furthermore, in both experiments we observe a distinct drying front
propagating from the contact line towards the centre of the droplet. This drying
front indicates the boundary between two concentric regions: a consolidated yet
moist outer ring containing a closely packed bed of particles and a wet central
region containing the dilute dispersion. 9,26 Towards the end of drying, the inward
moving drying front becomes accompanied by an outward moving drying front,
when the water in the centre has been depleted. These two fronts meet exactly at
the transition between the edge and centre of the droplet.
The velocity of the drying front is proportional to the evaporative flux in the
radial direction and therefore provides information about the evaporation rate. We
obtain this velocity from the image sequence using a custom-made MATLAB code.
A typical example of the velocity of the inward moving drying front (𝑣 dry ) over
time is presented in Figure 3.2a, corresponding to particles with 𝑇g − 𝑇 = −7 ◦ C.
The shape of the curve is similar for other dispersions, albeit with different absolute
values. Clearly, the velocity increases strongly near the end of drying, which arises
from the rapid increase in the surface-to-volume ratio of the droplet while the
evaporation rate remains approximately constant. 5,27 To compare the evaporation
rates of the different dispersions, we extrapolate 𝑣dry to 𝑡 = 0 and plot these
extrapolated linear velocities (𝑣dry 0 ) against 𝑇g − 𝑇 (Figure 3.2b). We find that
for 𝑇g − 𝑇 > 0 ◦ C, that is for relatively hard particles, 𝑣dry 0 is constant around
0.33 µm/s, whereas for 𝑇g −𝑇 < 0 ◦ C the velocity of the drying front decreases with
decreasing 𝑇g . This transition reflects the particle deformability: softer particles
2.5
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Figure 3.2. (a) Velocity of the inward moving drying front versus time for S50 -B50 (T g − T =
−7 ◦ C), averaged over three measurements. The error bars represent the standard deviations.
The solid horizontal line shows the extrapolation of v dry to t = 0 to give v dry 0 , which is plotted in
(b) versus T g − T. The dashed lines are guides to the eye.
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deform to a greater extent during drying, resulting in a lower porosity of the
packed particle beds at the droplet periphery and surface, which in turn limits
evaporation and consequently the velocity of the drying front is lower. 28,29 In other
words, the rate-limiting step in the evaporation shifts from the transport of water
across the particle shell when 𝑇g < 𝑇 to the diffusion of water vapour out of the
saturated region around the droplet when 𝑇g > 𝑇.
At the drying front of a high-𝑇g droplet, air invades the packed bed of particles,
creating interparticle voids separated by pendular liquid bridges. If the packed
particles are sufficiently soft, they can deform by the compressive capillary forces
these bridges generate and thereby reduce the void volume. This likely occurs
during drying of the low-𝑇g droplet in Figure 3.1a. Although we cannot differentiate
between deformed and undeformed yet closely packed particles with the brightfield microscope, we observe a clear coalescence front propagating from the
edge inwards after ∼8.5 min, which typically occurs following extensive particle
deformation and in the presence of a steep pressure gradient. 30 Such a coalescence
front trailing behind a drying front has been reported earlier for low-𝑇g films,
both microscopically by cryo-SEM 26 and molecularly by fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET). 9 We note that the coalesced region initially appears
rather rough, which is probably due to the fact that the particles coalesce into
progressively larger, polydisperse clusters. 31 This transient roughness causes a dip
in the transmitted intensity at the edge (Figure 3.1a, 𝑡2–5), but at the end of drying
the entire film has become rather homogeneous and transparent (Figure 3.1a, 𝑡6).
The homogenization process gradually continues after drying: SEM images taken
after 4 h of ageing reveal no other discontinuities than the difference in thickness
between the edge and centre (Figure 3.3).

200 μm

3 μm

500 nm

Figure 3.3. Typical SEM images of a droplet of S50 -B50 (T g − T = −7 ◦ C) after 4 h of ageing.
The first image displays a quadrant of the droplet, the second gives a magnification of the centre,
and the last image shows a high magnification of the contact line (indicated by a dashed line).
The tiny cracks are artefacts caused by the sputter-coating.
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The drying process of a high-𝑇g droplet is strikingly different: instead of a
coalescence front during drying, the droplet cracks prodigiously when evaporation
is complete (Figure 3.1b). The first cracks nucleate approximately 2 s following
the disappearance of the drying fronts, after which they rapidly propagate and
branch into progressively smaller secondary cracks over a period of 20–30 s. Most
of the cracks run along a path of defects in the crystalline structure. Because of the
extensive branching, individual cracks at the edge eventually cannot be discerned
and the light transmission is severely reduced (Figure 3.1b, 𝑡6).
Interestingly, the cracks do not trail behind the drying fronts, which is the most
commonly observed mechanism of fracture in dried dispersions. 32,33 Instead, we
observe crack nucleation only after the entire droplet has consolidated, indicating
that the capillary stresses near the drying front are insufficient to cause cracking. 34
This delayed mode of cracking is preceded by a divergence of the in-plane tensile
stresses near the culmination of drying. 16,35 These tensile forces are exerted by
the rigid substrate to oppose the compressive capillary forces. For hard particles,
developed stresses cannot be relaxed other than by cracking because the particles
are undeformable on the time scale of drying: even after 4 h of ageing, these
particles have deformed only to a limited extent, as is apparent from the SEM
images in Figure 3.4a. By contrast, soft particles can deform towards the substrate
and thereby reduce the tensile stresses. 36 The interconnection of these particles
by coalescence causes additional relaxation of the stresses through viscous flow;
the extent thereof depends on the time scales of crack nucleation and propagation
relative to those of coalescence flows.
Remarkably, the first cracks nucleate along the inner edge of the coffee ring,
where the two drying fronts meet upon complete evaporation. A likely explanation
is the concentration of stresses in this zone, due to the locally low packing density
and crystallinity that originate from the diverging rate of particle deposition. 5 An
additional contribution may be the discontinuity in the height of the film across
the inner ring: this ring is in fact a large circular defect where different crystalline
arrays meet, facilitating the formation of cracks.
To enable a quantitative comparison of the drying process of different dispersions, we measure the pixel-averaged transmitted intensity (𝐼) both at the edge and
centre of each droplet, and plot this against the drying time. The resulting intensity
curves for S50 -B50 and S67 -B33 are shown in the bottom frames of Figure 3.1a and
b, respectively. These data confirm the above-described difference between lowand high-𝑇g droplets: for soft particles, drying ends with a rapid rise in 𝐼 due to
coalescence and a concurrent increase in the film homogeneity (Figure 3.1a, 𝑡5–6),
whereas for hard particles it culminates in a sharp drop in 𝐼 due to the formation
of a vast number of cracks that scatter the light (Figure 3.1b, 𝑡4–6). Despite these
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a

200 μm

2 μm

500 nm

b

c

d

Figure 3.4. Typical SEM images showing the post-drying evolution of a droplet of S67 -B33 (T g − T
= 13 ◦ C). The ageing times are (a) 4 h, (b) 24 h, (c) 48 h, and (d) 10 days. The first column
displays a quadrant of the droplet, the second column gives a magnification of the centre, and the
last column shows a high magnification of the contact line (indicated in (d) by a dashed line). The
scale bars apply to all rows. The tiny cracks are artefacts caused by the sputter-coating.
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distinct outcomes, the stage of drying preceding close packing is similar for all
samples and involves a gradual increase in the transmitted intensity with time.
This reflects a net decrease in scattering due to the decreasing droplet thickness,
which dominates the concurrent increase in particle concentration. Note that both
the absolute intensity and the slope start higher at the edge than in the centre
because of the lower droplet thickness and faster drying at the edge.
As a measure for the crack density, we normalize the decrease in intensity
upon cracking (Δ𝐼crack ) by the minimum intensity after cracking (𝐼min ). Both for the
edge and centre of the droplets, we find an abrupt transition in the crack density
at 𝑇g − 𝑇 = −5 ◦ C: below this transition, no visible cracks form, whereas above
it, a high density of cracks is observed (Figure 3.5). The crossover is remarkably
sharp, which we attribute to the steep change in polymer viscosity across the glass
transition.
Interestingly, the samples just above the transition point, with 𝑇g − 𝑇 = 0 ◦ C,
show a significantly higher crack density in the centre than at the edge. This
suggests that partial particle deformation and coalescence precede the cracking at
the edge, relieving part of the tensile stresses. We indeed observe a coalescence
front at the edge of these droplets, which does not reach the centre before the onset
of cracking.

∆ Icrack / Imin

no cracks

cracks

3

2
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0

−20

0
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Tg − T (°C)
Figure 3.5. Normalized decrease in intensity due to cracking for both the edge (•) and centre (N ),
averaged over three measurements. The error bars represent the standard deviations. The dashed
horizontal lines indicate the average ΔIcrack /Imin in the regions where they are approximately
constant. The grey vertical bar indicates the transition region between absence and presence of
cracks.
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3.3.2

Droplet ageing

In practical applications, the formation of cracks is highly undesired because of
their deteriorative effects on the aesthetic appearance, durability, and mechanical
properties of the coating. We therefore study the fate of cracks during prolonged
ageing of the dried droplets. We visualize the ageing of all cracked droplets with
a bright-field transmission microscope, which for a droplet with 𝑇g − 𝑇 = 0 ◦ C
is displayed in Figure 3.6a. The corresponding full time series is available as
Supplementary Movie 3 in ref. 25. Clearly, the droplet contains many cracks after
drying (Figure 3.6a, 𝑡1), yet these cracks show a surprising capacity of self-healing
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Figure 3.6. (a) Top: bright-field transmission micrographs of a fragment of a droplet of S60 -B40
(T g − T = 0 ◦ C) at different times after deposition, specified in hours after t1–4. The doubleheaded arrow points to large cracks that initially expand over time; the triple-headed arrow points
to smaller cracks that start healing shortly after their formation. See Supplementary Movie 3 in ref.
25 for the full time series. Bottom: normalized intensity versus time, averaged over the squares
depicted in the top frame at the edge (•) and centre (N ). The numbered arrows indicate the drying
times for the top frames. The black solid lines are fits to Equation (3.1), with t 1/2 = 2.8 h and 𝜏heal
= 0.59 h for the edge, and t 1/2 = 1.7 h and 𝜏heal = 0.36 h for the centre. (b) Scanning electron
micrographs of healing cracks in the centre of the droplet in (a) at t2. The bottom image is a
magnification of the delineated region in the top image.
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over time. The droplet becomes progressively more homogeneous upon the
healing of increasingly large cracks, and after 30 h (Figure 3.6a, 𝑡4) all the smaller
cracks have vanished and a largely transparent film remains. Initially, the two
large cracks in the middle and top left expand, caused by a net flow of polymer
away from these large cracks towards the smaller cracks, but even these largest
cracks heal eventually.
Crack healing is driven by the minimization of the polymer surface energy,
analogous to so-called ‘dry sintering’ of particles. However, sintering usually refers
to the fusion of particle pairs, implying closure of cracks with a length scale on the
order of the particle size. 37,38 The typical time scales of this short-range polymer
interdiffusion are much smaller than the time scales of macroscopic crack closure;
for the latter, long-range creeping polymer flow is required. This scale-dependent
variation in healing rate becomes apparent upon zooming in to healing cracks, as
shown in Figure 3.6b for the centre of the droplet in Figure 3.6a at 𝑡2 = 3 h. In the
high-magnification image (bottom panel), the small cracks at the lower right have
almost disappeared and have a smooth circumference, whereas the large crack at
the left still shows the substrate underneath it and has rather rough walls. Note
that the polymer bridges do not originate from polymer diffusion across opposing
faces but from coalescence within bridges of particles. Instead, the cracks heal
by polymer flow from the sides into the crevice upwards and from the crack tips
inwards, culminating in a completely levelled film.
Remarkably, we find a similar sequence of crack healing for the droplets
with 𝑇g − 𝑇 = 8 ◦ C and 13 ◦ C, which are well below the polymer glass transition
temperature (Figure 3.4, first column). At first the smaller cracks self-heal while
the largest cracks expand – up to a width of ∼15 µm. However, after 10 days of
ageing also the largest cracks disappear, and the film is indistinguishable from
the low-𝑇g film in Figure 3.3. Remnants of the coffee-ring effect are still visible
in the thicker outer ring relative to the centre. It appears that this sequence of
crack healing is universal among our droplets, with only the absolute times being
different, implying a universal mechanism governed by a single time scale. As
the rate of crack healing increases with decreasing 𝑇g − 𝑇 (compare e.g. Figure 3.4
with Figure 3.6), this time scale is likely associated with viscous flow.
The potential for crack healing is generally not considered for polymer films
with 𝑇g above room temperature because of the low polymer mobility in the
glassy state. However, the glass transition is continuous and therefore involves a
continuous change in the polymer mobility, which suggests that polymer flow at
𝑇g > 𝑇 may still occur at a reduced rate. Earlier research has demonstrated that
polymer interdiffusion across interfaces may indeed persist up to 𝑇g − 𝑇 as high as
50–126 ◦ C for sufficiently thin films. 17–22
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Using time-lapse sequences recorded at long intervals with electron microscopy,
we can closely probe the progression of particle deformation and coalescence
that accompany the self-healing of cracks. Both in the centre and at the edge of
the droplet with 𝑇g − 𝑇 = 13 ◦ C, we find that the particles become increasingly
deformed over time and gradually close all the voids (Figure 3.4, the second
and third column, respectively). Concurrently, the particles start to coalesce:
whereas after 4 h of ageing still all the interparticle boundaries are visible, after
48 h individual particles are not discernible any more. Earlier reports using
environmental SEM demonstrate the universality of this sequence of deformation,
void closure and coalescence, 15,39,40 yet always at 𝑇g close to or below room
temperature.
Strikingly, these self-healing sequences are even observed to some extent
for particles with 𝑇g − 𝑇 = 41 ◦ C, which are highly glassy and rigid. After 10
days of ageing, most particles are connected by small ‘necks’ (Figure 3.7a, last
column), implying that some polymer chains have interdiffused across the particle
boundaries. These necks are not artefacts because their appearance is independent
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b

Figure 3.7. Typical SEM images of a droplet of S80 -B20 (T g − T = 41 ◦ C) after (a) 10 days and
(b) 6 years of ageing. The first column displays a quadrant of the droplet, the second column
gives a magnification of the centre, and the last column shows a high magnification of the contact
line. The scale bars apply to both rows. The ellipses in (b) indicate partially coalesced groups of
particles. The tiny cracks are artefacts caused by the sputter-coating.
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of the SEM accelerating voltage. Considering the relatively high polydispersity
index of this polymer of 3.3, these interdiffused polymer chains are probably the
lowest-𝑀w species that are usually near the particle surface. 41 Nevertheless, the
polymer mobility goes beyond superficial chains when given ample time: after
6 years of ageing, signs of long-range particle deformation and even sintering
are apparent (Figure 3.7b). Furthermore, the primary cracks have significantly
expanded up to ten times their original width, due to particle deformation
and consequent compression of the inter-crack regions. These findings clearly
illustrate the concept of the Deborah number (De); defined as the ratio between the
characteristic relaxation time and the observation time. Low Deborah numbers
indicate fluid-like behaviour. Considering a single experimental time scale, De
rapidly increases with increasing polymer 𝑇g , yet even the most slowly relaxing
polymer may flow when given enough patience.
As noted above, we suspect a single mechanism of crack healing governed
by the typical time scale of viscous flow. To determine this time scale, we again
measure 𝐼 at the edge and centre of droplets, but over extended periods, as shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 3.6a for a sample with 𝑇g − 𝑇 = 0 ◦ C. After drying and
cracking, we observe an initial transient, yet this is followed by a gradual increase
in the transmitted intensity due to crack healing, ultimately reaching a plateau.
All curves of crack healing are well described by the following sigmoidal function:
𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼min +

Δ𝐼heal
1 + exp



𝑡1/2 − 𝑡
𝜏heal



(3.1)

where Δ𝐼heal is the difference between the plateau 𝐼 after crack healing and 𝐼min ; 𝑡1/2
is the time at which 𝐼 = 𝐼min + Δ𝐼heal /2; and 𝜏heal determines the slope at 𝑡 = 𝑡1/2 .
A possible explanation for this sigmoidal shape is the wide distribution of
crack sizes and the concomitant wide range of self-healing times: first, the tiniest
cracks heal, but their small size prevents observing this process with the brightfield microscope, causing the initially constant intensity after cracking; then,
progressively larger cracks heal, leading to a steady increase in 𝐼; finally, all the
small and intermediate cracks have healed and the intensity reaches a plateau. The
intensity at this plateau is considerably higher than the intensity before cracking,
which reflects the dissolving of the initially present crystal defects into a continuous
polymer film. Note that we exclude the evolution of the largest cracks from this
measurement because of their dissimilar healing sequence.
Equation (3.1) contains two characteristic parameters that quantify the crack
healing: 𝑡1/2 , which is the time after which half of the small and intermediate
cracks have healed, and 𝜏heal , which is the typical time scale of healing of the
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2

permanent cracks

� heal (h)

3

self-healing cracks

no cracks

intermediate cracks. We obtain 𝑡1/2 from the unfitted data and 𝜏heal from the most
optimal sigmoidal fit. In the following, we focus on 𝜏heal because it is a direct
measure of the rate of crack healing, whereas 𝑡1/2 is in fact a convolution of the
rate of healing and the crack density.
We observe a clear increase in the characteristic time scale of crack healing with
increasing 𝑇g − 𝑇 (Figure 3.8), which confirms the positive relation between 𝜏heal
and the viscosity; an increase of the latter slows down the viscous flow required
for cracks to heal. For 𝑡1/2 we find very similar trends (Appendix Figure 3.A.3).
We cannot specify the exact 𝜏heal and 𝑡1/2 for the highest-𝑇g droplet, because the
polymer mobility is so low that even after 6 years of ageing the cracks have not
visibly healed. Despite distinct evidence of particle-level plasticity, this droplet
remains completely cracked and opaque. We do not observe crack healing at
any level (Figure 3.7b). On the basis of this observation, we make a distinction
between self-healing and presumed permanent cracks, with the tentative transition
region marked grey in Figure 3.8. The broadness of this transition is due not only
to the lack of data points but also to the exceeding difficulty in measuring the
precise transition point, as experiments at 𝑡 = ∞ are not possible. We therefore use
the word ‘permanent’ to denote absence of self-healing on an experimental time
scale. Using this definition, we can subdivide the development of cracks into three
distinct regimes: no crack formation, crack self-healing, and permanent cracks.

1

0

−20

0

20

40

Tg − T (°C)
Figure 3.8. Typical time scale of healing of intermediate cracks, as obtained from the fits of
Equation (3.1) to the sigmoidal increase in intensity after cracking, both for the edge (•) and centre
(N ). Each point is the average of three measurements; the error bars represent the standard
deviations. The grey vertical bars mark the transition regions between absence and presence of
cracks, and between self-healing and permanent cracks.
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3.3 Results and discussion
These three regimes are schematically depicted in the flow diagram in Figure
3.9. In addition, the diagram includes the laterally inhomogeneous drying profile
that is characteristic of the droplet geometry. The first transition from absence
to presence of cracks occurs at 𝑇g − 𝑇 = −5 ◦ C: particles below this transition
deform and coalesce already during drying to yield a continuous film, whereas
particles above this transition do not deform considerably during drying, and
the droplets crack massively. The second transition cannot be defined precisely,
and therefore we use the approximate average between the self-healing and
permanently cracked regimes in Figure 3.8, which is 𝑇g − 𝑇 ≈ 30 ◦ C. Above this
transition, formed cracks are permanent, yet cracks below this transition show
a surprising potential for self-healing. The crack healing is accompanied by
continued particle deformation and coalescence after drying, culminating in a
film devoid of defects. Nevertheless, further research into the molecular-scale
homogeneity is needed to assess the full extent of self-healing. Although the cracks
and interstitial voids have morphologically healed, the mechanical and barrier
properties of the healed films may be compromised.

cracks
Tg − T � −5 °C

no cracks
Tg − T � −5 °C
drying
front

deformed
particles

coalescence
front

permanent cracks
Tg − T � �30 °C

self-healing cracks
−5 °C � Tg − T � �30 °C

Figure 3.9. Schematic of the different regimes of crack development observed in drying dispersion
droplets. The transition temperatures are estimated from Figure 3.8. The top left image illustrates
the coffee-ring effect: increased evaporation at the edges gives rise to a net outward flow of
solvent which drags particles towards the contact line.
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3.4

Concluding remarks

Both the drying and ageing of polymer dispersion droplets depend strongly on
the polymer 𝑇g . During drying, the 𝑇g affects the subtle interplay of evaporation,
particle deformation and coalescence, leading to either crack-free or severely
cracked droplets. However, this distinction is not necessarily permanent, as
formed cracks may self-heal over time. The rate of crack healing decreases with
increasing 𝑇g , yet the typical sequence of healing appears to be universal and
governed by the time scale of viscous flow. We therefore conclude that the factors
𝑇g and time cannot be considered separately from each other: by giving high-𝑇g
droplets more time to age, these droplets may reach the same homogeneity as
low-𝑇g droplets shortly after drying. Our research thus provides a way to produce
relatively strong and non-sticky films on the long term. We also believe that
the subdivision into distinct regimes of coalescence, cracking, and crack healing
is more general and can be extended to similar systems with variations in the
polymer chemistry and film geometry.
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3.A
3.A.1

Appendix
Effects of the concentration of chain-transfer agent

During the particle synthesis, we add not only styrene, n-butyl acrylate and ACVA
initiator to the reaction mixture, but also the chain-transfer agent 1-octanethiol,
which allows controlling the molecular weight of the polymer. A chain-transfer
agent (CTA) continuously transfers the polymerization reaction from one polymer
chain to another, thus decreasing the average polymer length, without significantly altering the polymerization rate. In addition, it suppresses undesirable
crosslinking.
In this chapter, we systematically investigate the effects of the polymer 𝑇g at
a fixed CTA concentration of 0.10 wt% (relative to the dry weight). Yet, we have
also varied the CTA concentration from 0 to 0.20 wt% for the S50 -B50 dispersion,
yielding a range in polymer molecular weight. The molecular weight distribution
is an often overlooked factor in tuning the polymer viscosity.
Using dynamic light scattering, we find that the chain-transfer agent has a
negligible effect on the particle size: at all CTA concentrations, the particles have
approximately the same hydrodynamic radius and are close to monodisperse
(Figure 3.A.1a). Also the polydispersity index of the polymers, measured using gel
permeation chromatography, is roughly constant throughout this series (Figure
3.A.1b). By contrast, the number- and weight-average molecular weights of the
polymers clearly confirm the predicted effect of the chain-transfer agent: higher
1-octanethiol concentrations indeed result in shorter polymer chains, with a
dependence that is approximately linear (Figure 3.A.1c,d). This trend is likely not
caused by different crosslinking densities, because Soxhlet extraction reveals a
gel fraction smaller than 4% for polymer without added CTA, where the highest
crosslinking density is expected.
This well-defined series of dispersions could serve to systematically evaluate
the effects of polymer molecular weight. Even though 𝑀n and 𝑀w vary by only a
factor 2 over the range of tested CTA concentrations, this difference may result in
an order-of-magnitude change in viscosity, as reptation theory predicts for the zeroshear viscosity of entangled linear polymer melts 42 that 𝜂0 ∼ 𝑀 3 . According to
experiments, 43 𝜂0 ∼ 𝑀 3.4 . A ten times higher viscosity may result in considerably
different polymer flow properties, yet it is uncertain whether these differences
are macroscopically measurable on the experimental time scale. We leave this
exploration to future research. In this chapter, we fix the CTA concentration at an
intermediate value of 0.10%.
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Figure 3.A.1. Effects of the concentration of chain-transfer agent 1-octanethiol on the properties of
dispersion S50 -B50 (T g − T = −7 ◦ C). (a) Hydrodynamic radius of the particles, (b) polydispersity
index of the polymer, (c) number-average molecular weight of the polymer, and (d) weight-average
molecular weight of the polymer. The solid lines are linear fits to the data. The error bars represent
the standard deviations, determined from 30 independent DLS measurements per sample (a) or
from 3 independent GPC runs (b–d). The double points at 0 wt% and 0.05 wt% CTA represent
different particle batches synthesized under the same conditions.
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Figure 3.A.2. Second DSC heating runs of the polymers listed in Table 3.A.2 from top to bottom.
The onset T g is determined as the start of the change in heat capacity, and the midpoint T g as
the temperature at the midpoint of the change in heat capacity.

Table 3.A.2. Onset and midpoint T g values obtained from the DSC thermograms in Figure 3.A.2.

Dispersion

Onset 𝑇g (±2 °C)

Midpoint 𝑇g (±1 °C)

S36 -B64
S40 -B60
S50 -B50
S60 -B40
S64 -B36
S67 -B33
S80 -B20

−23
−15
8
16
24
29
57

−10
−3
16
23
31
36
64
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Figure 3.A.3. Time after which half of the small and intermediate cracks have healed (t 1/2 ), as
derived from the intensity curves of crack healing, both for the edge (•) and centre (N ). These
values are used in Equation (3.1) to fit the sigmoidal increase in I. Each data point is the average
of three measurements; the error bars represent the standard deviations. The grey vertical bars
mark the transition regions between absence and presence of cracks, and between self-healing
and permanent cracks, which are identical to those in Figure 3.8.
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Chapter 4
A mechanistic view of
drying suspension droplets

This chapter is based on: Hanne M. van der Kooĳ, Gea T. van de Kerkhof and
Joris Sprakel, ‘A mechanistic view of drying suspension droplets’, Soft Matter 12,
2858–2867 (2016).

Abstract
When a dispersion droplet dries, a rich variety of spatial and temporal heterogeneities emerge. Controlling these phenomena is essential for many applications
yet requires a thorough understanding of the underlying mechanisms. Although
the process of film formation from initially dispersed polymer particles is well
documented and is known to involve three main stages – evaporation, particle
deformation and coalescence – it is impossible to fully disentangle the effects
of particle deformation and coalescence, as these stages are closely linked. We
circumvent this problem by studying suspensions of colloidal rubber particles that
are incapable of coalescing. Varying the crosslink density allows us to tune the
particle deformability in a controlled manner. We develop a theoretical framework
of the main regimes and stresses in drying droplets of these suspensions, and
validate this framework experimentally. Specifically, we show that changing the
particle modulus by less than an order of magnitude can completely alter the stress
development and resulting instabilities. Scanning electron microscopy reveals
that particle deformability is a key factor in stress mitigation. Our model is the
suspension equivalent of the widely used Routh–Russel model for film formation
in drying dispersions, with additional focus on lateral nonuniformities such as
cracking and wrinkling inherent to the droplet geometry, thus adding a new
dimension to the conventional view of particle deformation.

particle deformability

air invasion

wrinkling

capillary deformation

cracking

Particle deformability plays a central role in the mechanisms of suspension droplet drying.

4 A mechanistic view of drying suspension droplets

4.1

Introduction

Water-based paints and inks are gaining ground on organic solvent-based formulations, as the low emission of volatile organic compounds from drying water-based
coatings renders them more environmentally friendly and healthier for users.
However, replacing the organic solvent with water complicates all stages of drying,
thereby impeding the formation of a homogeneous film. The main complicating
factor is the state of the polymeric binder. Because of the required water resistance
of the dried coating, this binder phase, which provides cohesion to the final
film, is inherently water-insoluble, implying that it can exist only as dispersed
particles. In addition to mere concentration upon drying, as is the case for freely
dissolved polymers, the dispersed particles must ultimately deform and coalesce
to create a coherent film. 1–6 These requirements pose contradictory demands to
the dispersion: on the one hand, it must be stable on the shelf and produce durable
dry coatings, yet on the other hand, the particle stability and hardness must be
sufficiently low to allow for rapid deformation and coalescence in the final drying
stage. To meet these demands, it is imperative to have a clear understanding of the
governing forces and their effects on the drying process.
Poor control over the subtle balance of forces in drying dispersions can be
disastrous to the final film. Common types of failure are fracture and delamination, 7–12 wrinkling, 13 and undesired opacity by voids or particle flocculation. 14–16
Owing to the plethora of research on these phenomena, valuable descriptive and
predictive models have been proposed that encompass the key parameters in
dispersion drying. 17 Most notably, Routh and Russel have developed a theoretical
framework for different regimes of film formation, based on the relative rates
of evaporation and particle deformation. 18 Although their model has proven
both fundamentally 19 and practically 19,20 effective, it lacks a clear distinction
between deformation and coalescence of the binder particles. Indeed, these two
processes are closely connected and occur partially simultaneously, precluding
their disentanglement. Eliminating either of the two is required to fully uncover
the mechanisms underlying the different stages of drying.
In addition to the temporal dependence of the above described processes, the
drying of water-based dispersions has a strong spatial dependence. Local accumulation of particles or dissolved components may give rise to undesirable phenomena
such as skin formation 21–23 and Marangoni flow-induced nonuniformities. 24 Because of their complexity, spatial heterogeneities are typically studied only in the
vertical direction in large coatings. 17,21,25 For applications involving small quantities, however, horizontal heterogeneities are far from negligible. A widespread
problem in inkjet printing and spray painting is the so-called ‘coffee-ring effect’:
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small dispersion droplets that are pinned to the surface leave ring-shaped stains
upon drying. This peculiar shape arises from a net outward flow of water and
constituents, due to a high evaporation rate at the contact line combined with the
constrained horizontal shrinkage of the droplet. 26 The coffee-ring effect causes
not only height gradients in dried paint and ink droplets, but also gradients in
particle packing, 22,27,28 particle deformation and coalescence, 29 and crack density
(Chapter 3). 13,30,31 Although the droplet geometry adds extra difficulties to the
drying process, it is of practical interest to elucidate the principal mechanisms by
which these gradients develop in time and space.
A key parameter in all drying stages is the deformability of the binder particles.
A typical way to tune the particle deformability is by changing the glass transition
temperature (𝑇g ) of the polymer (Chapter 3). 20,32,33 Upon increasing 𝑇g beyond
room temperature, the polymer phase transitions from a liquid melt into a solid
glass, accompanied by a sharp rise in polymer viscosity. The main disadvantage
of this strategy is the close correlation between the 𝑇g dependence of particle
deformability and that of coalescence. To study the effects of particle deformation
alone on the different drying stages and stresses, the possibility of coalescence
must be excluded.
In this chapter, we achieve complete disentanglement of particle deformation
and coalescence by crosslinking the polymer phase. We vary the crosslink
density to yield a wide range of such colloidal rubber particles with varying
modulus. Using bright-field transmission microscopy, we examine drying droplets
of these suspensions both qualitatively and quantitatively, and find that all drying
phenomena show a marked transition around the same crosslink density. Scanning
electron microscopy reveals that the governing factor in these transitions is the
potential for particle deformation. We support our experimental findings by a
theoretical framework describing the relation between particle modulus and four
principal drying-induced stresses.

4.2

Theoretical considerations

To arrive at a complete description of drying suspension droplets, we start by
establishing a theoretical foundation for the main drying stages and stresses. We
consider suspensions of colloidal rubber particles with elastic moduli of 106 and
107 Pa, typical of sparsely and densely crosslinked polymer networks. We refer
to these as ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ particles, respectively. The drying process of rubber
suspensions can be subdivided into three main stages: (I) concentration, (II) air
invasion, and (III) capillary deformation. These stages are depicted schematically
in Figure 4.1a; the corresponding volume fractions of water (𝜑w ), polymer (𝜑p )
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and air (𝜑a ) are plotted versus time for soft and hard particles in Figure 4.1b and c,
respectively. Here we consider a thin vertical slice of the drying droplet and neglect
vertical heterogeneities. In the first stage of drying, the bulk of the water evaporates,
transforming the suspension into a close packing of particles that is saturated with
water. The decrease in 𝜑w equals the increase in 𝜑p . Further evaporation of water
allows air to invade the packed bed of particles, creating interparticle interstices
separated by pendular water bridges (stage II). Simultaneously, the capillary
pressure generated by these bridges rises, causing the particles to gradually deform
and form faceted polyhedra (stage III). The rate of capillary deformation depends
on the ratio of the capillary stress to the particle modulus, which is considerably
higher for soft particles and progressively increases upon thinning of the capillary
bridges. Soft particles will ultimately form a void-free film with 𝜑a ≈ 0 and 𝜑p ≈ 1,
whereas hard particles will not deform sufficiently to close all the voids, leaving
𝜑a at a non-negligible level.
In addition to the capillary stress, we distinguish three other major stresses
that affect the droplet homogeneity. They are shown schematically in Figure 4.2a.
Two are present directly at the start of drying: hydrodynamic stress (𝜎h ) and
elasto-capillary stress (𝜎ec ). Hydrodynamic stress arises from the directional
water flow caused by the coffee-ring effect, which transports particles to the edge
and exerts a compressive force on the depositing particles. 26 The elasto-capillary

Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of the principal stages during drying of a suspension of deformable
colloids. Estimates for the volume fractions of water ( 𝜑w ), polymer ( 𝜑p ) and air ( 𝜑a ) throughout
these stages are plotted for soft and hard particles in (b) and (c), respectively.
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stress also results from the coffee-ring effect: the central fluid domain attempts to
minimize its surface energy and therefore pulls on the packed outer ring, effectively
stretching the packed bed of particles inwards and potentially causing surface
wrinkling. 13,34,35 Shrinkage stress (𝜎s ) and capillary stress (𝜎c ) dominate the last
stages of drying. They do not apply to the droplet geometry alone, but to drying
suspensions in general. Shrinkage stress arises after evaporation of the last bulk
water, when continuing evaporation exerts a compressive force on the packed
particles and induces a further increase in their volume fraction. Because the
pinned contact line constrains the droplet shrinkage horizontally and thereby
impedes relaxation of the shrinkage stress, cracks may form to relax 𝜎s alternatively.
This is rapidly followed by air invasion and a rise of the capillary stress.
The magnitudes of these stresses relative to critical values determine the droplet
homogeneity from the macroscopic to the microscopic level. For example, the

Figure 4.2. (a) Schematics of the four main stresses acting in a drying suspension droplet:
hydrodynamic stress ( 𝜎h ), elasto-capillary stress ( 𝜎ec ), shrinkage stress ( 𝜎s ) and capillary stress
( 𝜎c ). Estimates for the time evolution of these stresses are plotted for soft and hard particles in (b)
and (c), respectively. The regimes I to III are identical to those in Figure 4.1. The horizontal dotted
lines represent the elastic modulus of the particles (E) and the critical shrinkage stress ( 𝜎s,c ).
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ratio of the shrinkage stress to the critical shrinkage stress sets the propensity for
macroscopic cracking, and the ratios of the hydrodynamic and capillary stress to
the particle modulus (𝐸) determine the microscopic homogeneity. We therefore
use scaling arguments to estimate the relative importance of the four stresses
during droplet drying. The evolution of these stresses throughout the three
aforementioned drying stages is plotted for soft and hard particles in Figure 4.2b
and c, respectively.
The hydrodynamic stress on spherical particles equals the Stokes force divided
by the particle surface area:
𝜎h =

6𝜋 𝜂 𝑣
𝜉𝑣
=
𝑅
𝑅2

(4.1)

where 𝜉 is the Stokes frictional coefficient, 𝑣 is the approximate velocity of the
particles, 𝑅 is the particle radius, and 𝜂 is the viscosity of the fluid. On the basis of
earlier research, we estimate the radial particle velocity to start around 1 µm/s
and rise to 10 µm/s near the end of drying, according to the rush-hour effect. 27,29
Using an order-of-magnitude approximation with 𝑅 = 100 nm and 𝜂 = 1 mPa·s
gives a consequent increase of 𝜎h from 10−1 to 100 Pa, before falling to zero when
the bulk water has evaporated. Nevertheless, the maximum 𝜎h is still amply below
the elastic moduli of the particles, and we therefore consider 𝜎h negligible.
The elasto-capillary stress is a surface phenomenon, acting only on the top
layer of particles. Its horizontal component can be expressed as:
𝜎ec =

𝛾 cos(𝜃)
𝑑

(4.2)

where 𝛾 is the liquid–air interfacial tension, 𝜃 is the contact angle between the
droplet and the substrate, and 𝑑 is the thickness of the top layer. Assuming 𝜃 = 45◦
and 𝑑 = 1 µm gives 𝜎ec ≈ 105 Pa. The elasto-capillary stress has its maximum value
immediately after the first particles have been deposited at the edge. In droplets of
soft particles, the top layer will deform and wrinkle because the elasto-capillary
stress is significant compared to the particle modulus, thereby relaxing 𝜎ec by an
estimated order of magnitude. For hard particles, the two orders-of-magnitude
difference between 𝜎ec and 𝐸 will prevent wrinkling. The elasto-capillary stress
vanishes abruptly when the last bulk water has evaporated.
The propensity for cracking is determined by the ratio of the shrinkage stress
to the critical shrinkage stress (𝜎s,c ). Using the classical Griffith’s criterion for
equilibrium crack propagation 36 combined with the Routh–Russel stress–strain
relation for a network of identical elastic spheres 37 gives the following expression
for 𝜎s,c : 38
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𝜎s,c = 0.3754



2𝛾
ℎ

 2/3 

𝐸 𝑀 𝜑rcp
2

 1/3
(4.3)

where ℎ is the film thickness at cracking, 𝑀 is the coordination number, and 𝜑rcp
is the particle volume fraction at random close packing. The derivation of this
equation is based on balancing the increase in surface energy upon cracking with
the release of elastic energy, the latter of which involves not only relaxation of the
film but also unfavourable shear deformation of particles around the cracks. 39
Both 𝐸 and 𝜑rcp depend on the crosslink density. In our order-of-magnitude
approximation, however, we consider the differences in 𝜑rcp negligible. Using
ℎ = 102 µm, 𝑀 = 10 and 𝜑rcp = 1 gives 𝜎s,c ≈ 104 Pa for both 𝐸 = 106 and 107 Pa.
Soft particles will deform to reduce the shrinkage stress and thereby prevent 𝜎s
from reaching 𝜎s,c , whereas hard particles cannot deform sufficiently fast and cause
𝜎s > 𝜎s,c . As a result, macroscopic cracks emerge which allow rapid relaxation
of 𝜎s to a negligible value, consistent with experimental observations. 39,40 The
shrinkage stress in films of soft particles will decrease more gradually and to a
lesser extent, limited by the degree of particle deformation. 40
We calculate the maximum capillary stress by dividing the maximum capillary
force between two identical spheres 41 by the contact area:
𝜎c =

4𝜋 𝛾 cos(𝜃)
3𝑅

(4.4)

Assuming complete wetting, i.e. 𝜃 = 0◦ , gives 𝜎c ≈ 106 Pa. This is of the same order
of magnitude as the modulus of the soft particles, but lower than that of the hard
particles. Soft particles will therefore gradually deform over time, relieving the
capillary stress. Hard particles will not deform considerably on an experimental
time scale, allowing relaxation of 𝜎c only by evaporation of the capillary bridges.
This relaxation will be slow and incomplete because traces of water will remain
associated with the film.

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental details
Particle synthesis

n-Butyl acrylate (nBA), ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA), sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS), and potassium persulphate (KPS) are purchased from SigmaAldrich. All chemicals are used as received. Poly(nBA) particles with varying
crosslink density are synthesized by a one-step emulsion polymerization. In a
100 mL one-neck round-bottom flask containing a 2 cm oval magnetic stirring bar,
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the following components are mixed: 62.5 g of Milli-Q water, 20 mg of SDS to
stabilize the particles during the polymerization, and a total of 7.5 g of nBA and the
crosslinker EGDMA. The mol% EGDMA is calculated as 𝑛EGDMA /(𝑛EGDMA + 𝑛nBA ).
The flask is sealed with a rubber septum and flushed with dry nitrogen for
15 min while stirring at 250 rpm, followed by 5 min stirring at 250 rpm at 60 ◦ C.
Subsequently, a solution of 75 mg of the initiator KPS in 5 mL of Milli-Q water is
injected quickly into the water phase, after which the nitrogen inlet and outlet
are removed. The reaction mixture is left for approximately 20 h at 60 ◦ C while
stirring at 250 rpm. It is subsequently filtered and dialysed extensively against
Milli-Q water for one week, yielding a dispersion with a solids concentration of
∼8–9 wt%. The resulting particles are slightly aspherical, inherent to the synthesis
procedure which causes the crosslinks to not be fully homogeneously distributed
across the particles. This effect has been observed before for polymer particles
with the same crosslinks. 42

4.3.2

Characterization of particles

The hydrodynamic radii (𝑅) of the particles are determined using dynamic light
scattering (DLS). These measurements are performed on an ALV instrument
equipped with an ALV-7002 external correlator and a Cobolt Samba 300 mW
DPSS laser operating at a wavelength of 532 nm. The suspensions are diluted
and measured at a detection angle of 90◦ and a temperature of 23 ± 1 ◦ C. The
hydrodynamic radii increase slightly and roughly linearly with increasing crosslink
density, as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. Hydrodynamic radii of the particles. The error bars represent the standard deviations,
determined from 30 independent measurements per sample. The solid line is a linear fit to the
data.
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To enable complete elimination of coalescence, it is crucial that the fraction of
non-crosslinked polymer chains in the particles is negligible. This fraction is
determined for a suspension with 1 mol% crosslinker by Soxhlet extraction of the
oven-dried polymer phase with chloroform. Overnight extraction at 75 ◦ C gives a
soluble polymer fraction of ∼10%, implying that for all suspensions used in this
study, with a minimum of 5 mol% crosslinker, the amount of non-crosslinked
polymer is indeed negligible.

4.3.3

Drying of suspension droplets

Bright-field transmission microscopy
For analysis of the drying process, the suspensions are diluted to a concentration
of 7 ± 0.5 wt%. 0.5 µL droplets are deposited on glass and dried in an enclosed,
transparent chamber at a controlled temperature of 23 ± 1 ◦ C and relative humidity
of 40 ± 4%. The transmitted light intensity through the droplets is measured using
a Nikon eclipse Ti-U inverted microscope in bright-field mode equipped with a
CMOS camera (Thorlabs DCC1240C) and a 10× air objective (NA = 0.30, WD = 16.0
mm). The experiments for each suspension are performed in triplicate, with a
frame rate of 10 fps and an exposure time of 30 ms. The resulting time-lapse image
sequences are analysed by measuring the time evolution of the average transmitted
intensity in a square area of 50 × 50 µm2 at two locations: 100 µm from the contact
line of the droplet, which we refer to as the ‘edge’, and 400 µm from the contact
line, which we refer to as the ‘centre’. We denote this pixel-averaged transmitted
intensity as 𝐼. The square areas are consistently chosen to exclude cracks.
Because of the inherent delay involved in the sample deposition and camera
focusing steps, the image acquisition cannot be started at exactly 𝑡 = 0, with
the delay ranging from 20 to 50 s. To allow for reliable averaging of the intensity
curves of the different experiments per suspension, each curve is adjusted in two
steps: first, from all 𝑡 a single value is subtracted such that the local maxima of the
curves recorded at the droplet edge overlap, thereby eliminating the variations
in induction time. Second, all 𝐼 are divided by the maximum intensity (𝐼max ) to
account for variations in the initial transmission resulting from differences in the
pre-acquisition drying of the samples and temporal variations in illumination
power. The same transformations are performed to the curves recorded at the
centre and edge of each sample.
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Scanning electron microscopy
Dried droplets of the suspensions are analysed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), 4 h after deposition. The samples are obtained by drying 0.5 µL of 7 ± 0.5
wt% droplets on silicon wafers with a natural oxide layer in an enclosed chamber
at a controlled temperature of 23 ± 1 ◦ C and relative humidity of 40 ± 4%. They are
mounted on flat aluminium stubs with double-sided adhesive, conducting carbon
tape. Charging of the samples is prevented by coating them with a 12 nm layer of
iridium using a Leica EM SCD 500 sputter-coater. The SEM images are recorded
on an FEI Magellan 400 field-emission SEM at an acceleration voltage of 5.0 kV.

4.4

Results and discussion

We validate and complement our theoretical framework by bright-field and
scanning electron microscopy on drying suspension droplets. To achieve the
desired range in particle modulus (𝐸) from ∼1 to 10 MPa, we use an inherently soft,
low-𝑇g polymer that is crosslinked, resulting in submicron-sized rubber colloids.
Upon increasing the crosslink density from 5 to 35 mol%, we find that the particles
indeed transform from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ on the time scale of drying. A side effect is a
concomitant increase in particle radius of 1.5× (Figure 4.3), which likely results
from a decrease in monomer solubility and proportionally lower number of particle
nuclei in the reaction mixture. However, we assume that the effects from the
seven-fold increase in particle modulus far outweigh possible effects from the
particle size and therefore neglect the latter.

4.4.1

Drying stages and stresses

Typical time-lapse sequences of the transmitted intensity through droplets of
soft and hard particles are shown in Figure 4.4a and b, respectively, with the
corresponding full time series available as Supplementary Movies 1 and 2 in ref.
43. We clearly distinguish the three stages of concentration, air invasion and
capillary deformation, as well as wrinkling and cracking instabilities dependent
on the particle modulus. The drying process starts very similar for all suspensions:
the coffee-ring effect causes transportation of the particles to the edge and their
consequent packing, forming a consolidated outer ring surrounding the inner
suspension. 3,26,28 The boundary manifests as a distinct, inward propagating front,
which we refer to as the ‘packing front’ (Figure 4.4a, 𝑡1–2 and Figure 4.4b, 𝑡1, solid
arrow). 37,44 The velocity of this front is initially constant at ∼2 µm/s yet increases
rapidly to ∼50 µm/s near the end of stage I by the rush-hour effect. 27,29 The front
velocity is independent of the crosslink density, confirming our hypothesis that
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Figure 4.4. Time-lapse bright-field transmission micrographs of a drying droplet of particles with
(a) 5 and (b) 35 mol% crosslinker. The scale bar applies to all micrographs. See Supplementary
Movies 1 and 2 in ref. 43 for the full time series. The solid arrows point to inward propagating
packing fronts, and the dashed arrow to a wrinkling front. The normalized intensity curves
corresponding to (a) and (b) are plotted in (c) and (d), respectively, averaged over the squares at
the edge (•) and centre (N ), and averaged over three measurements. The error bars represent
the standard deviations. The numbered arrows indicate the drying times for the micrographs.
The grey vertical bars indicate the induction period between droplet deposition and onset of the
measurement.
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the hydrodynamic stress (𝜎h ) is negligible. Indeed, if 𝜎h would be significant
compared to the particle modulus, it would deform the packing particles and lead
to a consequent decrease of the evaporation rate. In that case, the propagation rate
of the packing front should decrease with increasing particle deformability. 29,33
Approximately 2 min after the start of drying, the elasto-capillary stress (𝜎ec )
comes into play and causes surface wrinkling. For soft particles, the wrinkles
appear as a well-defined front that trails behind the packing front (Figure 4.4a,
𝑡2, dashed arrow), but with increasing mol% crosslinker the broadness of the
front gradually increases and the extent of wrinkling decreases. This transition in
the development of the wrinkles is likely due to changes in the ratio of 𝜎ec to the
particle modulus. Surface wrinkling requires compression of the particles in the
top layer, in order that this layer transforms from an assembly of discrete entities
into a continuous structure. 45 Rigid particles do not deform considerably on the
time scale of drying and hence reduce the potential for wrinkling. Soft particles
do indeed deform sufficiently to allow wrinkling and consequent relaxation of 𝜎ec ,
in agreement with our theoretical predictions, yet the deformation is not instant
and hence the wrinkling involves a lag time. This explains the appearance of the
wrinkles as a distinct front behind the packing front.
The lack of deformation of hard particles also leads to the development of a
high shrinkage stress (𝜎s ) near the end of stage I, inducing crack nucleation if 𝜎s
exceeds the critical shrinkage stress (Figure 4.4b, 𝑡2–3). As a result, we find a
sharp transition from absence to presence of cracks upon increasing the crosslink
density from 17.5 to 20 mol%. Beyond 20 mol% crosslinker, the crack density is
constant, similar to our findings in Chapter 3, Figure 3.5, where we varied the
polymer 𝑇g . Interestingly, the first cracks propagate radially (Figure 4.4b, 𝑡2),
indicating the concentration of drying stresses along the direction of evaporation.
Most secondary cracks join the existing cracks at angles close to 90◦ to relax the
shrinkage stress most efficiently, as cracks release more energy perpendicular than
parallel to their propagation direction 46,47 (Figure 4.4b, 𝑡3). Not surprisingly, the
centre is largely devoid of cracks owing to the low film height. Only a few layers of
particles adhere sufficiently strongly to the substrate to resist the coffee-ring effect
and remain in the centre. The film thickness in the centre is therefore below the
critical film thickness required for cracking. 48
3 to 6 seconds after evaporation of the last bulk water, air invades the porous
particle packing. The air fronts advance from the contact line and centre towards
the top of the edge, displacing part of the water, which is clearly visible by
the concomitant increase in refractive index fluctuations and consequent drop in
transmitted light intensity (Figure 4.4a and b, 𝑡3). The pattern of front advancement
is not homogeneous but is similar to invasion percolation. 11,49,50 In cracking
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droplets, the fronts are particularly irregular owing to the enhanced air invasion
from cracks.
Another consequence of the continued evaporation is the formation and
thinning of capillary water bridges, giving rise to an increasing capillary stress
(𝜎c ) that gradually deforms the particles and closes the air voids. This process
of capillary deformation causes the transmitted light intensity to increase again
(Figure 4.4a and b, 𝑡4). The deformation fronts trail behind the air invasion fronts,
from the contact line and centre towards the top of the edge. If large cracks
are present, they facilitate the capillary deformation locally by enhancing the
evaporation rate, producing discrete dark ‘islands’ at the edge that rapidly shrink
over time (see Figure 4.4b, 𝑡4, and Supplementary Movie 2 in ref. 43.)

4.4.2

Quantification of drying stages

Clearly, increasing the particle modulus seven-fold causes substantial changes in
the drying process. To elucidate the governing mechanisms in more detail, we
quantify these changes as a function of the crosslink density. We measure the
time evolution of the transmitted light intensity both at the edge and centre of
all droplets, averaged over a small area (see the squares in Figure 4.4a and b, 𝑡1),
which we refer to as 𝐼. The resulting normalized intensity curves for particles with
5 and 35 mol% crosslinker are shown in Figure 4.4c and d, respectively. We clearly
distinguish the different stages of drying, which are particularly prominent for the
edge:
(I) Concentration. The first stage is very similar for all suspensions because of
the negligible effects of the hydrodynamic stress. Upon evaporation of the bulk
water, the droplet thickness decreases, giving rise to a gradual increase in the
transmitted intensity. For the centre, this increase becomes progressively faster
owing to the rush-hour effect; for the edge, it levels off when the wrinkling front
passes.
(II) Air invasion. The displacement of interstitial water by air causes a drop
in the transmitted light intensity, of which the magnitude and duration depend
strongly on the crosslink density (compare Figure 4.4c with d). We measure the
normalized decrease in intensity upon air invasion (Δ𝐼ai /𝐼min ) and the duration
(Δ𝑡ai ) both for the edge and centre of all droplets. Interestingly, we identify two
distinct regimes for the process of air invasion, with a crossover that coincides with
the cracking transition (see • in Figure 4.5 for the edge and in Appendix Figure 4.A.1
for the centre). For soft particles, the amount of air invasion is very small and takes
up to a minute to complete. This reflects their high deformability, which allows
the particles to pack closely with low porosity, impeding the penetration of air.
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Figure 4.5. (a) Normalized decrease in transmitted light intensity due to air invasion (ΔI ai / I min ,
•) and subsequent increase in intensity due to capillary deformation (ΔI cd / I min , N) at the edge of
droplets versus mol% crosslinker, averaged over three measurements. The error bars represent
the standard deviations. (b) Duration of air invasion (Δt ai , •) and capillary deformation (Δt cd , N )
for the same conditions as in (a). The grey vertical bars indicate the transition region between
absence and presence of cracks.

For hard particles, the air invades in only a few seconds, even though the extent is
considerably higher: up to 30-fold for the highest crosslink density. The rapidness
of the air invasion results not only from the enhanced porosity, but also from the
presence of cracks that provide extra surface area for air to enter. The trends for
the centre are very similar (Appendix Figure 4.A.1), yet the absolute values are a
factor 20 smaller due to the low film thickness in the centre.
(III) Capillary deformation. The invaded air is fully or partially expelled from
the droplet during the last drying stage. For soft particles, the decrease in intensity
upon air invasion is fully compensated by the subsequent increase in intensity
upon capillary deformation, Δ𝐼cd (Figure 4.4c), whereas for hard particles it is only
partially counterbalanced (Figure 4.4d). The transition between these two regimes
thus marks a limit to the deformation beyond which the particles are too rigid to
allow for complete closure of all the air voids. We quantify the amount of capillary
deformation by normalizing the corresponding increase in intensity (Δ𝐼cd /𝐼min ).
Remarkably, the transition from complete to partial capillary deformation overlaps
with that corresponding to cracking and air invasion, emphasizing the governing
role of the particle deformability (see N in Figure 4.5 for the edge and in Appendix
Figure 4.A.1 for the centre). Beyond this transition, the difference between Δ𝐼ai and
Δ𝐼cd initially rises rapidly with increasing particle modulus yet levels off above
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Figure 4.6. Scanning electron micrographs showing particle deformation at the edge of dried
droplets with (a) 5, (b) 20, (c) 22.5, and (d) 30 mol% crosslinker. The scale bar applies to all
images. For clarity, (a) displays the contact line. The tiny cracks are artefacts caused by the
sputter-coating.

∼30 mol%, implying that further increase of the crosslink density does not affect
the particle deformation noticeably on an experimental time scale.
The duration of capillary deformation (Δ𝑡cd ) also shows the same trends as the
duration of air invasion: for hard particles, the enhanced surface area in cracks
allows rapid evaporation and a consequent rise in the capillary pressure, causing
the capillary deformation to take only a few seconds. Below the transition region,
Δ𝑡cd increases with decreasing mol% crosslinker, which we argue arises from an
increase in the final degree of deformation rather than from a decrease in the
deformation rate. We note that these differences in duration are excluded from
Figures 4.1b,c and 4.2b,c.
Zooming in to the edge of the dried droplets by SEM confirms that changes in
particle deformability underlie the observed trends. Below the recurring transition
of 20 mol% crosslinker, the particles are completely flattened onto the substrate
(Figure 4.6a), whereas above it, the particle boundaries and air voids become
progressively more visible (Figure 4.6b–d). The extent of deformation decreases
with increasing crosslink density: particles near the soft–hard transition are highly
faceted polyhedrons owing to the capillary stress (Figure 4.6b), whereas the hardest
particles are only slightly deformed (Figure 4.6d). SEM magnifications of the
centre reveal the same trends, but the crystallinity and packing density are lower
due to the high rate of particle deposition resulting from the rush-hour effect 27
(Appendix Figure 4.A.2).

4.4.3

Wrinkling and cracking

The development of instabilities in drying suspensions is detrimental to the
aesthetics and performance of the final coating. Above, we discussed the origin
of wrinkles and cracks in relation to the elasto-capillary and shrinkage stress,
respectively. To better understand the mechanisms underlying their formation, we
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examine their structure and morphology in detail as a function of the crosslink
density.
Surface wrinkles form for all crosslink densities, yet their extent clearly decreases
with decreasing particle deformability while their wavelength increases (see
Figure 4.7). The recurring transition of 20 mol% crosslinker also applies here: below
this transition, the wrinkling is extensive and depends strongly on the crosslink
density, whereas above it, the wrinkling is limited and weakly modulus-dependent.
This indicates a critical 𝐸 above which the particles do not deform sufficiently on
the time scale of drying to allow their transformation into a continuous structure
required for wrinkling.
The wavelength of the wrinkles (𝜆) scales with 𝐸 and thus indirectly reflects
the particle deformability. In addition, it scales with the film thickness (ℎ) and the
distance from the centre of the droplet (𝑟) according to: 51
𝜆 ∼ (𝐵/𝜎ec )1/4 𝑟 1/2

(4.5)

where 𝐵 is the bending modulus of the film:
𝐵 = 𝐸 ℎ 3 /12 1 − Λ2



(4.6)

with Λ the Poisson ratio. Assuming that 𝜎ec and Λ are independent of crosslink
density, it follows that 𝜆 ∼ 𝐸1/4 ℎ 3/4 𝑟 1/2 . The scaling with 𝐸 and ℎ stems from the
fact that stiffer and thicker films are more difficult to bend and stretch. The scaling
with 𝑟 reflects the increase in circumference with increasing distance to the droplet
centre, due to which the elasto-capillary force is distributed over a larger area. All
these relations are qualitatively visible in Figure 4.7. Foremost, 𝜆 increases with
increasing crosslink density, confirming the positive correlation between mol%
crosslinker and particle 𝐸. Second, the wavelength of the wrinkles is largest at the
top of the edge where ℎ has its maximum. Finally, the scaling with 𝑟 causes an
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Figure 4.7. Bright-field transmission micrographs of wrinkles in coffee rings of particles with (a)
7.5, (b) 12.5, (c) 15, (d) 20, and (e) 35 mol% crosslinker. The images display the moment just
after evaporation of the last bulk water. The scale bar applies to all images.
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asymmetric distribution of 𝜆 across the edge, with smaller wavelengths near the
centre–edge boundary.
Droplets of hard particles crack shortly after the wrinkling has completed. In
addition to the sharp transition between absence and presence of cracks, the particle
deformability gives rise to a second gradual transition in the crack morphology
from ductile to brittle. Droplets of the softest particles that still allow cracking
show a large number of arched, ductile cracks (Figure 4.8a,b), whereas droplets
of hard particles show predominantly straight, brittle cracks (Figure 4.8c,d). The
ductile mode is characterized by substantial plastic deformation of particles around
the propagating crack tip, with part of the shrinkage stress relieved by viscous
dissipation. The brittle mode involves straight cleavage of adjacent rows of particles
by successive rupture of the connecting water films, with little plastic strain. 52
Because of the dissipative energy loss, the ductile cracks have considerably lower
propagation rates 53 and are occasionally stopped in their tracks (Figure 4.8a,b).
Close comparison of Figure 4.8a with c reveals that the particle deformability
influences not only the shape of the cracks but also their width. Cracks in droplets
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d

Figure 4.8. Scanning electron micrographs of cracks in dried droplets with (a,b) 20 and (c,d)
30 mol% crosslinker. (b) and (d) are magnifications of the contact line, which in (d) has delaminated
from the substrate. The scale bars apply to both columns.
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a

b

100 μm

Figure 4.9. Crack widening by lateral particle deformation and compression at the edge of a
drying droplet with 20 mol% crosslinker: (a) t = 195 s and (b) t = 198 s after droplet deposition.
See Supplementary Movie 3 in ref. 43 for the full time series.

near the soft–hard transition expand to several times their width after nucleation
as a result of lateral particle deformation and compression (Figure 4.9), whereas
cracks in droplets of highly crosslinked particles hardly expand due to the limited
capillary deformation (Figure 4.4b, 𝑡2–4). The crack widening takes only a few
seconds and coincides with the air invasion (Figure 4.9b).

4.5

Concluding remarks

Despite the complexity of suspension droplet drying, the governing mechanisms
depend strikingly similar on the particle deformability. Seemingly unrelated
phenomena – wrinkling, cracking, air invasion and capillary deformation – share
a common transition across which the properties change markedly. These changes
coincide with the transition from complete to partial particle deformation on
the time scale of drying. Theoretical predictions are in good agreement with
experimental observations, confirming their validity and universality. Our model
complements the Routh–Russel model for film formation in drying dispersions as it
disentangles particle deformation from coalescence. Moreover, it extends the scope
from the single-particle level to large-scale phenomena, including macroscopic
heterogeneities specific to the coffee-ring geometry.
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Figure 4.A.1. Normalized decrease in transmitted light intensity due to air invasion (ΔI ai / I min , •)
and subsequent increase in intensity due to capillary deformation (ΔI cd / I min , N ) in the centre of
droplets versus mol% crosslinker, averaged over three measurements. The error bars represent
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Figure 4.A.2. Scanning electron micrographs showing particle deformation in the centre of dried
droplets with (a) 5, (b) 20, (c) 22.5, and (d) 30 mol% crosslinker. In (b–d), two layers of particles
are visible with the substrate underneath. The scale bar applies to all images. The tiny cracks are
artefacts caused by the sputter-coating.
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Part II
Laser speckle imaging
of drying
realistic coatings

Chapter 5
Quantitative imaging of
heterogeneous dynamics in
drying and ageing paints

This chapter is based on: Hanne M. van der Kooĳ, Remco Fokkink, Jasper van
der Gucht and Joris Sprakel, ‘Quantitative imaging of heterogeneous dynamics in
drying and aging paints’, Sci. Rep. 6, 34383 (2016).

Abstract
Drying and ageing paint dispersions display a wealth of complex phenomena
that make their study fascinating yet challenging. To meet the growing demand
for sustainable, high-quality paints, it is essential to unravel the microscopic
mechanisms underlying these phenomena. Visualizing the governing dynamics is,
however, intrinsically difficult because the dynamics are typically heterogeneous
and span a wide range of time scales. Moreover, the high turbidity of paints
precludes conventional imaging techniques from reaching deep inside the paint.
To address these challenges, we apply a scattering technique, laser speckle imaging,
as a versatile and quantitative tool to elucidate the internal dynamics, with
microscopic resolution and spanning seven decades of time. We present a toolbox
of data analysis and image processing methods that allows a tailored investigation
of virtually any turbid dispersion, regardless of the geometry and substrate. Using
these tools we watch a variety of paints dry and age with unprecedented detail.

Time-lapse laser speckle images of a drying paint droplet, happy to be truly seen ⌣
¥
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5.1

Introduction

During the drying of particulate dispersions, such as paints or inks, a rich diversity
of thermodynamic, hydrodynamic and elastic stresses emerge which govern the
fate of the system. 1,2 As stress heterogeneities develop in both space and time, a
wide range of instabilities can occur, including fracture, 3–5 wrinkling, 6 and the
formation of pinholes. 7 Even after full evaporation of the dispersing medium, paint
films continue to evolve over time, for example due to chemical curing reactions,
the reorganization of particles within the paint film 8 and the delamination of
entire paint fragments from their substrate. 9 In some cases, instabilities occur
almost simultaneously with the removal of solvent from the film, while in other
cases they may take hours, days or even many years to become apparent; most
notably, the continuous ageing of curing resins in artist oil paintings can lead to
the development of surface defects centuries after the paint was applied. 10
Clearly, understanding how the fluid and particle dynamics at the microscale
govern the stability, aesthetics and longevity of a painted surface is difficult, as
it involves a wide range of time and length scales. This is not only an important
challenge for the preservation of painted surfaces and artworks, but also in the
development of new sustainable coatings. With the increasing demand to eradicate
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from paints, due to their detrimental effects on
the environment and the health of professional painters, developing water-based,
solvent-free, alternatives has become urgent. Yet, the aforementioned instabilities
are particularly severe for water-based paints, because all of the functional filmforming components are present as dispersed particles in water. 11 Arriving at a
deeper understanding of the relationship between microscopic dynamics and the
formation and ageing of a paint film is a crucial step in the endeavour towards
sustainable coatings. 12 Moreover, establishing the generic origins of how drying
dispersions become unstable is of fundamental importance in a much larger class
of phenomena, ranging from the cracking of drying soils 13 to the inhomogeneous
deposition of solutes from droplets, 14 e.g. in inkjet printing 15 or blood splatter. 16
Connecting the wide range of time and length scales involved in this complex
problem requires methods in which the rich spatiotemporal heterogeneities can be
directly and quantitatively visualized. Conventional optical microscopy is rarely
suited to this task as virtually all paint films are inherently turbid, leading to
multiple scattering of light and low light transmission. By contrast, while turbidity
is not an issue for resonant imaging methods such as MRI, these do not offer the
spatiotemporal resolution to resolve the origin of such instabilities.
In this chapter, we adapt the medical imaging technique laser speckle imaging
(LSI) to reveal and quantify the hidden dynamics deep within drying paint films
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and droplets. This enables us to illuminate a complex array of dynamical processes
which previously remained obscured, even for strongly scattering, light absorbing
paints applied onto inhomogeneous and porous substrates such as paper or wood.
In all these cases, we can extract quantitative information about flow velocities,
diffusion rates and spatial correlations in heterogeneous dynamics with high
spatial (micrometre) and temporal (millisecond) resolution.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental details
Experimental set-up

LSI measurements are performed on the home-built set-up shown schematically
in Figure 5.1a. The illumination source is a 532 nm solid-state laser (Cobolt
Samba, 100 mW), whose intensity is regulated by passing the beam through a
half-wave plate and polarizing beam splitter cube; the latter decomposes the
beam into two perpendicular polarization components, one of which is directed
into a beam dump. Adjustment of the rotation angle of the half-wave plate thus
allows controlling the intensity of the transmitted component. After reflection
by a mirror, the beam is expanded to a diameter of ∼1 cm by a Galilean beam
expander. The beam is then directed downward onto the sample via two mirrors,
at a small angle with respect to the detection path to avoid intensity enhancement
by coherent back-scattering. 17,18 The back-scattered light is reflected by a mirror
onto a linear polarizer perpendicular to the polarization of the incident laser beam,
to filter specular and low-order scattering paths. The multiply scattered light is
then collected by a Qioptiq zoom lens and focused through an iris diaphragm
and extension tubes onto a CCD camera. To ensure that the speckle statistics are
independent of ℓ ∗ , the camera detects back-scattered photons from the centre of the
illuminated area, and all our samples have a thickness  ℓ ∗ . 19 The magnification
of the imaging system is 1.8× and the depth-of-focus is ∼0.1 mm. To optimize the
spatial resolution whilst retaining a good signal-to-noise ratio, the speckle size is
tuned by the diaphragm to be slightly larger than the pixel size, typically 2–3×. 20,21
Two cameras are alternately used: a HiSpec 1 camera (Fastec Imaging) for imaging
at frame rates up to 1000 fps, and a Dalsa Genie camera (CR-GM00-H6400, Stemmer
Imaging) for continuous streaming at frame rates of ∼100 fps. The exposure time
is adjusted to cover the full dynamic range of the camera. In parallel to the
LSI measurements, a computer-controlled balance (Sartorius, model WZA224NC) monitors the sample mass with 0.1 mg resolution and 1 Hz measurement
frequency. In addition, the temperature and relative humidity are controlled
by a home-built climate chamber enclosing the sample, which simultaneously
eliminates air convection and stray light.
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5.2.2

Data analysis

In traditional LSI, contrast is expressed by the level of speckle blurring, defined
as the ratio of the standard deviation of the intensity to the mean intensity. 22,23
This ratio is reduced in areas with fast motion, or fast speckle fluctuations, which
become blurred upon imaging with a finite exposure time. Although this analysis
is well suited for temporally homogeneous systems, it falls short for systems
whose dynamics vary strongly in both time and space. Revealing the latter
requires measuring the intensity structure function, 𝑑2 (Equation (5.1)), or the
intensity autocorrelation function, 𝑔2 (Equation (5.2)). In both equations, we use
symmetric normalization, i.e. we normalize the numerators with the product of
mean intensities at times 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 𝜏 instead of the square of the mean intensity, as
this reduces artefacts by drift.
To enable true quantitative determination of the open time, it is crucial to
have reasonable estimates for the two numerical constants 𝛽 and 𝛾. 𝛽 is the
spatial coherence factor that accounts for the number of speckles detected. In
the ideal case, when each pixel detects fluctuations of only a single speckle, 𝛽
equals 1. 24 As camera-based detection inevitably involves 𝛽 < 1, we choose 𝛽 such
that 𝑔2 (𝜏) − 1 → 𝛽 for 𝜏 → 0. 𝛾 is a numerical prefactor which we have estimated
at 1.5 25 by mapping diffusion coefficients of polystyrene particles in glycerol–water
mixtures of different ratios measured by LSI onto those measured by dynamic
light scattering (see Appendix 5.A.1 and Figure 5.A.1 for details).

5.2.3

Materials

All components of the LSI set-up are purchased from Thorlabs, unless specified
otherwise. All paints are commercial water-based paints, except the sample
in Figure 5.4 which is a dispersion of poly(styrene-co-butyl acrylate) particles
(10 wt%, glass transition temperature 𝑇g = 36 ◦ C) whose synthesis is described in
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1. Glass substrates are obtained from ThermoScientific and
used without further treatment. Printer paper is purchased from Pioneer (Ultra
White office paper). 3 mm thick, untreated pine plywood is used as substrate for
the measurements in Figure 5.5. These paints are applied with a coarse Storch
AquaGel brush. The paints in Figure 5.2 are applied with a Quadruple Film
Applicator (Erichsen) obtained from BYK–ALTANA.
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5.3
5.3.1

Results and discussion
Laser speckle imaging

Laser speckle imaging (LSI) was first introduced in the 1980s as a non-invasive
and cost-effective imaging technique to visualize subcutaneous and cerebral blood
flow. 27–30 In recent years, its application has been extended to monitoring dynamical
heterogeneities in synthetic soft materials, 20,31–34 food technology, 35,36 mechanical
characterization of materials, 37–39 and analysis of processes on solid surfaces. 40–42
The technique relies on the illumination of a turbid material of interest with an
expanded beam of a coherent light source (Figure 5.1a). As photons enter the
scattering material, they undergo many scattering events before exiting the sample

Figure 5.1. Schematic top view of the laser speckle imaging set-up and output. (a) The sample is
illuminated with an expanded laser beam, and the back-scattered light is detected with a camera.
This gives a speckled image of the sample (b), here a drying white paint droplet on white paper.
The contrast from the absolute intensity is too low to reveal the location of the droplet. Instead,
LSI relies on fluctuations of the speckle intensity for its contrast, caused by motion of scattering
objects (see Supplementary Movie 1 in ref. 26). These fluctuations are pixelwise translated into
local dynamics via the autocorrelation function d 2 (Equation (5.1)), which encodes the mobility
at a given time t, position x,y, and correlation time 𝜏. The resulting d 2 images reveal dynamic
heterogeneities (c), here for the paint droplet at the onset of drying and 𝜏 = 20 ms.
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and reaching a camera. The many scattering events randomize the transport of
the photons, resulting in a diffusion path of the photons through the material. 43
The typical randomization length is given by the transport mean free path ℓ ∗ ,
which can be deduced from Mie theory 44 or can be determined experimentally
(see Chapter 11, Section 11.2.7 for more details). 18 The diffusion coefficient 𝐷l of
light in a multiple scattering medium is 𝐷l = 3ℓ ∗ 𝑐/𝑛, with 𝑐 = 3 · 108 m/s the
speed of light in vacuum, 𝑛 the refractive index of the medium, and ℓ ∗ typically
of the order of 10–100 µm, giving 𝐷l ' 103 –105 m2 /s. 45 By contrast, the diffusion
rate of scatterers 𝐷s , predicted by the Stokes–Einstein relation, is many orders
of magnitude smaller, usually 𝐷s = 10−10 –10−15 m2 /s. This large separation in
diffusion rates ensures that photons back-scattered to the detector essentially probe
a static snapshot of the structure. Each photon will travel a different diffusion path
through the multiple scattering medium; the resulting path length differences
create an interference pattern known as a speckle pattern (Figure 5.1b).
As scatterers move within the sample, for instance by Brownian motion, fluid
flow, or any other source of structural rearrangements, the speckle pattern changes.
In LSI, temporal changes in the speckle intensity are analysed to create imaging
contrast. Here we quantify the contrast by the intensity structure function: 46
𝑑2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏) =

h[𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)]2 i
h𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦)ih𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)i

(5.1)

where averaging is over time and/or speckles. The structure function reflects
changes in the intensity, with high values indicating decorrelation of the signal
and hence enhanced mobility. Note that, when using 𝑑2 as the image contrast,
absolute speckle intensity values are irrelevant; even in samples with no contrast
in the static structure (Figure 5.1b), contrast in local dynamics can emerge (Figure
5.1c). We consistently use 𝑑2 to create spatial maps of the mobility, rather than the
more common autocorrelation function 𝑔2 , given by
𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏) =

h𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) · 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)i
,
h𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦)ih𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)i

(5.2)

because 𝑑2 was shown both theoretically 46 and experimentally 47 to be less sensitive
to low-frequency noise and drifts in the intensity. In the case of a stationary ergodic
process with sufficient sample size, the two are directly related according to:
𝑑2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏) = 2(𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 0) − 𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏)). 46
The fact that dynamical heterogeneities in drying paints can be imaged based on
temporal speckle correlations was first demonstrated by Zakharov and Scheffold. 32
However, to benefit from the wealth of previously unexplored quantitative inform122
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ation captured in the speckle statistics, we aim to develop laser speckle imaging
into a four-dimensional (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) imaging tool that allows a more versatile and
extensive analysis of coatings of all types. In particular, we show here that the
correlation time 𝜏 acts as a tuning knob for creating image contrast. This parameter
sets the time lag between images that are autocorrelated, and hence the typical time
scale of the dynamics of focus. Computing 𝑑2 for different correlation times allows
distinguishing between different types of motion, because the image contrast is
highest for dynamics occurring at the 𝜏 of choice. Additional information about
the governing processes can be extracted from the specific shape of the 𝑑2 (𝜏) or
𝑔2 (𝜏) curves and the associated mean-square displacements hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i. For example,
hΔ𝑟 2 i ∝ 𝜏2 indicates pure ballistic (deterministic) motion, whereas hΔ𝑟 2 i ∝ 𝜏
indicates either pure diffusive (stochastic) motion or intermittent local structural
changes. 48 Subdiffusive transport is characterized by a power-law exponent smaller
than 1. Most practical applications involve a mixture of different types of motion,
which are manifest as distinct scaling regimes in the mean-square displacement
(Appendix 5.A.2 and Figure 5.A.2).
To quantify dynamics over a wide range of correlation and experimental times,
access to long-term measurements at high frame rates is required. The lower-bound
resolution to both 𝑡 and 𝜏 is determined by the frame rate of the camera; the upperbound resolution by the total measurement time. We have therefore implemented
a real-time distribution feed to stream images of >105 pixels at 100 fps for many
hours, yielding seven decades of dynamic range. Note that the lower-bound time
resolution is increased when constructing 𝑑2 maps without spatial averaging (e.g.
Figure 5.1c), as this requires averaging the speckle fluctuations over a finite time
interval [𝑡 − frame𝑛 rate , 𝑡 + frame𝑛 rate ] with 𝑛 a positive integer number of frames,
2𝑛
effectively equating the time resolution to the width of this interval, frame
rate .
∗
The spatial resolution is set by either ℓ or the speckle size on the camera
chip divided by the image magnification 𝑀, depending on which is largest. The
minimum speckle size is estimated as 𝑟s ≈ 1.2𝜆(1 + 𝑀)𝑑/𝑎, with 𝜆 the illumination
wavelength, 𝑑 the distance between camera chip and diaphragm, and 𝑎 the aperture
diameter. 49,50 In our experiments, 𝑟s /𝑀 = 5–10 µm, implying that in many cases
the transport mean free path is limiting to the resolution. Nevertheless, the amount
of movement that can be detected, i.e. the displacement resolution, is many orders
of magnitude smaller, at the nanometre scale, as multiple scattering amplifies the
effects of small displacements. 43
The effective penetration depth of light into the sample depends on the value
of ℓ ∗ . For an isotropic sample in the back-scattering geometry, most photon paths
do not exceed a few ℓ ∗ , because the path length (𝑠) dependence of the photon flux
𝐽(𝑠) decays as 𝑠 −5/2 for large path lengths:
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𝐽(𝑠) = (4𝜋)−3/2 𝑧 0 𝐷𝑙 (𝑠 ℓ ∗ /3)−5/2 exp(−3 𝑧02 /4 𝑠 ℓ ∗ )

(5.3)

where 𝑧0 ∝ ℓ ∗ is the extrapolation length which contains information about the
reflectivity at the sample surface. 51,52 The measured correlation functions are thus
intensity-weighted convolutions of dynamics over the 𝑧-axis of the sample, in
addition to the averaging in the 𝑥, 𝑦-plane dictated by the spatial resolution. ℓ ∗ is
in turn a function of the wavelength of the laser. Near-infrared light can achieve
penetration depths of millimetres and is most often used for medical imaging, for
example to visualize subcutaneous blood perfusion. 53,54 By contrast, we use a laser
source of 532 nm to achieve an effective penetration depth of the order of tens of
micrometres.

5.3.2

Open time of paint films

We start by exploring a quantitative determination of the open time of paint
films. The open time is defined as the time after application beyond which further
reworking of the paint film results in visible surface defects. This open time is a
crucial handling parameter for all paints, either protective or decorative, but of
particular concern for the development of high-quality, sustainable, water-based
formulations to replace solvent-based coatings. The eradication of all solvents
from a formulation relying strictly on water as the suspending fluid directly
causes a strong reduction in the open time, and hence in a loss of application
flexibility. 55 Surprisingly, no standardized method exists to determine the open
time without ambiguity, despite its importance in the handling properties of a
paint. In fact, measurements performed by different operators or techniques often
result in dissimilar values. Thus, accurately defining the open time is an important
challenge.
To do so with LSI, we apply a homogeneous film of a commercial, pigmented
water-based paint on a glass surface using a film applicator to establish the
thickness. We then image the centre of the drying paint film, at a controlled
temperature of 23 ± 1 ◦ C and relative humidity of 41 ± 2%. As we observe no spatial
heterogeneities (Appendix Figure 5.A.3a) we can average over all speckles in the
field of view (>105 ) to obtain with excellent accuracy the intensity autocorrelation
function 𝑔2 (𝜏) (Equation (5.2)) as a function of drying time. Additional time
averaging is not necessary, implying that we compute a true ensemble average.
Note that we here use 𝑔2 instead of 𝑑2 , because the multi-speckle processing
provides ample statistics and moreover, 𝑔2 is more common and therefore offers a
more intuitive interpretation.
As time progresses, and more water evaporates from the film (Appendix
Figure 5.A.3b), the correlation function shifts to larger 𝜏, indicative of a slowing
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down of particle diffusion (see Appendix Figure 5.A.3c and d for 𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏) and
𝑑2 (𝑡, 𝜏) curves). We use the Siegert relation to compute the normalized field
autocorrelation functions 𝑔1 from 𝑔2 and fit 600 of these correlation functions
to a single-exponential decay, allowing us to extract the time evolution of the
characteristic relaxation time 𝜏0 :
1
𝑔1 (𝑡, 𝜏) = p
𝛽

q

𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏) − 1 = exp −𝛾[𝜏/𝜏0 (𝑡)]𝛼(𝑡)





(5.4)

where 𝛼(𝑡) is the stretching exponent, and 𝛽 and 𝛾 are numerical constants that we
have experimentally determined (see Section 5.2.2 and Appendix 5.A.1). 24,43 Eight
typical 𝑔1 curves and fits are shown in Figure 5.2a. Each of the 600 fits is based
on 4500 data points and has a sum of squared errors SSE below 0.06 (Appendix
Figure 5.A.3e), enabling an accurate determination of the open time. Note that
the characteristic time scale 𝜏0 is independent of the details of the experimental
1
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Figure 5.2. Unambiguous determination of the open time of paint films. (a) Evolution of the multispeckle averaged field autocorrelation function during drying of a 100 µm thick film. For clarity,
only a small subset of drying times is shown: t = 0 min (•), 3.3 min ( N ), 6 min (), 7.3 min (×),
9.3 min (), 11.5 min (), 15 min ( N ) and 20 min (•). The solid lines are fits to a single-exponential
decay (Equation (5.4)), from which the typical time of particle relaxation 𝜏0 (t) is obtained. (b)
Evolution of 𝜏0 during drying of films of two different thicknesses. The kink in the 𝜏0 curve marks
a transition from a weak to strong rise in viscosity, and hence provides a measure for the open
time, t 1open . (c) Stretching exponent 𝛼 of the fits versus drying time. The minimum in the 𝛼 curve
marks a transition from Brownian to ballistic dynamics, indicating that particle diffusion is halted
and evolves to advective compaction of a solid-like film. This time thus represents an upper bound
to the workability of the film, which we denote by t 2open .
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set-up and requires no pre-existing knowledge of the properties of the sample
as the ℓ ∗ dependence is lost in the back-scatter geometry. It thus allows a truly
unambiguous and reproducible definition of the mobility of particles within the
film.
A few minutes after applying the paint, a distinct change in the dynamics
appears, which we quantify as a function of film thickness in Figure 5.2b. The
𝜏0 curves display a kink indicative of a transition from a weak to steep increase
in film viscosity. Because the workability of a paint film is strongly dependent
1
on viscosity, we can extract a measure for the open time 𝑡open
from the position
of the kink, as illustrated in Figure 5.2b. Remarkably, also the curves of the
stretching exponent 𝛼 display two distinct regimes: in the first drying stage, the
dynamics are predominantly Brownian, and gradually change from diffusive
(𝛼 = 0.5) to subdiffusive (𝛼 < 0.5) (Figure 5.2c). In the subsequent stage, the
particle transport is increasingly governed by advective processes (𝛼 → 1) arising
from the evaporative flux which further concentrates the sample. This crossover
from Brownian to advective dynamics signals the transition from a fluid paint film
to one with semi-solid properties. Any defect created in a solid-like film can no
longer spontaneously anneal; hence, the minimum in the 𝛼 curve marks an upper
bound to the workability and consequently a second unambiguous measure for
2
the open time, 𝑡open
.

5.3.3

Stages in paint drying and ageing

In many cases, paint film drying is more complex, exhibiting not only a liquid–
solid transition at the open time, but also spatiotemporal heterogeneities and
instabilities beyond this point. Identifying these stages is an important step
towards unravelling the microscopic mechanisms with which paints dry and
become unstable over time. We exemplify this by the drying of a commercial waterbased resin dispersion containing polymers that are glassy at room temperature
(glass transition temperature 𝑇g = 45 ◦ C). LSI images created with 𝑑2 as the contrast
function show how the drying dynamics slow down, followed by the appearance
of cracks 56–58 and distinct delamination events in which entire coating fragments
detach from the glass substrate 9 (images a–f in Figure 5.3).
By choosing an intermediate value of the correlation time, 𝜏 = 16 ms, we probe
a mixture of diffusive and advective motion. The average value of the contrast
function, h𝑑2 (𝜏 = 16 ms)i, shows how transport slows down substantially during
the first drying stage and arrests fully after approximately 60 min (red curve in
Figure 5.3). At this stage, not yet all water has evaporated, but the suspension
reaches a particle concentration of approximately 60 wt% corresponding to random
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Figure 5.3. Drying and ageing stages of a non-film-forming polymer dispersion on glass, homogeneously coated as a 200 µm thick film. Images (a) to (f) show relatively fast dynamics,
quantified by d 2 (𝜏 = 16 ms), in the centre of the film in different stages: (a) evaporation, (b) stress
build-up, (c) primary cracking, (d) secondary cracking, (e) delamination, and (f) relaxation. All
images have the same colour scale and scale bar. See Supplementary Movies 2 and 3 in ref.
26 for the time evolution of cracking and delamination. The graphs show that the increase in
wt% solids coincides with a shift from fast dynamics, hd 2 (𝜏 = 16 ms)i (left ordinate), to slow
dynamics, hd 2 (𝜏 = 1.6 s))i (right ordinate). Note that the absolute d 2 values inherently increase
with increasing 𝜏.

close packing, beyond which particle diffusion and advection are halted. Further
water evaporation has no significant effect on the value of 𝑑2 for short 𝜏. By contrast,
selecting a 𝜏 two orders of magnitude larger at 1.6 s enables us to create contrast
based on slow dynamics within a solid-like paint film, e.g. resulting from capillary
deformation of the particles and the nucleation and growth of cracks. While these
phenomena do not occur at times <60 min, a large burst of these slow ageing and
cracking dynamics is visible after ∼100 min. Finally, upon full evaporation of the
water, all mobility in the film is quenched and a static state is reached.
These data illustrate how 𝜏 can be used as a spectral parameter to explore
different processes and distinguish the successive stages of drying: (a) evaporation,
(b) build-up of shrinkage stresses, (c,d) formation of primary and secondary
cracks, (e) delamination, and (f) final relaxation of the film by particle deformation.
Depending on the stages of interest, the value of 𝜏 can be fine-tuned to probe
specific processes, thus allowing a tailored comparison of different samples or
conditions.
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5.3.4

Coffee-ring effect

Additional complexity arises when the geometry of drying is changed from a
homogeneous film, in which boundary effects are negligible, to that of a droplet. 59
The drying of dispersion droplets is encountered in a wide variety of scenarios, ranging from spray painting 60 and inkjet printing 61 to the drying of blood splatter. 62
As the evaporative flux is higher at the pinned contact line of the droplet, a net flux
is created from the centre of the droplet to its periphery. This fluid flow transports
solutes to the outer edge, where they are deposited. This so-called coffee-ring effect
was explored and explained in detail previously, but only for dilute suspensions
to avoid multiple scattering and enable optical imaging (Chapters 3 and 4). 63–65
With LSI, we can study even the most opaque systems. We therefore image a
concentrated droplet of latex particles during drying.
In our LSI images we clearly distinguish two key aspects of the coffee-ring effect
(Figure 5.4a). First, we observe how a dense ring of colloids is deposited at the
contact line of the droplet, evident as a depletion of mobility at the periphery, which
grows inward as time progresses. While the short-time dynamics within this coffee
ring are substantially quenched with respect to the liquid centre, where particles
diffuse and flow freely, some particle motion is still visible which we attribute to
low-frequency particle rearrangements and deformation due to capillary forces.
Moreover, we observe a distinct gradient in particle mobility from the centre of the
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Figure 5.4. Spatial and temporal heterogeneities in a drying dispersion droplet on glass. (a)
Time-lapse d 2 (𝜏 = 10 ms) images of evaporation. All images have the same colour scale and
scale bar. See Supplementary Movie 4 in ref. 26 for the full time series. (b) Kymograph of the
azimuthally averaged d 2 versus distance from the centre of the droplet r (see (a)). The spatial
divergence of d 2 by the coffee-ring effect and temporal divergence of d 2 by the rush-hour effect
are indicated. (c) Velocity of the particle deposition front v front = Δr/Δt over time, derived from
(b). The numbered arrows indicate the evaporation times displayed in (a).
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droplet to the deposition front; this is clearly apparent in a plot of the azimuthally
averaged value of 𝑑2 as a function of distance to the centre 𝑟 and time 𝑡 (Figure 5.4b).
Secondly, the fluid flux to the contact line diverges near the end of drying,
which was demonstrated and called the ‘rush-hour effect’ in previous work. 64 The
origin of this effect is the increasing area-to-volume ratio of the droplet during
drying, which diverges when the last bulk water evaporates and the water contact
angle vanishes. We observe a proxy for this effect as a strong rise in the rate with
which the coffee ring is deposited. To quantify the propagation velocity of the
front, we determine the position of the dense particle deposit from the kymograph
in Figure 5.4b, defined as the distance 𝑟 where the gradient in 𝑑2 is the largest.
Indeed, the front velocity 𝑣front is virtually constant in the early stages of drying
but speeds up strongly as the last bulk water evaporates (Figure 5.4c).
Finally, we note that distinct heterogeneities in the particle dynamics emerge
in the azimuthal direction mainly towards the end of drying, when the overall
particle volume fraction within the droplet approaches the colloidal glass transition
(Figure 5.4a, 𝑡3 and 𝑡4 ).

5.3.5

Paint application

In a drying droplet, spatiotemporal heterogeneities arise as a direct consequence
of the droplet geometry. Yet, inhomogeneous dynamics may also result from the
method of paint application; in many cases, both consumer and artist paints are
applied by means of a paint brush. Since the hairs of a paint brush will not all be
identical, this can result in subtle variations in local shear forces, depending on the
application pressure, which will affect the drying process.
To explore the influence of the application method, we apply a commercial
decorative woodtrim paint to a piece of untreated plywood using a hog bristle
paint brush. Upon changing the application pressure, no visible changes occur
in the appearance of the paint film, implying that variations in the thickness
are at the microscopic level. However, when we use LSI to create contrast
based on particle dynamics, rich spatial heterogeneities emerge (Figure 5.5a).
Specifically, the inhomogeneity becomes more pronounced as the brush pressure
is increased; this likely originates from an increase in the intra-film thickness
variations. To quantify the typical length scale of such dynamical heterogeneities,
we compute the spatial autocorrelation function of 𝑑2 , defined as 𝐶 𝑑2 (Δ𝑥, 𝜏) =
h𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝜏) · 𝑑2 (𝑥 + Δ𝑥, 𝜏)i/h𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝜏)ih𝑑2 (𝑥 + Δ𝑥, 𝜏)i. Since brushing is a directional
application method, we compute the correlation in the brush direction 𝑥, while
averaging in the perpendicular direction. At short distances, the dynamics are
correlated, yet the correlation decays with increasing Δ𝑥. From these functions
we indeed conclude that the typical domain size grows with decreasing brush
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Figure 5.5. Drying of brush-applied woodtrim paint on plywood. (a) Time-lapse d 2 (𝜏 = 8 ms)
images of the centre of paints applied at three different brush pressures. From top to bottom,
t = 0, 100 and 250 s after application. All images have the same colour scale and scale bar. See
Supplementary Movies 5 and 6 in ref. 26 for the full time series. (b) Normalized spatial correlation
of d 2 (see text) versus Δx for the measurements in (a). The inset shows a white-light photograph
of the paint applied at intermediate pressure and the corresponding normalized spatial correlation
of the raw intensity versus Δx.

pressure. We note that the same analysis performed on the absolute intensity
of these samples under white-light illumination reveals no spatially correlated
structure (Figure 5.5b, inset), thus highlighting the purely dynamic nature of these
effects.
The dynamical heterogeneities resulting from the initial paint application persist
throughout the drying process (Figure 5.5a), and also the spatial autocorrelation
functions remain remarkably constant. Hence, the manner in which a paint film
is applied must be taken into account to truly understand paint drying and its
subsequent stability, for which aim LSI is ideally suited.

5.3.6

Real paints and surfaces

To demonstrate the versatility of laser speckle imaging, we explore three practical
applications involving highly porous substrates. Interestingly, even if the paint
itself is transparent, its dynamics can be inferred if the substrate participates in the
drying process. Coatings applied on paper dry not only by evaporation, which is
relatively slow, but also by imbibition of the solvent into the porous substrate. 66,67
This imbibition will cause the cellulose fibres which constitute the paper to swell
and deform, 15 thus creating very small changes in the local structure that can be
visualized by LSI. The propagation of such an imbibition front through a piece of
paper is shown in Figure 5.6a. In sharp contrast to drying on a sealed substrate as
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in Figure 5.4a, the propagation front is rough instead of smooth and its velocity is
heterogeneous in time and space. LSI thus allows deducing the fluid dynamics
both qualitatively and quantitatively from the substrate mobility.
In addition to transparent systems, we can go to the other extreme and study
strongly pigmented systems. The drying dynamics of a just-applied droplet of
carbon black ink on paper are revealed in Figure 5.6b. Even though the light
absorption is strong, provided that sufficient light is multiply scattered we can
analyse the drying process. The absolute scattered intensities clearly do not play
droplet
paper
a role, as 𝑑2
 𝑑2
while 𝐼 droplet  𝐼 paper (Figure 5.6b). Due to the rapid
drainage of water from the ink into the paper, the drying is highly heterogeneous
and the porosity of the substrate projects in the 𝑑2 image. The imbibition front
displays a viscous finger-like pattern characteristic of fluid penetration through a
porous material. 67–69
Finally, we investigate how 𝜏-resolved 𝑑2 imaging can provide additional
contrast and shed light onto the heterogeneous drying phenomena on paper.
Even in scenarios where the raw speckle image is completely devoid of structural
information, using LSI we can elucidate how the droplet dries and disentangle
different types of processes (Figure 5.6c). We achieve this for a single raw speckle
movie of a drying paint droplet on paper by computing 𝑑2 images as a function
of correlation time. With increasing 𝜏, we shift our focus from fast diffusion and
water flows inside the droplet, to intermediately fast processes such as coalescence
of particles in the droplet, to very slow dynamics such as swelling of the paper
fibres upon imbibition of the water (Figure 5.6c). Although the absolute 𝑑2 values
a imbibition
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Figure 5.6. Examples of drying coatings on porous substrates. (a) Propagation of an imbibition
front through paper. The total time from left to right is 2 min. See Supplementary Movie 7 in ref. 26
for the full time series. (b) Raw speckle image and d 2 (𝜏 = 10 ms) image of a just-deposited black
ink droplet on paper. (c) Raw speckle image and d 2 (𝜏 = 20 ms) images of a white dispersion
droplet on white paper, 1 min after deposition. The d 2 images display the mobility for different 𝜏
values, with the colour scales normalized to the highest d 2 of each image.
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inherently increase with increasing 𝜏, the spatially resolved 𝑑2 mapping allows
distinguishing relative differences in 𝑑2 between different locations in the sample.
We note that more thorough analysis of the specific shape of the 𝑑2 (𝜏) curves
is required to differentiate paint dynamics from substrate dynamics, which is
particularly relevant at the droplet periphery where the paint film is so thin that
part of the photons will diffuse into the paper. This 𝜏 dependence thus adds an
extra dimension to the three-dimensional raw data, providing a four-dimensional
phase space of parameters to choose from, depending on the specific question.

5.4

Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have shown how laser speckle imaging is well suited to
quantitatively visualize a plethora of complex phenomena that emerge during
paint drying and ageing. This opens up many new possibilities for the rational
and guided design of new sustainable alternatives to solvent-based paints, as well
as for unravelling the origins of mechanical instabilities that threaten the longevity
of protective coatings and works of art. The modular design of the LSI set-up
enables its combination with other techniques; for example, complementing LSI
with infrared spectroscopy will allow linking the occurrence of chemical reactions
in a paint film, such as those causing artist oil paintings to cure and become brittle
over time, to the mechanical stability of the painting. Not only the experimental
set-up but also the data processing algorithms can be tailored according to the
specific application. We have highlighted the largely unexplored potential of
the correlation time 𝜏 as a spectral tuning knob to obtain image contrast. It is
furthermore important to consider the type and extent of averaging: for qualitative
imaging, the maximum spatial resolution can be pursued at the expense of
temporal resolution, whereas for quantitative mapping, the spatial statistics must
be included in the processing to ensure multi-speckle averaging and to suppress
speckle noise. High-speed cameras and high speckle densities are desired in
this respect – provided that the speckle size exceeds the pixel size – because the
statistical noise, expressed by the variance 𝜎𝑑2 or 𝜎 2𝑔2 , is inversely proportional to
2
the acquired number 𝑁 of independent values of 𝑑2 (𝜏) resp. 𝑔2 (𝜏). 21,47
We believe that these initial results hold great promise for more in-depth studies
of paints, including their spatially resolved viscoelastic properties, the effects of key
parameters on drying and ageing, and the physics of fracture. LSI experiments are
typically fast, non-destructive and well reproducible under controlled conditions.
Moreover, the versatility of laser speckle imaging extends far beyond paints,
making it a powerful technique for imaging dynamics of virtually any multiple
scattering system.
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5.A
5.A.1

Appendix
Calibration of prefactor 𝜸

To determine the open time of paint films, we extract the characteristic relaxation
time 𝜏0 by fitting the field autocorrelation functions to a single-exponential decay:
𝑔1 (𝜏) = exp [−𝛾(𝜏/𝜏0 )𝛼 ], where 𝛾 is a numerical constant that we have calibrated.
𝛾 = 1 + ∆ is the distance in units of transport mean free path after which the
ballistic light impinging onto the sample is converted into diffusive light inside
the sample. The value of ∆ depends on factors including the polarization of
the incident and detected light, particle size, and refractive index ratio between
sample and surroundings. For isotropic scattering by particles dispersed in a
medium whose refractive index equals that of the surroundings, the Milne theory
predicts that ∆ = 0.710. However, most situations involve deviatory values of ∆
and consequently of 𝛾. 25
Calibration of 𝛾 for highly concentrated, complex systems such as paints is
unfeasible and therefore requires a different approach. To estimate the value of 𝛾
in our experiments, we measure the diffusion coefficients of polystyrene particles
suspended in water–glycerol mixtures of different ratios, and fit the resulting 𝐷
values to those measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The samples used
for LSI contain 1 wt% of polystyrene and are enclosed in a sealed, glass chamber;
the samples used for DLS contain 1 · 10−3 wt% of polystyrene and are measured
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Figure 5.A.1. Mean-square displacements of polystyrene particles in water–glycerol mixtures
with different viscosities, using 𝛾 = 1.5 (see text). The curves correspond to particles of 0.5 µm
diameter in pure water (); and particles of 1 µm diameter in pure water (◦), 25 wt% glycerol (4),
30 wt% glycerol (), and 55 wt% glycerol (×). The solid lines are least-square fits to the function
hΔr 2 i = 6D𝜏, from which the diffusion coefficients are obtained.
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in standard polycarbonate capillaries of 1.9 mm diameter, on an ALV instrument
equipped with an ALV-7002 external correlator and a Cobolt Samba 300 mW DPSS
laser operating at a wavelength of 532 nm (detection angle = 90◦ , 𝑇 = 23 ± 1 ◦ C).
We use two different sizes of the particles, 0.5 and 1 µm, density-matched in
45:55 H2 O–D2 O, and four different glycerol concentrations for the large particles:
0, 25, 30 and 55 wt%. For each sample we measure the multi-speckle averaged
autocorrelation function using our LSI set-up
h and extract the
i mean-square displace-

p

ment hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i according to: 𝑔1 (𝜏) = exp −𝛾 𝑘0 hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i , where 𝑘0 = 2𝜋𝑛/𝜆0 is

the wave vector, with 𝜆0 the laser wavelength in vacuum. The refractive indices
𝑛 of the different water–glycerol mixtures are obtained from the literature. The
resulting mean-square displacements versus the correlation time 𝜏 are shown
in Figure 5.A.1. Their linear scaling confirms the absence of evaporation and
sedimentation during the measurements, implying that Brownian motion is the
only type of dynamics occurring, hence the diffusion coefficients can be determined
by: hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i = 6𝐷𝜏. We fit these diffusion coefficients to the ‘true’ values measured
using DLS, considering that 𝐷LSI ∝ 1/𝛾2 , and find the optimal fit for 𝛾 ≈ 1.5.
We note that this value is strictly valid only for samples of polystyrene particles
in water–glycerol mixtures and will not apply perfectly to drying paint films. In
fact, the strong heterogeneity of paint drying precludes using a single value of 𝛾
for the entire drying process. Nevertheless, the actual deviation of 𝛾 from 1.5 will
be limited and will change only the absolute values of hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i slightly.

5.A.2

Differentiation between different types of dynamics

For samples displaying a single type of motion, such as the polystyrene suspensions
in sealed sample chambers shown in Figure 5.A.1, where Brownian motion is the
only form of dynamics, interpreting the autocorrelation curves and associated meansquare displacements is relatively straightforward. Most practical applications,
however, involve different types of processes in parallel. An example is the drying
droplet in Figure 5.4. Evaporation of water from the droplet causes not only
changes in the diffusion of particles but also a directional flow of particles to the
contact line and droplet surface. We here demonstrate the differentiation between
these processes in a drying polystyrene suspension droplet using a high-speed
camera at 600 fps. The spatially resolved drying dynamics of this droplet are
depicted in Figure 5.A.2a. The coffee-ring effect causes the deposition of a dense
ring of colloids at the contact line of the droplet, which grows inward as time
evolves. A distinct asymmetry appears in the coffee ring after approximately
10 min (𝑡2 –𝑡4 ). The location where the last bulk water evaporates is delineated
by a green circle. To elucidate the governing dynamics over time, we measure
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Figure 5.A.2. Drying of a polystyrene suspension droplet and quantification of the dynamics
inside the green circular region. (a) Time-lapse d 2 (𝜏 = 1.7 ms) images of evaporation. t 1 to t 5
represent increasing times after droplet deposition: 7 min (◦), 11 min (), 13 min (), 14.3 min (4),
and 15.2 min (×). All images have the same scale bar of 0.5 mm and same colour scale except
t 1 , whose d 2 values are reduced 4×. (b) Mean-square displacements obtained by multi-speckle
averaging over the 300 speckles inside the green circle, with additional time averaging over
0.40 s to improve the statistics. The labels correspond to the images in (a). The solid lines are
least-square fits to the function: hΔr 2 i = 6D𝜏 + (v 𝜏)2 .

the multi-speckle averaged mean-square displacements for the circular region
(Figure 5.A.2b). The dependence of hΔ𝑟 2 i on 𝜏 shows a clear transition from
linear (𝑡1 ), indicative of diffusive dynamics, to quadratic (𝑡3 –𝑡4 ), indicative of
ballistic motion. Intermediate times display a mixture of diffusive and ballistic
transport (𝑡2 ). This shift signifies a decrease in 𝐷 with increasing concentration
and simultaneous increase in advective velocity 𝑣 due to the coffee-ring effect.
We fit the mean-square displacements to hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i = 6𝐷𝜏 + (𝑣𝜏)2 , assuming that
at 𝑡1 the 𝑣 term is negligible with respect to the 𝐷 term, and vice versa at 𝑡3 –𝑡4 .
This gives a decrease in 𝐷 from 6 · 10−4 µm2 /s at 𝑡1 to 4 · 10−5 µm2 /s at 𝑡2 , while
simultaneously 𝑣 increases from 0.12 µm/s at 𝑡2 to 0.21 µm/s at 𝑡3 to 0.32 µm/s at
𝑡4 . After evaporation of the bulk water, all fast motion has vanished (𝑡5 ) and hΔ𝑟 2 i
is negligible in the measured 𝜏 range.
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Figure 5.A.3. Open-time analysis; stexupplementary data for Figure 5.2. (a) Time-lapse
d 2 (𝜏 = 16 ms) images in the centre of a 100 µm thick homogeneous paint film. All images
have the same colour scale. (b) Reduction of the film mass by water evaporation as a function of
drying time for two different film thicknesses. At t = t 1open and t 2open (see Figure 5.2b,c), still a
considerable amount of water is present in the films. (c) Evolution of the multi-speckle averaged
intensity autocorrelation function g2 (𝜏) and (d) intensity structure function d 2 (𝜏) during drying of a
100 µm thick film. The two graphs display the same drying times as shown in Figure 5.2a: t = 0
min (•), 3.3 min ( N ), 6 min (), 7.3 min (×), 9.3 min (), 11.5 min (), 15 min ( N ) and 20 min (•).
All g2 curves converge towards the intercept g2 (0) = 1.40 ± 0.005, which equals 𝛽 + 1. (e) Sum
of squared errors SSE corresponding to the single-exponential fits to the g1 curves, defined as:
SSE =

m 
Í

𝑖=1

g1 (𝜏𝑖 ) − 𝑓 (𝜏𝑖 ) 2 with m = 4500 the number of data points per g1 curve, 𝜏𝑖 the 𝑖 th



correlation time, g1 (𝜏𝑖 ) the 𝑖 th g1 value to be predicted, and 𝑓 (𝜏𝑖 ) the predicted value of g1 (𝜏𝑖 ).
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Chapter 6
Quantifying the open time
and film formation of
water-borne coatings
with laser speckle imaging

This chapter is based on: Slav A. Semerdzhiev, Hanne M. van der Kooĳ, Remco
Fokkink, Jasper van der Gucht and Joris Sprakel, ‘Quantifying the open time and
film formation of water-borne coatings with Laser Speckle Imaging’, in preparation.

Abstract
In drying water-borne coatings, the time span between the deposition of the liquid
dispersion and the formation of a uniform solid harbours a procession of complex
phenomena each of which carves the final properties of the dry paint film. One of
the major challenges in the design of sustainable, water-based paints is to match or
surpass the drying performance of their solvent-based counterparts. In particular,
the so-called ‘open time’ – the time during which the coating remains wet and
susceptible to alterations without affecting the aesthetics of the final film – is
often much shorter in water-borne systems than in solvent-borne equivalents.
Optimization and tailoring the open time would greatly benefit from methods
capable of determining this critical parameter in a fast and unambiguous way. Yet,
experimental access to the internal dynamics accompanying the drying process is
challenging, as paints are often opaque and the drying phenomena usually populate
a multitude of time and length scales. To address these obstacles, we deploy the
optical technique laser speckle imaging (LSI), which allows probing nanoscale
motions deep inside turbid paints. We apply this method to quantitatively and
unambiguously determine the open time. We develop a set of scaling relations
that accurately predict the experimentally measured open time as a function of
key parameters governing the drying process. Additionally, we harness the wide
temporal dynamic range of LSI to capture phenomena that inhabit the later drying
stages, including deformation and coalescence of the polymer particles.
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6.1

Introduction

The drying of aqueous colloidal coatings has been subject to scientific scrutiny for
many decades. The entanglement of numerous accompanying phenomena such as
hydrodynamics, colloidal interactions and mechanics renders the drying process
highly complex and has prompted significant research efforts in pursuit of a better
understanding. The need of such also has a practical genesis: drying composite
colloidal coatings are of great importance for a variety of industrial fields such as
food technology, inkjet printing and particularly coatings technology. 1–3 Solventbased coatings emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs) which are very potent
in amplifying the greenhouse effect and additionally are hazardous to the health
of the consumer and the professional applying the coating. 4–7 These issues have
prompted a transition from solvent-borne coatings to solvent-free or water-based
(latex) systems. However, such a transition is far from trivial and offers many
challenges. Water-based paints often dry much faster than their solvent-borne
equivalents. This significantly shortens the time window in which the coating can
be handled without leaving permanent topological defects; a crucial parameter
for paints known as the open time. Moreover, in water-based coatings, the binder
particles must coalesce to achieve phase inversion and film formation. The timing
of this phase is also critical as it determines the properties of the final film.
The dynamics underlying the drying process shape the final state of the colloidal
coating. The first step towards solving the challenges listed above is establishing
the right tool to study and interpret these drying dynamics. Unfortunately, that
is a challenge in itself. Studying the dynamics is notoriously difficult because
they are often heterogeneous and span a wide range of time and length scales. 8
Additionally, the high turbidity of paints precludes investigations relying on
conventional techniques such as microscopy (bright-field or fluorescence-based)
and dynamic light scattering, which operate in the limit of sufficiently transparent
samples. The limited availability of proper means to monitor and study paint
drying obscures the progress in optimizing this process and makes it difficult
to determine with high fidelity important quantities such as the open time and
film formation time. Existing methods for open-time determination are typically
rather qualitative and are applied manually by human operators, which introduces
ambiguity and big spread in the obtained results. Other sophisticated MRI-based
approaches are more precise and quantitative but very demanding in terms of
equipment cost. 9,10
In this chapter, we use laser speckle imaging (LSI) as a relatively inexpensive and
straightforward approach to elucidate with microscopic resolution the dynamics
inside drying opaque latex coatings, spanning seven orders of magnitude in time.
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Access to these internal dynamics allows us to measure the open time of realistic
paint formulations in a quantitative and unambiguous manner, and for a wide
range of conditions. We validate our LSI findings by systematically comparing
the experimentally determined open time as a function of different environmental
parameters to predictions stemming from scaling relations based on the Hertz–
Langmuir–Knudsen theoretical framework of evaporation. Finally, we further
expand the application scope of LSI by demonstrating its ability to follow in detail
the film formation in later drying stages. Not only can we readily detect the onset
of phase inversion, but we can also track the dependence of this phenomenon on
an important parameter such as the hardness of the latex particles. This method
makes it possible to time-stamp critical stages in the drying of a latex coating with
a high degree of accuracy, offering new handles for the rational design of improved
water-based paint formulations.

6.2
6.2.1

Experimental details
Laser speckle imaging set-up

All measurements are performed on a custom-built instrument, which is represented schematically in Figure 6.1a. The sample holder is situated in an insulated
chamber in which the temperature and relative humidity are maintained constant
at the desired values. Unless specified otherwise, 𝑇 = 25 ◦ C and 𝐻R = 0.5. The
holder is coupled to a computer-controlled analytical balance (WZA224-NC, Sartorius), which allows for continuous monitoring of the sample mass. A 532 nm
solid-state laser (Samba 1W, Cobolt) is used as the light source. The laser beam is
first driven through a half-wave plate and then through a polarizing beam splitter
to adjust the intensity. Subsequently, the light is guided through a beam expander
to set the cross-section size of the beam to ∼1 cm. The resulting beam is navigated
via mirrors towards the sample. The back-scattered light from the sample first
passes through a polarizer that filters the reflected photons and photons with short
paths. Finally, the filtered back-scattered light is collected by a zoom lens (1.8×)
and focused on a CCD camera (Dalsa Genie, CR-GM00-H640x, Stemmer Imaging).
The speckle size is set 2–3 times bigger than the physical size of the camera pixels
to ensure a good balance between spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. 11
All speckle images are acquired at 100 fps with the exposure time optimized to
exploit the full dynamic range of the camera.
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6.2.2

Data analysis

To study the ongoing dynamics in the drying coatings, we compute the intensity
structure function 𝑑2 , the intensity correlation function 𝑔2 , and the field correlation
function 𝑔1 , using Equations (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3), respectively. The spatial
correlation factor 𝛽 (0 < 𝛽 ≤ 1), which accounts for the number of speckles per
camera pixel, is chosen such that 𝑔2 − 1 → 𝛽 for 𝜏 → 0. A value of 1.5 is used for
the numerical prefactor 𝛾, which we have experimentally determined in Chapter 5,
Appendix 5.A.1.

6.2.3

Materials

All measurements are performed on commercial water-based paints (acrylic–
styrene copolymer emulsions). The effects of relative humidity and temperature
are studied for 200 µm thick coatings deposited using a quadruple film applicator
(Erichsen) that ensures well-defined dimensions (see Appendix 6.A.1 and Figure
6.A.1). The paint formulation includes 2.7 wt% butyldiglycol and texanol as
coalescing aids, and 0.15 wt% TiO2 (titania, 𝑑 = 316 ± 8 nm) as strongly scattering
pigment. The initial water content is ∼60 wt%. Film formation in the later
drying stages is studied for 100 µm thick coatings with varying total coalescent
concentrations of 2.7 wt%, 5.4 wt% and 7.2 wt% butyldiglycol plus texanol.
The temperature and relative humidity are fixed at 23 ± 1 ◦ C and 0.43 ± 0.02,
respectively.

6.3
6.3.1

Results and discussion
Laser speckle imaging

LSI exploits multiple light scattering to evaluate, with both high temporal and
spatial resolution, the dynamics inside opaque materials. This characteristic feature
has encouraged the deployment of LSI in numerous fields such as biology, food
technology and materials science. 12–20 In a turbid medium, light propagates via
multiple scattering events. After a certain number of such events, the propagation
direction of the photons is completely randomized (Figure 6.1a, inset). This allows
to treat photon propagation in an opaque medium as a diffusive transport. 21 At the
detector, the scattered photons emanating from the sample superpose and generate
a speckle pattern (Figure 6.1b) due to the different paths that they have traversed.
Since light diffuses orders of magnitude faster than any type of molecular or particle
motion, the momentary realization of this interference pattern is directly related
to the instantaneous arrangement of the scattering species within the sample. At
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longer time scales, the speckle pattern changes because of the displacement of the
scattering particles. LSI uses the diffusive nature of light propagation in turbid
systems to extract information from these temporal changes in the speckle patterns
about the movement of scattering species, and thus about the ongoing internal
dynamics. See Chapter 1, Section 1.4, and Chapter 5 for a detailed description of
the technique.
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Figure 6.1. Laser speckle imaging set-up and output. (a) Schematic of the LSI instrument. The
light is guided to the drying aqueous coating and impinges on it. After multiple scattering events,
the propagation direction of photons in the sample is completely randomized (see inset). The
multiply scattered light emanating from the sample is subsequently collected and projected onto
a CCD camera chip. This yields a sequence recording of speckle patterns (b). Correlating the
raw speckle images using Equation (6.1) at a fixed correlation time 𝜏 for different time points
t i (i = 1..n) during the drying process translates the raw data into d 2 maps, which encode the
spatially resolved mobility (c). In the beginning of the drying process (t 1 ), the coating is populated
with fast dynamics, while at the mid-drying stage (t n/2 ) the dynamics have significantly slowed
down due to the ongoing evaporation. At the end (t n ), all dynamics on the time scale of 𝜏 have
come to a halt.
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To quantify the speckle intensity fluctuations, we use the intensity structure
function 𝑑2 , which reads: 22,23


𝑑2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏) =

𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)

2

𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)

(6.1)

Here 𝑡 is the time, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the spatial coordinates, and 𝜏 is the correlation time
which sets the time lag between two speckle patterns that are compared. High
and low 𝑑2 values indicate a large and small mobility, respectively (Figure 6.1c).
𝑑2 is a convenient quantity that enables temporal and spatial mapping of the
dynamics in a system of interest. Additionally, by choosing the appropriate 𝜏 we
can resolve processes that take place at different time scales. The ability to construct
spatio-temporal 𝑑2 maps allows us to monitor the evolution of the dynamics and
easily detect any dynamic heterogeneity that may occur within the sample under
investigation. Visualizing such inhomogeneities is crucial for the next steps in our
analysis in which we compute the intensity correlation function
𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜏) =

𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) · 𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)
𝐼(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦)

𝐼(𝑡 + 𝜏, 𝑥, 𝑦)

(6.2)

that is closely related to 𝑑2 , and average it over all speckles in the field of view,
provided that no discernible inhomogeneities are present. The spatially averaged
𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏) grants us access to the electric field correlation function 𝑔1 (𝑡, 𝜏) via the
Siegert relation:
q
1
𝑔1 (𝑡, 𝜏) = p
𝑔2 (𝑡, 𝜏) − 1
(6.3)
𝛽
where 𝛽 is a numerical prefactor dependent on the experimental set-up (see Section
6.2.2). 21 Finally, we fit 𝑔1 (𝑡, 𝜏) using an exponential decay function:



𝑔1 (𝑡, 𝜏) = exp −𝛾[𝜏/𝜏0 (𝑡)]𝛼(𝑡)



(6.4)

where 𝜏0 (𝑡) is the characteristic relaxation time, 𝛼(𝑡) is a stretching (or compressing)
exponent, and 𝛾 is an experimental numerical constant that has been determined
elsewhere (see Section 6.2.2). Both the relaxation time and stretching exponent are
means to extract more quantitative information about the ongoing dynamics. For
example, in the case of pure diffusion, the relaxation time is related to the diffusion
coefficient 𝐷 of the scatterers via 𝜏0 = 1/6 𝑘0 2 𝐷, where 𝑘0 = 2𝜋𝑛/𝜆0 is the wave
vector with 𝑛 the refractive index of the medium and 𝜆0 the laser wavelength in
vacuum. 𝜏0 thus provides information about the resistance or effective viscosity
that the scatterers experience while moving. By contrast, the stretching exponent
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𝛼 reflects the type of motion that the scattering particles undergo
 and as such

p

serves as ‘process identifier’. Since 𝑔1 (𝜏) = exp −𝛾𝑘0 hΔ𝑥 2 (𝜏)i with hΔ𝑥 2 (𝜏)i

the mean-square displacement, it follows that hΔ𝑥 2 (𝜏)i ∝ 𝜏2𝛼 . Values of 𝛼 < 0.5
thus imply sub-diffusive dynamics, 𝛼 = 0.5 signals Brownian dynamics, and 𝛼 = 1
indicates ballistic motion of the particles. 24,25 The complementary sensitivity of
𝜏0 and 𝛼 to changes in the motion of the scattering particles renders these two
quantities as appropriate tools for monitoring the dynamics in evolving systems
such as drying water-borne coatings.

6.3.2

The open time of water-borne coatings

The drying of colloidal coatings is a complex phenomenon accompanied by
a constellation of processes each of which is marked by its own characteristic
dynamics, time scales and length scales. 11,26,27 For soft colloids, the drying process
can be divided into four main stages (Figure 6.2a). We start with a liquid-like
dispersion of freely diffusing particles. Due to solvent evaporation, in time the
particles get concentrated and more densely packed. Upon close packing, capillary
forces cause the particles to deform and – provided the glass transition temperature
is sufficiently low – coalesce to yield a uniform film. The big temporal dynamic
range of LSI allows us to capture different processes spanning multiple decades
of time, and thus many of the events that take place during the drying of such
dispersions (see Chapter 5).
First we focus on the early drying stages of water-borne paint systems. The
dynamics in these early stages govern the open time (𝑡OT ) of the drying coating,
which is a crucial handling parameter not only for coatings but for any type of
system containing an evaporating solvent. By definition, open time is the period
after applying the paint in which the coating can still be reworked without leaving
any visible and permanent topological irregularities. To demonstrate that we can
determine the open time in a quantitative and unambiguous manner, we start
by depositing a 200 µm thick coating of an acrylic–styrene copolymer emulsion
on a glass substrate, and record a sequence of raw speckle images of the central
section of the drying emulsion. The formulation contains TiO2 nanoparticles of
relatively low concentration yet sufficient to render the coating highly turbid and
thus ensure optimal conditions for the deployment of LSI, i.e. multiple-scattering
events. Since in such a setting the TiO2 nanoparticles are the dominant scattering
species, they can be considered as reporters of the ongoing dynamics in the coating,
similarly to what is done in well-established microrheology approaches. 28 The
resulting 𝑑2 maps reveal spatially uniform evolution of the dynamics in time
(Figure 6.1c), which allows us to compute the average field correlation curves 𝑔1 (𝜏)
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Figure 6.2. Open-time determination with LSI. (a) Simplified schematic of the main events taking
place in a drying aqueous coating of soft colloidal particles. (b) Typical temporal evolution of
the field correlation function g1 . The curves shift towards longer correlation times 𝜏 due to
evaporation-induced particle concentration. The solid lines are fits to Equation (6.4). (c) Changes
in the relaxation time 𝜏0 and (d) the process identifier 𝛼 with the progression of the drying process.
The temporal evolution of both parameters can be divided into two distinct regimes demarcated
by a dashed line and coloured (solid lines) in blue or red. The slopes (
) d𝜏0 /dt and d 𝛼 /dt are
coloured in accordance with the corresponding regime. For 𝜏0 (t) the dashed line marks the start
of a sudden and more steep increase of the viscosity, and thus the onset of deterioration of the
coating workability. In the case of 𝛼 (t), the dashed line designates an abrupt change, signalling
the formation of a semi-solid film. We consider this time point as the upper bound of t OT .
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with Equations (6.2) and (6.3). During water evaporation, the 𝑔1 (𝜏) curves shift
towards longer correlation times (Figure 6.2b), which indicates retardation of the
particle motion as a consequence of the increasing concentration. By examining the
time evolution of the relaxation time 𝜏0 and the process identifier 𝛼, we can clearly
discern different regimes in the dynamics. First we focus on the concentration stage,
in which the 𝜏0 (𝑡) curve exhibits a sharp change in the slope d𝜏0 /d𝑡 (Figure 6.2c).
This characteristic kink signals a transition from a slow to a faster increase in the
viscosity of the coating. We interpret this time point as the onset of deterioration
in the workability of the coating. Interestingly, the 𝛼(𝜏) curve shows a similar
sudden increase in the slope d𝛼/d𝑡 (Figure 6.2d). This kink, however, is shifted to
a later time point and has a different origin. The dynamics in the period preceding
this time point 𝑡 < 1100 s are more Brownian than advective (𝛼 ∼ 0.7) and barely
change, whereas the subsequent period (𝑡 > 1100 s) gradually gets dominated by
advective processes (𝛼 → 1) powered by the accelerating evaporative flux. The
transition between these distinct regimes marks the transformation of the liquid
dispersion into a quasi-solid. Such a coating with semi-solid properties cannot be
further reworked without leaving permanent defects. Bearing that in mind, we
define this characteristic time point as the upper bound for the coating workability
and adopt it as a standard measure for the open time 𝑡OT in the remainder of this
chapter.

6.3.3

Open time versus coating thickness

Having established a quantitative determination of the open time of water-borne
paints, we will couple this quantity to related physical phenomena using analytical
models. Being successful in such an endeavour will not only validate our LSI
findings, but will also provide predictive power for the open time as a function of
key parameters influencing the drying process. Since water evaporation drives the
concentration and packing of particles, it is logical to use the Langmuir–Knudsen
equation, also known as the Hertz–Knudsen equation, as the starting point for the
evaporative flux: 29–31

r

d𝑀𝐴
= (𝑝 s − 𝑝p )
d𝑡

𝑚
2𝜋𝑘𝑇

(6.5)

where 𝑀𝐴 is the mass of the evaporated water per unit area, 𝑝s and 𝑝p are
the equilibrium (saturation) and partial vapor pressure of water, 𝑚 is the mass
of a water molecule, 𝑘 is Boltzmann’s constant, and 𝑇 is the temperature. This
expression is a convenient starting point, because −d𝑀𝐴 /d𝑡 equals the mass change
coating
rate of the drying coating d𝑀𝐴
/d𝑡. The latter can be obtained from the mass
evolution measured in parallel with LSI (Figure 6.3a, top). As a first benchmark,
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we will link 𝑡OT to the starting thickness ℎ S of the wet coating. We multiply
Equation (6.5) by the surface area of the coating 𝐴 to get the total evaporation rate
𝑄 = d𝑀/d𝑡, which is a directly accessible quantity from the mass measurements.
Since the evaporation rate is constant during the open-time period, integration is
trivial and leads to:
r
𝑚
𝑀S − 𝑀OT = 𝐴(𝑝s − 𝑝p )
𝑡OT
(6.6)
2𝜋𝑘𝑇
where 𝑀S is the starting mass of the coating and 𝑀OT is the mass at 𝑡 = 𝑡OT , derived
from the characteristic kink in the corresponding 𝛼(𝑡) curve (Figure 6.3a, bottom).
This equation instructs that the mass flux and consequently the evaporation rate 𝑄
are independent of the starting thickness, which is experimentally confirmed by LSI
measurements (Figure 6.3b). We also expect that the end of the open-time period
occurs always at the same effective particle concentration regardless of the starting
thickness of the wet coating. Thus, the relative mass at 𝑡OT , 𝜙OT = 𝑀OT /𝑀S , is
predicted to be constant for all coating thicknesses. To test the validity of this
conjecture, we measure 𝜙OT for coatings with different ℎS , which indeed does
not depend on 𝑡OT (Figure 6.3c). Subsequently, we rewrite the mass difference
𝑀S − 𝑀OT as 𝑀S (1 − 𝜙OT ). The dimensions of the coating are imposed by the used
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Figure 6.3. Open time as function of coating thickness. (a) Normalized coating mass (top) and
process identifier (bottom) versus drying time for coatings with starting thickness hS = 50 µm
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6.3 Results and discussion
deposition method (see Appendix 6.A.1 and Figure 6.A.1) and its width 𝑤 and
length 𝑙 are the same for all experiments. Since the mass of the coating equals
𝑀(𝑡) = 𝑤 𝑙 ℎ(𝑡) 𝜌(𝑡) = 𝐴 ℎ(𝑡) 𝜌(𝑡) with 𝜌(𝑡) the density of the dispersion at time 𝑡,
Equation (6.6) can be rewritten as:
𝑡OT

(1 − 𝜙OT )
= 𝜌S
(𝑝s − 𝑝p )

r

2𝜋𝑘𝑇
ℎS = 𝑐1 ℎS
𝑚

(6.7)

where 𝑐 1 is an aggregate of all the constants. By omitting 𝑐 1 we obtain the scaling
relation 𝑡OT ∝ ℎS , which predicts a linear dependence of the open time with
respect to the starting thickness of the coating, fully in line with our experimental
findings (Figure 6.3d). This approach highlights the ability of a relatively simple
but concise scaling relationship containing the governing physical parameters to
provide remarkably good agreement with our LSI results. We will thus proceed
with the same strategy and connect other important environmental parameters for
the drying process with the behaviour of the LSI-determined open time.

6.3.4

Open time versus relative humidity

Humidity has a profound effect on the drying dynamics of aqueous systems, and
hence, it strongly influences the open time of water-borne paints. To capture this
effect in a quantitative manner using our LSI-based approach, the relative humidity
needs to be incorporated as a parameter in the Langmuir–Knudsen equation. To
that end we rewrite the latter as:
𝑄 = (𝑎 𝑝s − 𝑝p ) 𝐴

r

𝑚
= (𝑎 − 𝐻R ) 𝑝s 𝐴
2𝜋𝑘𝑇

r

𝑚
2𝜋𝑘𝑇

(6.8)

where 𝐻R = 𝑝p /𝑝s is the relative humidity, and 𝑎 = 𝑝a /𝑝s is a correction factor for
the deviation of the water activity from ideal values due to the complex composition
of our system, with 𝑝a the actual saturation pressure. After integration and some
algebra we arrive at:
𝑐2
(6.9)
𝑡OT =
𝑎 − 𝐻R
𝑀S − 𝑀OT
𝑐2 =
𝑝s 𝐴

r

2𝜋𝑘𝑇
𝑚

(6.10)

Since 𝑐 2 = const, the open time should scale with the relative humidity as 𝑡OT ∝
1/(𝑎 − 𝐻R ). To test this prediction, we examine the temporal evolution of 𝛼 for
different values of 𝐻R , and determine 𝑡OT (𝐻R ) from the characteristic kink in the
𝛼(𝑡) curves (Figure 6.4a,b). We subsequently fit these experimental values to
Equation (6.9), with 𝑎 as the adjustable parameter (here 𝑎 = 0.8). Interestingly, the
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theoretical prediction holds for the upper range of relative humidities 𝐻R ≥ 0.5
but fails to accurately describe the experimental data in the lower range 𝐻R < 0.5
(Figure 6.4b). Notably, the open time drops abruptly at 𝐻R ≈ 0.48 and barely
changes below this humidity. This discontinuity in 𝑡OT (𝐻R ) hints at the advent
of an additional phenomenon that alters the drying dynamics. Indeed, lower
relative humidities enhance the drying kinetics which in turn could (i) facilitate
particle packing at a 𝜙OT value different from the value observed for more humid
air, 32–35 or (ii) induce the formation of a thin solid-like layer called ‘skin’ at the
dispersion–air interface. 10,36–38 Such a skin consists of accumulated, coalesced
polymer particles and thus forms a barrier for water evaporation. The occurrence of
both phenomena could account for the sudden drop and the subsequent constant
value of the open time at low 𝐻R .
To pinpoint the culprit for our experimental observations, we first identify
a characteristic signature for each of the proposed phenomena. If a skin layer
is formed at 𝐻R < 0.5, the water transport through the dispersion–air interface
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Figure 6.4. Open time as function of relative humidity. (a) Temporal evolution of 𝛼 for 200 µm
coatings at H R = 0.30 ( ), 0.45 ( ), 0.50 (7), 0.60 ( ), and 0.68 ( ). The circles indicate
the open times. (b) Open time versus relative humidity. The experimental data obtained for
H R ≥ 0.5 ( ) are in good agreement with the prediction according to Equation (6.9) (—). Due to
skin formation, the open time exhibits a sharp drop and barely changes for H R < 0.5 ( ). (d)
Evaporation rate versus relative humidity. The experimental results are in accordance with the
expected scaling Q = dM/dt ∝ ( 𝑎 − H R )−1 (—) for H R ≥ 0.5 ( ) but attain a constant value at
H R < 0.45 ( ), suggestive of skin formation. (d) Peclet number for freshly deposited coatings
versus relative humidity.
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6.4 Open time versus temperature
should be significantly impeded by the presence of a semi-solid layer there. Hence,
we would expect the change in the evaporation rate 𝑄 to exhibit different regimes
at low and high humidities. By contrast, a different packing at 𝜙OT should not
interfere with the water evaporation, as the size of the voids between the colloidal
particles in a close-packing configuration is still much bigger than the size of water
molecules. Thus, the water transport towards the dispersion–air interface should
not be hindered and the change in 𝑄 should follow the same trend throughout the
full range of experimental conditions used. Equation (6.8) instructs us that the
evaporation rate should scale linearly with the relative humidity: 𝑄 ∝ (𝑎 − 𝐻R ).
We indeed observe this experimentally for 𝐻R ≥ 0.5 (Figure 6.4c). However, for
𝐻R < 0.45 the change in the experimentally determined evaporation rate deviates
significantly from the linear regime at high humidities. In fact, the value of 𝑄 barely
changes and remains close to constant at low 𝐻R (Figure 6.4c). Such behaviour
is in line with the scenario of skin formation. To further assess the likelihood
of this scenario, we estimate the initial Peclet number PeI for the coatings at the
beginning of the drying process (Appendix 6.A.2). The PeI values are larger than
unity for the whole 𝐻R range, implying that the system is predisposed to skin
formation (Figure 6.4d). Nevertheless, our LSI measurements indicate that a skin
is formed exclusively at 𝐻R . 0.5. Most likely, only in this regime is the disjoining
pressure overcome in the layer of accumulated particles, leading to coalescence (see
Appendix 6.A.2 and Figure 6.A.2). 39 Both findings – the non-uniform dependence
of the evaporation rate on relative humidity, and the high Peclet numbers – strongly
suggest that skin formation is at the root of the discrepancy between the measured
𝑡OT and the prediction of Equation (6.9).

6.4

Open time versus temperature

Temperature is another crucial environmental parameter that has strong effects on
the drying of aqueous systems. To quantify these effects, we need to incorporate all
contributions in the Langmuir–Knudsen equation. Considering solely
√ the original
form of Equation (6.5) leads to the relatively simple scaling 𝑡OT ∝ 𝑇. However,
the equilibrium vapour pressure 𝑝s is strongly dependent on temperature and
this needs to be accounted for. To that end we invoke the August–Roche–Magnus
equation, which is widely used in atmospheric science and is a good empirical
approximation of the Clausius–Clapeyron equation capturing the temperature
dependence of 𝑝s at standard atmospheric conditions: 40
17.3 𝑇
𝑝s = 6.1 exp
𝑇 + 243.3




(6.11)
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Figure 6.5. Open time as function of temperature. The symbols represent the experimental data
while the dashed line shows the theoretical prediction according to Equation (6.12).

Substituting Equation (6.11) in Equation (6.8) and subsequent integration gives the
following relation between temperature and the open time:
√
𝑇
(6.12)
𝑡OT = 𝑐3

17.3
exp 𝑇+243.3
where all the constants are absorbed in the factor 𝑐 3 . Equation (6.12)
predicts a
√

−17.3
non-trivial scaling between temperature and the open time 𝑡OT ∝ 𝑇 exp 𝑇+243.3
.
Remarkably, only adjusting the factor 𝑐 3 (free parameter in the fit) yields a
prediction that perfectly falls in line with our experimental data for 𝑡OT at different
temperatures (Figure 6.5). The good agreement between the seemingly complicated
scaling and our experimental results indicates that the most relevant effects are
apparently captured by our LSI-based approach.

6.5

Beyond the open time

We have shown that LSI allows us to closely follow the dynamics in the early
stages of drying colloidal coatings and determine accurately an important quantity
such as the open time. However, other phenomena that populate the later drying
stages are of equal importance for the terminal state of the paint film. The logical
question now arises if LSI can also be used to monitor these later events. At the
heart of film formation in water-based coatings is the process of phase inversion,
in which the binder particles coalesce and give rise to a continuous polymer phase
with any residual water dispersed in it as droplets. After the binder particles have
attained close packing and undergone deformation, coalescence commences with
the breakage of the thin water films that disjoin the highly deformed particles.
This rupture is caused by the capillary forces which continuously grow with the
ongoing solvent evaporation and at a certain point exceed the disjoining pressure
that keeps the soft colloids apart. Once the thin film fails, the contents of the
particles are free to intermix. In-situ methods to study the process of phase
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inversion in a spatially resolved manner are scarce. It is challenging to detect
coalescence events by simply looking for structural changes, since there is no
clear macroscopic difference between strongly deformed and coalesced particles.
In some cases, microscopy approaches have been deployed to monitor particle
deformation and coalescence, but their application becomes limited if the studied
system is opaque and once the size of the coalescing particles approaches the
diffraction limit. 41–44 .
To circumvent these challenges, we use LSI as an approach that relies on
dynamics rather than structure to generate contrast, and follow in detail the film
formation process in opaque latex coatings. We start by mapping the dynamics
in drying acrylic–styrene copolymer emulsions with different concentrations of
coalescing aids (see Section 6.2.3). The 𝑑2 maps for a coating containing 2.7 wt%
coalescent reveal a sudden enhancement in the dynamics long beyond the open
time (Figure 6.6a,b). This enhancement manifests itself as a well-defined front
(Figure 6.6c) and is followed by a rapid decrease in the mobility (Figure 6.6d). To
dissect this sequence of events in a more quantitative manner, we compute the
temporal evolution of the field correlation function over extended periods. As time
progresses, 𝑔1 (𝜏) shifts to two orders-of-magnitude longer 𝜏-values, indicating a
significant retardation of the dynamics (Figure 6.6e). We subsequently extract the
relaxation time 𝜏0 and process identifier 𝛼 by fitting 𝑔1 (𝜏) to Equation (6.4).
Close examination of the resultant 𝜏0 curves allows us to identify four distinct
drying stages for all coalescent concentrations (Figure 6.6f). Stage I is essentially
the open-time period of the coating. Stage II is marked by a transient decrease
of 𝜏0 , implying enhanced motion. Most likely, the rising capillary pressure
compresses and deforms the soft binder particles. This deformation translates into
a macroscopic contraction of the coating, imposing a net translational motion to
the TiO2 particles downwards and towards the centre of the drying coating. Once
the capillary pressure exceeds the disjoining pressure, the drying process advances
to stage III, in which the interstitial water films rupture and phase inversion takes
place. After particle coalescence, the TiO2 particles inhabit a continuous polymer
phase with a significantly higher viscosity, which is reflected by the steep rise in 𝜏0 .
Additionally, the motion of the particles shifts to a more diffusive mode. The onset
of the rapid rise in the 𝜏0 curve marks the time point to which we refer as the film
formation time 𝑡FFT . In the final stage IV, the coalescing aids slowly evaporate from
the film, causing the viscosity to gradually increase and the mobility of the TiO2
particles to drop further. The resultant rise in 𝜏0 continues over many hours to
days (Figure 6.6f, inset). Note that the associated high 𝛼 values are likely artefacts
without physical meaning.
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The temporal behaviour of 𝜏0 and the 𝑑2 maps are well in agreement with each
other. The rapid increase in 𝜏0 implies that coalescence must occur across a sharp
front, as was found previously. 45–47 We indeed observe this clearly in the 𝑑2 maps
for the coating containing 2.7 wt% coalescent at 𝑡 = 𝑡FFT . A well-defined gradient
in mobility (Figure 6.6c) traverses through the field of view. This front is truly
a dynamic transition and cannot be identified on the basis of structural features,
e.g. relying on absolute intensity (Appendix Figure 6.A.3a). Our interpretations
are further supported by the 𝛼(𝑡) curves: the significant increase of 𝛼 in stage II
implies a shift to (super-)ballistic dynamics (Figure 6.6h), which is in line with
the stipulated collective translation of the particles caused by the contracting
coating. High stretching exponents are relatively unusual but have previously
been attributed to relaxation of internal stresses in jammed colloidal systems. 48,49
Interestingly, in stage III we observe a rapid drop in 𝛼 after the film formation
time (Figure 6.6h). This sharp decrease in 𝛼 combined with the kink in 𝜏0 is
consistent with our hypothesis that across the coalescence front, the TiO2 particles
shift from accelerating translation to more diffusive dynamics, which may well be
the signature of coalescence in a coating.
Even though the overall shapes of the 𝜏0 and 𝛼 curves are the same for
different coalescent concentrations, they are clearly shifted along the time axis
(Figure 6.6f,h). Surprisingly, adding coalescing aids considerably decreases the
open time (Figure 6.6g, inset); this is an undesired effect which is important to take
into account when formulating paints. We attribute this effect to the partitioning of
coalescing aids into the polymer particles. As a consequence, the binder particles
swell, and close packing is reached at an earlier time point. Dynamic light scattering
measurements confirm this difference in particle sizes: the samples with 2.7 and
7.1 wt% coalescent exhibit particle diameters of 124 and 142 nm, respectively.
Fortunately, not only the open time decreases upon increasing the coalescent
concentration, the film formation time decreases even more (Figure 6.6g), which is
the intended result. Coalescing aids are commonly added to plasticize the binder
particles by increasing the free volume of the polymer chains. 50–52 The earlier onset
of coalescence is further enhanced by the swelling-induced increase in the volume
fraction of the latex particles. Another consequence is the absence of a sharp
coalescence front in the strongly plasticized coating (7.1 wt% coalescent), which
instead is much more gradual and delocalized (compare Appendix Figure 6.A.3b
with 6.A.3c). These observations are in agreement with previous work on drying
surfactant-stabilized oil-in-water emulsions, which revealed two distinct modes of
coalescence: ‘front coalescence’ at high surfactant concentrations (stable emulsions)
versus ‘bulk coalescence’ at low surfactant concentrations (unstable emulsions). 53
In the first scenario, a steep gradient in the capillary pressure is required to induce
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coalescence, which thus takes place at only at the drying end of the emulsion
where the high capillary pressure condition is met. In the second scenario, a lower
capillary pressure is already sufficient to induce coalescence, which thus occurs
simultaneously at many locations in the bulk. These results are analogous to
the findings in our work, where instead we have varied the particle resistance to
coalescence by changing the coalescent concentration.
Since the characteristic shape of 𝜏0 (𝑡) and the dip in 𝛼(𝑡) are reproducible in
all measurements and also for other latex systems, these features may serve as
a standard approach to extract the film formation time in drying water-borne
coatings. The small standard deviations in 𝑡FFT derived from the onset of the abrupt
decrease in 𝛼 highlight the robustness of this procedure (Figure 6.6g). Although
the observed strong dependence of coalescence on the coalescent concentration is
in line with expectations and earlier research, 50–52 we now have a straightforward
and easily adaptable method to quantify the film formation time unambiguously.

6.6

Concluding remarks

In this study, we have introduced laser speckle imaging in the light of a versatile
tool for a quantitative characterization of drying water-borne coatings. As such,
LSI enables us to determine the open time of realistic paint formulations for a wide
range of drying conditions. The excellent agreement between our experimental
observations for the open time and the scaling predictions derived from wellestablished evaporation rate theory not only validates our LSI approach for
open-time determination, but also allows accurate predictions for the behaviour
of this quantity in the whole set of conditions used in this work. Furthermore,
the advent of deviations from the expected behaviour permits the detection of
undesired phenomena that might occur during drying, such as skin formation.
We have shown how the wide temporal dynamic range of LSI makes it possible
to extend our quantitative observations towards longer time scales populated by
other relevant processes, namely the deformation of binder particles in later stages
and their subsequent coalescence into a solid paint film. LSI allows us not only to
accurately determine the time point at which phase inversion occurs but also to
monitor the propagation of the coalescence front in a spatio-temporally resolved
manner. These results highlight the potential role of this method in the detailed
study of drying stages in water-based coatings, and could aid in the rational design
of water-borne paints with a tailored drying profile.
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6.A
6.A.1

Appendix
Paint deposition method

We apply a homogeneous coating of acrylic water-based paint on a glass substrate
of 100 × 200 mm2 using a film applicator (Figure 6.A.1a) that has some if its
edges indented to an extent that ensures the casting of a coating with the desired
thickness (Figure 6.A.1b). Once the paint is deposited, we transfer the sample into
the LSI set-up and commence with the measurement.

a

200 mm

b
50 μm

200 μm
60 mm

Figure 6.A.1. Paint deposition method. (a) Application of a coating onto a glass substrate by
sliding the film applicator filled with paint to the right. (b) Close-up of the film applicator.
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6.A.2

Peclet number estimation and skin formation

To further assess the susceptibility of our samples to skin formation, we estimate the
initial Peclet number PeI for the different measurement conditions. In a colloidal
dispersion with an evaporating continuous phase, there is an interplay between
two types types of mass transport: (i) diffusive as a consequence of Brownian
motion, and (ii) advective directed upwards due to the mass flux generated by the
ongoing evaporation at the dispersion–air interface. The Peclet number estimates
the balance between those two modes of mass transport and reads:
PeI =

ℎs 𝑣
𝐷

(6.13)

where ℎs is the starting thickness of the coating, 𝑣 is the velocity with which the
dispersion–air interface moves down (|dℎ/d𝑡 |) and 𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient
of the scattering TiO2 nanoparticles. We have access to each of these quantities,

a

b

Pe ~ 1
c

c

d

Pe � 1
c

e

f

Pe ���1
c

h (μm)

Figure 6.A.2. Peclet number and skin formation in drying dispersions of soft particles. Tentative
particle volume fraction 𝜑 profiles for emulsions drying in different Pe regimes (a,c,e) and the
corresponding schematics (b,d,f) representing the authors’ impression of the accompanying
phenomena. h is the distance from the dispersion–air interface.
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which allows us to estimate PeI . The starting thickness ℎs is known and fixed by
the methodology used to deposit the paint. The velocity 𝑣 can easily be calculated
from the temporally resolved gravimetric measurements of the drying coating.
Finally, from the LSI measurements we can compute the relaxation time 𝜏0 and
calculate 𝐷 through the relation: 𝜏0 = 1/6 𝑘0 2 𝐷.
For Pe below unity, diffusive transport dominates and ensures a uniform
particle distribution, resulting in a uniform pressure throughout the coating
(Figure 6.A.2a,b). For Pe > 1, advective transport dominates, causing particles
to accumulate at the dispersion–air interface and a concentration gradient to
evolve, which gradually decays with increasing distance from the interface ℎ
(Figure 6.A.2c,d). High Pe is a necessary but not sufficient condition for skin
formation to occur. In order for a semi-solid surface layer to form, a critical particle
fraction 𝜑 𝑐 needs to be attained, i.e. a pressure higher than the critical disjoining
pressure, which will ensure the onset of coalescence (Figure 6.A.2e,f).

6.A.3

Coalescence

Coalescence events cannot be detected simply by analysing the absolute light
intensity in the acquired raw speckle images (Figure 6.A.3a) but can be clearly
identified in a 𝑑2 image of the centre of a drying coating (Figure 6.A.3b). The
coalescence front is narrow and well defined in the case of relatively rigid binder
particles in a coating with 2.7 wt% coalescent (Figure 6.A.3b). By contrast, the
highly plasticized coating with 7.1 wt% coalescent accommodates more gradual
and delocalized coalescence events (Figure 6.A.3c).

b

a

c

0.5 mm

Figure 6.A.3. Coalescence in water-borne coatings. (a) Raw speckle image and (b,c) d 2 maps
of a coalescing latex coating containing 2.7 wt% (a,b) and 7.1 wt% (c) coalescing aid. All time
points equal t FFT . The scale bar applies to all images.
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Part III
Laser speckle imaging
of dynamic elastomers

Chapter 7
Laser speckle strain imaging
reveals the origin of
delayed fracture
in a soft solid
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Abstract

nanoscopic deformations

Stresses well below the critical fracture stress can lead to highly unpredictable
delayed fracture after a long period of seemingly quiescent stability. Delayed
fracture is a major threat to the lifetime of materials and its unpredictability
makes it difficult to prevent. This is exacerbated by the lack of consensus on the
microscopic mechanisms at its origin, because unambiguous experimental proof
of these mechanisms remains absent. Here we present an experimental approach
to measure, with high spatial and temporal resolution, the local deformations
that precipitate crack nucleation. We apply this method to study delayed fracture
in an elastomer, and find that a delocalized zone of very small strains emerges
as a consequence of strongly localized damage processes. This pre-fracture
deformation zone grows exponentially in space and time, ultimately culminating
in the nucleation of a crack and failure of the material as a whole. Our results
paint a microscopic picture of the elusive origins of delayed fracture and open the
way to damage detection well before it manifests macroscopically.

x
∆
∆x
macroscopic fracture

delay time

Nanostrain imaging predicts both the location and moment of unpredictable fracture.
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7.1

Introduction

Loading a solid with a stress below its critical fracture stress does not mean that
the solid is safe from catastrophic failure. In fact, subcritical stresses can lead to
the sudden and unpredictable fracture of the material after a certain time delay,
during which no precursors of the imminent failure are discernible by conventional
imaging methods. Delayed fracture is observed in a wide variety of solids, ranging
from brittle solids such as ceramics, 1 to ductile metals, 2 heterogeneous (porous)
media, 3,4 plastics, 5 two-dimensional crystals, 6 and a range of soft materials. 7–11
Depending on the ratio of the applied load to the critical fracture stress, where
crack nucleation is instantaneous, the delay time between loading and failure can
vary from seconds to hours, days or even years. 1,9,10,12 The combination of the
wide range of possible delay times and the absence of visible precursors to the
failure makes delayed fracture difficult to predict. Consequently, this failure mode
poses a significant threat to the operational safety and lifetime of a wide variety of
common materials. And since the microscopic mechanisms governing the time
delay between stress application and the moment of catastrophic failure remain
elusive, its prevention has remained highly challenging.
Contrasting explanations have been put forth to explain delayed fracture. Explanations can be divided into two main categories. First, delayed crack nucleation
has been hypothesized to be caused by the thermally-activated emergence of a flaw
larger than the critical Griffith length. 3,4,7,13 By contrast, the erosion hypothesis to
delayed fracture treats the nucleation of a crack as the result of a self-accelerating
cascade of molecular damage processes at a site of stress localization. These
damage processes erode the rigidity of the solid to zero upon which a crack can
nucleate without an energy barrier. 8–10,14 In the first scenario, the scaling of the
time delay 𝜏d between loading and failure is predicted to scale with stress 𝜎 as
𝜏d ∝ exp(−𝜎4 ), 13 whereas the second theory predicts 𝜏d ∝ exp(−𝜎). 8,14 Because
of the inherent time limitations of macroscopic mechanical experiments, distinguishing accurately between these two steep dependencies is virtually impossible.
Rather, the definitive answer to the origins of delayed failure may be found microscopically: while the first scenario predicts no precursors to fracture, a cascade of
damage processes and resultant damage-induced deformations to maintain a local
force balance must precede crack nucleation in the second. To date, the lack of
experimental approaches to assess these nanoscopic strains deep within a material
at a locus of stress concentration in the moments before fracture has precluded the
resolution of this debate.
In this chapter, we use laser speckle strain imaging (LSSI) to create highly
resolved micromechanical maps of an elastomer in the moments before the
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nucleation of a delayed crack. In this way, we quantitatively probe the small but
distinct emergence of a zone of diverging strains that are the result of strongly
localized bond rupture events. The deformation field is centred at the locus where
a crack will nucleate once the damage is complete; the emergent strain zone is
found to grow exponentially and reach macroscopic dimensions, until failure
is inevitable. Our experiments provide strong evidence – supported by spring
network simulations – for the erosion mechanism of delayed failure, in which crack
nucleation is preceded by small-scale damage that results in large-scale strains in
the pre-fracture zone.

7.2
7.2.1

Experimental details
Materials

We study delayed fracture in single-edge-notched, crosslinked poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomers in which we embed 0.2 wt% of TiO2 nanoparticles as
scattering tracers. The elastomers are prepared by mixing PDMS Sylgard 184 (Dow
Corning) prepolymer and crosslinking agent at a 5:1 weight ratio with 0.2 wt%
TiO2 nanoparticles (coated with silicone oil, ∼30 nm diameter, US Research
Nanomaterials); the low TiO2 nanoparticle concentration ensures that particle–
particle interactions are absent, while their coating with silicone oil precludes
interactions with the PDMS matrix. Air bubbles are removed by centrifugation
at 400𝑔 for 2 min. Subsequently, the mixture is poured into rectangular molds
coated with a release agent (Universal Mold Release, Smooth-On). The molds
are 60 × 15 × 5.0 mm3 (𝑙 × 𝑤 × ℎ) and feature a rectangular notch of 0.20 ×
10 × 5.0 mm3 centred on the long edge. The samples are cured overnight at
65 ◦ C, resulting in highly opaque elastomers that are macroscopically brittle, with
√
fracture toughness 𝐾 Ic = 0.2 MPa m measured by dynamic mechanical analysis
(see subsection below), and Young’s modulus 𝐸 = 1.1 ± 0.1 MPa determined from
the initial linear slope of a stress–strain curve (implying a mesh size on the order
1
of [𝑘B 𝑇/𝐸] /3 = nanometres). The photon transport mean free path is measured by
coherent back-scattering 15 to be ℓ ∗ = 50 µm (see subsection below). It is important
to note that Sylgard 184 contains at least 16 vol% of silica filler, in the form of
∼100 nm aggregated silica particles, 16 added by the manufacturer to increase
the tear strength. The mechanical properties and structure of silica-filled PDMS
networks have been studied extensively. 16,17
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7.2.2

Forward-scatter LSSI

We create quantitative micromechanical maps with high spatiotemporal resolution
using a custom-built laser speckle strain imaging set-up in the forward-scatter
geometry. LSSI operates on the same optical principles as diffusing wave spectroscopy. 18 In our experiments, the sample is placed in a strain-controlled tensile
tester and illuminated with an expanded coherent light beam (1.5 W, 𝜆 = 532 nm;
Cobolt Samba), orthogonal to which the elastomer is strained (Figure 7.1b and
Appendix Figure 7.A.1). The photons in the illumination beam are injected into
the material and multiply scattered by the embedded nanoparticles. Because the
sample thickness ℎ = 5.0 mm is 100× larger than the transport mean free path
ℓ ∗ = 50 µm, the photons that exit the material in the forward-scattering direction
have undergone numerous scattering events; consequently, they have traversed a
diffusive rather than a ballistic trajectory within the sample. Each photon performs
a unique random walk, giving rise to path length differences among the photons
that cause random constructive and destructive interference in the scattered signal,
which is recorded on the CMOS chip of a high-speed camera (HiSpec 1, Fastec
Imaging, acquisition rate of 2000 Hz) as a speckle pattern of bright and dark
spots. Both laser and camera are directed at the tip of the notch, where the tensile
stresses are concentrated, dictating the site of eventual crack nucleation. Only the
multiply-scattered light is detected, with transmitted and low-order scattering
paths filtered by a linear polarizer perpendicular to the polarization of the incident
laser beam.
As the embedded nanoparticles undergo thermal fluctuations, all photon
path lengths change, causing the speckle pattern to change accordingly. The
rate of these fluctuations is analysed on a pixel-by-pixel basis using the intensity
structure function 𝑑2 (Equation (7.1)), which provides access to quantitative
information about the internal dynamics within the material. The angular brackets
in Equation (7.1) denote averaging in time and/or space. Specifically, to create the
𝑑2 images in Figure 7.1d, the speckle fluctuations are averaged over 100 frames =
50 ms in time and an additional 3 × 3 pixels = 7.8 · 102 µm2 in space
p that acts as
a sliding window. To compute the spatial and temporal h𝑑2 i and 𝑓 (U) profiles
in Figures 7.2a and 7.3, the speckle fluctuations are averaged over 5 ms in time
and an additional 40 pixels = 3.5 · 103 µm2 in space. Finally, the h𝑑2 (𝜏)i curves
in Figure 7.2b are obtained by multi-speckle averaging over a rectangular area of
300 × 170 pixels = 4.5 mm2 , followed by time-averaging the resulting 𝑑2 values over
the first 2 s after applicationpof the strain rate.
To allow computation of 𝑓 (U) using Equation (7.2), the contrastpfunction 𝑑2 is
first converted to the electric field correlation function 𝑔1 by: 𝑔1 (𝜏) = 1 − 𝑑2 (𝜏)/2𝛽.
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Here the Siegert relation is applied, 𝑔1 (Δ𝑡, 𝜏) =

q

𝑔2 (Δ𝑡, 𝜏) − 1 /𝛽, and the fact



that 𝑔2 (Δ𝑡, 𝜏) = 𝑔2 (Δ𝑡, 𝜏 = 0) − 𝑑2 (Δ𝑡, 𝜏)/2. 19 The 𝑔2 function itself can be directly
computed from the raw speckle patterns, yet in this work 𝑑2 is consistently used
as the starting point, since 𝑑2 is more reliable than 𝑔2 in cases of relatively poor
statistics. 19 𝛽 is the spatial coherence factor that accounts for the number of
speckles detected. It is chosen such that 𝑑2 (𝜏) → 2𝛽 for 𝜏 → ∞. The meansquare displacement in Equation (7.2) is calculated by: hΔ𝑟 2 i = −6 ln 𝑔1 /[𝑘0 ℎ/ℓ ∗ ]2 .
The local strain acceleration rate constant 𝑘(𝜖, Δ𝑥) is obtained by least-squares
fitting
the differential strain intensity to an empirical, single-exponential equation:
p
𝑓 (U)(Δ𝑡) = 1.7 · 10−7 + 5 · 10−6 · e 𝑘Δ𝑡 .

7.2.3

Dynamic mechanical analysis

The macroscopic mechanical properties of the elastomers are measured using a
dynamic mechanical analyser (Q800, TA Instruments). The samples are gripped
using a film tension clamp with a clamp compliance of 0.24 µm/N, and uniaxial
tensile tests are conducted at a controlled strain ramp rate of 20%/min. The Young’s
modulus 𝐸 is obtained from the initial slope of the stress–strain curves. The fracture
√
toughness is computed as 𝐾 Ic = 𝜎c𝑌 π𝑎 with 𝜎c the critical fracture stress, 𝑎 = 10
mm the notch length, and 𝑌 = [1.12 + 𝑎(2.91𝑎/𝑤 − 0.64)/𝑤]/[1 − 0.93𝑎/𝑤] = 5.2
the geometric configuration factor.

7.2.4

Coherent back-scattering

The transport mean free path ℓ ∗ = 50 µm in the elastomers is estimated by measuring
the decay of a coherent back-scattering cone. See ref. 15 for a detailed description
of the method. In brief, the elastomer is illuminated with a 520 nm laser beam
(Thorlabs MCLS1 4-Channel Laser Source), and a total of 500 images of the coherent
back-scattering cone are acquired with an EM-CCD camera (Hamamatsu C9100-13)
to ensure ample statistics. The image intensities are azimuthally averaged to obtain
the radial intensity decay curve, which is fitted to extract ℓ ∗ , as detailed in ref. 15.

7.2.5

Spring network simulations

A network of linear elastic springs 𝑓𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖 [𝑙 𝑖 − 𝑙0 ] = 𝜇𝑖 Δ𝑙 𝑖 with identical stiffness 𝜇
and rupture force threshold 𝑓thr is initially prepared by placing 𝑁𝑥 × 𝑁 𝑦 nodes on
a triangular lattice with spacing 𝑙0 and featuring vertical bonds. A notch is placed
in the network by removing the nodes inside a rectangular region (width 𝑤 𝑥 and
height 2𝑟notch ) with a circular end of radius 𝑟notch . A step strain is applied to the
network and all the nodes are displaced affinely. Nodes on the top, bottom and
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right boundaries are kept fixed. The network is relaxed by minimizing the total
elastic energy and the internal nodes are free to move off-lattice; the softening–
breaking protocol is subsequently applied. The energy is minimized using the
Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine (FIRE) algorithm 20 with tolerance 𝐹rms = 10−5 (in
reduced units) and the other parameters as suggested in the original paper.
The weakest bond is identified as the one with the largest excess 𝑓𝑖 / 𝑓thr 𝑖 and
undergoes softening 𝜇𝑖 → 𝛼𝜇𝑖 . The energy is minimized again and the procedure
is repeated. Each bond is allowed to soften a maximum of 𝑛soft times before it is
broken. After each softening, a new rupture threshold for the bond is randomly
generated.
In particular, after the 𝑗-th softening the threshold is uniformly picked

(𝑗)

(0)

(𝑗)

(0)

in 𝑓min , 𝑓thr with 𝑓min = 𝛼 𝑗 𝑓thr .

The simulation quantities are expressed in reduced units by setting the lattice
spacing 𝑙0 = 1, the initial spring constant 𝜇 = 1 and by assuming a linear
proportionality between rate constant 𝑟 𝑖 and excess force 𝑓𝑖 / 𝑓thr 𝑖 > 1 that sets the
units for the simulation time 𝑡 ∗ . The time evolution of the system is therefore
Í
Í
dictated by the rate equation 𝑅 tot = 𝑖 𝑟 𝑖 = 𝑖 𝑓𝑖 / 𝑓thr 𝑖 where the sum extends
to all springs 𝑖 with 𝑓𝑖 / 𝑓thr 𝑖 > 1. The time interval between two softening–
breaking events is drawn randomly assuming exponentially distributed events:
d𝑡 ∗ = − ln(rand(0, 1))/𝑅 toth.
i
We define hΔ𝑥dam i =

Í𝑁dam
𝑖=1

Δ𝑥 𝑖 𝑑 𝑖 /𝑁dam , with 𝑁dam the number of damaged

springs, 𝑑 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛soft the number of times that spring 𝑖 has undergone softening,
and Δ𝑥 𝑖 its distance from the notch. The stiffness in the regions close to the
notch is obtained by summing the spring constants
in bins of width
3𝑙0 × 5𝑙0 . The
h
i
spring deformation rate is computed as Δ𝑙 𝑖 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡)2 − Δ𝑙 𝑖 (𝑡)2 /Δ𝑡, with Δ𝑡 the

time between snapshots that are 50 events apart. In Figure 7.4e–h, springs are
coloured green when this rate exceeds the threshold 10−7 𝑙0 2 /𝑡 ∗ .

7.3
7.3.1

Results and discussion
Visualizing the strain precursors to crack nucleation

To resolve the local strains in a rubber en-route to delayed fracture, we create
quantitative micromechanical maps using laser speckle strain imaging (LSSI)
(see Section 7.2.2 for details). 21–27 We study a pre-notched, silica-filled silicone
elastomer, which exhibits pronounced delayed failure after a period of apparent
stability (Figure 7.1a). Some weak visco- and poro-elastic relaxation is observed
just after application of a step strain, due to solvent migration and viscoelastic
deformation. 11,28 As there is a clear separation of time scales between this relaxation
and the delayed fracture, we treat these as independent phenomena. The nucleation
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of a delayed crack occurs with no discernible precursors in the macroscopic
mechanical signal. To probe whether precursors to the failure can be detected
microscopically, we add 0.2 wt% of strongly scattering titania nanoparticles to the
elastomer as tracers. We quantify the internal dynamics in the elastomer during
the mechanical experiment in space and time by analysing the fluctuations of
the speckle pattern created by multiply scattered photons (see Figure 7.1b,c and
Supplementary Movie 1 in ref. 29), using the intensity structure function to create
image contrast: 23,30–32
𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡, 𝜏) =

h[𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡 + 𝜏)]2 i
h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡)i · h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡 + 𝜏)i

(7.1)

where 𝐼 is the speckle intensity at position (𝑥, 𝑦) and at time to macroscopic
fracture Δ𝑡 = 𝑡 − 𝑡f , and 𝜏 is the correlation time. While the raw speckle images of

Figure 7.1. Imaging local pre-fracture deformations. (a) Macroscopic stress transient in a stepstrained notched elastomer en route to delayed fracture (denoted by ×). (b) Schematic illustration
of forward-scatter laser speckle strain imaging used to visualize strain precursors within the solid.
The elastomer is illuminated with a coherent plane light wave, which is multiply scattered from
TiO2 nanoparticles embedded in the elastomer, giving rise to (c) speckle patterns on a camera
on the opposite side. Spatiotemporal correlation of the speckle intensity fluctuations via the d 2
function (Equation (7.1)) is used to create image contrast, encoding the local dynamics. (d) The
resulting mobility maps reveal a growing zone of nanoscopic deformations, culminating in (e)
catastrophic failure and the nucleation of a brittle crack. The background is masked in all images.
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a strained elastomer show no signs of precursors to failure (Figure 7.1c), images
constructed using 𝑑2 (𝜏 = 0.5 ms) as the contrast function reveal a localized region
of enhanced dynamics close to the notch before crack nucleation, which occurs
at Δ𝑡 = 0 (Figure 7.1d). This zone of enhanced mobility, which exhibits a distinct
wedge shape that is reminiscent of the process zone predicted by the Dugdale–
Barenblatt model for ductile crack tips, 33,34 rapidly grows in amplitude and size
as the moment of fracture approaches (see Supplementary Movie 2 in ref. 29). At
this time 𝑡f a macroscopic crack nucleates and propagates to destroy the sample
(Figure 7.1e).
The contrast function 𝑑2 encodes for the local dynamics within the material.
The growth of a zone of high 𝑑2 in space and time preceding crack nucleation
may be caused by two different mechanisms. A first explanation could be the
accumulation of damage via rupture of molecular bonds, which would lead to a
decrease in the local rigidity and an enhancement of the vibration amplitude of the
embedded nanoparticles. This scenario would involve a permanent enhancement
of the dynamics. If true, then this weakened elasticity should remain detectable
also after the sample has failed at the crack interface. However, post-mortem
imaging of the fractured elastomer does not reveal any signs of damage other
than the macroscopic crack. This is not surprising, because bond breakage is
typically very localized in brittle elastomers such as the material under study and
should not occur in a millimetre-sized zone, as shown previously using various
methods. 35–37 Rather, the enhanced dynamics are emergent strains that result from
the breaking of bonds at a very small locus below our imaging resolution. Stresses
are concentrated near the notch, causing the scission of covalent bonds to initiate
there; this bond breakage is highly anisotropic in filled rubbers. 16,38 Since the
macroscopic strain is fixed, a change in the local elasticity due to bond rupture must
require a redistribution of local stresses, hence local strains, to accommodate for the
mechanical erosion that precedes nucleation. The emergent zone of enhanced and
accelerating strains is thus a large-scale manifestation of the damage precursors,
predicted by the erosion hypothesis, 8,9,14 that occur much more locally.

7.3.2

Validation of experimental methodology

Before we quantify the mechanical precursors to crack nucleation in more detail, we
aim to establish the validity and accuracy of our interpretation of the measurement
data. To do so, we perform several reference experiments. First we explore
different contributions to the detected dynamics. Plots of contrast function 𝑑2
as a function of distance from the notch Δ𝑥 demonstrate that, at the correlation
time that we use, 𝜏 = 0.5 ms, the possible sources of speckle decorrelation are
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well separated (Figure 7.2a): the noise threshold of our LSSI set-up is negligibly
small (), while the intrinsic thermal fluctuations of nanoparticles in a quiescent
and stable elastomer ( and N) produce a significantly smaller decorrelation than
the dynamics resulting from damage-induced deformations (•). Thus, the signal
from the emergent strains that we probe is an order of magnitude larger than
the background thermal fluctuations of the tracer particles and two orders of
magnitude above the noise level.
Two types of particle motion contribute to signal decorrelation in these LSSI
experiments. First, the embedded nanoparticles exhibit Brownian motion within
the elastomer, characterized by diffusive statistics with a mean-square displacement
hΔ𝑟 2 i that is limited because of the ‘cages’ imposed by the crosslinks. 39 Second,
localized damage processes within the solid alter its elasticity and result in stress
redistribution and resulting strains. In principle, the 𝑑2 function measures a
convolution of both types of motion. To disentangle these contributions, we first
convert 𝑑2 to the electric field correlation function 𝑔1 (see Section 7.2.2), which we
can subsequently express as: 26,40
4
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Figure 7.2. Set-up sensitivity and strain quantification. (a) Comparison of the average nanoparticle
mobility hd2 i in a thin horizontal strip in four different samples: an elastomer strained by 25% at
Δt = −1 s (•); an elastomer strained by 3% (N); the same elastomer in its quiescent, unstrained,
state (); and a static opaque medium, i.e. a piece of ground glass, in which no thermal speckle
fluctuations occur (). The notch is located at Δx = 0. The angular brackets denote averaging over
40 pixels in the orthogonal direction. (b) Apparent local strain rate in the centre of an elastomer
strained at a constant macroscopic rate. The dashed line is a predicted linear fit to the data,
p
validating our analysis procedure. Inset: average d 2 (𝜏) curves from which 𝑓 (U) is computed,
here at 𝜏 = 5 ms marked by the dotted line. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of
time-averaging d 2 over 2 s.
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q

𝑔1 ≈

𝑘 0 ℎ 3 𝑓 (U) + hΔ𝑟 2 i/ℓ ∗ 2



q

sinh 𝑘 0 ℎ 3 𝑓 (U) +

hΔ𝑟 2 i/ℓ ∗ 2



(7.2)

where 𝑘 0 = 2𝜋𝑛/𝜆0 is the wave vector with 𝑛 = 1.5 the refractive index of PDMS
and 𝜆0 the laser wavelength in vacuum; ℎ = 5 mm is the sample thickness;
 2

1
𝑓 (U) ≈ 15
Tr (U) + 2Tr(U2 ) with U the strain tensor and Tr its trace; ℓ ∗ = 50 µm
is the photon transport mean free path determined independently by means of
coherent back-scattering (see Section 7.2.4); and hΔ𝑟 2 i is the Brownian mean-square
displacement of the tracer particles. We consider the latter constant (at fixed 𝜏) and
set it at the mean-square displacement of the nanoparticles in the quiescent material
(see Section 7.2.2). Since elastomers are nearly incompressible, with Poisson’s
2
ratio 𝜈 ≈ 0.5, Tr(U) is negligible, 21 yielding 𝑓 (U) ≈ 15
Tr(U2 ). The complexity of
our experimental geometry precludes computation
of the individual components
p
of the strain tensor; therefore, we use 𝑓 (U) as a measure for the differential
strain between two correlated speckles, 40 here for the shortest possible correlation
time 𝜏 = 0.5 ms. Although this one-point correlation cannot provide an absolute
measure for the strain, it provides a means to evaluate changes in the amplitude of
the local deformation
field with high resolution. In the remainder of this chapter,
p
we will refer to 𝑓 (U) as the ‘differential strain intensity’.
The validity of this approach has been extensively demonstrated in earlier
work, 21,26,40–42 yet only in the back-scatter geometry, which is biased towards
surface strains. Our forward-scatter set-up offers two advantages: it probes
the strains in the bulk of the material and offers a larger sensitivity to small
deformations. As this method operates in the limit of multiple scattering, with a
ratio of sample thickness ℎ to ℓ ∗ of ∼100, Ångström-scale motion of the scatterers
already elicits a significant decorrelation of the speckle intensity. We estimate a
minimum resolution of displacements that we can detect with reasonable accuracy
as small as 𝛿 disp ≈ 0.2 nm. This excellent sensitivity gives us the ability to measure
the extremely small differential strains preceding delayed fracture.
To further verify our method as a means to quantify local strains, we subject
an unnotched elastomer to a constant tensile strain rate 𝜖¤ = d𝜖/d𝑡 and compute
the differential strain intensity in the centre using Equation (7.2). Divided
p by the
time separating the two correlated speckle patterns, here 𝜏 = 5 ms, 𝑓 (U)/𝜏 is
analogous to the local strain rate. Indeed, we find a linear relationship between
the measured local strain rate and that applied macroscopically (Figure 7.2b).
The two are related by a geometry-dependent proportionality constant, which
results from the fact that 𝑓 (U) is a scalar invariant of the strain tensor through a
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combination of different components of the tensor. The validity of our analysis is
further supported by the identical shapes of the 𝑑2 (𝜏) curves for different strain
rates (Figure 7.2b, inset), which are only shifted on the time axis. Finally, we
note that the accuracy of the measurement is good: the standard deviations of
time-averaging 𝑑2 over a constant-𝜖¤ period of 2 s are very small (Figure 7.2b, inset),
and those of spatially averaging 𝑑2 over an area of 4.5 mm2 are also less than 10%
in all cases.
For these reference samples subjected to a constant strain rate in the linear
regime, the local deformation field is highly uniform. However, prior to a delayed
fracture, we observe how a strongly heterogeneous deformation zone emerges
(Figure 7.1d). To establish the accuracy of the 𝑑2 images in Figure 7.1d, which
we interpret as micromechanical maps of the elastomer during its mechanical
perturbation, we must take into account the effects of spatial blurring. The
measured signal in LSSI measurements is inherently a convolution of the local
dynamics and the spatial distribution of photons in the material. Using randomwalk simulations, 43,44 we find that the lateral blurring has a decay length of the
order of the sample thickness (Appendix Figure 7.A.2). Thus, in these experiments
we inevitably deal with a trade-off between spatial resolution and strain detection
sensitivity: although the ratio of ℎ/ℓ ∗ = 100 provides high strain sensitivity, it
also results in spatial blurring due to the long photon paths. Despite this spatial
blurring, the observed changes in 𝑓 (U) with time are significant.

7.3.3

Quantification of local deformation field

Having established the validity and limits of our method,
p we now proceed to
explore the pre-fracture deformation zone by plotting 𝑓 (U) as a function of
the time to fracture Δ𝑡 in the last 7.7 s before fracture, for different distances Δ𝑥
from the notch. These data clearly show the emergence of a growing deformation
zone (Figure 7.3a), which starts at the notch, where the initial stress concentration
reaches a maximum. The local differential strain grows more steeply as the moment
of failure approaches, at which it converges p
to a single value for all locations in
the field of view. The exponential growth of 𝑓 (U), which is the consequence of
the molecular damage at the notch that underlies the delayed crack nucleation,
is evidence for the erosion hypothesis as it indicates a self-catalytic process that
accelerates over time.
Interestingly, we observe the same kinetics for a (higher) strain of 30%, but
on time scales that are two orders of magnitude shorter (Figure 7.3b), which is
in line with the scaling of the delay time with the applied macroscopic stress or
strain. This further confirms our theory that the pre-fracture deformation zone is
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Figure 7.3. Localized growth of nanodeformations. (a,b) The local differential strain intensity
p
𝑓 (U) increases exponentially towards the moment of crack nucleation Δt = 0, shown for an
elastomer strained macroscopically by 𝜖 = 25% (a) and 30% (b) as a function of the distance to the
locus of highest stress concentration: Δx = 0.1, 0.28, 0.4, 0.55 and 1.5 mm. The angular brackets
denote averaging over 40 pixels in the orthogonal direction (see inset in (a)). The expansion
p
of the precursor zone is evidenced by the different starting points Δt s of the 𝑓 (U) curves. (c)
Spatial dependence of Δt s for a macroscopic strain of 𝜖 = 25% (•, right ordinate) and 30% (•, left
ordinate). The initial linear growth is marked by the fitted solid lines, whose slopes reveal growth
p
velocities of 0.17 mm/s and 5.6 mm/s, respectively. (d) Collapse of all transient 𝑓 (U) profiles,
illustrating universality, through rescaling of the time axis with the local strain acceleration rate
constant k( 𝜖 , Δx) (see inset). 10% of all data points are shown.
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a slave of local damage processes: such a steep dependence on the macroscopic
strain is in accord with the picture of bond rupture as a Kramers process, in which
bond breaking is thermally activated and exponentially enhanced by a mechanical
load. 8,12,45
For both strains, our results illustrate how the precursors to crack nucleation
expand in space at a constant rate but diverge steeply just before fracture. Specifically, by plotting the time at which the strain starts to rise Δ𝑡s for different distances
from the notch, we find a linear increase in the first growth stage (Figure 7.3c),
whose slope is a measure for the spatial growth velocity of the deformation zone.
It is interesting to note that these velocities – 0.17 and 5.6 mm/s for the 25 and 30%
strained elastomer, respectively – are three orders of magnitude lower than the
crack propagation rates – 0.7 and 10 m/s – which are again two to three orders
of magnitude lower than the speed of sound in the material (∼km/s). 46 Clearly,
the damage processes that precede failure are governed by different physics than
those that dictate the propagation rate of a nucleated crack.
The kinetic processes underlying the pre-nucleation damage and resultant
deformations show a remarkably similar evolution at all distances Δ𝑥 from
p the
notch. Indeed, we are able to collapse all 550 measured differential strain 𝑓 (U)
profiles onto a single master curve through rescaling the time axis with a strainand distance-dependent factor 𝑘(𝜖, Δ𝑥), which represents the rate with which the
local strain accelerates (Figure 7.3d). The absolute values of 𝑘 for the 25% and 30%
strained elastomers differ by two orders of magnitude (Figure 7.3d, inset), in line
with the picture of force-enhanced bond rupture and rigidity erosion. However,
their dependence on Δ𝑥 is nearly identical: with increasing Δ𝑥, 𝑘 first increases
and then reaches a plateau value far from the notch. This form is very robust and
shows a negligible dependence on the extent of (orthogonal) spatial averaging up
to ∼40 pixels per bin, with low fit errors in all cases (Appendix Figure 7.A.3). The
initial increase arises from the expansion of the deformation zone and acceleration
of the damage processes at its origin,
causing locations farther away from the
p
notch to experience a faster rise of 𝑓 (U) towards the moment of crack nucleation
Δ𝑡 = 0. Exactly at that time point, all the differential strains in the field of view
converge, marking the transition from small-scale deformations to macroscopically
detectable strains involved in the catastrophic failure.
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7.3.4

Simulating delayed fracture

Finally, to strengthen the proposed connection between localized molecular damage and delocalized deformations, we perform simulations of a spring network
model 47,48 subjected to a step strain. To describe damage accumulation, we irreversibly soften the bonds in the network when the force on them exceeds a
critical rupture threshold 𝑓thr . Each bond is allowed to soften a maximum of
𝑛soft times before it is broken. The order in which the bonds are softened and
ultimately broken is deterministic with the weakest bond damaging first, yet two
stochastic rules are implemented in the simulations. (i) Local rearrangements
are implicitly taken into account by randomly generating a new 𝑓thr after each
event, 48,49 according to the current stiffness 𝜇 of the bond. Softer regions have a
higher probability to become weaker. (ii) The simulation time 𝑡 ∗ is advanced in a
stochastic fashion, while additionally assuming a total rate constant 𝑅 tot ∼ 1/d𝑡 ∗
that is proportional to the sum of the excess force (above 𝑓thr ) carried by all bonds. 50
Therefore, 𝑅 tot is a measure for the rate of damage accumulation, with a large 𝑅 tot
implying fast damage dynamics, thus providing insight into the molecular bond
scission processes.
In our simulations, we clearly observe the localization, accumulation and
diffusion of damage preceding crack nucleation (Figure 7.4). Notably, the triangular
shape of the damage zone (Figure 7.4a–c) resembles the shape of the deformation
zone observed in experiments, and is independent of the choice of lattice topology
and simulation parameters, within reasonable bounds (Appendix 7.A.4 and
Figure 7.A.4). Despite the differences between simulations and experiments in
the length scales, the number of bonds involved in the failure process, and in
the network heterogeneity, our simulations provide further evidence that the
deformations measured experimentally can be directly related to bond rupture
events close to the notch. Bonds break as a direct result of the stress concentration
imposed by the notch geometry; the consequent stress redistribution and growth
of the damage zone cause deformations of springs progressively farther from
the notch (Figure 7.4e–h). Future effort should be dedicated to improving the
microscopic model to allow a quantitative comparison with experiments; for
example, the delay time and the size of the damage zone can be tuned by subtly
varying the softening–breaking protocol (see Appendices 7.A.5 and 7.A.6, and
Figures 7.A.5 and 7.A.6).
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Figure 7.4. Spring network simulations of delayed fracture. (a–h) Time sequence of a fracture
simulation at times t ∗ ' 21.1 (a,e), 61.7 (b,f), 79.7 (c,g) and 104 (d,h) (corresponding state points
are indicated in (i)). In (a–d), bonds are colour-coded according to the amount of local damage,
from blue to red indicating little to much damage. In (e–h), springs whose deformation rate
exceeds a threshold are coloured green. (i) Total damage rate constant Rtot as a function of
time, indicating different stages in the damage accumulation and rigidity loss that precipitate the
macroscopic fracture. Inset: centre-of-mass position hΔxdam i of the damage zone showing its
growth towards the bulk until a crack nucleates. (j) Local stiffness 𝜇bin as a function of time at
different distances from the notch: Δx/l 0 = 1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, 13.5 and 16.5. For these data,
the simulation is parameterized as: 𝜖 = 25%, f thr = 0.35, r notch = 20 l 0 , nsoft = 20, 𝛼 = 0.95,
N x × N y = 200 × 100, w x = 40 l 0 (see Section 7.2.5 and Appendices 7.A.4 and 7.A.5 for details).
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7.4

Concluding remarks

Our results shed new light on a long-standing debate regarding the mechanisms
of delayed failure, ruling out the hypothesis of subcritical crack nucleation as a
sudden event without any precursors. Instead, we find that well before the fracture
is macroscopically detectable, a distinct zone of small-scale deformations emerges
at the exact locus of the ultimate crack nucleation. This local strain field grows
exponentially in time and space and follows similar kinetics as the bond rupture
cascade predicted by the erosion hypothesis. Because the resolution of LSSI is too
low to directly visualize bond rupture, other techniques are required to provide
conclusive evidence. Nevertheless, all our findings are in line with delayed fracture
being the result of strongly localized damage accumulation which concomitantly
causes delocalized deformations.
The originality of our methodology lies predominantly in the high deformation
resolution, which far exceeds that of commonly used techniques to measure surface
strains such as digital image correlation. In addition, LSSI not only provides
information about the static deformation field, but also offers a wealth of dynamic
information that allows different processes to be disentangled and quantified
separately. The full capacity of this technique is still far from fully explored. For
instance, the results in this chapter suggest that LSSI may pave the way to early
detection of damage in existing materials well before its catastrophic effects become
manifest. Moreover, it can provide a deeper understanding of the mechanisms
of damage and dissipation in a much larger class of mechanical problems. Many
challenging questions remain unanswered in the field of fracture and damage
mechanics, in particular in those scenarios where the powerful continuum approach
of linear elastic fracture mechanics breaks down, 51 for example experimentally
probing the effects of heterogeneity, which are predicted to fundamentally alter the
physics of mechanical instabilities. 52 Finally, with the emerging trend of ultratough
solids through the molecular design of dissipative pathways 37,53,54 or self-healing
capabilities (Chapter 8), 55,56 the need for techniques to elucidate the molecular
dynamics underlying these unique mechanical properties has grown. Optical
micromechanical mapping is a powerful tool to contribute to the rational design of
tough and self-healing solids. 32
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Figure 7.A.1. Schematic top view of laser speckle strain imaging in the forward-scatter geometry.
The sample is illuminated with an expanded laser beam, whose intensity is regulated by passing
the beam through a half-wave plate and polarizing beam splitter cube; the latter decomposes the
beam into two orthogonal polarization components, one of which is directed into a beam dump.
Adjustment of the rotation angle of the half-wave plate thus allows controlling the intensity of the
transmitted component. After reflection by two mirrors, the beam is expanded to a diameter of
1.5 cm, of which the outer 0.2 cm are cut off by a diaphragm with circular aperture to ensure
a uniform spatial intensity profile. The forward-scattered light is subsequently collimated by an
infinity-corrected microscope objective (Mitutoyo Plan Apo, 2×, NA = 0.055), passed through an
extension tube and second diaphragm onto a linear polarizer perpendicular to the polarization
of the incident laser beam, which filters photons with low-order scattering paths. The unfiltered
photons are collected by a converging lens and focused onto a CMOS camera (HiSpec 1, Fastec
Imaging). The magnification of the imaging system is 1.5×. To optimize the spatial resolution
while retaining a good signal-to-noise ratio, the speckle size is tuned by the diaphragm in the
detection path to be slightly larger than the pixel size, typically 2–3×. The camera operates at a
frame rate of 2000 Hz, and the exposure time is adjusted to cover the full dynamic range (typically
∼200 µs). A tailor-made enclosing chamber eliminates air convection and stray light. Partially
adapted from Chapter 5. 31
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Figure 7.A.2. Spatial blurring in forward-scatter laser speckle strain imaging. To estimate
the degree of lateral blurring in forward-scatter LSSI measurements, we perform random-walk
simulations 43,44 of photon transport in a material with a thickness h = 100ℓ ∗ . We evaluate
the ability of the method to resolve non-uniform strains by considering a material with a stepwise decrease in shear rate 𝛾¤ of factor 10 at Δx = 1.5h. We collect statistics for 106 photons,
which are launched one at a time in the +z-direction at different Δx-positions; the photons are
allowed to perform a random walk until they leave the sample again at z = h. The step length is
sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean ℓ ∗ , and we assume isotropic scattering, so that
the direction of each step is random. For each step we calculate the transfer wave vector qi , and
Í
¤ i )𝜏)2 the
we record the accumulated phase shift hΔ𝜙 2 (𝜏)i = 𝑖 (𝑞 𝑖 ℓ ∗ )2 Γ𝑖 , with Γ𝑖 = (2/5) ( 𝛾(r
local strain intensity at the location of scattering event 𝑖 at correlation time
 𝜏. The field correlation
function g1 (𝜏) is obtained from this by averaging exp − Δ𝜙 2 (𝜏) /2 over all random walks. 43

Its variation with Δx is shown in (a), where the two extreme curves would be the high- and low- 𝛾¤
scenarios in absence of spatial blurring. For three values of 𝜏, indicated by the dashed lines in (a),
p
g1 (Δx) is converted in (b) to 𝑓 (U)(Δx) to resemble the experimental output. From top to bottom:
p
𝜏 = 6.3 · 10−3 , 2.5 · 10−3 and 1 · 10−3 . The dashed lines show the 𝑓 (U) profiles in absence of
lateral blurring, from which the deviation is considerable and similar for all 𝜏 values.
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p
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p


are defined as: RMSE =

m hp
Í

𝑖=1

i2

𝑓 (U)(Δt𝑖 ) − 𝑓 (Δt𝑖 ) / [m − 2]

 1/2
with m = 1546 the number

of data points per 𝑓 (U) curve, Δt𝑖 the 𝑖 -th time point, 𝑓 (U)(Δt𝑖 ) the 𝑖 -th
p
predicted, and 𝑓 (Δt𝑖 ) the predicted value of 𝑓 (U)(Δt𝑖 ).

p

7.A.4

p

p

𝑓 (U) value to be

Simulation protocol

A typical simulation setup is depicted in Figure 7.A.4a. Nodes on the top, bottom
and right boundaries are kept fixed. The circular notch is placed closer to the
centre of the simulation box in order to minimize left-boundary effects. When
subjected to energy minimization, the nodes are free to move away from their
initial lattice positions, different from the random fuse network simulations often
used in fracture studies. 47 Nevertheless, lattice discretization and topology have
unavoidable effects on the fracture process, especially on crack propagation.
However, as we show in Figure 7.A.4 for some peculiar cases, we verify that the
(triangular) shape of the damage zone is robust to variations in softening protocol,
system size, notch radius, (subcritical) strain, lattice geometry and topology.
The softening–breaking protocol used in the simulations is illustrated in
Figure 7.A.4b, where the force–displacement curve for a single spring is depicted.
The linear spring is initialized with a spring constant 𝜇(0) and a rupture force
(0)
threshold 𝑓thr (which is initially the same for all the springs in the network).
Once the force reaches the threshold, the spring is softened 𝜇(1) = 𝛼𝜇(0) and a
(1)
(1)
(0)
new threshold 𝑓thr is (uniformly) randomly picked in the interval ( 𝑓min , 𝑓thr ) with
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Figure 7.A.4. Simulation protocol and shape of damage zone. (a) Deformation field in a relaxed
spring network after a step strain of 25%. Springs are coloured according to their deformation: from
green to red, from less to more stretched. Clearly, the most stretched springs are close to the notch.
The (intact) triangular network consists of N x × N y = 200 × 100 nodes. The circular notch has a
radius r notch = 20 l 0 and it is shifted by w x = 40 l 0 towards the centre of the box. (b) Schematic
example of the softening–breaking protocol: force as a function of deformation for a spring with
(0)
initial stiffness 𝜇(0) = 1, initial rupture threshold fthr = 0.35, softening factor 𝛼 = 0.9, and softening
times nsoft = 3. (c–h) Representative configurations (zoomed-in) of the damage zone before
crack nucleation for different simulation parameters and network topology. Highlighted bonds are
colour-coded according to the amount of damage: blue to red, low to high. All simulations have
the same initial rupture threshold f thr = 0.35. (c) N x × N y = 400 × 200, r notch = 40 l 0 (w x = 80 l 0 ),
strain = 25%, 𝛼 = 0.7, nsoft = 5. (d,e) Fixed-threshold protocol, N x × N y = 400 × 200, strain = 30%,
𝛼 = 0.9, nsoft = 10, and notch radius (d) r notch = 20 l 0 , (e) r notch = 40 l 0 . (f) Triangular lattice with
small positional disorder. N x × N y = 200 × 100, r notch = 20 l 0 , strain = 25%, 𝛼 = 0.9, nsoft = 10.
(g,h) Square lattice with next-nearest-neighbours interactions. N x × N y = 400 × 200, strain = 25%,
𝛼 = 0.9, nsoft = 10, and notch radius (g) r notch = 20 l 0 , (h) r notch = 40 l 0 .
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(1)

(0)

𝑓min = 𝛼 𝑓thr . The procedure is repeated 𝑛soft times before the spring is irreversibly
broken. According to this procedure, softer (damaged) regions have a higher
probability of becoming weaker. Because of the stochastic nature of the softening
protocol, the newly generated 𝑓thr can be already below the current force (see for
(2)
(3)
example 𝑓thr in Figure 7.A.4b) or significantly above it (see for example 𝑓thr ). In the
first case, the spring is again a candidate for the next softening event. However,
this does not imply that it will be immediately softened again, since the next
softening–breaking event will occur to the weakest spring in the entire network.
The competition between force redistribution (obtained by energy minimization)
and the softening–breaking procedure can therefore be very subtle.
Nevertheless, within this framework, we obtain qualitatively consistent results.
Indeed, in Figure 7.A.4c–h we observe that the shape of the damage zone is
consistent across different simulations performed by varying some of the above
protocol parameters, the system size, the notch radius, the lattice geometry and
topology. In particular, in Figure 7.A.4d,e we use a different softening–breaking
protocol in which the rupture threshold 𝑓thr is kept constant. Clearly, this extreme
protocol enhances the damage accumulation and it allows to clearly observe the
triangular shape of the damage zone. In Figure 7.A.4f, we show a simulation
snapshot obtained by using a triangular lattice with small positional disorder. In
such a simulation, during network initialization each node is randomly displaced
from its lattice position by at most 0.3𝑙0 independently in both 𝑥 and 𝑦, and the
spring constants and rupture thresholds are assigned proportionally to the inverse
of the rest length squared. Analogously, we show in Figure 7.A.4g,h simulation
snapshots obtained with a different lattice topology. In this case, we use a square
lattice with next-nearest-neighbours interactions in which the diagonal springs are
initialized with 𝜇/2 and 𝑓thr /2. We observe that for this topology, the damage is
not only concentrated at the notch in a triangular fashion, but also slightly spread
along the notch circumference.

7.A.5

Simulation time evolution

The time is introduced in the simulations by simply assuming a linear relationship
between the excess forces carried by the bonds and the rates at which they
soften/break. The larger the total rate constant 𝑅 tot , the faster the dynamics in
the system. The intrinsically stochastic nature of the fracture process is illustrated
in Figure 7.A.5a, where results from five equivalent simulations using the same
softening–breaking protocol are shown. By construction, at 𝑡 ∗ = 0 a large number
of springs are stretched due to the applied step strain. The most stretched springs
(close to the notch) quickly soften and 𝑅 tot decreases. Such a process continues
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Figure 7.A.5. Tunability of the softening–breaking protocol. (a) Total rate constant Rtot as a
function of reduced time t ∗ for five equivalent simulations obtained with 𝛼 = 0.9 and nsoft = 10.
∗ , which roughly corresponds to the minimum of R , whereas
A crack nucleates when t ∗ = tnucl
tot
prop
∗
the speed of the propagating crack is related to Rtot . (b) Dependence of t ∗ = tnucl
on nsoft
for different 𝛼 . (c) Dependence of the centre of mass of the damage zone at the moment of
∗ ) on n
crack nucleation hΔxdam i(tnucl
soft for different 𝛼 (see legend in (b)). (d) Dependence of
prop
Rtot on nsoft for different 𝛼 (see legend in (b)). All simulations in this figure are obtained with
N x × N y = 200 × 100, r notch = 20 l 0 , f thr = 0.35, and strain = 25%. For each set of parameters,
five equivalent simulations are performed.

slowly until the damage accumulated close to the notch is such that the first
∗
springs break (around 𝑡nucl
) and the dynamics accelerate. The crack nucleates and
escapes from the damaged region while 𝑅 tot is increasing. Eventually, the crack
prop
propagates in the material at a speed that is roughly constant and related to 𝑅 tot ,
defined as the maximum of 𝑅 tot . Intuitively, by increasing the number of softening
events per bond 𝑛soft , while keeping the softening factor 𝛼 fixed, it is possible
to increase (by a couple of orders of magnitude) the delay or nucleation time
∗
𝑡nucl
, as shown in Figure 7.A.5b. However, in order to observe crack nucleation, a
balance between 𝛼 and 𝑛soft is needed. Setting 𝛼 too low and imposing 𝑛soft too
large results in a very softened/damaged zone close to the notch but does not
allow bond-breaking and therefore prevents macroscopic crack nucleation and
propagation. A similar increasing trend when increasing 𝑛soft is observed for the
extension of the damage zone, that is somehow related to hΔ𝑥dam i at the moment
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of crack nucleation (Figure 7.A.5c). The propagation speed of the macroscopic
crack is only slightly affected by the variation of the softening–breaking parameters
(as shown in Figure 7.A.5d, notice the 𝑦-axis scale), consistent with the fact that the
crack propagation speed is mostly dictated by the properties of the undamaged
material (i.e., the ratio between 𝑓thr and the applied strain).

7.A.6

Simulation dependence on strain and notch radius

Finally, we study the effects of changing physical parameters, notably the imposed
strain and the notch radius, on the nucleation time, damage diffusion and crack
propagation (Figure 7.A.6). As expected, increasing the strain causes the delay
time to decrease and the propagation speed to increase (by an order of magnitude
for 10% increased strain). Varying the notch radius does not affect the propagation
speed, but larger notches seem to have a broader distribution for the delay times at
small strain. A clear trend for the width of the damage zone is difficult to identify.
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Chapter 8
Imaging the
molecular motions
of autonomous repair
in a self-healing polymer

This chapter is based on: Hanne M. van der Kooĳ, Arĳana Susa, Santiago J. García,
Sybrand van der Zwaag and Joris Sprakel, ‘Imaging the molecular motions of
autonomous repair in a self-healing polymer’, Adv. Mater. 29, 1701017 (2017).

Abstract
Self-healing polymers can significantly extend the service life of materials and
structures by autonomously repairing damage. Intrinsic healing holds great
promise as a design strategy to mitigate the risks of damage by delaying or preventing catastrophic failure. However, experimentally resolving the microscopic
mechanisms of intrinsic repair has proven highly challenging. The current work
demonstrates how optical micromechanical mapping enables the quantitative imaging of these molecular-scale dynamics with high spatio-temporal resolution. This
approach allows disentangling delocalized viscoplastic relaxation and localized
cohesion-restoring rebonding processes that occur simultaneously upon damage to
a self-healing polymer. Moreover, frequency- and temperature-dependent imaging
provide a way to pinpoint the repair modes in the relaxation spectrum of the
quiescent material. These results give rise to a complete picture of autonomous
repair that will guide the rational design of improved self-healing materials.

Laser speckle imaging illuminates the nanoscale motions via which self-healing polymers
spontaneously restore damage. We use this method to construct micromechanical maps of
repair in four dimensions (x, y, t, f).

8 Imaging the molecular motions of autonomous repair in a self-healing polymer

8.1

Introduction

Functional materials inevitably suffer mechanical damage during their use, as a
result of scratching, abrasion, fracture or impact. 1,2 Preventing material failure by
managing the effects of damage is one of the foremost challenges in the design of
high-performance materials. 3 Self-healing has emerged as a powerful approach
to spontaneously repair damage before it can lead to catastrophic failure of the
material as a whole. 4–6 Encoding self-healing capabilities in new materials is thus a
promising strategy to enhance the durability and reliability of functional materials
and coatings. A diversity of self-healing strategies has been developed in the past
decades, ranging from extrinsic healing based on healing agents or capsules, 7,8 to
intrinsic repair by the autonomous reformation of reversible chemical or physical
bonds in the polymer itself. 9–11
At its core, intrinsic self-healing is driven by the dynamics of polymer chains
and supramolecular bonds at the molecular scale. 12–14 However, to date it remains
a major challenge to experimentally unravel these dynamics in situ with appropriate spatial and temporal resolution. Although mechanochromic probes have
been widely employed for real-time monitoring of bond failure, 15–17 methods to
quantitatively visualize bond reformation are unavailable. Yet, such experiments
are not only crucial to understand self-healing materials but could also aid in
the rational design of new and improved materials. By definition, molecular
mechanisms of repair act strongly confined to the site of damage, and may involve
a wide range of characteristic relaxation time scales. Thus, to directly probe these
mechanisms in situ with high resolution requires new methods that quantify
microscopic polymer dynamics in both space and time.
In this chapter, we visualize for the first time the microscale dynamics governing
the macroscopic repair of a polymer using the optical method laser speckle imaging
(LSI). 18–20 We study autonomous healing in a thermoplastic, polyetherimide-based
elastomer that exhibits excellent mechanical properties and spontaneous healing
under ambient conditions. 21 By analysing the thermal motion of a small amount
of embedded nanoparticles that act as tracers, 22 we extract the local dynamics
within the material; we have confirmed that these nanoparticles do not significantly
alter the properties of the polymer matrix (Figure 8.A.6c). This strategy allows
us to create four-dimensional micromechanical maps of repair, as a function of
two spatial coordinates, time and relaxation frequency. Using this in situ and
non-invasive approach, we disentangle the combination of delocalized viscoplastic
flow and localized cohesion restoration that occur after damage and during
self-healing. Moreover, we show that frequency-dependent imaging 23 makes
it possible to connect molecular relaxation spectra obtained using conventional
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macroscopic measurements to the repair mechanisms occurring at the site of
damage. These results provide unique insight into the molecular dynamics of
repair and improve our understanding of their spatio-temporal scale in an intrinsic
self-healing polymer.

8.2
8.2.1

Experimental details
Polymer variants

See Appendix 8.A.1 and Figures 8.A.1 and 8.A.2 for the materials and procedure
used to prepare the polymers for this study. These thermoplastic elastomers are
amorphous semi-aromatic polyetherimides prepared from an aromatic dianhydride and an aliphatic branched dimer diamine in different stoichiometric ratios.
Table 8.1 summarizes their main characteristics. Both their mechanical integrity
and self-healing ability arise predominantly from intermolecular Van der Waals interactions between the dangling branches of the diamines, which act as temporary
crosslinks to create a transient supramolecular network. 21
The polymers used in this study contain 0.5 wt% of iron(II,III) oxide nanoparticles to ensure strong multiple scattering and high LSI contrast. These
nanoparticles are inert, do not interact and can be dispersed homogeneously. We
have verified that at this low concentration, the presence of the nanoparticles
affects the mechanical and self-healing properties only to a small extent (compare
Figures 8.A.5 and 8.A.6 with ref. 21).

Table 8.1. Specifications of the polymers used in this study. Optimal healing temperature (T heal ),
weight-average molecular weight (M w ), number-average molecular weight (M n ), polydispersity
index (PDI), and glass transition temperature (T g ). T heal is deduced from rheological temperature
sweep measurements of tan( 𝛿 ), see Figure 8.A.6d and ref. 21. M w and M n are determined using
gel permeation chromatography with polystyrene as standard (1 mg/mL in THF). T g is determined
using differential scanning calorimetry, the second heating curve (10 ◦ C/min in N2 flow). See ref.
21 for a comprehensive characterization of the unfilled D-1.1 and D-0.9 polymers.

Polymer
name

𝑇heal
(◦ C)

𝑀w
(kg/mol)

𝑀n
(kg/mol)

PDI (-)
(-)

𝑇g
◦
( C)

B-D-1.0
D-1.1
D-0.9

n/a
24
30

26
35
18

14
15
11

1.9
2.3
1.6

19
8
17
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8.2.2

Laser speckle imaging

The LSI method is based on the multiple scattering of light; it is essentially the
imaging equivalent of diffusing wave spectroscopy. 24 See Chapter 1, Section 1.4,
and Chapter 5 for a detailed description of the technique. In our experimental LSI
set-up (Figure 8.A.3), we project an expanded and coherent laser beam (Cobolt
Samba, 1 W, 𝜆 = 532 nm) onto the turbid sample of interest. The photons in the
illumination beam become multiply scattered by the embedded nanoparticles in
the sample. As a result of these many scattering events, the photons essentially
perform a random walk within the sample, rather than a ballistic trajectory. Each
photon traverses a different diffusive path; the resulting path length differences
give rise to a random alternation of constructive and destructive interference,
which is recorded on a camera as a random pattern of bright and dark spots called
speckles. The camera (Dalsa Genie M640-1/2, Stemmer Imaging) is here placed in
the back-scatter geometry. Specular and low-order scattering paths are filtered
from the back-scattered light by a linear polarizer perpendicular to the polarization
of the incident laser beam.
As the tracer particles move within the sample, for example by Brownian
motion, viscoplastic relaxation of the polymer matrix, or rebonding processes, all
photon path lengths change, reflected by changes in the speckle pattern. Analysing
these temporal fluctuations in the speckle intensity allows us to extract information
about the internal dynamics and accordingly create image contrast. In LSI, we
quantify the rate with which the speckle intensity 𝐼 of a speckle at time 𝑡 and
position (𝑥, 𝑦) fluctuates by the intensity structure function 𝑑2 : 25
𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) =

h[𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 + 𝜏)]2 i
h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)i · h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 + 𝜏)i

(8.1)

If the tracer particles embedded in the polymer matrix are very mobile, the speckle
intensity fluctuates rapidly, and 𝑑2 reaches its maximum at short correlation time
𝜏 or high frequency 𝑓 = 1/𝜏. By contrast, if the particles move slowly, the speckle
intensity varies more slowly and 𝑑2 increases more gradually with increasing 𝜏.
Thus, by computing 𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) we can determine how fast particles are moving
at a certain time and location in the sample, which is a direct measure for the local
polymer dynamics. We consistently use 𝑑2 to create image contrast, rather than the
commonly used absolute intensity 𝐼. Heterogeneities in absolute intensities are
therefore irrelevant, while contrast from dynamic heterogeneities may emerge (see
Figure 1 and Supplementary Movies 1 and 4 in ref. 26). More detailed information
about the technique and data analysis are provided in Figure 8.3 and Appendix
8.A.1. In addition, Appendix 8.A.1 contains detailed descriptions of the freeze200
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fracture method and characterization of the polymers in terms of self-healing
performance, mechanical and rheological properties.

8.3

Results and discussion

Our experiments start by thermostating a slab of the thermoplastic elastomer
and creating a through-cut with a scalpel. After reuniting the two cut surfaces
(Figure 8.1, steps 1–2), we begin the LSI measurement. Laser speckle imaging
involves the coherent illumination of the sample and detection of the back-scattered
light, which here originates from photons multiply scattered by the nanoparticle
tracers. Photon path length differences within the sample result in an interference,
or speckle, pattern that is recorded on a camera (see Supplementary Movie 1 in
ref. 26). A static snapshot of the speckle pattern contains no information about
the healing process (Figure 8.1, step 4). Instead, we extract information from the
raw data by analysing the temporal fluctuations in speckle intensity by means of
the contrast function 𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) 27 (see Section 8.2.2 and Appendix 8.A.1). Within
the microrheology approach, 22 the thermal motion of the nanoparticles, evaluated
here as a function of spatial coordinates 𝑥, 𝑦, time after damage 𝑡 and relaxation

Figure 8.1. Visualizing the molecular dynamics of repair. (1) A thermostated slab of the polymer
is cut through with a scalpel. (2) The cut surfaces are brought into contact and (3) probed
using laser speckle imaging. The multiply scattered light is detected in back-scatter geometry
as (4) a time sequence of speckle images of the damage zone. (5) The speckle fluctuations are
quantified, pixel by pixel, by the contrast function d 2 , which encodes the local molecular mobility at
position (x,y), time after damage t, and characteristic frequency 𝑓 = 1/𝜏. The resulting time-lapse
micromechanical maps reveal strong localization of dynamics near the cut, here at t = 10 s and
𝑓 = 1 Hz.
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frequency 𝑓 = 1/𝜏, can be directly related to the micromechanical properties of
the polymeric medium.
A single LSI experiment yields a four-dimensional data set, from which we
reconstruct spatio-temporal maps of the dynamics at some particular frequency
(see Figure 8.1, step 5, and Supplementary Movie 1 in ref. 26). 28,29 These micromechanical maps, colour-coded by the local value of 𝑑2 , reveal localized molecular
mobility at the cut. The correlation time 𝜏 acts as a tuning knob for the type of
dynamics we aim to probe: low values of 𝜏 bring to light fast, high-frequency
dynamics, bounded experimentally by the frame rate of acquisition, here 𝑓max = 64
Hz; high values of 𝜏 enable the study of low-frequency processes, limited by
the length of the image sequence, here 𝑓min = 10−3 Hz. Thus, each experiment
harbors information about spatially and temporally resolved healing processes
across almost five decades in relaxation frequency.
We start our study with a non-healing version of the thermoplastic elastomer
(B-D-1.0, see Table 8.1), in which viscoplastic relaxation occurs but cohesionb
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Figure 8.2. Viscoplastic relaxation around a cut in non-healing polymer B-D-1.0. (a) Time evolution
of dynamics at two temperatures using d 2 ( 𝑓 = 1 Hz) as the contrast function. (b) Measured field
autocorrelation function g1 (𝜏) of the equilibrium polymer dynamics at T = 10, 23, 30, 50 and 100 ◦ C
(symbols), fitted to a stretched-exponential function (lines) to extract the thermal relaxation time
𝜏r , which obeys Arrhenius behaviour (inset) with an activation energy of 47 kJ/mol ≈ 19 k B T. The
fluctuations in the high-temperature correlation curves are not experimental noise but correspond
to reproducible intermittent ‘spikes’ in the overall dynamics.
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restoring processes are suppressed. Micromechanical maps reveal pronounced
relaxation dynamics in a relatively large area around the cut (see Figure 8.2a and
Supplementary Movies 1 and 2 in ref. 26). As time progresses, these delocalized
relaxations subside until equilibrium is reached. We speculate that the rate of this
viscoplastic relaxation is governed by the thermally activated reptation of polymer
chains within the material. As expected, increasing the temperature leads to an
increase in the rate at which these relaxations decay (Figures 8.2a and 8.A.4).
For a more quantitative test of our hypothesis, we determine the characteristic
relaxation time of the material in equilibrium 𝜏𝑟 by computing the field autocorrelation function 𝑔1 (𝜏) 24 in a region of interest (ROI) away from the damage zone.
The field autocorrelation function is related to the contrast function 𝑑2 as described
in Appendix 8.A.1. At all temperatures, 𝑔1 exhibits a terminal relaxation at large
correlation times 𝜏 (Figure 8.2b). The characteristic relaxation time 𝜏r , extracted
by fitting 𝑔1 (𝜏) to a stretched exponential decay, obeys the Arrhenius equation
𝜏r ∝ 𝑒 𝐸a /𝑅𝑇 , with 𝑅𝑇 the thermal energy per mole and 𝐸a the activation energy
for relaxation of 47 kJ/mol ≈ 19 𝑘B𝑇 (Figure 8.2b, inset). Interestingly, from a
single LSI experiment we can probe both the kinetic relaxation after cutting and
the equilibrium relaxations of the material at rest.
In a self-healing version of this thermoplastic elastomer, similar viscoplastic
relaxations are expected to occur, but simultaneously, strongly localized cohesionrestoring dynamics must take place at the cut interface. The polymer under study
exhibits spontaneous repair at room temperature (D-1.1, see Table 8.1 and ref. 21),
as evidenced from bulk mechanical and rheological analysis (Figures 8.A.5 and
8.A.6). After cutting, both stiffness and strength restore fully and autonomously
within 10 days. Based on macroscopic testing, it was proposed that repair
occurs through fast adhesion of the cut surfaces, by Van der Waals interactions
between dangling chains, followed by slow polymer interdiffusion across the
cut. 21 Although bulk measurements are valuable to establish the conditions and
completeness of self-healing at the macroscopic scale, they do not provide direct
insight into its microscopic origins. By contrast, micromechanical mapping with
LSI allows us to shed light on these microscopic mechanisms.
Self-healing manifests as a zipper-like closure of the cut, from its tip inward,
with a tangential closure velocity of ∼30 µm/s (see Figures 8.3a, 8.A.7 and 8.A.8,
and Supplementary Movie 3 in ref. 26). This zipping is driven by the inward
tension on the cut which diverges at the tip, where the stress field exhibits a
singularity. 30 These effects are further amplified by the gradient in width of the cut
opening, which vanishes at the tip; the close proximity between the two surfaces
at the cut tip allows for rapid adhesion and start of the interdiffusion process. This
picture is corroborated by the absence of zipping, and homogeneous dynamics
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when a cut surface is exposed to air (Figures 8.3b and 8.A.9). We confirm that the
rate of polymer relaxation inherent to the material is a crucial step in the healing
process by studying the recovery of the same polymer after a linear indentation,
resulting in similar relaxation dynamics (Figure 8.A.10).
Repair requires cohesion to be restored across the cut interface. To disentangle
these cohesion-restoring dynamics from the delocalized plastic relaxation inherent
to a cut made in a ductile solid, we prepare a brittle crack in the same material
by fracturing a pre-notched sample frozen in liquid N2 , thereby minimizing the
degree of plastic deformation. Interestingly, the polymer exhibits excellent and fast
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Figure 8.3. Resolving the mechanisms of repair. Time-lapse micromechanical maps for D-1.1, at
𝑓 = 1 Hz, of (a) the self-healing of a cut made at room temperature, (b) viscoplastic relaxation at a
cut–air interface, and (c) self-healing of a brittle freeze-fracture. (d) Frequency dependence of the
self-healing mobility for the freeze-fracture at t = 40 s. The colour scales are normalized by the
respective values of hd 2 i bulk and all have the same limits. (e) Comparison between bulk rheology
of the frequency dependence of the loss tangent tan( 𝛿 ) and the enhancement of self-healing
mobility at the crack interface with respect to the bulk of the material, hd 2 i crack /hd 2 i bulk . The
dotted lines in (d) indicate the ROIs in which these two properties are measured.
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healing of the brittle fracture when reheated to room temperature (Figure 8.A.5c).
In the absence of long-ranged plastic relaxation, we instead observe only localized
dynamics at the fracture interface (see Figure 3c and Supplementary Movie 4 in
ref. 26). We attribute these to the molecular motions involved in adhesion and
subsequent intermixing of polymer chains. A close-up of the tip shows that also
this brittle crack closes like a zipper, with a tangential closure velocity of ∼5 µm/s
(Figure 8.3c, insets). As this directional closure requires a tip where the crack
width vanishes and stress field diverges, zipping motion is indeed absent for brittle
fractures that traverse the entire sample and lack a distinct tip (Figure 8.A.11b).
These data illustrate that self-healing is a combination of delocalized viscoplastic
flow (Figure 8.3b) and localized cohesion-restoring processes (Figure 8.3c), which
raises the question how these dynamics are related to the linear relaxation spectrum
of the material. To answer this question, we make use of the multidimensional
nature of LSI to reconstruct frequency-dependent micromechanical maps during
healing. Visual inspection of these maps at a brittle crack reveals that the selfhealing dynamics are most pronounced and localized at a frequency of ∼2 Hz
(Figure 8.3d). To quantify this frequency dependence, we measure the average
molecular mobility at the crack by means of the contrast function 𝑑2 , normalized
by that in the bulk of the sample, h𝑑2 icrack /h𝑑2 ibulk , as a function of the relaxation
frequency 𝑓 . Indeed, the self-healing mobility displays a distinct peak at 𝑓 ≈ 2
Hz (see • in Figures 8.3e and 8.A.12). At frequencies below ∼0.1 Hz and above
∼100 Hz, localized repair dynamics vanish.
In linear bulk mechanical experiments, the frequency dependence of relaxation
processes can for example be evaluated by means of the loss tangent tan(𝛿), as a
measure for the relative importance of viscous and elastic processes. Strikingly, a
time–temperature superposition master curve of tan(𝛿) from such macroscopic
measurements, referenced to 25 ◦ C, exhibits a peak at exactly the same frequency
(Figure 8.3e, N). Thus, the local response to a strongly non-linear deformation, i.e. a
brittle fracture, can be directly mapped onto the governing dissipative mechanisms
of the material in equilibrium.
For a variant of this polymer which self-heals at 30 ◦ C (D-0.9, see Table 8.1 and
ref. 21), we observe a strong temperature dependence of the closure mode of the
cut (Figures 8.4a and 8.A.13). We represent time series of these micromechanical
maps as kymographs, in which the average values of 𝑑2 in a strip along the cut are
plotted as a function of time. Such kymographs in the space–time domain reveal
three distinct closure modes (see Figure 8.4b and Supplementary Movies 5–7 in ref.
26). At 23 ◦ C, the cut closes homogeneously, except at the tip itself. At the optimal
healing temperature, 30 ◦ C, a front of enhanced mobility advances away from the
tip, closing the cut like a zipper. At much higher temperatures, where the rate
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Figure 8.4. Modes of cut closure. (a) Micromechanical d 2 ( 𝑓 = 1 Hz) maps at t = 25 s after
creating a cut in D-0.9 at different temperatures. All images have the same scale and colour
coding. (b) Kymographs of the average mobility around the cut versus distance from the cut tip.
With increasing temperature, the closure mode transitions from homogeneous relaxation (23 ◦ C)
to zipper-like closure (30 ◦ C) and a fluid-like Rayleigh–Plateau instability (100 ◦ C). The dotted
lines are guides to the eye. All kymographs have the same scale.

of polymer reptation is strongly enhanced (Figure 8.2b), we observe rapid filling
of the cut through a break-up process that is reminiscent of a Rayleigh–Plateau
instability, driven by capillary pressure. 31

8.4

Concluding remarks

These experiments give rise to a microscopic picture of repair in these selfhealing polymers. Damaging the polymer results in both the breaking of cohesive
interactions and viscoplastic deformations, which heal autonomously via: (i) slow
flow of the material to fill the gap and bring the damaged surfaces into contact,
allowing (ii) Van der Waals interactions to restore cohesion across the cut or crack,
which involves (iii) a zipper-like motion in the presence of a distinct tip, and finally
culminates in (iv) reptational intermixing and restoration of the material cohesion.
Moreover, the latter process occurs at a distinct frequency that can be mapped
onto the linear relaxation spectrum of the material.
Our results highlight how laser speckle imaging allows the optical micromechanical mapping of strongly non-linear processes, as a function of spatial coordinates,
experimental time and relaxation frequency, with unprecedented detail. Due to
the simplicity and non-invasive nature of the method, we envisage its extension to
other materials, such as extrinsic self-healing systems, and to the study of different
non-linear mechanical phenomena, such as the mechanisms of fracture and fatigue.
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Illuminating and disentangling the rich convolution of diverse dynamics inherent
to such strongly localized mechanics will not only deepen our insight into the
physics of non-linear mechanics, but may ultimately enable the tailored design of
high-quality self-healing materials.

8.A
8.A.1

Appendix
Additional experimental details

Materials
The monomers used in this study are depicted in Figure 8.A.1. The aromatic
monomers 4,40-oxydiphthalic anhydride (ODPA) and 3,30,4,40-biphenyltetracarboxylic dianhydride (BPDA) are purchased from TCI Europe N.V. The fatty dimer
diamine (DD1), derived from vegetable oil, is purchased from Croda Nederland
B.V. N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc, 99.5% extra dry) is obtained from Acros
Organics. Spherical iron(II,III) oxide nanoparticles sized 50–100 nm are obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich.

O
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ODPA
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BPDA
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O

O

O
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O
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O

CH3
CH3

*

DD1

H2 N

NH2

Figure 8.A.1. Monomers used for the polyetherimide syntheses. DD1 is actually a mixture of
C-36 isomers with ∼95% saturated bonds and ∼5% double bonds, alycyclics and aromatics in
the ‘linker’ (*).
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Preparation of thermoplastic elastomers
Three different polyetherimides (PEIs) are synthesized using the two-step polymerization process outlined below and described in detail in a previous paper: 21
a non-healing reference polymer (B-D-1.0) composed of BPDA and DD1 in stoichiometric ratio; a polymer which self-heals around 24 ◦ C (D-1.1) composed of
ODPA and DD1 in a 1:1.1 molar ratio; and a polymer which self-heals around
30 ◦ C (D-0.9) composed of ODPA and DD1 in a 1:0.9 molar ratio. The respective
mass ratios are calculated using the molecular weights of the monomers (MWBPDA
= 294.2 g/mol, MWODPA = 310.2 g/mol and MWDD1 = 536.8 g/mol) and assuming
all monomers are 100% difunctional.
The polymers are synthesized in the polar aprotic solvent DMAc with a total
solids (monomers) content of 20 wt%. First, the diamine DD1 is dissolved in 2/3
(vol.) of the DMAc in a three-neck round-bottom flask, followed by the dianhydride
(BPDA or ODPA) and the remainder of the solvent (1/3 (vol.)). The mixture is
magnetically stirred at 200 rpm under nitrogen flow at room temperature and left
to react until the solids are fully dissolved in the DMAc and the solution is clear and
light yellow, suggesting the formation of the polyamic acid (PAA) (Figure 8.A.2a).
Subsequently, the three-neck round-bottom flask containing the PAA solution is
attached to a 10 mL Dean–Stark apparatus with reflux condenser. The reaction
mixture is stirred at 150 rpm under nitrogen flow for 6 h at 160 ◦ C and 1 atm
to induce thermal imidization, yielding the polyetherimide (Figure 8.A.2a). The
formed aqueous phase is removed in the Dean–Stark trap by azeotropic distillation
with 10 wt% toluene.
To render the PEI multiply scattering, a dispersion of 20 wt% iron oxide
nanoparticles in DMAc is subsequently added at a total nanoparticle concentration
of 0.5 wt% by mixing the appropriate amount with the hot polymer solution
(150 ◦ C), and the mixture is immediately placed in an ice bowl. Once cooled
down, the polymer is not soluble in DMAc anymore and consequently precipitates
together with the nanoparticles (Figure 8.A.2b). The DMAc is decanted from the
flask and the precipitate is transferred into a rectangular polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) mold of length = 70 mm, width = 20 mm, and thickness = 1 ± 0.5 mm. The
samples in the molds are thermally post-treated in a vacuum oven at 150 ◦ C for 12 h,
after which they are allowed to cool down in air at room temperature overnight.
This yields bulk polyetherimides with 0.5 wt% embedded tracer nanoparticles
(Figure 8.A.2c) whose properties are summarized in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.A.2. Preparation of the thermoplastic elastomers used in this study. (a) Schematic
representation of the polyamic acid synthesis followed by cyclodehydration into a polyetherimide.
The structure of DD1 is shown in a simplified way, with the brackets denoting the branched section
that can be at different locations along the main C-18 chain. The reaction between BPDA and
DD1 occurs analogously. (b) Insoluble PEI–nanoparticle precipitate with solvent DMAc on top,
after bulk imidization and cooling down. (c) Final thermoplastic elastomers containing iron oxide
tracer nanoparticles.
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Freeze-fracturing
To avoid deformation during damage and subsequent viscoplastic recovery that
might obscure the self-healing dynamics, we introduce a brittle freeze-fracture
in the D-1.1 thermoplastic elastomer (Figure 8.3c–e). We study both a crack that
halves the sample (Figures 8.A.5c and 8.A.11b) and a partial fracture that stops
within the sample to circumvent separation and re-positioning of the two halves
(Figure 8.3c–e). In both cases we first make a pre-notch, after which we either
freeze the entire sample in liquid nitrogen at −196 ◦ C, or only the pre-notched
half. We subsequently fracture the sample by hand at the pre-notched location
and reunite the two crack surfaces. In the partially frozen specimen, the crack
invariably stops at the boundary of the frozen and unfrozen sections; after creating
the crack, we freeze the entire sample to prevent asymmetric thermal stresses
caused by different expansion rates of the two halves upon thawing. Finally, we
tape a temperature sensor onto the specimen and monitor the dynamics at the
crack tip using LSI.
Tensile mechanical and self-healing evaluation
Tensile mechanical tests are performed using dog-bone specimens according to
the ASTM D1708 standard at 80 mm/min crosshead speed. To determine the
self-healing performance, pristine samples are cut with a sharp razor blade at 23 ◦ C.
Subsequently, the two cut surfaces are carefully repositioned in the dog-bone PTFE
mold, either immediately or after a delay of 24 h, and allowed to heal at 23 ◦ C for
1, 5 and 10 days. The same is done for the freeze-fractured samples. All tests are
performed in triplicate with excellent reproducibility.
Macroscopic rheology
The bulk linear viscoelastic properties of the polymers are measured using a
Haake Mars III rheometer in the parallel-plate geometry, with a plate diameter
of 8 mm. First, the linear viscoelastic range is determined by a 1 Hz oscillatory
strain amplitude sweep at the highest and lowest temperature, from 0.001% to 10%
strain. Frequency sweep measurements from 10 Hz to 0.1 Hz are subsequently
performed from 110 ◦ C to 10 ◦ C in steps of 5 ◦ C, at a shear strain amplitude of 0.5%.
The master curves of the storage modulus 𝐺0, loss modulus 𝐺00 and los tangent
tan(𝛿), at a reference temperature of 25 ◦ C, are constructed from the acquired
data by employing the time–temperature superposition (TTS) principle using
Haake RheoWin software. All tests are performed in triplicate with excellent
reproducibility.
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LSI data processing
As described in Section 8.2.2, we consistently use the intensity structure function 𝑑2
to create imaging contrast, rather than the more common intensity autocorrelation
function 𝑔2 . In the case of a stationary ergodic process with large sampling size,
the two are directly related by: 𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) = 2[𝑔2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 0) − 𝑔2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏)]. 25
However, 𝑑2 is less sensitive to noise and intensity drift and therefore preferred
over 𝑔2 in most practical applications.
To quantify the non-healing relaxation mode (Figures 8.2a and 8.A.4) in more
detail, we compute the field autocorrelation function 𝑔1 from 𝑑2 :
𝑔1 (𝜏) =

q

1 − 𝑑2 (𝜏)/2𝛽

(8.2)

where we have applied the Siegert relation 𝑔1 (𝜏) = (𝑔2 (𝜏) − 1)/𝛽 and the fact
that h𝑔2 (0)i = 𝛽 + 1, with 𝛽 the spatial coherence factor that accounts for the
number of speckles detected. As camera-based detection inevitably involves 𝛽 < 1,
we choose 𝛽 such that 𝑔2 (𝜏) − 1 → 𝛽 for 𝜏 → 0. The angular brackets hi here
indicate a spatial, multi-speckle average, over a ∼2 mm2 section of the material
sufficiently far from the cut. We do this at 𝑡 = 5 min after the onset of self-healing
to probe only the equilibrium and thermal relaxation modes of the material at
rest. Thanks to the multi-speckle averaging, time averaging is not required; as a
result, temporal heterogeneities in the dynamics, such as the distinct intermittency
observed in Figure 8.2b, are conserved, which would be lost by averaging the
intensity fluctuations over time. We subsequently extract the relaxation time 𝜏r by
fitting the field autocorrelation functions to a stretched-exponential decay:

p

𝑔1 (𝜏) = exp [−𝛾(𝜏/𝜏r )𝛼 ]

(8.3)

with 𝛼 the stretching exponent and 𝛾 a numerical prefactor. In Chapter 5, Appendix
5.A.1, we have determined that for our experimental set-up, 𝛾 ≈ 1.5.
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Figure 8.A.3. Schematic top view of the laser speckle imaging set-up in the back-scatter geometry.
The sample is illuminated with an expanded laser beam, whose intensity is regulated by passing
the beam through a half-wave plate and polarizing beam splitter cube; the latter decomposes the
beam into two perpendicular polarization components, one of which is directed into a beam dump.
Adjustment of the rotation angle of the half-wave plate thus allows controlling the intensity of the
transmitted component. After reflection by a mirror, the beam is expanded to a diameter of ∼1 cm
by a Galilean beam expander. The beam is subsequently directed downward onto the sample via
two mirrors, at a small angle with respect to the detection path to avoid intensity enhancement by
coherent back-scattering. The back-scattered light is reflected by a mirror onto a linear polarizer
perpendicular to the polarization of the incident laser beam, which filters photons with low-order
scattering paths. The transmitted photons are collected by a Qioptiq zoom lens and focused
through an iris diaphragm and extension tubes onto a CCD camera. The magnification of the
imaging system is 1.8× and the depth-of-focus is ∼0.1 mm. To optimize the spatial resolution
whilst retaining a good signal-to-noise ratio, the speckle size is tuned by the diaphragm to be
slightly larger than the pixel size, typically 2–3×. The camera operates at a frame rate of 64
Hz, and the exposure time is adjusted to cover the full dynamic range. A tailor-made enclosing
chamber eliminates air convection and stray light. The polymers are placed on a Peltier stage with
temperature controller (PE 94, Linkam Scientific Instruments), and the temperature is measured
using an external thermistor probe (TSP01, Thorlabs). The entire set-up is mounted on an optical
breadboard with an active vibration isolation system (Vario Basic 60, Accurion). Adapted from
Chapter 5. 19
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Figure 8.A.4. Viscoplastic relaxation around a non-healing cut. Time-lapse micromechanical
maps for reference polymer B-D-1.0, as a function of temperature. d 2 ( 𝑓 = 1 Hz) is used as the
contrast function. All images have the same scale bar and all rows display the same time points.
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Figure 8.A.5. Tensile mechanical and self-healing performance of D-1.1 for different fracture
modes: (a) blade-cut at 23 ◦ C followed by immediate contact between the cut surfaces; (b) bladecut at 23 ◦ C followed by 24 h delay until contact; (c) brittle freeze-fracture at −196 ◦ C followed by
immediate contact between the crack surfaces. The pristine sample is indicated in each graph by
—. All fracture modes are examined for three healing times: 1 day (—), 5 days (—) and 10 days
(—). Stress–strain curves similar to (a) for D-1.1 without embedded nanoparticles can be found
in ref. 21, Figure 6.
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Figure 8.A.6. Bulk rheology of the linear viscoelastic properties of the three thermoplastic
elastomers. (a–c) Time–temperature superposition master curves of the storage modulus G 0 (),
loss modulus G 00 (H ) and loss tangent tan( 𝛿 ) = G 00 /G 0 ( N ), referenced to 25 ◦ C, for (a) B-D-1.0,
(b) D-0.9 and (c) D-1.1. The inset shows that the TTS curves of the unfilled D-1.1 polymer (open
symbols) closely resemble those of the polymer with embedded nanoparticles (filled symbols).
(d) Temperature dependence of tan( 𝛿 ) for B-D-1.0 (•), D-0.9 () and D-1.1 ( H ). The dashed
lines indicate the windows where viscous processes dominate and self-healing can proceed,
determined by tan( 𝛿) >1. The non-healing polymer B-D-1.0 does not display such a window;
D-0.9 exhibits the optimum loss tangent and healing capabilities at 30 ◦ C, and D-1.1 at 24 ◦ C.
More extensive rheological characterization of D-0.9 and D-1.1 without embedded nanoparticles
can be found in Figures 8.4 and 8.A.6 and in ref. 21.
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Figure 8.A.7. Time-lapse micromechanical maps for polymer D-1.1 at different temperatures.
d 2 ( 𝑓 = 1 Hz) is used as the contrast function. All images have the same scale and colour coding,
and all rows display the same time points. Only at 23 ◦ C, the cut closes in a zipper-like manner
and self-heals, implying that bond reformation is essentially dictated by kinetics: it is limited to
a narrow temperature window, where rebonding across the cut is not too slow yet rebonding by
backfolding of polymer chains is not too fast either.
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Figure 8.A.8. Kymographs of cut closure in D-1.1 at 23 ◦ C. Horizontal cross-sections represent the
molecular mobility along the cut, quantified by hd 2 ( 𝑓 = 1 Hz)i where averaging is over ∼50 pixels
in the perpendicular direction. The kymograph in (a) corresponds to the time series in Figure 8.3a,
and that in (b) to a second, independent measurement. Both feature a front of mobility which
advances away from the tip, characteristic of a zipper-like closure. The dotted lines are guides to
the eye.
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Figure 8.A.9. Time-lapse micromechanical maps of the viscoplastic relaxation at a cut–air
interface, at 23 ◦ C. d 2 ( 𝑓 = 1 Hz) is used as the contrast function. All images have the same scale
bar and all rows display the same time points. Small amounts of noise in the air background are
masked. Note that the dynamics are considerably longer-ranged for D-1.1, indicating stronger
viscoplastic deformation during cutting due to a lower glass transition temperature (T g = 8 ◦ C
for D-1.1 versus 19 ◦ C for B-D-1.0 and 17 ◦ C for D-0.9, see Table 8.1). We observe the same
difference in spatial extent of the relaxation for reunited cut surfaces (compare Figures 8.A.4,
8.A.7 and 8.A.13).
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Figure 8.A.10. Viscoplastic relaxation dynamics in linear conditions. (a) Time-lapse micromechanical maps, at 𝑓 = 1 Hz, of the viscoplastic recovery of D-1.1 after spherical indentation with
small strain. The original location of the indenter is delineated with a dashed yellow line. See
Supplementary Movie 9 in ref. 26 for the full time series. (b) Azimuthally averaged radial profiles
from t = 0 s (•) to t = 70 s () after indentation, with 7 s intervals. The inset shows the definition
of the radial distance r. This experiment confirms that the delocalized dynamics we observe in
e.g. Figure 8.3a and b are purely viscoplastic relaxations as a result of local deformation of the
material.
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Figure 8.A.11. Temperature dependence and modes of freeze-fracture healing. (a) Evolution of
the dynamics (top) and temperature (bottom) after freezing and semi-fracturing polymer D-1.1,
elaborating on Figure 8.3c. The temperatures corresponding to times t 1 to t 4 are indicated in
the graph, and are successively: 16.2, 18.6, 20.2 and 20.6 ◦ C. Note that after switching on the
laser, the sample heats up considerably faster due to light absorption. Because of the lower initial
self-healing temperature compared to cuts made at 23 ◦ C, the zipper propagates slower along
the freeze-fracture and the instantaneous self-healing dynamics are weaker, yet they proceed
longer (compare e.g. Figure 8.A.7). Furthermore, this brittle fracture is much straighter and
smoother than the ductile cut made at room temperature, and exhibits more well-defined fracture
planes. (b) A freeze-fracture that traverses the entire sample lacks a distinct tip and unidirectional
zipper-like motion. Nevertheless, several locations of enhanced mobility are visible across the
crack, which propagate and diminish over time.
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Figure 8.A.12. Reproducibility of frequency-resolved self-healing mobility. (a) Frequency dependence of the processes governing repair of a freeze-fracture, similar to Figure 8.3d, and of (b) a
cut made at room temperature. The colour scales are normalized by the respective values of
hd 2 i bulk and all have the same limits. (c) Enhancement of self-healing dynamics at the damage
interface with respect to the bulk of the material, hd 2 i damage / hd 2 i bulk , for the brittle fracture (•),
the ductile cut ( N ), and a second, independent measurement of a ductile cut made at room
temperature (). The peak for the freeze-fracture is considerably lower because the instantaneous
self-healing dynamics are weaker in that case, being spread out over a longer time period (Figure
8.A.11a). Note that the widths of these self-healing peaks are narrower than the tan( 𝛿 ) peaks
in bulk rheological measurements (see Figures 8.3e and 8.A.6c); this is possibly due to kinetic
broadening of the peaks in rheology due to finite frequency and temperature ramp rates.
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Figure 8.A.13. Time-lapse micromechanical maps for polymer D-0.9 at different temperatures.
d 2 ( 𝑓 = 1 Hz) is used as the contrast function. Only at the optimal healing temperature of 30 ◦ C
the cut closes in a zipper-like manner. At 100 ◦ C, a Rayleigh–Plateau instability develops. All
images have the same scale and colour coding, and all rows display the same time points.
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Chapter 9
Morphing of
liquid crystal surfaces
by emergent collectivity

This chapter is based on: Hanne M. van der Kooĳ, Slav A. Semerdzhiev, Jesse Buĳs,
Dirk J. Broer, Danqing Liu and Joris Sprakel, ‘Morphing of liquid crystal surfaces
by emergent collectivity’, Nat. Commun. 10, 3501 (2019).

Abstract
Liquid crystal surfaces can undergo topographical morphing in response to external
cues. These shape-shifting coatings promise a revolution in various applications,
ranging from haptic feedback in soft robotics or displays to self-cleaning solar
panels. The changes in surface topography can be precisely controlled by tailoring
the molecular architecture and mechanics of the liquid crystal network. However,
the nanoscopic mechanisms that drive morphological transitions remain unclear.
Here, we introduce a frequency-resolved nanostrain imaging method to elucidate
the emergent dynamics underlying field-induced shape-shifting. We show how
surface morphing occurs in three distinct stages: (I) the molecular dipoles oscillate
with the alternating field (10 – 100 ms), (II) this leads to collective plasticization of
the glassy network (∼1 s), and (III) culminates in actuation of the topography (10
– 100 s). The first stage is universal in all explored LC geometries and governed
by dielectric coupling. By contrast, network yielding and deformation rely on
a delicate balance between liquid crystal order, field properties and network
viscoelasticity.

Surface morphing by collective synchronization of mesogens (symbolized by metronomes).

9 Morphing of liquid crystal surfaces by emergent collectivity

9.1

Introduction

In the pursuit of surfaces with programmable motility, coatings based on liquid
crystal networks (LCNs) have emerged as a promising platform. 1 These coatings
undergo topographical changes in response to external triggers, resulting in adaptable surface roughness, mechanics, wetting or adhesion in a pre-designed threedimensional pattern. 2–11 Such shape-shifting LCNs have shown great potential
as dynamic substrates for cell culture, 10,12 on-demand self-cleaning microstructures, 6,11,13 or bioinspired adhesives mimicking gecko locomotion. 4,14 To date,
most attention has focused on light-actuated LC polymers, e.g. those functionalized
with photoresponsive azobenzenes. 2,10,11,15–21 However, their thermal instability,
low photomechanical conversion efficiency and photo-oxidative degradation have
prompted the exploration of electrically active mesogens instead, which are widely
employed in display panels with proven durability. The resulting polymers are capable of converting electrical energy into mechanical energy, typically in a spatially
homogeneous manner or alternatively very localized. 12,22–26 To generate electrically
switchable surface topographies, and thereby patterned surface properties, the
electromechanical response must however be heterogeneous. Despite the large
application potential of these coatings, only a handful have been developed in
recent years. 3,5,6 Further advance of this unique class of materials would strongly
benefit from a deeper understanding of the mechanisms governing topographical
morphing. For example, it remains unclear how the application of an electric field
sets in motion nanoscopic events that drive the ultimate microscopic shape-shifting.
Bridging the gap between the molecular level and large-scale collective motion
requires a method with access to a wide range in time and length scales. While
digital holography microscopy (DHM) has proven successful at visualizing surface
morphing in real time with high spatial resolution, 5–9 it remains superficial with
limited time resolution. By contrast, conventional (polarized) optical microscopy
can be very fast, yet the structural changes of deforming LC surfaces are often
too subtle to resolve in detail. We therefore propose a method based on laser
speckle imaging (LSI). As described in previous chapters, LSI offers a nanometric
motion-detection resolution and allows us to spectrally decompose the complex
dynamic response in a single shot – up to frequencies exceeding 10 kHz. This
technique was originally devised as a medical imaging platform to visualize
blood flow, 27–30 and has emerged in recent years as a quantitative imaging tool to
non-invasively probe the dynamics in a wide variety of complex materials. 31–39
Surprisingly, liquid-crystal based materials are still unexplored territory.
In this chapter, we establish a highly resolved view of the mechanisms underlying motility in electrically actuated liquid crystal networks. We use frequency228
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resolved laser speckle imaging to elucidate the complex chain of events that
ultimately culminates in shape-shifting: from molecular-scale interactions between
the mesogens and external field, to the emergence of patterned network expansion at the microscale. This amplification of motion in space and time is driven
by collective synchronization of the mesogens, which grows towards a critical
weakening of the solid network in which they are embedded. We uncover how the
spatiotemporal pattern of topographical morphing can be tailored by optimizing
the liquid crystal alignment and electric field properties. These insights into the
inner workings of shape-shifting coatings provide clear design guidelines for the
next generation of morphing surfaces.

9.2

Experimental details

9.2.1

Materials

The monomers used in this study are depicted in Figure 9.1. Liquid crystal
diacrylates 1 (1,4-bis-[4-{6-acryloyloxy-hexyloxy}benzoyloxy]benzene, CAS no.
125248-71-7) and 2 (1,4-bis-[4-{6-acryloyloxy-propyloxy}benzoyloxy]benzene, CAS
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Figure 9.1. Chemical structures of the monomers used in the LCN syntheses.
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no. 174063-87-7) form the polymer network. The cyano-capped LC monoacrylate 3
(4-[4-{6-[acryloyloxy]hexyloxy}benzoyloxy] 4-[cyano]benzoate, CAS no. 83847-147) couples effectively to the electric field by its large permanent dipole moment.
Monomers 1 to 3 are obtained from Merck (UK). Photoinitiator 4 (phenylbis[2,4,6trimethylbenzoyl]-phosphine oxide, CAS no. 162881-26-7) is purchased from BASF
(Germany). Chiral dopant 5 (1,4:3,6-dianhydro-d-glucitol bis[4-[[4-[[[4-[{1-oxo-2propenyl}oxy]butoxy]carbonyl]oxy]benzoyl]oxy]benzoate], CAS no. 223572-88-1)
is obtained from Ciba (Switzerland) and added in small amount to induce a
cholesteric (chiral nematic) phase with helical pitch of ∼450 nm, only used for
Figure 9.6c,d. All samples are prepared from a mixture of 24.75 wt% monomer
1, 24.75 wt% monomer 2, 49.5 wt% monomer 3 and 1.0 wt% photoinitiator 4,
dissolved in dichloromethane (CAS no. 75-09-2, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
USA). Polyimide 7511L SUNEVER is obtained from Nissan Chemical Corporation
(Japan), and polyimide AL-1051 from JSR Corporation (Japan). TiO2 nanoparticles
(∼40 nm diameter, coefficient of variation ∼40%, purity 99.5%) are purchased from
US Research Nanomaterials (USA). All components of the LSI set-up are purchased
from Thorlabs (Germany), unless otherwise specified.

9.2.2

Sample preparation

To establish the desired LC alignment, the glass substrates with patterned ITO
are first cleaned and spin-coated with polyimide, followed by baking to yield
a polyimide film thickness of ∼30 nm. Polyimide 7511L is applied to obtain
homeotropic alignment of the LC monomer mixture, and polyimide AL-1051 to
achieve planar (i.e. parallel) anchoring to the substrate. The latter is additionally
rubbed with a polyester cloth after baking to orient the nematic director along the
𝑦-direction i.e. perpendicular to the field lines. Subsequently, a thin film of the
monomer mixture is formed by spin-coating from solution, and photopolymerized
by UV light that excites photoinitiator 4. The UV exposure is continued for 5 min
under N2 using a mercury lamp (OmniCure S2000, Lumen Dynamics Group Inc.,
Canada) at 26 ◦ C to lock a (chiral) nematic orientation or at 70 ◦ C to obtain an
isotropic LCN. The samples are post-baked at 120 ◦ C under N2 to ensure complete
cure of the acrylate monomers. The resulting LCNs are transparent and have order
parameters between 0.6 and 0.7, with the exception of the disordered isotropic
network. The nematic and isotropic networks show no domain formation between
crossed polarizers. To render the coatings multiply scattering for LSI experiments,
a thin layer of high-refractive-index TiO2 (titania) nanoparticles is deposited onto
the surface by spin-coating a 1 wt% aqueous TiO2 suspension at 2000 rpm for
30 s. The suspension is sonicated for 10 min prior to spin-coating to ensure that
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any aggregated particles are well-dispersed. The spin-coating conditions are
fine-tuned to render the coating intermediately scattering, i.e. a well-developed
speckle pattern is obtained through crossed polarizers implying that the scattered
photons are sufficiently randomized, yet the TiO2 coating is thin enough to not
interfere with the surface morphing.

9.2.3

Characterization

An in-plane, sinusoidal electric field is generated by a function generator (TGA1241,
TTi Inc., USA) connected to an amplifier (F20A, FLC Electronics, Sweden). Unless
otherwise specified, the LCN coating is actuated at 25 ◦ C at a peak-to-peak voltage
of 70 V (i.e. a field strength of 14 V/µm) and a field frequency of 900 kHz. The
output AC signal is monitored with an oscilloscope (TBS1022, Tektronix, USA). The
surface profiles in Figure 9.2c are measured using digital holography microscopy
(Lyncée Tec SA, Switzerland), as described extensively in ref. 5. The current-induced
temperature change of the sample surface is measured using an infrared sensor
(PCE-IR 51, PCE Instruments, Germany).

9.2.4

Laser speckle imaging

See Chapter 5 for a detailed description of the LSI method and our custom-built
set-up, which we here operate in the intermediate scattering regime rather than
in the strong multiple scattering limit. In brief: the active area of the LC surface
is illuminated with an expanded coherent laser beam (Cobolt Samba, 1 W, λ =
532 nm, Cobolt, Sweden), whose photons are weakly multiply scattered by the
TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface. As a result of these scattering events, the
photon paths approximate a diffusive rather than a ballistic trajectory. Each photon
traverses a different, unique path, leading to path length differences among the
photons that cause spatially random constructive and destructive interference in
the scattered light pattern. This so-called speckle pattern is recorded on a camera
which is here in the back-scatter geometry. Only the multiply scattered light is
detected, with specular and low-order scattering paths filtered by a linear polarizer
perpendicular to the polarization of the incident laser beam. Two cameras are
alternately used: a Dalsa Genie CCD camera (CR-GM00-H6400, Stemmer Imaging,
Netherlands) for continuous streaming at acquisition rates up to 200 fps, and a
HiSpec 1 CMOS camera (Fastec Imaging, USA) for imaging at acquisition rates up
to 40,000 fps.
As the surface-attached nanoparticles move, in response to internal sample
dynamics, all photon path lengths change, causing the speckle pattern to change
accordingly. The rate of these intensity fluctuations is quantified on a pixel-by-pixel
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basis using the intensity structure function 𝑑2 :
𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡, 1/ 𝑓 ) =

h[𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡 + 1/ 𝑓 )]2 i
h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡)i · h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡 + 1/ 𝑓 )i

(9.1)

where 𝐼 is the speckle intensity at position 𝑥, 𝑦 and time after switching on or off the
field Δ𝑡, and 𝑓 = 1/𝜏 with 𝜏 the time separating the two compared speckle patterns.
The angular brackets denote averaging in time and/or space. If the surface is
static over the lag time 𝜏, the speckle pattern will be unaltered and hence 𝑑2 is
zero. The more dynamics have occurred during 𝜏, the faster the speckle intensity
fluctuates and the larger the numerator will be. The analysis frequency 𝑓 thus
serves as a means to distinguish processes occurring on different time scales. By
using symmetric normalization in the denominator, the magnitude of 𝑑2 becomes
independent of the absolute speckle intensity and hence is universal regardless of
the optical properties and geometry. Note that the intermediate scattering regime
limits quantitative analysis beyond 𝑑2 , since rigorous theory is absent for this
regime. Nevertheless, 𝑑2 itself can be interpreted in a quantitative and reproducible
manner. The intermediate scattering geometry moreover combines the best of
both multiple and single scattering, unifying high sensitivity with applicability to
thin films.
Fourier-transform LSI is a new, complementary approach that allows resolving
the entire frequency spectrum exceptionally fast. It is based on the short-time
fast Fourier transform (ST-FFT) of the temporal intensity signal. 40 Using a customwritten MATLAB routine, the power spectrum is computed for every pixel as a
function of time and subsequently averaged over space. Although the absolute
frequencies in the power spectrum and 𝑑2 function cannot be compared oneto-one, the dependencies of power and 𝑑2 on 𝑓 are related, according to the
Wiener–Khinchin theorem. 41 We therefore use the two interchangeably, with 𝑑2
a well-established LSI parameter yet the power spectrum orders of magnitude
faster in computing time. More detailed information about the Fourier analysis is
provided in Appendix 9.A.1.

9.3
9.3.1

Results and discussion
Surface design and shape-shifting

We investigate the topographical morphing of well-established liquid crystal
coatings which are homogeneous in chemical composition but heterogeneous in
mechanical response. 5 We synthesize the LCNs by in-situ photopolymerization of a
mixture of homeotropically aligned nematic liquid crystals. Half of the monomers
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serve as crosslinkers, while the other half are pendant on the network chains and
carry a cyano group whose large dipole moment couples strongly to the field
(see Figure 9.2b and Section 9.2.1). The resulting network is 2.5–3 µm thick and
optically transparent, with an elastic modulus of ∼2 GPa and a glass transition
range between 60–120 ◦ C (Appendix Figure 9.A.2). 5 The LC coatings are applied
on interdigitated indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes, patterned onto a glass support
(Figure 9.2a).
While these networks are rigid and glassy at room temperature, application
of an alternating current (AC) rapidly transforms the material into one that is
dynamic and motile. 5 When the field is perpendicular to the LC director, the
polar mesogens experience a dielectric torque and attempt to align with the field
– limited only by the elastic constraints imposed by the glassy network. This
partial reorientation of the mesogens gives rise to induced linear birefringence of
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Figure 9.2. Nanoscale imaging of surface strains. (a) Schematic illustration of a laser speckle
imaging (LSI) experiment. Photons from coherent plane-wave illumination, impinging on a LC
device, are back-scattered by TiO2 pigments on the surface, and detected by a high-speed camera.
Motion of the surface results in fluctuations in the detected speckle pattern, which we analyse to
uncover the nanoscopic surface dynamics. (b) Schematic of the LC device prior to expansion
(not to scale). Half of the mesogenic units (in dark grey) possess a permanent dipole moment
which can be torqued by the field, whereas the other half (in light grey) serve as crosslinkers.
(c) Surface profiles measured by digital holography microscopy (DHM): initial field-off state (—),
field-on steady state (—), and relaxed field-off state (—). Switching turns the minima into maxima
in a fully reversible way.
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∼0.03. As the field vector continuously changes sign, it exerts an oscillatory torque
on the dangling dipoles, causing them to pivot and induce dynamic disorder
that generates free volume. 5,6 In response, the network expands, resulting in
substantial height modulations. Moreover, the expansion pattern can be precisely
tuned by the electrode arrangement. 5 We here use interdigitated electrodes, 3 µm
wide with 5 µm gaps (Figure 9.2b). Surface profiling with digital holographic
microscopy shows that prior to actuation, the coating is slightly corrugated with
protrusions of ∼50 nm that follow the contours of the electrodes (Figure 9.2c, —).
30 s after switching on the field, the surface topography is inverted (Figure 9.2c,
—). The deformation persists as long as the AC field fuels it, and relaxes back to
its original state within 30 s after the field is turned off (Figure 9.2c, —). Note
that dielectric heating alone cannot cause this shape-shifting, as electrothermal
expansion contributes to only ∼8 nm of the total deformation, thus confirming
free-volume effects as the main source 5 (Appendix Figure 9.A.3).

9.3.2

Nanoscopic imaging of surface motion

Although DHM reveals the amplitude and direction of surface deformation, its
sensitivity and resolution are not sufficient to elucidate the nanoscopic mechanisms
that underlie this shape-shifting behavior. We therefore apply a laser speckle
imaging method to unravel the molecular origin of actuation in more detail. As
elaborated in Chapters 1 and 5–8, LSI probes nanoscale motion using multiple
scattering of coherent light. Since the network itself transmits nearly 100% of the
visible light spectrum in both the off- and on-state, 6 we induce scattering from
the surface by spin-coating a thin layer of high-refractive-index TiO2 pigments,
and illuminate the centre of the active area with a powerful laser (Figure 9.2a). We
note that, due to the sample geometry, we operate in the limit of weak multiple
scattering. As the photons impinge onto the sample surface, they are scattered
several times, after which they travel to a camera detector. A linear polarizer filters
out specular reflections and photons that have not undergone a sufficient number
of scattering events. Path length differences between the photons result in an
interference, or speckle, pattern on the detector. In the same experiment, we can
probe both the surface expansion, derived from the absolute scattered intensity,
and the surface motion, by analysing the temporal fluctuations in speckle intensity.
As the method is based on an interferometric principle, we obtain a nanometric
resolution of surface deformations.
To benchmark our approach, we first measure the spatially-resolved dynamics
of the LC surface described above. As the surface topography morphs, the pigment
coating will follow suit; this results in an alteration of the ensemble of scattering
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paths and thus creates intensity fluctuations in the speckle pattern. The amplitude
and rate of these fluctuations can be used to evaluate the extent and dynamics
of the surface motility. We quantify these nanoscopic motions using the contrast
function 𝑑2 (Section 9.2.4). 𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, Δ𝑡, 𝑓 ) is a four-dimensional function of the
spatial coordinates 𝑥 and 𝑦, time after switching on (or off) the field Δ𝑡 = 𝑡 − 𝑡on ,
and a characteristic frequency 𝑓 = 1/𝜏 where 𝜏 is the lag time between correlated
speckle patterns. We first fix 𝑓 at 1 Hz and average over 100 s after switching.
Indeed, this reveals a dynamic surface texture identical to the periodicity measured
by DHM (compare Figure 9.3a, — to Figure 9.2c). Between electrodes, the field lines
couple strongly to the dangling dipoles and induce a large expansion, whereas on
top of electrodes, the dielectric coupling is negligible and the network remains
unaltered (Figure 9.3a, —). To verify whether the measured periodicity is close
to the expected 8 µm of the IDE design, we take the Fourier transform (FT) of
the spatial motility signal. For the 𝑥-direction, this indeed shows a sharp peak
at ∼0.123 µm−1 , denoting a periodicity of 1/0.123 = 8.1 µm (Figure 9.3b, —). By
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Figure 9.3. Spatial periodicity of surface motility. (a) Amplitude of the switching dynamics, probed
with LSI, perpendicular (—) and parallel (—) to the electrodes. The motility is measured by
hd 2 (f =1 Hz)i which is averaged over the orthogonal direction. The periodicity in d 2 matches the
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motility along electrodes lacks clear periodicity.
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contrast, parallel to the electrodes 𝑑2 is constant, reflected by the absence of peaks
in the corresponding power spectrum (Figure 9.3b, —). These data confirm that
the dynamic heterogeneity originates entirely from the field pattern imprinted by
the electrode arrangement.

9.3.3

Elasticity-induced oscillations

In addition to probing surface motility, LSI yields complementary insight into the
surface area of the coating. To first order, the scattering intensity is proportional to
the surface concentration of TiO2 particles, 𝐼 ∝ 𝑐 s = 𝑛/𝐴, which we express as the
˜
≡ 𝐴(Δ𝑡)/𝐴0 = 𝐼0 /𝐼(Δ𝑡). Thus, changes in
reduced change in surface area 𝐴(Δ𝑡)
intensity inversely reflect the amplitude of surface expansion. We here assume that
the pigment particles adhere strongly to the network – an assumption corroborated
by the fact that the original speckle pattern is largely retrieved after switching off the
field, implying that surface morphing does not lead to significant rearrangement
or displacement of the particles (Appendix Figure 9.A.4). We measure the change
in surface area 𝐴˜ for different field frequencies 𝑓field and, in full agreement with
digital holography, 5 we find that the deformation grows with the field frequency
(Figure 9.4a) and is completely reversible (Figure 9.4b). Moreover, the unique
sensitivity of LSI brings to light a non-monotonic change in surface area, manifest
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as pronounced undulations, whose frequency scales with the field frequency and
decreases over time (note the logarithmic time axes and see Appendix Figure
9.A.4a,b). This phenomenon is reminiscent of elastic ringing. We hypothesize
that upon deformation, the rigid network exerts an elastic restoring force that
causes recoil and subsequent overshoot. A faster perturbation, in the form of a
higher 𝑓field , causes the surface to ‘ring’ at a higher frequency. This frequency
decreases over time as the surface height converges to a steady state. We observe
analogous oscillations when sweeping 𝑓field , confirming the direct relationship
between perturbing frequency and ringing frequency (Appendix Figure 9.A.5).
Further evidence for the central role of surface viscoelasticity is found at elevated
temperatures, where the network modulus drops 5 and accordingly the undulation
period increases (Appendix Figure 9.A.6).
These results confirm that the overall surface area oscillates, yet to additionally
prove ringing of the local surface topography, we take a closer look at the speckle
pattern. Scrambling of this pattern directly reflects transformations of the surface
topography. Indeed, the speckle pattern repeatedly changes and subsequently
returns to almost the same texture, in an oscillatory fashion (Appendix Figure
9.A.7). This recoiling is also manifest as distinct echoes in the corresponding 𝑑2 (𝜏)
traces (Figure 9.4b, inset). Superimposed onto the oscillations, there is however a
net deformation of the network, causing the echoes to eventually be lost at long 𝜏.

9.3.4

Probing high-frequency molecular interactions

Clearly, the surface morphing is determined by a complex interplay of network
mechanics and dielectric interactions. To obtain a deeper understanding of the
molecular mechanisms underlying the switching response, we use a novel analysis
approach: Fourier-transform LSI (FT-LSI). The Fourier transform converts a signal
from the time or spatial domain to the frequency domain. 28,40,41 Above, we used it
to verify the periodicity of the motility in space; here, we apply the FT to the raw
speckle intensity in time. This allows us to disentangle different temporal stages
and identify dominant frequencies. We first validate our FT algorithm for a surface
subjected to a linear sweep of the field frequency, which should give a well-defined
and sharp signal in the intensity power spectrum. Indeed, we can exactly pinpoint
the driving frequency at the expected Fourier frequency (Appendix Figure 9.A.8).
FT-LSI thus enables us to resolve even the smallest effects of dielectric coupling
between an electric field and molecular dipoles.
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9.3.5

Temporal stages of surface morphing

Having established the validity and sensitivity of FT-LSI, we apply our method
to a surface actuated at 900 kHz. This field frequency exceeds the frame rate of
the camera and thus precludes direct detection, yet we can resolve the surface
dynamics ensuing from this high-frequency AC field. We again compute the
intensity power spectrum as a function of time, which in this case does not exhibit
a single dominant frequency i.e. straight line (Appendix Figure 9.A.8), but instead
has a more complex dependence on frequency and time (Figure 9.5a). Notably,
while DHM points to a single, monotonic change in surface height, 5 LSI reveals
three distinct dynamic stages (Figure 9.5a). Very likely, none of these stages arises
from dielectric heating, since the electrothermal expansion is slow (<0.4 nm/s)
and takes place at different time scales (Appendix Figure 9.A.3). Instead, emergent
fast dynamics must be at the origin. A molecular cartoon of the three stages is
shown in Figure 9.5b. (I) Within tens of milliseconds after activation, the field
torques the polar mesogens, and their random motion changes to pivoting motion
in line with the continuously shifting field vector. The corresponding deformation
is small as the mesogens oscillate individually. (II) Since the AC frequency is tuned
to network resonance frequencies, 5,42 the oscillations of the mesogens quickly
become synchronized. This leads to cooperativity and amplification of the motion,
resulting in plasticization of the network within a few seconds. The accompanying
change in density causes a transient peak in motility. (III) The plasticized network
allows the mesogens to pivot with ever-increasing tilt angle, which in turn makes
the network progressively weaker. This positive feedback causes an increase in
free volume and resultant microscopic expansion of the surface. 5,15
Morphing of these coatings thus requires the emergence of collectivity on
two levels: first, the individual motions of the dangling mesogens evolve into
collective oscillations, orchestrated by the high-frequency AC field. Second, these
oscillations concertedly plasticize the surrounding network, allowing also the
crosslink mesogens to resonate, with steadily growing amplitude. This rising,
dynamic collectivity of dangling and crosslink mesogens is amplified in both time
and space, until the network elasticity brings the expansion to a halt.
To analyze the different stages in more detail, we take horizontal cross-sections
of the two-dimensional power spectrum, at time points indicated by the dashed
lines in Figure 9.5a. Low frequencies are intrinsically most prevalent in any signal,
causing a decay of power versus 𝑓 (Figure 9.5c). The shift of this decay along the
frequency axis reflects the contribution of fast dynamics to the intensity signal.
Clearly, stages I–III exhibit a large fraction of high-frequency components up to
>103 Hz. By contrast, only frequencies below 10−1 Hz occur in an inert silica
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Figure 9.5. Frequency-resolved analysis of morphing kinetics. (a) Spectrogram of the dynamics
after field switch-on at Δt = 0. Each horizontal strip represents one power spectrum of the
temporal speckle intensity, averaged over 0.015 mm2 surface. Three distinct dynamic stages can
be identified. The colour scale ranges from −3 to −0.1. (b) Illustration of the field-off steady state
(top) and morphing stages. Only the inter-electrode region is drawn. (I) Dielectric interactions
drive the polar mesogens to oscillate along the AC field lines. (II) Under resonance conditions,
the pendant and crosslink mesogens start moving cooperatively and plasticize the network. (III) A
feedback loop of network weakening and increased oscillation amplitude causes amplification of
the free volume, culminating in microscopic expansion. (c) Power spectra matching the indicated
cross-sections in (a). All stages exhibit high-frequency motions that are ballistic in nature i.e.
characterized by power law −2. By contrast, a static reference sample (—) obeys a complex
f -dependence dominated by low modes, due to external noise rather than intrinsic material
properties.
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reference, likely due to external vibrations and slow drift. The signal we record
from surfaces with emergent motility is thus more than four orders of magnitude
above the noise level of our experimental set-up. Even in the steady state, 103 s
after switching on the field, fast nanoscale motions persist (Figure 9.5c), governed
by a continuous feedback loop between the field lines and dielectric properties
of the network, which causes the resonance conditions to keep changing subtly.
Also the shape of the power spectrum harbours information about the surface
dynamics. While purely random motion would result in a power-law slope of −3/2,
the measured slopes of −2 suggest ballistic motion, emphasizing the directional
nature of all deformations. 43,44

9.3.6

Quantification of dielectric response

We can use the same method to evaluate in detail how the surface motility evolves
over time after switching on the AC field. We do so by invoking 𝑑2 as the contrast
function, since we have previously shown this provides quantitative insight into
mechanical deformations (see Chapter 7). In this case, LSI directly measures an
invariant of the surface strain tensor, i.e. the 𝑑2 function represents a measure for
the amplitude of the change in surface deformation as a function of time. We first
compute 𝑑2 for a high characteristic mechanical frequency of 100 Hz to probe the
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Figure 9.6. Stage I: Dielectric response. Fast transient of nanoscale motility as the field drives
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of this stage.
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fast, transient stage I. To increase the statistical accuracy of these data, we average
both in space and between the on- and off-switching response, as these are identical
and symmetric (Figure 9.6a–c). The dielectric origin of this stage is confirmed
by the fact that its magnitude scales with the field frequency (Figure 9.6a) and
voltage (Figure 9.6b). Moreover, its shape and rise–decay kinetics are remarkably
universal for different LC topographies of similar chemical composition (Figure
9.6c): a cholesteric alignment with helical structure, a planar orientation with
nematic director parallel to the substrate yet perpendicular to the field lines, and
an isotropic phase without order. The latter gives a weak dielectric signal because
most of the mesogens do not couple efficiently to the field. All measured field
frequencies, voltages and LC geometries exhibit the same kinetics in stage I: 𝑑2
peaks in only ∼10 ms as the field tilts the polar mesogens almost instantaneously,
and subsequently falls sharply over ∼200 ms as the LCN relaxes to a local energy
minimum. Indeed, we are able to collapse all profiles onto a single master curve
through rescaling 𝑑2 with its maximum (Figure 9.6d).

9.3.7

Quantification of morphing dynamics

Whereas stage I occurs under all conditions tested, the efficiency of the desired
shape-shifting depends strongly on the LC orientation and field. In fact, for an
isotropic LCN of the same chemical composition we detect no significant third
stage (Figure 9.7a, —), highlighting the crucial role of collective synchronization
which is inherently unattainable in a network without mesogen order. Below a field
frequency of 40 kHz, also the homeotropic network dynamics vanish at all length
scales accessible with our technique, i.e. they become sub-nanometric (Figure
9.7b, N). Beyond 40 kHz, the mesogen motility and surface expansion rise rapidly
as the resonance conditions are increasingly satisfied. We here take advantage
of the unprecedented sensitivity of LSI, which allows detecting significantly
smaller deformations than DHM. At room temperature, digital holography cannot
accurately measure height changes below 𝑓field ≈ 600–700 kHz (Figure 9.7b, •). 5
Moreover, while based on DHM the surface deformation seems complete after
∼10 s, 5 LSI reveals that both the formation and relaxation of protrusions continue
for hundreds of seconds (Figure 9.7a, —). Large deformations even take hours to
fully relax (Appendix Figure 9.A.9). Clearly, the network viscoelasticity governs
the morphing kinetics and dominates over dielectric interactions, which take place
on orders-of-magnitude shorter time scales. 2,5
We confirm these findings by morphing the surfaces via a different route.
Instead of applying a constant 900-kHz field, we gradually increase 𝑓field from 0 to
900 kHz over a period of 1000 s (Figure 9.7c). For the isotropic LCN, this again leads
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d2(f =10 Hz)

to negligible surface deformation at all field frequencies tested (—). By contrast,
the homeotropic network expands rapidly with increasing 𝑓field (—), consistent
with Figure 9.7b, N. Interestingly, we find exactly the same threshold frequency of
40 kHz, highlighting the exceptional sensitivity of LSI which is independent of the
precise morphing kinetics and sample history.
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Figure 9.7. Stages II–III: Network plasticization and deformation. (a) In a homeotropic LCN
(—), the emergence of concerted mesogen dynamics (stage II) leads to efficient surface motility
(stage III), whereas an isotropic network (—) lacks the final deformation stage. (b) Peak motility in
stage III ( N ) and % height change measured by DHM (•) versus field frequency. Both techniques
show an increase in surface expansion with increasing f field , yet the relatively lower noise level
of LSI compared to DHM (dashed lines) allows probing over an order-of-magnitude lower field
frequencies (down to ∼40 kHz versus ∼800 kHz). (c) Field frequency sweep from 0 to 900 kHz at
0.9 kHz/s for a homeotropic network (—) and isotropic network (—), confirming the extraordinarily
high displacement sensitivity of LSI.
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9.4

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have shown how a frequency-resolved nanomechanical imaging
technique can illuminate the hierarchical cascade of events that leads to surface
morphing in liquid crystal network coatings. We uncover how an initially weak,
yet measurable, dielectric response of individual mesogens to the field, amplified
in time by the synchronization of pivoting motions, causes softening of the polymer
matrix and finally results in network expansion and the emergence of surface topography. These experiments thus provide fundamental insights into the operational
mechanisms by which artificial shape-shifting occurs in liquid crystal materials.
Our approach paves the way to exploring how changes in molecular chemistry,
mesogen alignment and device architecture influence the emergent collectivity,
to ultimately optimize and amplify the shape-shifting response. Moreover, the
method is readily amenable to probe these effects also in bulk materials, where
similar effects can give rise to actuation and locomotion. 12–14,16–25,45

9.A
9.A.1

Appendix
Fourier-transform laser speckle imaging

The following Matlab routine is used to compute one-dimensional power spectra
and two-dimensional spectrograms of speckle intensity fluctuations. First, for
each time step, a set of images is loaded into memory. The total number of time
steps and number of images per step are tailored to the question at hand and the
frame rate employed. The set of images is normalized on a pixel-by-pixel basis
by subtracting the time-average intensity from the temporal intensity signal, so
that the intensity fluctuates around zero. The power spectrum is subsequently
obtained by taking the squared modulus (i.e. absolute value) of the output of the
Matlab fft function. The result is a 3D matrix of power values as a function of the
two spatial dimensions 𝑥 and 𝑦 and frequencies 𝑓 , which is spatially averaged
over all pixels to yield a single power spectrum. This algorithm is iterated over
consecutive time steps to produce a power spectrogram.
The highest frequency that can be resolved using Fourier transform is half of
the sampling rate – called the Nyquist frequency 40 – which in LSI is half of the
camera frame rate. The lowest frequency is determined by the number of images
in a set, implying that the frequency range can be extended to lower values at the
cost of time resolution, or vice versa the time resolution can be improved at the
expense of frequency scope.
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The power spectrum and 𝑑2 (𝜏) are closely related. Specifically, the power spectrum
and the electric field correlation function 𝑔1 (𝜏) are a Fourier pair, which means
that the two can be interconvertedpusing the (inverse) Fourier transform. 41 𝑔1 is
directly related to 𝑑2 via: 𝑔1 (𝜏) = 1 − 𝑑2 (𝜏)/2𝛽. Here, 𝛽 is a numerical constant
that accounts for the number of speckles detected per pixel (see Chapter 5, Section
5.2.2 ).
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Figure 9.A.2. Thermomechanical properties. Storage modulus G0 () and loss tangent tan( 𝛿 )
(•) versus temperature for a free-standing, homeotropic LCN film, measured using dynamic
mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) (Q800, TA Instruments, USA). The glass transition is quite
broad, ranging from ∼60 ◦ C to >110 ◦ C, and centred around 91 ◦ C (peak of loss tangent). The
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Throughout the experiment, the surface temperature remains far below the glass transition range.
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computed from (a) assuming a thermal expansion coefficient 46 of 3 · 10−4 K−1 . The cumulative
electrothermal expansion is ∼8 nm. Clearly, dielectric heating does not underlie the three dynamic
stages, as the time scales are incompatible. Further evidence is found in the large mismatch of
frequencies: the three stages are characterized by frequencies >10 Hz, yet the thermal expansion
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Figure 9.A.6. Temperature dependent kinetics of surface deformations. Change in surface area
of a homeotropic LCN upon switching the field on (a) and off (b) at temperatures of 45 ◦ C (•)
and 65 ◦ C (•). For clarity, the upper curve is offset vertically by 0.2. Some elastic ringing is
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results confirm that network elasticity is at the origin of the surface undulations.
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Figure 9.A.8. Detecting the driving field frequency. Spectrally resolved dynamics (vertical axis)
during linear sweeps of the driving frequency (horizontal axis), from 2 to 6 kHz (a) and from 8 to
20 kHz (b). Each vertical strip represents one power spectrum of the temporal speckle intensity,
averaged over 0.0030 mm2 surface. For clarity, the low-frequency noise is excluded. The
horizontal lines correspond to electrical artefacts. Although these driving frequencies are too low
to elicit significant surface deformation, pronounced diagonal signals are visible, corresponding to
minute dielectric interactions between the field and molecular dipoles. We note that the horizontal
axes do not represent f field i.e. the frequency of the electric current I and voltage V, but rather
the frequency of the electric power P, which is twice as high. Since P(t) = I(t)V (t), it indeed
follows that for an AC field, f P = 2f I = 2f V ≡ 2f field for all possible phase angles between current
and voltage. Clearly, it is the electric power which dictates the material response. In view of
consistency with previous work, we adhere to f field in the rest of the text.
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Chapter 10
Electroplasticization of
liquid crystal polymer
networks

This chapter is based on: Hanne M. van der Kooĳ, Dirk J. Broer, Danqing Liu and
Joris Sprakel, ‘Electroplasticization of liquid crystal polymer networks’, ACS Appl.
Mater. Interfaces 12, 19927–19937 (2020).

Abstract
Shape-shifting liquid crystal networks (LCNs) can transform their morphology
and properties in response to external stimuli. These active and adaptive polymer
materials can have impact in a diversity of fields, including haptic displays, energy
harvesting, biomedicine and soft robotics. Electrically driven transformations in
LCN coatings are particularly promising for application in electronic devices, in
which electrodes are easily integrated and allow for patterning of the functional
response. The morphing of these coatings, which are glassy in the absence of an
electric field, relies on a complex interplay between polymer viscoelasticity, liquid
crystal order and electric field properties. Morphological transformations require
the material to undergo a glass transition that plasticizes the polymer sufficiently to
enable volumetric and shape changes. Understanding how an alternating current
can plasticize very stiff, densely crosslinked networks remains an unresolved
challenge. Here, we use a nanoscale strain detection method to elucidate this
electric-field-induced devitrification of LCNs. We find how a high-frequency
alternating field gives rise to pronounced nanomechanical changes at a critical
frequency, which signals the electrical glass transition. Across this transition,
collective motion of the liquid crystal molecules causes the network to yield from
within, leading to network weakening and subsequent nonlinear expansion. These
results unambiguously prove the existence of electroplasticization. Fine-tuning
the induced emergence of plasticity will not only enhance the surface functionality
but also enable more efficient conversion of electrical energy into mechanical work.
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10.1

Introduction

Liquid crystal polymers have emerged in the past decade as a powerful platform
to create active materials with unique functional responses. 1 These materials
synergistically combine the high anisotropy and stimuli-responsiveness of liquid
crystals with the tuneable viscoelasticity of polymers. The liquid crystal polymer
chains are typically crosslinked into a glassy liquid crystal network (LCN) or flexible
liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) to impart mechanical strength and shape reversibility
while retaining the liquid-crystal organization. 2,3 Triggered by external cues such
as light, 4–13 heat, 14–16 humidity, 17–19 gas 19,20 or an electric field, 21–27 these materials
can undergo pre-programmed changes in shape or properties via local adjustment
of the liquid crystal order and dynamics. A virtually infinite range of threedimensional spatiotemporal variations in roughness, motility, wetting or adhesion
can thus be realized. Responsive liquid crystal polymer networks have shown
great potential in advanced application fields, including surfaces with adjustable
friction for use on robotic fingers, 26,28,29 on-demand dry self-cleaning coatings
for next-generation solar cells, 25,30,31 membranes with tuneable permeability for
regulated gas transport, 16 interactively deforming haptic interfaces for Braille
displays, 32–34 and dynamic biointerfaces to guide cell behaviour. 10,23
Irrespective of the area of application, the common denominator is that functionality arises from a complex competition between solid mechanics on the one
hand and the intrinsic desire of liquid crystals to align with external fields on the
other. Despite tremendous advances in engineering these ‘smart’ materials, the
precise nanomechanics governing shape transformation have remained elusive.
Paradoxically, liquid crystal networks are typically glassy and static in the offstate, whereas surface morphing requires the emergence of substantial mobility
across different length scales. Topographical deformation must therefore involve
field-induced network plasticization.
Increasing the temperature beyond a critical value, denoted as 𝑇g , is the most
obvious way to cross the glass-to-rubber transition. However, heating is unsuitable
for most practical applications and difficult to program in a spatially varying
manner to create switchable surface topographies. Inspired by the phenomenon
of athermal photofluidization in non-crosslinked azo-polymer films, 35–39 lightdriven LCNs have thus been developed, which locally plasticize upon illumination.
The light responsiveness of these materials stems from incorporated azobenzene
moieties. Upon UV exposure, azobenzenes isomerize from a rod-like trans form to a
bent cis conformation, which is reversed by blue-light illumination. Simultaneous
excitation of both the trans and cis isomers via dual-wavelength illumination
thus leads to continuous trans↔cis cycling of the azobenzene moieties at kHz
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rate. 40 When embedded in an LCN, these oscillatory switching and reorienting
azobenzenes exert large internal collective forces on the polymer network, which
in turn devitrifies the glassy solid. Experimental evidence for the resultant
macroscopic network softening was found in a photoinduced decrease in the
elastic modulus of up to two orders of magnitude. 41,42 Combined optical and
mechanical analysis confirmed the direct correlation between photoisomerization
of the azobenzene moieties, photoinduced change in birefringence (i.e. liquid
crystal alignment), and photogenerated macroscopic stress. 43–45 The use of light as
a trigger has the advantage of contactless, remote control over the shape-shifting
response. Yet, photoresponsive polymers also suffer from several drawbacks,
such as low light conversion efficiency, thermal instability, and photo-oxidative
degradation.
By contrast, electric actuation allows for direct addressing of the material, facile
spatial patterning and easy integration into portable devices. 24,26 Analogous to
heat and light, an alternating electric field imposed on mesogens with a large
dipole moment can also induce molecular vibrations. These vibrations inside
a glassy network are speculated to render the material malleable and dynamic
at temperatures far below its 𝑇g . 24–26 The fact that an electric field can cause
mechanical changes and result in pronounced shape-shifting, suggests the existence
of a field-induced glass-to-rubber transition. However, conclusive evidence for this
‘electroplasticization’ in liquid crystal polymer networks is lacking. To improve the
energy conversion efficiency of electric-field-driven LCNs and minimize dissipation
as heat or by plastic deformations, nanoscale insights into the network mechanics
at and across this transition are essential. Macroscopic rheology is inherently
unsuited to this task, because the electrodes and connected LCN coating are not freestanding but surface-constrained. Moreover, the electroplasticization occurs very
locally in a spatially heterogeneous manner. While nano-indentation and atomic
force microscopy do provide the desired local mechanical information, 35,37,46,47
these techniques are invasive and limited by their temporal resolution. Clearly, an
experimental method is needed that allows dynamic nanomechanical analysis of
the network in situ and with high spatiotemporal resolution.
In this chapter, we employ laser speckle imaging to evidence and study electricfield-induced devitrification of LCNs. As demonstrated in previous chapters, this
method offers a quantitative analysis of surface strains in these materials, and
allows in a single experiment to obtain nanomechanical information spanning six
decades in time. LSI was originally developed in the medical field for non-invasive
imaging of blood flow, 48–51 but has attracted increasing interest of material scientists
and proven powerful for probing the nanoscopic mechanics and dynamics of a
diversity of complex materials. 52–58 In Chapter 9, we used LSI to shed more light
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on the mechanisms underlying shape-shifting of electrically actuated liquid crystal
networks. We revealed how the transformation of surface topography occurs in
three distinct hierarchical stages, from the molecular scale upwards and from
milliseconds to minutes. Here, we extend our previous work by proposing an
approach to disentangle elastic and plastic deformations during LCN actuation,
providing direct evidence for dissipative processes characteristic of network
plasticization. We uncover a complex, nonlinear coupling between the driving
electric field and surface dynamics, mediated by induced molecular oscillations.
Pronounced changes in the oscillation frequency and plasticity occur within a
narrow field frequency window, which is dictated by the network nanomechanics.
These results not only conclusively evidence the existence of electroplasticization,
but can also help tailor and optimize the morphological response of these materials.

10.2
10.2.1

Experimental details
Materials

The liquid crystal monomers used in this study are depicted in Figure 10.1b.
LC diacrylates 1 (1,4-bis-[4-{6-acryloyloxy-hexyloxy}benzoyloxy]benzene, CAS
no. 125248-71-7) and 2 (1,4-bis-[4-{6-acryloyloxy-propyloxy}benzoyloxy]benzene,
CAS no. 174063-87-7), and cyano-capped LC monoacrylate 3 (4-[4-{6-[acryloyloxy]hexyloxy}benzoyloxy] 4-[cyano]benzoate, CAS no. 83847-14-7) are purchased
from Merck (UK). Photoinitiator 4 (phenylbis[2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl]-phosphine
oxide, CAS no. 162881-26-7) is obtained from BASF (Germany). Polyimide 7511L
SUNEVER is purchased from Nissan Chemical Corporation (Japan). The reaction
solvent dichloromethane is obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). TiO2 (titania)
nanoparticles (∼40 nm diameter, coefficient of variation ∼40%, purity 99.5%) are
purchased from US Research Nanomaterials (USA). All components of the LSI
set-up are obtained from Thorlabs (Germany), unless otherwise specified.

10.2.2

Sample preparation

1.5 × 1.5 cm2 glass substrates are patterned with interdigitated indium tin oxide
(ITO) electrodes, 3 µm wide with 5 µm gaps, covering a total area of 0.5 × 0.5 cm2 .
The substrates are cleaned using acetone and isopropanol. To induce spontaneous
homeotropic alignment of the mesogens, a ∼30 nm thick film of polyimide 7511L is
spin-coated onto the glass and baked at 200 ◦ C for 1 hour. Subsequently, the LCN
monomers (Figure 10.1b) are mixed in a ratio of 24.75 wt% monomer 1, 24.75 wt%
monomer 2, 49.5 wt% monomer 3 and 1.0 wt% photoinitiator 4, and dissolved in
dichloromethane. The solution is spin-coated onto the baked polyimide film and
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photopolymerized using UV light from a mercury lamp (OmniCure S2000, Lumen
Dynamics Group Inc., Canada) for 5 min under N2 at 26 ◦ C to lock a nematic
orientation. The coating is post-cured at 120 ◦ C under N2 to ensure complete
conversion of the monomers. Finally, a thin layer of high-refractive-index TiO2
nanoparticles is deposited onto the surface by spin-coating a 1 wt% aqueous TiO2
suspension at 2000 rpm for 30 s, to render the coating multiply scattering for
LSI. The TiO2 suspension is sonicated for 10 min prior to spin-coating to disperse
any aggregated nanoparticles. The spin-coating conditions are optimized to fulfil
the intermediate-scattering requirements, implying that well-developed speckle
patterns are obtained (i.e. the scattered photons are randomized), yet the TiO2
coating is sufficiently thin to not alter the surface morphing.

10.2.3

Electric actuation

An in-plane, sinusoidal electric field is produced by a waveform generator
(TGA1241, TTi Inc., USA) connected to an amplifier (F20A, FLC Electronics,
Sweden). Unless otherwise specified, actuation occurs at 25 ◦ C at a peak-to-peak
voltage of 70 V (i.e. a field strength of 14 V/µm). The output AC signal is monitored
using an oscilloscope (TBS1022, Tektronix, USA).

10.2.4

Laser speckle imaging

LSI experiments are performed in the back-scatter geometry on a custom-built
set-up described in detail in Chapter 5. An LSI measurement involves illumination
of the area of interest with an expanded coherent laser beam (Cobolt Samba, 1
W, 𝜆 = 532 nm, Cobolt, Sweden) and detection of the multiply scattered photons
by a camera. Because the coatings in this study are optically transparent during
all stages of actuation, the incident photons are predominantly back-scattered
from TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface. Only multiply scattered photons are
detected, as specular and low-order scattering paths are filtered by a linear
polarizer perpendicular to the original laser polarization. This results in a so-called
speckle pattern on the camera: a spatially random pattern of dark and light ‘blobs’
arising from destructive and constructive interference, respectively. Our camera
(Dalsa Genie CCD, CR-GM00-H640x, Stemmer Imaging, Netherlands) allows for
continuous streaming of these speckle patterns at frame rates up to 200 fps.
While the absolute speckle intensity provides information about the surface
area, the main power of LSI is its measurement of changes in the speckle intensity
over time to gain highly resolved insight into the surface dynamics. The rate of
these speckle fluctuations is computed for every pixel using the intensity structure
function 𝑑2 :
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𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) =

h[𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 + 𝜏)]2 i
h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)i · h𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 + 𝜏)i

(10.1)

where 𝐼 is the speckle intensity at position 𝑥, 𝑦 and time after switching on or off
the field, 𝑡; and 𝜏 is the time separating two speckle patterns. In this study, the
angular brackets denote averaging over a large number of independent speckles
i.e. pixels in space, and contrary to earlier work no time averaging is applied to
achieve maximum temporal resolution.

10.3
10.3.1

Results and discussion
Liquid crystal network design and functionality

We study a liquid crystal polymer network whose functional response has been
characterized in Chapter 9 and ref. 24. The network is attached to a glass support
patterned with interdigitated electrodes and coated with a ∼30 nm polyimide
film to ensure homeotropic alignment (Figure 10.1a). We synthesize the LCN by
in-situ photopolymerization of a mixture of monomers 1 to 4 (Figure 10.1b) in a
weight ratio of 1:1:2:0.04. Monomers 1 and 2 are liquid crystal diacrylates that
serve as crosslinkers, while additionally their rigid core exhibits thermotropic
liquid-crystalline behaviour. Monomer 3 is a liquid crystal monoacrylate capped
with a cyano group, whose large dielectric anisotropy allows for efficient coupling
with an external field. The monomers self-assemble into a nematic phase at room
temperature, which is subsequently ‘frozen’ via photopolymerization, initiated by
photoinitiator 4. This yields a 2.5–3 µm thick, optically transparent, monodomain
liquid crystal network with order parameter of 0.6–0.7. 24,59 A simplified crosssection is shown in Figure 10.1c.
At room temperature in the field-off state, the LCN is stiff and glassy, with an
elastic modulus of ∼2 GPa and a thermal glass transition range from 60 to 120 ◦ C
(see Chapter 9, Appendix Figure 9.A.2). Remarkably, switching on a high-frequency
alternating current (AC) rapidly plasticizes the network and has a profound effect
on both the individual mesogen dynamics and network mobility as a whole. It is
crucial that the field lines are perpendicular to the nematic director, so that the
dangling polar mesogens experience the maximum dielectric torque and are forced
to align with the field. Although this alignment is largely prohibited by the high
crosslink density, the dangling dipoles can collectively exert a substantial force on
the LCN in which they are embedded, giving rise to yielding of the solid at a critical
field strength and frequency. The yield point can be regarded as a stress-induced
glass-to-rubber transition, which is common in soft and granular materials. 60–62
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Figure 10.1. LCN device composition. (a) Schematic of a liquid crystal network coating with
embedded interdigitated electrodes, patterned onto a glass support. (b) Chemical structures
of the monomers used in the photopolymerization reaction. The two crosslink mesogens and
polar mesogen occur in a 1:1:2 ratio in the network. (c) Schematic zoomed-in cross-section of a
homeotropically aligned LCN between two electrodes. In the field-on state, the AC field lines are
perpendicular to the nematic director. The light grey mesogens are electrically inactive crosslinks,
whereas the dark grey mesogens are permanent dipoles that couple strongly to the field. The
dimensions are not to scale.

At low stress, the material response is largely elastic, whereas exceeding the yield
point involves irreversible plasticity. Yielding and plasticization are typically
evoked by an external mechanical perturbation, yet here the forces are generated
from within.
These effects are particularly prominent because the AC field vector continuously changes sign and causes the polar mesogens to pivot in a synchronized,
oscillatory manner. By tuning the field frequency i.e. oscillation frequency to
natural frequencies of the LCN, the pivoting motion not only plasticizes the network
but also generates molecular disorder and associated free volume. These dynamic
voids decrease the overall network density 63 and lead to significant surface expansion. The possible shape-shifting patterns and dimensions are virtually endless,
as the switchable features are not a material property but instead are determined
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by the electric field configuration. In our device geometry (Figure 10.1a), the
electric field is maximum between electrodes; hence, the field-induced expansion
manifests as local protrusions (see Chapter 9, Figure 9.2). 24
In the previous chapter, we have used laser speckle imaging to establish a
detailed description of the stages leading to surface morphing. We have shown
how a hierarchical chain of events, initiated by an AC field, can ultimately give
rise to patterned network expansion and shape-shifting. Molecular cooperativity
in space and synchronization in time have proven central in this process, which
can be divided into three distinct successive stages: (I) The polar mesogens
couple to the alternating field and start to oscillate. (II) Collectively, the mesogens
generate large oscillatory stresses, which are the origin of network softening
or ‘electroplasticization’. (III) These internal mechanical forces put the network
under tension, while simultaneously free volume is formed around the dangling
mesogens, jointly leading to network expansion. The resultant height modulation
can reach hundreds of nanometres. 24–26

10.3.2

Local measurement of nanodeformations

While previous work has elucidated the nature of the first and last stages, the second
and crucial stage in which the glassy network devitrifies has remained elusive
to date. In this chapter, we focus on unambiguously evidencing the existence of
the proposed electric-field-induced glass transition in these coatings. LSI was
originally devised for highly turbid materials, 64 yet we demonstrated in Chapter 9
that relevant, semi-quantitative results can also be acquired in the intermediate
scattering regime, rendering LSI applicable to thin films coated with high-refractiveindex nanoparticles. We thus spin-coat a thin layer of TiO2 pigments onto the
LCN surface and illuminate the centre with a coherent, collimated laser beam. The
laser photons are scattered several times inside the TiO2 layer before travelling
back and reaching the camera detector. Although we operate in the limit of weak
multiple scattering because of the thin-film geometry, we filter photons that have
undergone no or too few scattering events by a linear polarizer in front of the
camera. All of the remaining photons have travelled different path lengths and
have thus accumulated phase shifts, resulting in a random interference pattern on
the camera called speckle pattern. Changes in this pattern reflect displacements
of the TiO2 nanoparticles, which in turn must ensue from deformations of the
network surface because the pigments are firmly attached.
The characteristic time scale of speckle intensity fluctuations is directly related
to the rate of surface deformations, and the fluctuation amplitude is related
to the amount of deformation. Surface strains of the order of nanometres are
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detectable, as cumulative nanometric changes in scattering events rapidly add up
to measurable variations in the speckle pattern. We quantify the surface motion
using the structure function 𝑑2 (Section 10.2.4). 𝑑2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, 𝜏) is a four-dimensional
function of spatial coordinates 𝑥 and 𝑦; time after switching the field on or off, 𝑡;
and lag time between correlated speckle patterns, 𝜏. As highlighted in Chapters
5–9, computing 𝑑2 as a function of 𝜏 allows us to spectrally resolve processes
occurring on different time scales. For example, stage I is very fast and thus
requires analysis at short 𝜏 = 0.01 s to prevent loss of temporal resolution (Figure
10.2a), whereas stages II–III benefit from analysis at longer 𝜏 = 0.2 s to obtain
sufficient speckle decorrelation (Figure 10.2b). We previously used the imaging
power of LSI to create spatial representations of the dynamics. In this chapter, we
average over a small area (0.040 mm2 ) to further enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.

10.3.3

Temperature dependence of morphing stages

We first focus on unravelling the combined effects of heat and electricity, both
of which enhance molecular vibrations. However, while heat causes random
reorientation of the mesogens and a concomitant decrease in molecular order, 23,35
an AC field involves anisotropic angular displacement of the mesogens. 22 In fact,
switching on a 900 kHz field even causes some in-plane birefringence to build up,
due to the biased reorientation of mesogens along the field lines. The change of
birefringence is, however, only ∼0.03, implying that the mesogens vibrate with
small amplitude and that their orientational redistribution upon actuation is
limited.
To test if the field-induced directional changes dominate over the heat-induced
loss of order, we measure the dielectric response (stage I) at three temperatures.
Our samples are thermostated to the desired temperature well before electric
induction. We quantify the local, nanoscale surface deformation using the above
described 𝑑2 structure function. Molecular displacements inside the liquid crystal
network, such as tilting of the polar mesogens, will cause a small but detectable
deformation of the surface. 𝑑2 reflects the magnitude of these surface strains and
thus indirectly measures the degree of internal network perturbations.
In Chapter 9, we found that the deformation kinetics during the dielectric
response are strikingly universal for our class of LCNs. This observation is
confirmed at different temperatures: 𝑑2 peaks within 10–15 ms after field switchon as the field torques the polar mesogens, followed by exponential relaxation
of the network over ∼200 ms (Figure 10.2a). Conversely, the amount of surface
deformation depends strongly on the mesogen–field interactions. We previously
uncovered a distinct positive relationship between the deformation amplitude and
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field frequency, voltage, and angle between the molecular dipoles and field lines
(see Chapter 9, Figure 9.6). At elevated temperature, the network permittivity and
dielectric interactions are larger; 24 this indeed enhances the mesogen alignment
and consequent LSI signal (Figure 10.2a). Moreover, the network weakens with
increasing temperature, 24,59 allowing the polar mesogens to pivot with greater
amplitude. Clearly, these anisotropic phenomena far outweigh the randomizing
effects of heat.
Also the final height modulation in stage III increases with rising temperature,
thanks to the larger network mobility and permittivity (Figure 10.2b). Note that the
surface temperature remains below the polymer 𝑇g (60–120 ◦ C) in all experiments,
since dielectric heating is only ∼10 ◦ C, as measured using an infrared sensor
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Figure 10.2. Temperature dependence of electrically driven surface morphing. (a,b) Three
distinct stages underlie shape-shifting, as described in detail in Chapter 9: (I) fast alignment of
the polar mesogens, (II) network plasticization, and (III) gradual deformation. The amplitudes
increase monotonically with increasing temperature, except for the electroplasticization stage.
(c,d) Nanoscale surface fluctuations in the field-on steady-state (s-s) and field-off state. Both
the average motility (c) and its standard deviation (d) i.e. intermittency rise with increasing
temperature. (e) Temperature-dependent kinetics of stages II and III. See Appendix Figure 10.A.3
for the measurement procedure.
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(see Appendix A9.2 of Chapter 9). This limited temperature rise is one of the
key differences between electroplasticization and the well-established process
of high-frequency welding (see Appendix 10.A.1 for details). 65,66 Temperature
gradients in the coating are negligible, thanks to its small thickness (2.5–3 µm) and
attachment to a relatively thick glass substrate (1 mm) which dissipates heat from
the LCN by acting as a heat sink.
Qualitatively, stages I–III are highly similar for the three temperatures, confirming how nanoscale motions are amplified in time and space in a step-wise manner
(Figure 10.2a,b). Even for a different (cholesteric 67 ) alignment of identical chemical
composition, we find the same three stages (Appendix Figure 10.A.2). Nevertheless,
quantitative comparison reveals important differences. First evidence for electroplasticization is found in stage II, whose amplitude does not increase monotonically
with increasing 𝑇 analogous to the other stages, but instead is smaller at 40 ◦ C
than at 25 ◦ C. This observation is perfectly in line with the fact that closer to
the network 𝑇g , less electrical plasticization is required to yield the solid matrix,
even though the subsequent expansion is larger. Other effects of the temperature
are relatively modest, yet can still be well identified using LSI. For example, the
mean surface motility in the field-off state (N) and in the field-on steady-state (•,
500 s after field switch-on) both show a clear positive dependence on temperature
(Figure 10.2c). The difference between 10 and 40 ◦ C remains however within
an order of magnitude. Equivalently, the standard deviation of 𝑑2 – a measure
for the intermittency of the surface fluctuations – also grows with increasing
temperature (Figure 10.2d). This intermittency is clearly visible in the 40 ◦ C curve
in Figure 10.2b and indicates that a softer network responds more chaotically to
the mesogen oscillations. These surface fluctuations are e.g. beneficial for dirt
removal applications, 25 favouring operation of this device at elevated temperature,
in addition to achieving larger height modulations. Moreover, heat accelerates the
kinetics of plasticization and expansion, as evident from a slight decrease in the
duration of stages II and III (Figure 10.2e and Appendix Figure 10.A.3).

10.3.4

Disentangling elastic and plastic strains

We have shown how a 900 kHz AC field activates three well-defined hierarchical
dynamic stages over a range of temperatures. However, at each temperature, a
critical field frequency exists below which no significant surface morphing occurs.
According to digital holography microscopy (DHM) measurements, the desired
functionality of the LCN emerges only at field frequencies ( 𝑓field ) of 500 kHz and
above (see Figure 3d in ref. 24). Efficient plasticization is crucial in this regard. At
low 𝑓field , the surface deformation is largely elastic and reversible, limited by the
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glassy nature of the network. At sufficiently high field frequencies, the surface
expansion becomes nonlinear, with concomitant irreversible rearrangements inside
the coating. During such a plastic response, not only is energy dissipated but the
material also adopts a new shape, as depicted schematically in Figure 10.3a–c. The
network microstructure will change non-affinely to accommodate for these plastic
strains. In order to shed more light on the phenomenon of electroplasticization,
distinguishing local elastic from plastic strains is key. LSI is a highly sensitive,
versatile and effective means to identify elastic–plastic transitions in LCNs.
From a single LSI experiment, we can not only extract the surface motility
𝑑2 , which quantifies the changes in scattered intensity, but also the surface area,
which relates to the absolute scattered intensity. More precisely, the average speckle
intensity h𝐼i is proportional to the surface concentration of nanoparticles 𝑐 s = 𝑛/𝐴,
with 𝐴 the surface area (defined in Figure 10.3a). We can thus compute the reduced
˜ ≡ 𝐴(𝑡)/𝐴0 = 𝐼0 /𝐼(𝑡). Interestingly, at low
change in surface area over time: 𝐴(𝑡)
field frequency (200 kHz), the increase in 𝐴˜ upon field switch-on is exactly reversed
upon field switch-off and displays remarkably little hysteresis (Figure 10.3d). By
contrast, the surface structure will not fully recover to its initial value after an
on–off cycle and will exhibit plastic rearrangements. These rearrangements do
not alter the overall shape of the coating, nor the surface roughness, but manifest
themselves as irregular nanoscale changes of the surface, which are fixed when
the coating re-solidifies (see Figure 10.3c in blue).
To quantify this plasticity, we focus on the entire speckle pattern i.e. the
structure function 𝑑2 rather than on the average speckle intensity. We start from
the same reference point as in Figure 10.3d, which is the last speckle pattern before
induction at 𝑡 = 𝑡on . As the network expands over time, the surface structure
and corresponding speckle pattern will change gradually and incrementally with
respect to the reference pattern, leading to a progressive rise of 𝑑2 . The lag time 𝜏
here equals the time after electric induction. Switching off the field at 𝑡 − 𝑡on = 600 s
allows the surface to slowly return to its original shape, thus causing a decrease
in 𝑑2 as the shape recovery is largely elastic. Remarkably, while the change in
surface area is symmetric between field switch-on and -off (Figure 10.3d), the
surface structure does not follow the same route upon expansion and contraction
(Figure 10.3e). This hysteresis is clearly apparent from the finite 𝑑2 plateau at
long 𝜏, which reflects plastic rearrangements. In a perfectly elastic system, each
surface-attached TiO2 nanoparticle would return exactly to its initial position after
shape recovery, since the nanoparticles adhere strongly to the network and display
negligible lateral displacement; hence, the original unperturbed speckle pattern
would be regained, with 𝑑2 → 0. The height of the plateau at long 𝜏 is thus a
measure for the fraction of the surface undergoing irreversible deformation. At
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Figure 10.3. Shape-shifting elasticity and plasticity. (a–c) Schematic cross-sections of a liquid
crystal polymer network in the field-off state (a), after switching on a high-frequency AC field
(b), and after field switch-off and relaxation (c). The electric field drives the polar mesogens
into oscillation, causing local network plasticization and expansion. After field switch-off, elastic
displacements are restored, yet plastic deformations (in blue) remain. The dimensions are not
to scale. (d) Change in 𝐴˜ after switching a 200 kHz AC field on (—) and off (—), which are
fully symmetric. (e) The corresponding surface structure function, referenced to t = t on , shows
hysteresis between field switch-on (—) and -off (—). The drop in d 2 measures the reversible,
elastic deformation, whereas the plateau at long 𝜏 measures plastic strains. (f) Maximum d 2 ,
reflecting total elastic plus plastic deformation, versus field frequency. (g) Unrecovered fraction of
the surface structure change. A sharp transition from 400 to 500 kHz signals a sudden rise in
plasticity, corresponding to a field-induced glass transition around the critical frequency f g .
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200 kHz, this height is approximately a quarter of the maximum 𝑑2 (𝑑2,max , Figure
10.3e).
Although the plasticity is relatively small at low field frequency, we must
take into account that the total surface expansion is also rather limited. Digital
holography even fails to detect any deformation, 24 implying that the height
modulation is less than 10 nm. This is confirmed by the relatively small 𝑑2,max ,
which equals 0.9 instead of the intrinsic maximum value of 2. Indeed, the maximum
𝑑2 is a good gauge of the total deformation amplitude; in agreement with DHM
and simulations, 24 we find that 𝑑2,max rises rapidly with increasing 𝑓field at low
field frequencies and reaches an optimum around 900 kHz (Figure 10.3f). The
reduced change in surface area 𝐴˜ displays a very similar trend (Appendix Figure
10.A.4a). By contrast, the plasticity has a strikingly different dependence on 𝑓field ,
showing two regimes with an abrupt transition around 400–500 kHz (Figure 10.3g
and Appendix Figure 10.A.4b). We have estimated this plasticity from the ratio
between the long-𝜏 plateau (𝑑2,min ) and 𝑑2,max . Although this approach does not
provide absolute values for the amount of plasticity, it offers a means to compare
the relative plasticity with high resolution. Clearly, surface morphing occurs for
all field frequencies with only partial recovery (Figure 10.3g). At low 𝑓field , this
deformation is small and largely in the linear elastic region, i.e. the field induces few
irreversible structural changes. Beyond a critical frequency of 400–500 kHz, there
is a sharp crossover towards significantly enhanced local plasticization. Analogous
to the thermal glass transition (𝑇g ) of the LCN, this critical frequency may signal
the electrical glass transition 𝑓g .

10.3.5

Electroplasticization by high AC frequency

If the critical field frequency is truly an electrical glass transition, we expect a
peak in energy dissipation around 𝑓g that accompanies the yielding process. To
investigate this, we subject the LCN to a linear field sweep from 0 to 900 kHz
at 3 kHz/s. Interestingly, the surface does not expand linearly with increasing
field frequency, but instead exhibits pronounced undulations, as the dielectric
interactions between the field and LCN keep changing during the sweep (Figure
10.4a). This oscillatory motion is reminiscent of elastic ringing. The ‘ringing’ of this
coating is a complex phenomenon: not only does the field frequency change over
time, but also the network modulus and density fluctuate strongly in response to
the field, thus causing recoil and overshoot of the surface as it fails to meet the
rapidly changing resonance conditions. In Chapter 9, Figure 9.4, we uncovered that
the ringing frequency is proportional to the field frequency when a constant 𝑓field
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Figure 10.4. Electroplasticization by high-frequency AC field. (a) Change in 𝐴˜ and (b) d 2
spectrum during a field frequency sweep at 3 kHz/s. The surface expands with increasing f field
and exhibits undulations with decreasing period. A pronounced divergence of the period around
critical frequency f g = 400 kHz coincides with (c) a drop in the surface motility, signalling energy
dissipation characteristic of a glass transition. The colours indicate different sweep rates. Note that
a six-fold higher 𝜏 is used to compute d 2 for the six-fold slower sweep. (d) Vertical cross-sections
through the spectrum in (b) at 400 and 600 kHz. Distinct elastic ringing is evident at 600 kHz: the
surface does not expand monotonically with increasing lag time 𝜏, but recurrently returns to an
earlier position, manifest as a train of ‘echoes’ marked by . (e) Field frequency dependence of the
ringing frequency (top) and percent damping per period (bottom), extracted from the d 2 (𝜏) curves.
Both show a crossover at 400 kHz. While the ringing frequency vanishes at f g , dissipation-induced
damping diverges.
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is applied. A similar trend is visible during this sweep, although a discontinuity
appears between 400 and 500 kHz (Figure 10.4a).
To gain more insight into the origin of this discontinuity, we again revert to
the structure function 𝑑2 , which we compute as a function of both 𝑓field and 𝜏
(Figure 10.4b). A striking array of periodic undulations emerges, confirming that
the surface repeatedly expands and contracts to an earlier position in an oscillatory
manner. However, the oscillation frequency does not increase monotonically, but
instead diverges around 400 kHz, suggesting a decoupling of the field and network
expansion. This critical transition – also observed in Figure 10.3g – recurs in
the one-point 𝑑2 (Figure 10.4c, —) which is essentially a horizontal cross-section
through Figure 10.4b. It is likely not governed by kinetics but predominantly
thermodynamic in origin, since the crossover occurs after >100 s of sweeping the
field, much longer than typical dielectric and relaxation time scales of the material.
Moreover, a highly similar transition is visible for a faster 𝑓field sweep of 18 kHz/s
(Figure 10.4c, —). For very low sweep rate, the response is somewhat different, as
elaborated in Appendix Figure 10.A.5.

10.3.6

Nanomechanical insight from surface oscillations

The periodicity of the 𝑑2 (𝜏) functions offers an opportunity to extract nanomechanical information from the ringing frequency and damping. While a typical 𝑑2
curve increases continuously with increasing 𝜏, we here observe a train of ‘echoes’
at integral multiples of the oscillation period. These echoes are particularly well
visible when taking vertical cross-sections through Figure 10.4b, as shown for
𝑓field = 400 and 600 kHz in Figure 10.4d. At 400 kHz, the ringing frequency 𝑓ring
is very low, yet at 600 kHz, 𝑑2 (𝜏) displays a nearly perfect sinusoidal undulation.
The amplitude of the echoes () gradually diminishes with increasing 𝜏 because
each oscillation involves additional rearrangements. Note that the speckle fluctuations are averaged only over space, without any time averaging or smoothing,
highlighting the remarkable sensitivity of LSI.
For each field frequency, we determine the ringing frequency from the position
of the first 𝑑2 (𝜏) maximum. In line with our earlier observations, we do not find
a linear relationship between 𝑓ring and 𝑓field , but rather a highly non-monotonic
dependence (Figure 10.4e, top). The discontinuity around 400 kHz signifies a
transient rise in energy dissipation indicative of a glass transition, with electrical
energy converted into molecular rearrangements instead of powering surface
undulations. Fourier transform of the raw intensity signal yields an identical
trend (Appendix Figure 10.A.6), verifying the robustness of our method. Further
validation is obtained when comparing the amount of damping at different field
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frequencies (Figure 10.4d): while at 400 kHz the oscillation is almost fully damped
after a single period, at 600 kHz the damping per period is only 9%. We estimate
the percent damping as the ratio between the first 𝑑2 minimum (i.e. echo) and
maximum. Plotted versus 𝑓field , this again reveals two distinct regimes centred at
400 kHz (Figure 10.4e, bottom). The percent damping can be considered analogous
to the loss tangent tan(𝛿) used in macroscopic mechanical analysis – a measure
for the relative importance of dissipative and elastic processes. Indeed, a peak in
tan(𝛿) is a signature of a thermal glass transition. 41

10.3.7

Thermal shift of electrical glass transition

The final support for our hypothesis is found in the temperature dependence of
𝑓g . Thermally and electrically induced plasticization are closely connected, as
already found in Figure 10.2b, stage II. Specifically, heat is expected to lower the
field frequency at which electroplasticization occurs. We thus measure the surface
deformation at 𝑇 = 40 ◦ C, which indeed displays a sharp discontinuity at a reduced
𝑓field of ∼200 kHz (Figure 10.5a). Taking a horizontal cross-section through the
spectrum at 𝜏 = 0.6 s, equivalent to Figure 10.5c, confirms the downward shift of
𝑓g (Figure 10.5b). Interestingly, also the 𝑑2 regime at low 𝑓field is shifted towards
longer time scales, and consequently the short-𝜏 𝑑2 curve does not show two clear
regimes. A likely explanation is a decreased amount and frequency of elastic
deformations compared to viscous dissipation. Note that the 𝑑2 intermittency is
again much stronger than that at 25 ◦ C (compare Figure 10.5b with Figure 10.4c),
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Figure 10.5. Thermal shift of f g . (a) d 2 spectrum, (b) surface motility, and (c) change in 𝐴˜ during
a field frequency sweep at 3 kHz/s and T = 40 ◦ C. The discontinuity around ∼200 kHz indicates an
earlier onset of electroplasticization than at 25 ◦ C. Note also the considerably reduced undulation
frequency in (a) compared to Figure 10.4b.
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indicating a more chaotic response of the LCN to the field, characteristic of the
higher thermal energy. Also the change in surface area 𝐴˜ during the field sweep
corroborates the faster onset of electroplasticization: while at 25 ◦ C, significant
surface expansion starts only around 400 kHz (Figure 10.4a), at 40 ◦ C a rapid rise
in 𝐴˜ is manifest already at 200 kHz (Figure 10.5c).

10.3.8

Microscopic interpretation

Our results reveal the existence of a true electric-field-induced devitrification of
the LC polymer network at a critical field frequency of several hundreds of kHz.
This raises the question what microscopic mechanisms inside the material underlie
this glass transition.
The alternating electric field induces a pivoting motion of the dangling mesogens. Since these molecular oscillations are constrained and frustrated by the rigid
environment of the glassy and crosslinked network, it is likely that they exhibit
substantial disorder, which induces non-affinity in the thermal motions. In other
rigid soft materials, both ordered 68 and glassy, 69,70 it was shown that increasing
the amplitude of thermal non-affinities leads to a loss of material rigidity and
possibly a solid-to-liquid transition, akin to the one we observe here. Moreover, the
dynamic disorder created by the field-induced oscillations inside the LCN causes
a volumetric expansion, 24,40,63 which reduces the material density and increases
the effective distances between mesogens. This necessarily reduces the strength of
the van der Waals interactions between neighbouring mesogens and provides an
additional mechanism for the rigidity loss that must accompany devitrification.
Rigidity in our LCN derives from both covalent bonds between monomers in
the network and supramolecular interactions between mesogens, probably of
the van der Waals type. The covalent network is most likely unaffected by the
actuation, since the observed shape and volumetric changes are fully reversible. 24
The electroplasticization must therefore relate to a reduction of the supramolecular
van der Waals interactions.
Finally, the question remains why devitrification in our experiments occurs
at frequencies of hundreds of kHz. These frequencies are far too small to reflect
natural dipolar resonances at the molecular level. By contrast, resonator-related
vibrations that link to sample dimensions, such as the electrode distances, are
much slower. Rather, these frequencies probably reflect the excitation of collective
modes of motion of many mesogens in tandem, analogous to the excitation of
phonons in an ordered lattice. We thus postulate that the critical field frequency to
cross the glass transition is governed by long-ranged molecular vibrations related
to intermolecular interactions. At present, there is insufficient knowledge of the
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vibrational spectrum of collective modes in liquid crystal materials to provide
a clear explanation for the values we have found. Since it appears that these
collective effects are crucial to explain plasticization and actuation of active LCNs
at a microscopic level, theoretical efforts in this area are highly needed.

10.4

Concluding remarks

Research into the engineering of active LCNs to date has relied on the fundamental premise that oscillating molecular dipoles cause plasticization of the
network, 24–26,59 which ultimately enables the shape-shifting response from which
these materials derive their appeal. We here provide the first conclusive evidence
for this hypothesis, by revealing how LCN coatings are ‘electroplasticized’ by a
high-frequency AC field. Using a nanoscale strain detection method based on
laser speckle imaging, we uncover how small oscillatory forces, generated by
embedded responsive mesogens, collectively induce an athermal glass transition.
Molecular synchronization is crucial in this regard, as plasticity emerges only
beyond a critical field frequency of 400–500 kHz. Around this frequency, we
find pronounced discontinuities in strain nonlinearity, oscillation frequency and
damping. These phenomena have interesting analogies with mechanical yielding
processes observed in a variety of soft materials, ranging from yield stress fluids 60,71 to polymeric solids 61,72 and granular media, 62,73 where mechanical stress
can induce a solid-to-liquid transition. In this study, the mechanical disturbance
underlying the field-induced glass transition is not applied from the outside, but
generated from within by the frustrated motion of polar mesogens in response to
an electric field.
Our results not only support the existence of an electrical glass transition,
but also provide new insights into optimization of the surface functionality. For
example, fine-tuning the oscillation frequency to match human tactile perception
allows for more efficient dynamic Braille interfaces. 32–34 In the context of biointerfaces, the spatiotemporal nanomechanics are key in signalling and regulating
cell behaviour. 10,23 Most practical applications will benefit from reduced field
frequencies, which involve less complex device configurations and lower power
consumption. On the basis of the measured equivalence between 𝑇 and 𝑓field , we
thus recommend lowering the network 𝑇g , e.g. by extending the alkyl spacer length
or by decreasing the crosslink density.
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10.A
10.A.1

Appendix
Differences between electroplasticization and HF welding

The electroplasticization described in this work has some resemblance with the
phenomenon known as high-frequency (HF) welding or dielectric sealing. 65,66
In this process, an alternating electric field in the range of radio or microwave
frequencies is used to generate heat inside a polar material, thus melting it and
enabling weld formation. The rise in temperature is caused by intermolecular
friction due to imperfect alignment of the chemical dipoles with the field. In other
words, the electric current alternates so rapidly that the molecular dipoles pivot
out of phase, inducing energy dissipation. Although both electroplasticization
and high-frequency welding result from polarization of polar moieties by a
high-frequency AC field, there are various fundamental differences:
• Dielectric heating forms the basis of HF welding, rendering the polar material
very hot, whereas it plays only a limited role in our experiments. Real-time
monitoring of the LCN surface temperature using an infrared sensor has
demonstrated moderate heating of ∼10 ◦ C upon actuation at room temperature
(see Chapter 9, Appendix Figure 9.A.3). This is insufficient to reach the thermal
glass transition at 60–120 ◦ C. The concomitant electrothermal expansion is
estimated to be only ∼8 nm rather than the actual 50–100 nm measured using
DHM (see Chapter 9, Figure 9.2c). 24 The primary contribution to plasticization
must therefore be mechanical in origin, allowing for a glass-to-rubber transition
well below the original 𝑇g .
• LSI reveals plasticization down to a field frequency of 40 kHz, which is three
orders of magnitude below the radio frequencies typically used in HF welding
(10–100 MHz). The molecular dipoles in our experiments will thus more
easily stay in phase with the electrical current and minimize the intermolecular
friction and heat production.
• We previously found that the surface expansion decreases beyond an overall
sample temperature of ∼60 ◦ C, where the enhanced network mobility causes
free volume to be filled rapidly. 24 Both the plasticization signal (stage II) and the
volumetric expansion (stage III) increase with increasing field frequency (Chapter
9). 24 These findings confirm that the local dielectric heating is insufficient to
cause thermal plasticization, which underlies HF welding, since otherwise a
rise in dielectric heating would entail a reduction in free volume formation.
• High-frequency welding is applied to thermoplastics, while our LCNs are
densely crosslinked.
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11 General discussion
“ It is indeed an endless cycle of imagination and concentration,

of divergence and convergence,
of playing and thinking
that determines the rhythm of science and scholarship.”
– Prof. Robbert Dĳkgraaf (1960–)
In this thesis, we have focused and expanded on many aspects of the title. Here,
we will end with one last cycle of convergence and divergence. We will first unite
all chapters, reflect upon the central themes, and identify potential blind spots.
Finally, we will scatter and diffuse our attention by broadening the perspectives of
laser speckle imaging.

11.1 Quantitative imaging of nanodynamics in polymer materials
Designing sustainable polymer materials with advanced properties from the
bottom up is becoming increasingly important – whether it concerns waterborne paints, high-performance elastomers, or other materials of the future.
Given the dwindling natural resources and ever-growing demand for multipurpose applications, material development cannot solely rely on trial and error
or serendipitous discoveries. Rather, we must strive to gain a deep understanding
of the mechanisms underlying the emergence of functionality. This knowledge
begins at the nanoscale, where single colloids and polymer chains are constantly
moving. In isolation, these motions may be fairly simple and well understood.
Yet, together in a larger aggregate, all sorts of feedback and surprising effects may
develop, which render the system highly complex and give rise to unforeseen
collective phenomena. Grasping the core of these collective effects is pivotal in the
design and control of novel sophisticated materials.
An extra level of complexity emerges when external forces come into play
that drive the material out of equilibrium, which is a central thread in this thesis.
Examples are a gradient in chemical potential that causes evaporation (Chapters
2–6); a strain field that induces heterogeneous deformations (Chapter 7); surface
tension that prompts self-healing (Chapter 8); and an electric field that actuates
shape-morphing (Chapters 9 and 10). In all these cases, the macroscopic behaviour
is more a function of collective properties than of the underlying details of
individual polymer chains and colloids. Instrumentation to visualize the collective
dance of the nanoscale building blocks is therefore indispensable.
In this thesis, we have endeavoured to develop imaging methods optimally
suited for this task. We have established an extensive experimental toolbox to
unravel the nanoscale dynamics and mechanics of various complex polymer
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dispersions and elastomers, focusing on the most crucial period in their lifetime:
the drying of paints (Chapters 2–6); the fracture and self-healing of elastomers
(Chapters 7 and 8); and the morphing of liquid crystal polymer networks (Chapters
9 and 10). Our quest has been quite challenging, since the collective ‘dance moves’
often span a wide range of length and time scales. Moreover, even the minutest
motions matter.
To address this challenge, we have employed a two-pillar approach. In Part I of
this thesis, we have synthesized semi-transparent model paints with well-defined
properties, and used traditional bright-field microscopy to investigate drying
phenomena across multiple scales. In conjunction with theoretical calculations for
a quantitative analysis, and scanning electron microscopy for nanoscale information,
this approach has resulted in a quite comprehensive mechanistic understanding.
In Parts II and III of this thesis, we have adapted and improved a relatively
unexplored optical method, laser speckle imaging (LSI), to reveal the hidden
dynamics in non-transparent polymer systems. By tapping into the exceptionally
broad temporal range of LSI and its potential to resolve nanometric deformations,
we have seen things never seen before in paints and elastomers. These views are
more than subjective, as we have extracted an additional wealth of quantitative
information from our raw data using tailor-made image processing algorithms.

11.2

Limitations of LSI

“ To light a candle is to cast a shadow.” – Ursula K. Le Guin (1929–2018)

There is no light without darkness. While a candle illuminates most of its
surroundings, it inevitably leaves parts in the dark. Analogously, every technique
has its flaws, and LSI is no exception. Here we describe these limitations and
illustrate them with examples from our own research.

11.2.1

Optical transparency

The most obvious drawback of LSI is its inapplicability to transparent materials,
for which the prerequisite of multiple scattering breaks down. In those cases,
the incident photons will primarily be transmitted rather than scattered, and
the resultant signal thus cannot be properly interpreted using the formalism of
diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS). 1,2 This will lead to serious imaging artefacts
if neglected. For instance, the drying of a clearcoat, i.e. a non-pigmented paint, is
almost invisible in an LSI experiment, and will therefore remain underexposed.
Cracks in such a coating do strongly scatter the light (Figure 11.1a) and consequently
appear as erroneous localized regions of activity (Figure 11.1b–d).
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Figure 11.1. Limitation of LSI: insufficient scattering to allow for reliable analysis. (a) Raw speckle
pattern of a pigment-free paint droplet dried on glass, at t = 320 s after deposition. The cracks
scatter considerably more than the intermediate regions. (b–d) Time-lapse d 2 maps of the
preceding crack propagation. (b) t = 210 s after deposition. The dynamics in the central wet
region are greatly underestimated because of the low scattering intensity i.e. high transparency.
(c) t = 280 s, and (d) t = 320 s (corresponding to (a)). The colour coding and scale bar apply to
all d 2 images.

A relatively straightforward solution is to introduce inert scatterers into a
transparent material, e.g. titania or silica nanoparticles. Less than 2 vol% of
nanoparticles generally suffices to render the material turbid without altering
the properties of the pristine material noticeably. We have used this strategy in
Chapters 6–10.
While DWS analysis of transparent samples is indisputably wrong, a more difficult scenario concerns translucent samples that are neither transparent nor opaque,
for which the suitability of LSI and resultant data interpretation are not clear-cut.
The intermediate-scattering regime represents the most challenging situation, as
no rigorous theory can be applied. 3 In this cross-over regime between single and
highly multiple scattering, the laser photons experience a complex mixture of
single, double, triple etc. and frequent scattering, and hence the interpretation of
the intensity correlation function becomes significantly complicated. Theoretical
efforts in this regard generally fall short and are strongly sample dependent. Two
possible workarounds are: (i) elimination of the non-singly scattered light to permit
dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis; 4–6 or conversely, (ii) suppression of the
weakly scattered light to enable DWS-based interpretation. We have adopted
the latter strategy in Chapters 9 and 10. Indeed, the contribution of low-order
scattering paths can considerably be reduced by extracting the depolarized light
alone, which we have realised in all chapters of this thesis by means of a linear
polarizer in the detection path. Scattering has the useful feature that it decreases the
light polarization. More precisely, the degree of polarization falls off exponentially
with the number of scattering events. 7 Single scattering by perfectly spherical
objects preserves the degree and state of polarization. Although selective detection
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of depolarized light cannot fully eliminate weakly scattered photons, it strongly
shifts the detected path length distribution towards longer paths, thus allowing
for semi-quantitative LSI analysis.

11.2.2

Two-dimensionality

In its current form, LSI provides a two-dimensional projection of processes
occurring in three dimensions. This projection is a highly complex convolution of
the dynamics at different depths inside the material, in addition to the inevitable
lateral averaging (see Section 11.2.3). More specifically, the locally measured
correlation function is a weighted average over all detected photon path lengths
and dynamics probed by those photons. This convolution is further complicated by
gradients in the scatterer concentration and concomitant gradients in the transport
mean free path ℓ ∗ , which is the step length in the diffusive photon path (see
Section 11.2.7). Especially in drying coatings, such gradients are unavoidable,
as the latex particles accumulate at the air–water interface. Moreover, ℓ ∗ usually
evolves over time, hence the depth probed is both spatially and temporally
nonuniform.
Even a relatively simple system, e.g. a drying droplet containing only polystyrene colloids on a glass substrate, entails an abundance of spatio-temporal
variations in ℓ ∗ and the internal dynamics (Figure 11.2a–d). These dynamics are not
only heterogeneous in time and the 𝑥, 𝑦-plane, which we can resolve using LSI, but
also in the depth direction, which is not directly accessible. For instance, in Figure
11.2 we clearly discern the coffee-ring effect 8,9 and rush-hour effect, 10 yet we cannot
identify the underlying hydrodynamic vortices in the 𝑧-direction. Furthermore,
the particles not only accumulate at the outer periphery, but also at the upper
air–water interface, which cannot be explored. The origin of the stripes along the

b

c

d

d2 ( = .2 ms)

a

0.5 mm

Figure 11.2. Limitation of LSI: depth-averaging. (a–d) Time-lapse 2D d 2 images of an evaporating
polystyrene latex droplet on glass. While the coffee-ring and rush-hour effects are evident, the
underlying complex 3D fluid flows remain obscured. (a) t = 120 s after deposition, (b) t = 125 s,
(c) t = 126.5 s, and (d) t = 127.5 s. The colour coding and scale bar apply to all images.
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azimuth also remains elusive. Most likely, these striations represent alternating
regions of more and less densely packed particles, but insight into the governing
hydrodynamic instabilities requires access to the third spatial dimension. While
the 𝑑2 function is ideal for exposing lateral variations in local mobility, it cannot yet
reveal heterogeneities in depth and ℓ ∗ which are closely connected. Depth-resolved
LSI strategies are highly recommended in this regard (see Section 11.4.1).

11.2.3

Spatial blurring

One of the key foundations of DWS and LSI is photon diffusion. An undesired yet
inevitable side effect is spreading of the photons across dynamic boundaries: the
location where a photon enters a turbid material generally deviates from the point
where this photon exits, since it diffuses inside the sample before egressing from
the surface, instead of merely reflecting off the surface. As a result, the output
scattered light distribution is always a blurred version of the illumination pattern.
The real dynamics underlying all 𝑑2 images in this thesis are therefore sharper
than they appear. We have modelled, discussed and quantified these effects for the
forward-scatter geometry in Chapter 7, Appendix Figure 7.A.2. A comprehensive
theoretical and numerical treatment for back-scatter LSI is given in ref. 11. In
non-steady-state experiments, it is difficult to quantify the spatial extent of the
blurring, as ℓ ∗ is continuously evolving and spatially non-uniform.
A clear example of convoluted lateral blurring and a mobility gradient is visible
around propagating crack tips in a partially-dried latex coating. Interestingly, LSI
allows us to not only see the cracks themselves – as other, conventional microscopy
techniques do – but also the deforming area around the crack tips (Figure 11.3a).
Each tip is surrounded by a pronounced zone of plastic deformation, known as
the process zone, where particles are being rearranged and pushed aside as the
crack advances. In Section 11.3.2, we benefit from these distinct zones to extract
information about the film properties, and to learn how cracks can be stopped
in their tracks – or even better, prevented from appearing in the first place. It is
however challenging to disentangle the contribution of spatial blurring from the
real strain gradient. An indication that the latter dominates in Figure 11.3a is the
𝑑2 anisotropy around the tips, which is biased towards the direction perpendicular
to the propagation direction. Indeed, cracks are known to release more stress
normal to their edges than along their growth direction. 12,13
Also in the case of delamination events, spatial blurring is evident (see Figure
11.3b and Chapter 5, Figure 5.3e). After cohesive cracking, fragments of the coating
successively lose their adhesion to the glass substrate, manifest as delineated bursts
of activity. Although the delaminating fragment is quite sharply demarcated, the
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b

a

0.5 mm
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Figure 11.3. Limitation of LSI: spatial blurring of dynamics. (a) d 2 map of advancing crack tips in
a ∼100 µm thick water-saturated coating of rigid colloids. The arrows indicate the propagation
directions. The d 2 gradients around the tips are likely convolutions of true strain gradients and
blurring by diffusive photon transport. Computed for 𝜏 = 16 ms. (b) d 2 map of delamination
(adhesive failure) in a different coating of similar composition to (a). The sheets surrounding the
detaching plane also light up, which is more likely a blurring artefact than due to mechanical
connection. Computed for 𝜏 = 40 ms.

surrounding sheets also light up to a smaller extent. This seemingly long-ranged
mobility is more likely due to long-distance photon diffusion than arising from
mechanical connection between the fragments.
A potential solution to the blurring artefact is currently being designed and
implemented in our group in a follow-up project, conducted by PhD student Jesse
Buĳs. Instead of using wide-field illumination, the essence of this approach is
point illumination of the sample of interest, in which case both the photon entry
and exit points are known. 14,15 Images can be reconstructed by scanning a focused
light source over the sample and recording the back-scattered pattern for every
illumination point. In Section 11.4.1, we explain how this strategy may improve
LSI in another major area, namely by providing depth information. An obvious
disadvantage is the relatively long time required to build images for multiple
illumination points, implying that this method is suitable only for slowly evolving,
steady-state, or equilibrium systems. Further technical details are beyond the
scope of this thesis.
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11.2.4

Limited structural information

Strictly speaking, LSI provides insight into dynamics alone and does not uncover
the local structure, because the spatial averaging and granularity of the speckle
pattern scramble all structural features smaller than a few speckles (∼10–100 µm).
In practice, however, some structural information can still be indirectly inferred
from the dynamics. Examples in this thesis are: visualizing the roughness
of brush-applied paint on plywood (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.5); differentiating
coalesced particles from deformed particles (Chapter 6, Section 6.5); and deducing
heterogeneities in particle packing from crack patterns (Section 11.3.2). To some
extent, even direct access to the local structure is attainable by measuring variations
in the average scattering intensity. Examples in this thesis are: changes in the
surface texture of liquid crystal networks (Chapters 9 and 10); crack locations
(Figure 11.1a); and sintering of powder coatings (Section 11.3.1). Nevertheless,
LSI is certainly not the method of choice when it comes to structural details.
Its non-invasive nature does allow for direct correlation with complementary
techniques. For instance, the studied sample can afterwards be transferred to
a scanning electron microscope or atomic force microscope to scrutinize the
nanoscopic surface morphology, or to a magnetic resonance or X-ray tomography
facility to probe the three-dimensional microstructure. The nanoscale dynamics
and ensuing structure could thus be accurately linked, even for the same field of
view.

11.2.5

Light absorption

Each LSI measurement will involve a certain degree of light absorption by the
material. In this thesis, we have considered these effects negligible, as most of our
studied materials absorb only a small fraction of 532-nm light. The incident laser
light is consequently scattered rather than transformed into heat. In other words,
ℓ ∗  ℓa , with ℓa the characteristic absorption length – defined as the distance
over which the intensity of light in a material decreases by a factor of 𝑒 −1 due to
absorption. For dark materials, absorption must certainly be taken into account.
The consequences thereof are twofold: (i) the incident light will locally heat the
material, and (ii) absorption will change the path length distribution 𝑃(𝑠). Specifically, long paths are attenuated more strongly than short paths, 14 thus suppressing
the correlation decay at short 𝜏. The simplest way to incorporate these effects is
by assuming that absorption exponentially attenuates paths according to their
path length, 2 so that 𝑃(𝑠) can be replaced by 𝑃(𝑠) exp (−𝑠/ℓa ) in the fundamental
equation for 𝑔1 (𝜏) (see Chapter 1, Section 1.4.2):
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The field correlation function for the back-scatter geometry can then be written as:
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In the forward-scatter geometry, the full expression becomes:
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Equation (11.3) bears purely theoretical relevance. In practice, if absorption is
sufficiently strong to affect 𝑔1 significantly, the forward-scattering signal will
anyhow be too low for reliable measurements. Substantial absorption thus renders
forward-scatter LSI unusable per se. In the back-scatter geometry, by contrast, the
effects can be measurable and profound. Quantification of ℓ a is important in those
cases, especially at short correlation times, when the decay of 𝑔1 is dominated by
the last term in Equation (11.2).
We have first-hand experienced the effects of absorption while measuring
asphaltic bitumen (Figure 11.4a). In collaboration with Greet Leegwater from the
section Pavement Engineering at the TU Delft, we aimed to study the healing
of notched bitumen using LSI. 16 Unfortunately, the impact of a 1 Watt laser
beam caused the pitch black specimen to melt, because the temperature locally
increased to 60 ◦ C (Figure 11.4b). Not only was the resultant smell not very
pleasant – a notorious phenomenon on hot summer days in traffic – but also was
the quiescent state of the bitumen disturbed, precluding accurate measurements
of the processes of interest. The viscoelastic properties of bitumen are strongly
temperature dependent, 17 and temperature gradients due to differential heating
are therefore undesired. Indeed, flow towards the notch was greatly enhanced
under the high laser power (Figure 11.4c).
The easiest solution would be to remove excess heat by connecting the sample
to a heat sink. Alternatively, in the case of bitumen, one could also apply the
time–temperature superposition principle. According to this principle, dynamics
at elevated temperatures are essentially the same as those at low temperatures,
yet occurring on shorter time scales. Another option is to choose a different
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Figure 11.4. Limitation of LSI: light absorption and consequent sample heating. (a) Bitumen
specimen prior to an LSI measurement. Image courtesy of Greet Leegwater. (b) Specimen
after illuminating the notch tip with a 1 Watt laser beam for 18 hours. The laser-induced heating
greatly accelerated closure of the notch, and additionally damaged the bitumen surface. (c1–c3)
Time-lapse d 2 images of heating-assisted healing of bitumen, computed for 𝜏 = 0.1 s. The time
steps are 40 s.

illumination wavelength at which the material does not absorb significantly. For
bitumen, this means longer wavelengths. 18 Simply reducing the laser power and
increasing the camera exposure time will often not suffice; in the experiment above,
the exposure time was already at its maximum of 0.1 s, thus limiting the frame rate
to <10 fps. Strong light absorption inherently necessitates a higher laser power
to achieve sufficient scattered signal at the detector, which further aggravates the
absorption and heating problems.

11.2.6

Scrambling of length scales and anisotropy

LSI provides no direct means of relating dynamics to a single length scale or
local anisotropy. Because the photons have been scattered numerous times when
reaching the detector, they have lost all information about directionality and
angular dependence. In fact, ℓ ∗ can be physically interpreted as the average
distance a photon has to travel before its direction is completely randomized (see
Section 11.2.7). 2 Each photon path typically constitutes many random-walk steps of
length ℓ ∗ . Hence, the detection angle 𝜃 in LSI does not possess the same significance
as it does in the single-scattering limit, such as in dynamic light scattering (DLS).
This angle is defined as the angle of detection with respect to the direction of the
incident laser beam. In DLS experiments, it provides a quantitative measure of the
scale of observation, and can thus be varied to scan different spatial scales. More
precisely, 1/𝑞 sets the length scale at which motion is probed, with 𝑞 the scattering
vector, defined as 𝑞 = 4𝜋𝑛 sin (𝜃/2)/𝜆0 . Here, 𝑛 is the refractive index of the
medium and 𝜆0 is the laser wavelength in vacuum. The field correlation function
can subsequently be related to the mean-square displacement of the scatterers via:

𝑔1 (𝑞, 𝜏) = exp −𝑞 2 hΔ𝑟 2 (𝜏)i/6 . 19
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The appearance of 𝑘0 instead of 𝑞 in Equations (11.1) to (11.3) emphasizes the
absence of a well-defined scattering angle in LSI. Fortunately, this also means that
the precise detection angle is not critical, since the multiply-scattered light exits
almost equally in all directions. Meticulous alignment of the optical components,
as vital in DLS, is therefore unnecessary. Moreover, the typical displacement
resolution or length scale of focus can be tuned to some extent by changing the
LSI geometry, i.e. back- or forward-scatter. Generally stated, forward-scatter LSI is
more sensitive to small displacements because of the larger number of scattering
events 𝑁 involved. In this geometry, 𝑁 is determined by the ratio between sample
thickness ℎ and ℓ ∗ , which in turn sets the effective length scale that is probed
and consequently influences the signal decorrelation time. A larger ℎ/ℓ ∗ implies
a higher sensitivity to smaller length scales, and this ratio can thus be varied to
gain some scale-resolved insight – either by changing the sample thickness, or by
adjusting ℓ ∗ through the scatterer density or illumination wavelength.
In regard to polydisperse paints, we recommend contrast-variation LSI for
discriminating between different particle populations. 20 This strategy involves
the synthesis of two latices with different particle sizes, which can be blended
to form a bidisperse latex. By refractive-index-matching only one of the two
batches, selective sensitivity to the other population is attained, and vice versa.
This allows to alternately interrogate the two particle species and thereby decouple
their individual dynamics. Although this method is somewhat laborious, indexmatching of the small particles is likely not necessary if the size ratio is large, as
large particles scatter significantly more than the small ones. The largest particles
will thus dominate the scattering signal and render the contribution of the small
ones negligible.
To solve the lack of anisotropy-resolved information in a standard LSI measurement – inherent to the depolarized detection – we propose a novel (hypothetical)
strategy in Section 11.4.2.

11.2.7

Unknown ℓ ∗

As described above, light propagation in a strongly scattering material is characterized by the transport mean free path ℓ ∗ and the typical absorption length ℓa .
Determining ℓ ∗ and ℓa is, however, not trivial, as their effects on the light scattering
statistics are intertwined. For many materials, neither these two quantities nor the
internal dynamics are known a priori, yielding at least three unknown parameters. 21 Moreover, ℓ ∗ and ℓ a may be spatio-temporally heterogeneous. Fortunately,
for most samples ℓa  ℓ ∗ , and hence the effects of absorption can be considered
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insignificant. We will therefore focus on the origin and measurement of ℓ ∗ in this
section.
The photon transport mean free path is related to the photon mean free path
ℓ , which equals the average distance that a photon travels between successive
scattering events. For a uniform distribution of non-interacting and non-lightabsorbing particles, the photon mean free path is given by ℓ = 1/𝜌𝜎, with 𝜌
the number density of particles and 𝜎 the scattering cross-section of a single
particle. The latter can be derived explicitly in the Rayleigh regime, but must
be evaluated numerically in the Mie regime. Rayleigh and Mie scattering are
the two predominant forms of (quasi-)elastic light scattering – implying that the
photon energy, and thus the wavelength, does not change substantially upon
scattering. Scattering in the Rayleigh regime occurs for particles much smaller than
the laser wavelength; it is strongly wavelength dependent and mostly isotropic
(Figure 11.5a). Scattering in the Mie regime applies to particles with sizes of
the same order as the laser wavelength; it depends more intricately on 𝜆 and is
anisotropic, occurring preferentially in the forward direction (Figure 11.5b). We
deal with both types of scattering in this thesis.
According to Lord Rayleigh’s famous equation, short wavelengths are far more
scattered than long wavelengths. Specifically, the Rayleigh scattering cross-section
of a perfect sphere is given by:

Figure 11.5. Elastic-scattering regimes and light propagation in the multiple-scattering limit.
Reprinted from ref. 22, with the permission of AIP Publishing. (a) Isotropic (Rayleigh) scattering
involves (b) a mean free path ℓ that equals the random-walk step length ℓ ∗ . (c) Anisotropic
(Mie) scattering is biased towards the forward direction, featuring an average scattering angle
0◦ < h𝜃i < 90◦ and hence an anisotropy factor 0 < hcos 𝜃i < 1. (d) As a result, many scattering
events are needed for a photon to completely ‘lose memory’ of its initial orientation, i.e. ℓ < ℓ ∗
(see text).
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𝜎=

2𝜋5 𝑑6 𝑚 2 − 1
3𝜆4 𝑚 2 + 2



2
(11.4)

where 𝑑 is the particle diameter and 𝑚 = 𝑛p /𝑛m , with 𝑛p and 𝑛m the refractive
index of the particle and medium, respectively. In the Mie regime, the solution is
considerably more complicated than the Rayleigh approximation. 23 An elaborate
description of Mie theory is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The intrinsic anisotropy of Mie scattering implies that photons require many
scattering events to fully ‘forget’ their direction of incidence. Specifically, the
randomization of the photon propagation direction occurs over a distance ℓ ∗ =
ℓ /[1 − hcos 𝜃i], where hcos 𝜃i is the ensemble-averaged anisotropy factor – a
measure for the directionality of elastic light scattering. 24 In the case of isotropic
scattering, hcos 𝜃i vanishes, and ℓ ∗ = ℓ (Figure 11.5b).
Insight into the light transport properties of a multiply-scattering material
is important for two main reasons. First of all, these properties determine the
photon path length distribution, and consequently the scattering statistics. The
typical light penetration depth (in back-scatter LSI) and length scales probed (in
forward-scatter LSI) depend sensitively on ℓ ∗ in particular. Secondly, the photon
transport properties harbour relevant information about the local internal structure
and its evolution over time. This capacity remains relatively underexposed. Below,
we outline the manifold ℓ ∗ measurement methods that have been established over
the years. We concentrate on ℓ ∗ rather than on ℓa , as light absorption is often
negligible compared to scattering, yet most of the listed methods can be adapted
or extended to determine ℓa as well.
• Reference with known ℓ ∗ . The most straightforward way to determine ℓ ∗ is by
comparing the diffuse optical transmission to a calibration sample with known
light transport properties. 25 The average transmitted intensity h𝐼T i scales as
ℓ ∗ /[ℎ + 4ℓ ∗ /3]. 1,26 Considering the multiple-scattering limit ℎ  ℓ ∗ , this equation
reduces to: h𝐼T i ∝ ℓ ∗ /ℎ. At fixed sample thickness ℎ, the transport mean free
∗
path of the investigated sample can thus be determined via: ℓ ∗ = ℓref
h𝐼T i/h𝐼T iref .
When using this strategy, it is important that the optical properties of the
reference and investigated sample are comparable, notably ℓ ∗ and the refractiveindex discontinuities at the boundaries. These requirements often do not hold,
and a reference sample may not be readily available. In recent years, several
more universal, less error-prone approaches have therefore emerged, rendering
a calibration sample obsolete.
• Thickness variation. In the forward-scatter geometry, the correlation function
has a clear relation to the sample thickness, as evident from Equation (11.3).
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Specifically, increasing ℎ shifts 𝑔1 towards shorter time scales. Measuring a
systematic series of correlation functions as a function of sample thickness
thus allows to calibrate ℓ ∗ by fitting all experimental curves simultaneously to
Equation (11.3), with ℓ ∗ and the internal dynamics as constant fitting parameters,
and ℎ as the variable yet known parameter.
• Oblique-angle illumination. One of the simplest and quickest approaches to
measure ℓ ∗ is by impinging a narrow laser beam at an oblique angle on the
sample of interest, and recording the back-scattered pattern. Because of the
tilted illumination, the centre of the diffuse scattering pattern will be shifted
with respect to the point of incidence. This distance is geometrically defined
as Δ𝑟 = ℓ ∗ sin 𝛼/𝑛, with 𝛼 the angle between the tilted beam and the surface
normal. While originally applied in one dimension, 27 extra information about
the in-plane anisotropy can be obtained from two-dimensional images. 28,29 The
major difficulty of this method is correctly identifying the centre of the diffuse
scattering profile, which is inevitably convoluted with the speckles. The true
profile is therefore partially obscured. To accurately resolve Δ𝑟, high-resolution
images taken with different exposure times are imperative.
• Structured illumination. Also without tilt angle, ℓ ∗ can be deduced from the
detailed optical response to a known illumination pattern. The exact spatial
structure of the back-scattered pattern depends sensitively on the incident
intensity distribution, which may be spatially uniform, 30 modulated, 31 or
random. 32,33 The transport mean free path can be derived by comparing the
output patterns with theoretical predictions.
• Coherent back-scattering. This strategy takes advantage of the weak-localization
effect of light. When illuminating a sample with a narrow laser beam, the backscatter intensity is enhanced in the beam centre, and decays in a cone-like fashion
with increasing radial distance from the beam. 34,35 The experimentally measured
conical profile can be fitted by known equations to estimate ℓ ∗ . Specifically, the
width of the cone is dictated by the in-plane component of the transport mean
free path. 36 Nevertheless, obtaining a well-resolved coherent back-scatter cone
is rather challenging due to various experimental hindrances. 34
• Photon time-of-flight distribution. All equations in this thesis so far are based
on continuous-wave laser illumination and detection of the entire distribution of
photon path lengths. 37 Instead of integrating over all path lengths, an alternative
is to selectively gather photons with specific time-of-flight (TOF), e.g. only earlyarriving photons that have travelled short paths inside the material, or vice versa,
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only late-arriving photons. The optical transport properties are contained in the
full distribution of photon travel times. 38 By fitting the measured distribution
of TOFs, ℓ ∗ can thus be precisely quantified. 39 Even more rigorous solutions
are attainable using intensity-modulated light of varying frequency (order 100
MHz to 100 GHz). 40,41 Upon scattering, the modulation amplitude is attenuated
and its phase is shifted, to an extent dictated by the light transport properties.
In practice, however, these procedures are quite expensive and involved, since
an ultrafast and pulsed laser is pivotal to enable gated detection of photons by
their time-of-flight.
• Laser wavelength modulation. In standard LSI experiments, speckle patterns
are correlated over time at a fixed laser wavelength. A quite robust methodology
to quantify ℓ ∗ is through correlating speckle intensities at different wavelengths.
Modulation of the incident wavelength introduces a variation in the optical
path lengths, and consequently a change in the scattering intensity, which is
superimposed onto the phase shifts caused by the material dynamics. 42 The
corresponding intensity correlation function can be defined as: 𝑔2 (Δ𝜆/𝜆) =
h𝐼(𝜆) · 𝐼(𝜆 + Δ𝜆)i/h𝐼i 2 . Subsequently, 𝑔1 can be computed via the Siegert relation,
and expressed as a function of 𝜆, Δ𝜆, and the fit parameter ℓ ∗ . Adjustment of the
laser wavelength can be achieved by tuning the cavity length. 42,43 Interestingly,
this method can be readily adapted for heterogeneous samples, by dividing the
field of view into meta-pixels to provide spatially resolved insight into ℓ ∗ . 42
In this thesis, we have devoted relatively little attention to the measurement of
ℓ ∗ , since most of our LSI experiments have been performed in the back-scatter
geometry. Equation (11.2) shows that in the absence of a deformation field and
absorption, ℓ ∗ drops out of the equation. The exact value of this quantity is in
those scenarios not required for correct data analysis, but is relevant only for
knowledge of the approximate depths probed. The magnitude of ℓ ∗ is crucial in
forward-scatter LSI. We have addressed this geometry in Chapter 7, where we
have used the coherent back-scattering approach to measure the transport mean
free path.

11.2.8

Non-ergodicity

In a perfectly ergodic system, the time-averaged correlation function is identical to
its ensemble-averaged analogue. 44 Yet, such scenarios are rare in practice. Most
systems are out-of-equilibrium, non-steady-state, and/or slowly ageing. As a result,
the temporal intensity statistics are not equivalent to the ensemble statistics, 45 and
furthermore the relationship between 𝑑2 and 𝑔2 as given in Equation (1.6) also
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breaks down. 𝑑2 considerably outperforms 𝑔2 if a sample features a non-ergodic
component. While 𝑑2 is unaltered by a non-fluctuating component in the scattered
light – since image subtraction cancels out constant intensities – the presence of
immobile scatterers causes 𝑔2 to decay only partially to a finite plateau. 46 The power
spectrum obtained by Fourier transform (Chapters 9 and 10) is directly related
to 𝑔2 according to the Wiener–Khinchin theorem. 47 Hence, a similar reasoning
applies, and the power spectrum is likewise affected by static scatterers.
How can the condition of ergodicity still be fulfilled in those cases, and a valid
relationship between 𝑑2 , 𝑔2 and the power spectrum be restored? Traditionally,
light-scattering analysis was entirely based on temporal statistics, but single-pixel
time traces are insufficient to obtain a correct signal for non-ergodic materials.
In the 1990s, multi-speckle i.e. spatial averaging was therefore established as a
substitute for single-pixel time correlations. 48,49 In multi-speckle DWS, the many
camera pixels serve to provide ample statistically independent intensity values.
Usually, all pixels of the camera chip were incorporated in the multi-speckle
average, yet with modern, high-resolution cameras, this yields unnecessarily
abundant statistics. In Chapter 7, we have instead presented a combined strategy
of multi-speckle and temporal averaging. By simultaneously averaging speckle
correlations over small sliding windows in both space and time, a substantial
increase in statistics can be realised, without considerably compromising spatial
or temporal resolution. For example, to create Figure 7.1d, we have averaged the
intensity correlations simultaneously over 9 pixels in space and 100 points in time,
equivalent to 900 correlations in total.

11.2.9

Vibration sensitivity

The greatest strength of laser speckle imaging is also one of its greatest weaknesses.
LSI is extraordinarily sensitive to minute displacements, which grants access to
previously hidden nanoscale dynamics, but also introduces undesired sensitivity
to vibrations in the equipment, building and air. We have therefore implemented
active vibration isolation elements underneath our set-up (Vario Basic 60, Accurion)
to eliminate external motions with frequencies higher than a few Hz. The
contribution of unwanted vibrations beyond those frequencies has indeed proven
negligible in our experiments, as evidenced by measuring correlation functions for
static reference samples (see e.g. Chapter 9, Figure 9.5c). It is practically impossible
to suppress lower-frequency motions during the measurement, which must thus be
filtered from the signal afterwards. Nevertheless, low frequencies are usually well
separated from the dynamics of interest, and hence pose no problem in practice.
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New horizons for LSI

“ Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known.” – Carl Sagan (1934–1996)

For many polymer materials, each of the above described limitations is surmountable. No single technique is flawless, and every method is based on (implicit)
assumptions. We believe that the power of LSI to solve hard problems in soft
matter is virtually limitless. The insights obtained in this thesis open up numerous
ideas for further experimentation, and several promising foundations are laid
below.

11.3.1

Film formation in powder coatings

Water-based paints are the best alternative to solvent-based formulations for
everyday applications. However, when it comes to treating bare metal, the most
cost-effective coatings are powder-based, which account for 15–20% of all coatings
worldwide. 50 Powder coatings are commonly used as protective and decorative
finishes in the automotive industry, 51 on household appliances, electronic and
industrial devices, bicycle and boat parts, steel construction materials, and farming
equipment.
Powder coatings, as the name states, are powders rather than liquid paints. The
fraction of volatile organic compounds is therefore intrinsically very low. These
coatings are applied as dry powder particles, of size ∼2–70 µm, and subsequently
heated to induce film formation. Two main categories can be distinguished:
thermosets and thermoplastics. 52 We here focus on the thermosetting variant,
which is cured upon heating through crosslinking, to form a solid network. The
corresponding powder particles consist of thermosetting resins, curing agents,
pigments, fillers, and other additives. Thanks to the curing reaction, the resulting
finish is typically harder and stronger than conventional coatings. By contrast,
thermoplastic powder coatings do not undergo any chemical reactions during
the baking process; they merely liquefy and flow to form a film, which finally
resolidifies upon cooling.
Despite the widespread use of powder coatings, the scientific literature on the
physics governing film formation is remarkably scarce. At present, insight into
the heating and curing stages is acquired almost exclusively via bulk and surface
techniques. Yet, spatially resolving and quantifying the physical phenomena that
lead to film formation is not only fundamentally intriguing, but also necessary to
further improve this emerging technology.
We have therefore used LSI to obtain a more thorough picture of the mechanisms
at work in commercial powder coatings, in an industrially relevant setting. We
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have performed our experiments in direct partnership with Leendert Molhoek
and Jan Bongaerts from DSM Coating Resins in Zwolle. We have thankfully
received various powder coatings, electrostatically sprayed onto aluminium panels
(‘Q-panels’, 𝑤 × 𝑙 = 100 × 150 mm2 ). Since the used resins yield a transparent film
upon curing, 2.5 wt% of TiO2 nanoparticles was incorporated to ensure strong
multiple scattering and a reasonably constant ℓ ∗ throughout all stages. The motion
that we detect using LSI originates primarily from these pigment particles, rather
than from the polymer chains themselves. Nevertheless, the pigment dynamics
closely reflect the mobility of the surrounding polymer matrix.
To render our LSI set-up applicable to powder coatings, we include an adjustable
hot plate as heating element. In parallel with the LSI measurements, a computercontrolled infrared sensor (PCE-IR 51, PCE Instruments) records the surface
temperature of the coating with 1% error at a 10 Hz frequency. Linking the
instantaneous coating temperature to the local mobility allows to identify and
quantify (i) the different heating stages, and (ii) shrinkage upon cooling. We
elaborate on these phenomena in the following sections.
Heating stages
Upon heating a powder coating, the powder particles undergo different transformations, to ultimately culminate in a homogeneous, coherent and rigid film. The core
of successful curing comprises two key steps: first, with increasing temperature,
the initially solid particles must liquefy and sinter i.e. coalesce; and second, at
even higher temperatures, network formation i.e. curing must occur in a complete
way. These different stages are well-known and have been analysed by a.o. rheometry and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). However, most conventional
techniques apply only to bulk materials and do not provide any spatially resolved
information. Moreover, the extraordinary displacement sensitivity of LSI can
provide more detailed insight into the different processes, as it allows detection of
even the most subtle dynamics which previous remained obscured.
We have applied back-scatter LSI to a series of semi-crystalline powder coatings
that we have gratefully received from DSM Coating Resins in Zwolle. These
powders are largely amorphous but contain some crystalline domains. The
corresponding heating profile exhibits three important temperatures (Figure
11.6a): a glass transition temperature (𝑇g ), a melting temperature (𝑇m ), and a cure
temperature (𝑇cure ). In practice, these processes occur over a range of temperatures
because of the polymer polydispersity.
We first compute the average scattering intensity and mobility over the field
of view (5.8 mm2 ). Although the pigment particles ensure a relatively constant
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scattering efficiency, we find that the coating turbidity decreases by a total of ∼30%,
as quantified by the normalized change in intensity Δ𝐼/𝐼0 (Figure 11.6b). The
largest change in turbidity occurs from approximately 60–80 ◦ C, which is preceded
by a rapid rise in the mobility 𝑑2 (𝜏 = 0.2 s) (Figure 11.6c, note the logarithmic
axes). Spatially resolved 𝑑2 maps reveal that the powder particles sinter in
this temperature window (Figure 11.7a–d): the individual particles liquefy and
consequently merge into a continuous, more homogeneous film with somewhat
reduced scattering power.
While the turbidity curve is relatively featureless except for the sinteringrelated decay (Figure 11.6b), the 𝑑2 curve exhibits a wide range of distinct kinks
and transitions (Figure 11.6c). We here choose a 𝜏 value of 0.2 s, which appears to
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Figure 11.6. Heating stages in a powder coating. (a) Temporal evolution of the surface temperature during heating and subsequent cooling. The glass transition, melting, and cure temperature are
indicated. (b) Change in coating turbidity, expressed as the normalized change in back-scattered
intensity. Particle sintering in stage III leads to a small rise in homogeneity and a consequent
decrease in turbidity. (c) Evolution of the mobility, which displays well-defined transitions (see
text). The data in (b) and (c) are averaged over 5.8 mm2 .
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Figure 11.7. Time-lapse d 2 maps of particle sintering in stage III (a–d) and coating levelling in
stage IV (e–h). The scale bar applies to all images. Images (a–d) are computed for 𝜏 = 5 ms,
and (e–h) for 𝜏 = 200 ms.

most optimally separate the different stages. We can now combine the information
captured in this curve with our spatially resolved 𝑑2 images and DSC data from
DSM, which provides evidence for the following seven stages:
I. Upon heating below the 𝑇g , the mobility gradually rises, indicating thermal
expansion of individual powder particles.
II. At the glass transition, 𝑑2 displays a sharp kink and a sudden acceleration
of the dynamics, as the glassy polymer phase transitions into a liquid-like
phase with rapidly decreasing viscosity.
III. The polymer viscosity continues to decrease with increasing distance to
the 𝑇g , allowing the largely liquefied powder particles to sinter sequentially
(Figure 11.7a–d).
IV. At 𝑇m , the crystalline fraction of the semi-crystalline resin melts. This enables
flow and levelling of the coating as it liquefies further, thus eliminating
spatial inhomogeneities to a large extent (Figure 11.7e–h).
V. Beyond the cure temperature, the dynamics slow down according to an
apparent power law, due to the progressive formation of a rigid, crosslinked
network.
VI. When the curing process has finalized and a solid film has formed, the coating
starts to display long-ranged, intermittent contractions, visible as shifts of
the entire speckle pattern (see the next section). These deformations likely
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arise from heterogeneous tensions in the network due to curing-induced
chemical shrinkage.
VII. After 1000 s we switch off the hot plate, allowing the dynamics to gradually
slow down and return to a static baseline state.
As briefly discussed above, 𝑑2 is not only temporally variable but also spatially
heterogeneous, especially during sintering and levelling (Figure 11.7). Interestingly,
the individual powder particles liquefy and coalesce at considerably different
times: it takes over 30 s for all particles to lose their identity, during which
they light up consecutively (Figure 11.7d). This temporal separation probably
arises from a combination of three factors: (i) a temperature gradient across the
coating thickness; (ii) a range in powder particle sizes; and (iii) intrinsic chemical
heterogeneity. These observations emphasize the importance of imaging, to reveal
features that spatial averaging lacks access to.
To examine the robustness and validity of our results, we repeat the experiment
for a similar powder coating with slightly reduced crystalline fraction. The 𝑑2
and Δ𝐼/𝐼0 curves for both coatings are plotted versus temperature in Figure 11.8.
Indeed, we retrieve exactly the same stages, but the glass and melting transitions
occur at higher 𝑇 in the second coating (represented by the light-coloured curves).
These observations are perfectly in line with DSC measurements performed by
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Figure 11.8. Comparison of different formulations of a powder coating. The dark-coloured curves
(— and —) are identical to those in Figure 11.6b and c, yet plotted as a function of temperature.
The light-coloured curves (— and —) represent the mobility and turbidity, respectively, of a coating
with somewhat lower crystallinity. All stages in the second coating are highly similar, only shifted
to marginally higher temperatures.
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Jan Bongaerts at DSM, according to which the 𝑇g and 𝑇m of the second coating are
several ◦ C elevated. In addition, the mobility of the second coating is somewhat
lower in the molten state, which is consistent with rheological measurements that
indicate a higher viscosity above 𝑇m (data not shown).
Cooling-induced shrinkage
Shrinkage upon cooling of powder coatings is undesirable yet inevitable. This
phenomenon is one of the main culprits of poor coating adhesion to the substrate,
and hence, it is crucial to quantify the extent and time evolution unambiguously.
Since lateral shrinkage occurs predominantly towards the coating centre, we have
focused our LSI set-up on a corner, where the shrinkage direction is most evident.
Subsequently, we have analysed the raw speckle patterns using a routine based on
digital image correlation (DIC) and particle image velocimetry (PIV). 53,54 These
image processing algorithms are well established for tracking spatial displacement
and velocity fields. Usually, DIC is performed on a surface-sprayed speckle pattern,
and PIV on tracer particles, yet here the tracked speckle pattern originates from
inside the coating. Application of cross-correlation methods to back-scattered
speckle patterns is relatively rare, despite their potential. A few notable exceptions
on weakly scattering systems 55–59 and in the multiple-scattering limit 21 have
indeed proven successful.
Advantages of this method are its non-invasive nature, great displacement
sensitivity, and access to sub-surface displacements. The main disadvantage is
its unsuitability when the internal dynamics are highly non-affine, which causes
the speckle pattern to be scrambled without directionality. The affine part of the
displacement field must therefore dominate over non-affine dynamics. 58 At the end
of the curing stage, our coatings are indeed sufficiently solid to minimize speckle
scrambling. We can quantify the long-range displacement field surprisingly well. A
typical vector field at a corner is shown in Figure 11.9a, representing a temperature
decrease of 110 ◦ C. The vector lengths reflect the total local displacement magnitude
of ∼110 µm in this case. Clearly, the coating shrinks laterally towards the centre
in a spatially uniform manner, in line with expectations. We generate these
displacement maps using the MATLAB-based open-source software PIVlab. 60
From this toolbox, we apply the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, which we
run on square interrogation windows in multiple passes, without providing any
input regarding the expected direction. This algorithm is based on standard space
correlation methods to determine the displacement of each square between times
𝑡 and 𝑡 + 𝜏. The multi-pass interrogation – with step-wise decreasing window size
– further allows to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Since the vector field is spatially uniform, we can average the vector magnitude
over the entire field of view, and plot this as a function of time to quantify the
evolution of thermal shrinkage. We define the average displacement i.e. lateral

 1/2

2
2
shrinkage during each time interval as h𝛿i = 𝑁
/𝑁, where 𝛿 𝑥,𝑖
𝑖=1 𝛿 𝑥,𝑖 + 𝛿 𝑦,𝑖
and 𝛿 𝑦,𝑖 are the horizontal and vertical components of the displacement of the
𝑖 th interrogation window, respectively, and 𝑁 is the total number of windows. 55
Plotting the cumulative lateral shrinkage 𝛿 as a function of decreasing temperature
yields an approximately linear relationship (Figure 11.9b, left ordinate). The total
cooling-induced shrinkage in this field of view amounts to ∼4%, which far exceeds
the thermal shrinkage arising from the aluminium panel of ∼0.3%.
We note that non-affine internal dynamics are still clearly present at the onset
of thermal shrinkage, as quantified by 𝑑2 (𝜏 = 0.2 s) (Figure 11.9b, right ordinate).
Thanks to the large amplitude of the (superimposed) rigid shift, and its long-range
homogeneity, these two types of motion can still be quite well disentangled. The
magnitude and intermittency of 𝑑2 both decrease during cooling, in a roughly
logarithmic fashion, until a static baseline is reached below 40 ◦ C. We believe that
these findings warrant more detailed investigation in future studies.
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Figure 11.9. Quantification of thermal shrinkage. (a) Cumulative displacement field at the corner
of a cured coating after cooling, obtained using DIC/PIV-based analysis on the raw speckle patterns.
The vector length 𝛿 represents the local displacement magnitude, here totalling ∼110 µm (drawn
to scale) over a temperature drop of 110 ◦ C. The vectors point towards the direction of shrinkage,
which is the coating centre. Because the coating is longer vertically than horizontally (15 cm
versus 10 cm), the vertical shrinkage is larger than the horizontal shrinkage, hence 𝛿 𝑦 > 𝛿 𝑥 .
The dark background is the aluminium substrate. (b) Cumulative lateral shrinkage (left ordinate)
and non-affine dynamics (right ordinate) during cooling. These two types of motion can be well
separated thanks to their distinct time and length scales.
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11.3.2

Crack propagation in drying paint films

“ There is a crack in everything. That’s how the light gets in.” – Leonard Cohen (1934–2016)

While crack patterns in nature can be fascinating, fractures in paint films are highly
undesired, as they are detrimental to the coating performance and appearance.
Cracks must therefore be prevented at all costs. In Figure 11.3a, we have shown
that LSI can sensitively probe the propagation of cracks, specifically the damage
front which moves ahead of and around crack tips. The extent and directionality
of this deformation zone are closely related to the local microstructure and strain
field. Analysing these so-called ‘process zones’ may thus cast more light on the
nanoscopic origins of fracture, which can be directly linked to the macroscopically
observable crack pattern.
Not only individual cracks offer useful information, but LSI also reveals crack
tip interactions that have not been reported before. While interactions with the
film edge may be expected (Figure 11.10a), interactions with other tips (Figure
11.10b) and local heterogeneities (Figure 11.10c) are largely unexplored. These
a

b

c

Figure 11.10. Crack tip interactions. Time-lapse d 2 images of propagating crack tips in ∼100 µm
thick water-saturated coatings of rigid colloids. Note that fast tips appear elongated because of
temporal averaging. All images are computed for 𝜏 = 35 ms. The scale bars represent 0.5 mm.
(a) Tip–edge interactions. The crack tips, propagating at ∼5 mm/s, bend upon reaching the film
edge (demarcated in the last image), and subsequently follow the contour. (b) Tip–tip interactions.
Two crack tips, moving towards each other in a ductile manner at ∼0.05 mm/s, ‘collide’ upon
meeting, which is accompanied by a burst of activity. 3 s after the collision, a new crack nucleates
from the same location. (c) Tip–microstructure interactions. A brittle crack, advancing at ∼5 mm/s,
‘bounces off’ a heterogeneity in the paint film. Subsequently, it continues its track at an angle of
∼90◦ .
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interactions are fundamentally interesting, as they suggest that the cracks sense
each other’s stress fields and the coating microstructure over a relatively long
distance. Moreover, they may provide practical insight into fracture mitigation
strategies. The addition of mechanically dissipative components, such as low𝑇g water-soluble polymers or laponite nanoclay, will likely suppress failure by
relieving built-up stresses, and thereby enhance the fracture toughness of the
coating. These effects can be mapped with high displacement resolution using LSI.
By complementing the nanoscopic dynamics with scanning electron microscopy of
the local nanostructure – possibly at exactly the same location – we intend to arrive
at a deeper understanding of the importance of stress dissipation, particle packing,
particle deformability, and film heterogeneity on the propensity to fracture.
Finally, we are able to track the propagating crack tips and determine their
velocity distribution. Preliminary results suggest an unexpectedly broad distribution, indicative of pronounced heterogeneities in the microstructure and stress
field. In many cases, we find two distinct propagation modes within a single
film, exhibiting signs of both ductile and brittle fracture. Figures 11.3a and 11.10
highlight the wide variety of propagation modes that we have encountered, even
for the same latex under approximately constant drying conditions.

11.3.3

Microchannel flow

Microfluidics is an ever-evolving scientific discipline that offers many benefits to
chemical and biological research. In contrast to laboratory-scale analyses, microfluidic devices require a substantially reduced amount of sample and allow more
sensitive, high-throughput detection. 61 Laser speckle imaging and microfluidics
are an excellent match, as demonstrated in refs. 62–65, where microchannels serve
as mimics of the human microvasculature and as well-controlled in-vitro platforms
for screening of blood flow anomalies.
A relatively quick approach to measure flow velocities in microchannels is
based on the speckle contrast analysis described in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.1. We
have applied this strategy for the first time to synthetic soft matter. Together with
PhD students Ties van de Laar and Ruben Higler from our group, we have explored
the potential of LSI to reproduce flow profiles in a well-defined geometry, namely a
glass capillary with rectangular cross-section (VitroCom, USA). As a model system,
we use a suspension of 1 wt% monodisperse, 1 µm diameter polystyrene particles
density-matched in H2 O/D2 O. We flow this suspension through the capillary at a
controlled pressure, and subsequently compute the speckle contrast 𝐾 = 𝜎𝐼 /𝜇𝐼 ,
where 𝜎𝐼 and 𝜇𝐼 are the standard deviation and mean of the intensity, respectively.
By averaging all pixels in the longitudinal direction, this allows us to generate the
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cross-sectional contrast from a single speckle pattern. As explained Chapter 1, a
lower contrast indicates more speckle blurring and hence a higher flow velocity.
We have recorded speckle images at five different exposure times, yielding the 𝐾 2
profiles in Figure 11.11a1. Note that these profiles are projections of the dynamics
in the depth direction, which is 10× smaller than the lateral direction, i.e. 0.70 mm.
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Figure 11.11. Particle flow through microchannels. (a) Pressure-driven Poiseuille flow in a
70×7.0×0.70 mm3 rectangular capillary. Computation of the cross-sectional speckle contrast for
different exposure times (a1) allows determination of the relative flow velocities via Equation (11.5),
yielding the cross-sectional velocity profile in (a2), and for a ∼15× higher pressure drop across
the channel in (a3). Note that 0.2 mm of both edges is excluded because of artefacts related to
the slightly tilted detection angle. (b) Complex flow in a disordered geometry mimicking a porous
medium. (b1) Two-dimensional design, with the inlet on the left. All channels are 50 µm deep.
The pore bodies are 50 µm in diameter, and the pore throats are 20 µm wide. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 66. (b2) d 2 map, computed for 𝜏 = 25 ms, showing highly inhomogeneous
dynamics.
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To estimate the relative flow velocities, we use the approximate relation between
𝐾 and the exposure time 𝑇: 67,68



1 − exp (−2𝐵𝑣𝑇)
1
𝐾 (𝑣, 𝑇) ≈
2−
2𝐵𝑣𝑇
𝐵𝑣𝑇
2


(11.5)

where 𝑣 is the flow velocity and 𝐵 is a proportionality constant. Multi-exposure LSI
thus allows semi-quantification of flow velocities by fitting 𝐾 2 (𝑣, 𝑇) to the above
equation, with 𝑣 constant for different exposure times and 𝑇 constant in space. The
resultant flow profile corresponding to Figure 11.11a1 is shown in Figure 11.11a2,
and that for a ∼15× higher pressure in Figure 11.11a3. Since several assumptions
underlie Equation (11.5), 𝑣 should be considered as a relative indicator of the flow
velocity, rather than as an absolute measure. Nevertheless, we can accurately infer
the shape of the cross-sectional flow profile, which for both pressures resembles
the expected Poiseuille profile.
We can take LSI one step further and measure particle flow in a complex
microfluidic device. The design of this device is depicted in Figure 11.11b1, where
open pores are white and the inlet is on the left side. Such a disordered geometry
may aid in unravelling the mechanisms by which particulate flows permeate porous
structures. Ties van de Laar has fabricated this channel from polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) using standard soft lithography methods, as described in detail in ref. 66.
We flow the aforementioned polystyrene suspension through this micromodel at
a constant applied pressure of 5 mbar, and subsequently compute 𝑑2 (𝜏 = 25 ms)
(Figure 11.11b2). This clearly reveals a considerably higher mobility in the
nodes (pore bodies), where the dynamics are more chaotic compared to the
connections (pore throats). Moreover, we observe a decreasing mobility gradient
from the inlet to the outlet, in line with expectations. Although these findings are
preliminary, they highlight LSI as a powerful tool to visualize heterogeneous flows
in microfluidic devices.

11.3.4

Portability and complementarity

The limited number of components needed for laser speckle imaging makes this
technique well suited for portability. In recent years, various hand-held and
low-cost variants have therefore seen the light; 65,69–73 based on a webcam 74 or
camera-phone; 75 integrated into a commercial microscope; 76,77 or incorporated in
an endoscope to sense blood flow in deep tissues. 78,79 Thanks to these developments,
LSI is expanding beyond niche applications in universities and academic hospitals
towards diverse clinical settings, industry, and even art conservation. 69,80 Also in
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our group, a tablet-controlled hand-held instrument has been developed (Figure
11.12a), 81 in addition to several semi-portable set-ups (Figure 11.12b).
Other assets of laser speckle imaging are its flexibility and ease of hyphenation with complementary methods. In recent years, LSI variants have been
combined with infrared thermal imaging, 84 optical coherence tomography, 79,85
shear wave elastography, 86,87 magnetic resonance imaging, 88 and multispectral
imaging of absorbance and reflectance. 62,89,90 We also envisage coupling of LSI
with spectroscopic methods such as infrared and Raman spectroscopy, to link
the local nanomobility to chemical processes; or with electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy, to study the dynamics of coating delamination and corrosion in more
detail. A third recommendation is the use of two back-scatter cameras in parallel,
on opposite sides of a sample. This will enable the imaging of different interfaces
in a single experiment, such as the substrate–water interface of a coating, where
delamination takes place, and the air–water interface, where particles accumulate
and skin formation may occur. An alternative is simultaneous forward- and
back-scatter LSI. These two points of view may facilitate unravelling the interplay
between motions at different depths and length scales.
For polymer networks in particular, we expect substantial progress by coupling
LSI to optical read-out of molecular-level force sensors or mechanophores, which
yield an optical signal upon mechanochemical activation. 91,92 Mechanophores have
been widely incorporated in elastomers in the last decade. 93 In Chapter 7 of this
thesis, we could not provide direct insight into the molecular origin of the detected
damage. Although our findings hint strongly at a cascade of bond breaking before
crack nucleation, conclusive evidence can be found only by visualizing molecular
rupture events.
Finally, we see great potential in the combination of LSI with bulk mechanical
testing, to simultaneously acquire information about local nanoscale deformations
and the macroscopic strain, fracture or fatigue response. For example, we have
aligned our portable LSI installation with a tensile tester constructed by the Novel
Aerospace Materials group of the TU Delft. While straining a natural rubber
specimen, we were thus able to in situ probe the spatially resolved nanostrains
ensuing from a zone of stress concentration (Figure 11.13). A zoom lens allowed us
to flexibly adjust the magnification (compare Figure 11.13a with b–e). Clearly, longrange deformations spread in an asymmetric manner, and ultimately give rise to
fracture once they cover the entire sample. Remarkably pronounced post-fracture
relaxations are also apparent in Figure 11.13e.
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b

a

Figure 11.12. Portable LSI instruments. (a) Photograph of a wireless, compact set-up that is
controlled by a tablet (right) and charged by a power bank (bottom). The supporting platform
provides active vibration reduction. Adapted with permission from ref. 81. (b) Semi-portable,
high-resolution LSI equipment, mounted on height-adjustable lab jacks. The illuminating laser
beam path is depicted schematically. The images in Figure 11.13 are generated using this set-up,
directed towards a tensile test in action.
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Figure 11.13. Combination of portable LSI with tensile testing. (a–d) Time-lapse d 2 (𝜏 = 16 ms)
maps of the straining of a self-healed natural rubber, 82,83 until (e) catastrophic fracture. The
time steps are 9 s. Both the material and tensile tester were prepared by the Novel Aerospace
Materials group of the TU Delft, directed by Prof. Sybrand van der Zwaag. The scale bar in (e)
applies to (b–e).
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11.4

New variants of LSI

“ There’s light enough for what I’ve got to do.” – Charles Dickens (1812–1870)

There are plenty of future opportunities for LSI that would ease its adoption as
a standard laboratory method. The modularity and versatility described in the
previous section also imply facile adaptation of the method itself. We are eager to
shift the boundaries and the reader’s imagination in the following sections. With
the development of ultrafast lasers and the increase in computation power, these
dreams may soon be within reach.

11.4.1

Five-dimensional imaging

The grand LSI challenge is imaging in three spatial dimensions, thus introducing
depth information. A makeshift solution is to vary the pigment concentration and
thereby ℓ ∗ , while keeping all other sample properties constant. This approach
allows the systematic interrogation of different effective depths. Nevertheless,
it is rather time-consuming and labour-intensive, and requires modification of
the investigated material. We propose to alleviate these experimental constraints
by developing a five-dimensional LSI set-up, with access to the 𝑧-dimension in
addition to 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 and 𝜏. Below, we recommend three ways to implement this fifth
dimension. The details of these ideas are largely conceived by colleagues in our
group. The three concepts can be applied individually, or combined to further
improve the depth information. In our group, Jesse Buĳs is currently realising the
first LSI instrument capable of five-dimensional data acquisition, on the basis of
both scanning-point-illumination and time-gated detection.
• Wavelength tuning. The first approach relies on encoding depth information
through multi-wavelength acquisition of laser speckle images. The effective
photon penetration depth is of the order of a few ℓ ∗ , 11 which in turn is a function
of the illumination wavelength (see Section 11.2.7). The characteristic distance
over which the light intensity decays inside a sample can thus be tuned by
adjusting the laser wavelength. Generally, increasing 𝜆 allows greater depths
to be probed. The use of (near-)infrared light in medical LSI applications is
founded on this principle, since light penetration well beyond the skin surface
is required for blood flow imaging in deep tissues.
Multi-wavelength illumination can obviously be attained by using multiple
lasers. An alternative, more flexible and versatile strategy is to use a pulsed
white-light laser, and switch between narrow spectral bands by means of an
acousto-optic tuneable filter (AOTF). 94 The multiply back-scattered light can
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be captured on a hyperspectral camera, which allows recording sequential
speckle patterns at different wavelengths within a single exposure time. From
these depth-dependent slices, three-dimensional spatial information about the
material dynamics can be extracted during post-processing, e.g. by iteratively
solving the relevant equations over all spectral slices within a tomographic stack.
Despite the intricate acquisition scheme, the temporal resolution of this
method can be rather high, thanks to the use of an AOTF. This monochromator
involves no mechanical actuation, as switching between spectral slices is electronically controlled. The switching time is typically of the order of 10 µs. 95
The rate-limiting step is therefore the camera exposure time 𝑇, which equals the
cumulative acquisition time for all spectral slices in a stack. 𝑇 depends strongly
on the laser power, scattering efficiency and total number of slices, but it will
likely be less than 0.1 s. The depth resolution is inversely proportional to the
spacing between spectral slices. Under optimal conditions, we expect this to be
several micrometres.
• Point illumination. A second strategy is based on scanning-point-illumination,
which we have introduced in Section 11.2.3 in the context of reducing blurring
artefacts. By projecting a narrow laser beam onto the sample, and scanning it in
a raster-like fashion using electronic mirrors, spatially resolved point-spread
functions can be measured. Combination of adjoining point-spread functions
allows reconstruction of the three-dimensional sample dynamics. This concept
thus improves conventional LSI by significantly enhancing the spatial resolution,
while simultaneously providing depth information. 14,15
• Time gating. Both the lateral and depth resolution can be improved even further
by selecting specific path lengths through time gating. With increasing photon
time-of-flight, the average lateral diffusion distance increases, and the probability
distribution of the penetration depth shifts towards deeper layers. 15,96,97 Instead
of indiscriminate detection of photons, TOF-selective photon detection thus
allows deconvolving the spatial blurring and resolving the probed depths. A
common way to measure path-dependent correlation functions is by means of a
gating scheme based on a pulsed laser, an optical delay line, and a nonlinear
crystal. 37,97 More detailed technical specifications are outside the scope of this
thesis.
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11.4.2

Anisotropy-resolved imaging

In Section 11.2.6, we have discussed the lack of anisotropy-resolved information
in LSI data. This shortcoming seems unavoidable when it comes to depolarized
light detection – an absolute requirement for valid data interpretation. Yet, while
the detected light has inevitably lost its polarization due to multiple scattering,
adjusting the polarization of the incident beam may still provide some insight into
orientational effects. This potential is yet to be tapped into.
If a material is intrinsically anisotropic, the scattering efficiency will be a function
of both the alignment axis of the material and the polarization of the incoming
light. Either of the two could be varied, but changing the laser polarization
is in most cases the easiest and most reliable approach. This essentially boils
down to rotating the laser polarization and detection polarizer simultaneously, to
ensure that low-order scattering paths are consistently eliminated. The intensities
corresponding to the two principal, orthogonal rotation angles are denoted by
𝐼hv and 𝐼vh , where the first subscript indicates the polarization direction of the
incident beam (horizontal or vertical), and the second subscript that of the detected
light. For an anisotropic sample, 𝐼hv ≠ 𝐼vh , since ℓ ∗ is a function of the scattering
anisotropy. The dynamics parallel and perpendicular to the sample director may
thus be distinguished from each other. How exactly and to what extent this
principle works is still unclear, but the practical implementation is well feasible and
relatively easy. Only minor optical and hardware modifications to the LSI set-up
are needed to effectuate synchronized adjustment of the incident and detected
polarization directions. The resulting set-up could be calibrated using reference
samples with known orientation.
The potential applications of this LSI variant are manifold. A first example
concerns drying polymer dispersions, which generally display evolving local
anisotropy, especially during directional drying. 98–100 Such anisotropy strongly
influences the mechanical and optical properties of the final dry coating, rendering
this analysis also industrially relevant. The same reasoning applies to dryinginduced instabilities, such as cracks and shear bands, whose development is closely
related to the local anisotropy.
A second application regards oriented semi-crystalline polymers, which contain
partially aligned crystallites. 101–104 Although the molecular orientation has a great
impact on the macroscopic mechanical behaviour of the polymer, the anisotropyresolved nanodynamics and crack growth remain largely unexplored. We also
expect that orientational anisotropy substantially influences self-healing and shapeshifting functionalities, which this novel LSI method might capture nicely and
uniquely.
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Conclusions and outlook

“ Imagination will often carry us to worlds that never were, but without it we go nowhere.” –

Carl Sagan (1934–1996)
We hope to have sparked the reader’s imagination, interest and curiosity in this
thesis. Future LSI studies are recommended to address the many areas in which we
are still left in the dark. We strongly encourage more common use of laser speckle
imaging, and we hope that this thesis opens the way for other researchers to
transform LSI into a technique tailored to their specific question. The methods that
we have developed can readily be applied to quantitatively probe a virtually endless
variety of (nonlinear) nanomechanical phenomena that govern the dynamics of
polymer materials.
The results in this thesis shed new light on the nanoscopic mechanisms
behind complex and ill-understood macroscopic phenomena in drying polymer
dispersions and dynamic elastomers. To the best of our knowledge, LSI is one
of the few techniques that allows bridging the gap, in a single experiment, from
millisecond motions at the nanoscale to ultraslow, collective ageing processes.
Visualization and spectral deconvolution of these multi-scale dynamics, inherent to
most polymer systems, will not only deepen our fundamental knowledge, but may
ultimately enable more targeted development and improvement of high-quality
materials.
Because of the simplicity, versatility and modularity of LSI equipment, we
envision its extension to a much wider range of materials than discussed in this
thesis. Indeed, LSI-related methods are rapidly diffusing into fields other than
medicine and synthetic polymers. In recent years, diverse applications have
emerged in food technology, 105–107 plant development, 108–112 graphology, 113 and
microbiology. 114,115 Peculiarly, the local mobility is in these fields often denoted as
the ‘biospeckle activity’, and speckle fluctuations as the ‘biospeckle phenomenon’.
We have yet to discover the fundamental difference between a biospeckle and a
regular speckle.
We can let our minds wander further. There is no reason to limit ourselves to
the visible and sensible (infrared) regions of the light spectrum, and more exotic
LSI analogues spring to mind. Larger wavelengths such as microwaves might
unravel deep processes in strongly scattering materials. In fact, the microwave laser
or so-called ‘maser’ is a forerunner of the laser. 116 Until recently, an insurmountable
bottleneck in the application of masers was their exclusive operation at extremely
low temperatures or under high vacuum. With the advent of continuous-wave
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room-temperature masers, 117 ‘maser speckle imaging’ has become a feasible and
tempting technology.
Alternatively, we can shift our perspective to shorter wavelengths such as X-rays.
While LSI provides nanoscopic displacement resolution, its spatial resolution is
ultimately limited by the wavelength of light. In Chapter 1, we have introduced
the X-ray equivalent of dynamic light scattering: X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS). 118,119 This technique uses high-brilliance synchrotron radiation
to illuminate the dynamics inside a sample, yet its imaging capabilities are far
from fully realised. The significantly smaller wavelength of X-rays – in the range
of 10 pm to 10 nm – evidently outperforms photons with respect to the spatial
resolution.
Finally, instead of light we could divert to electrons, which also exhibit
(sub-)nanometric de Broglie wavelengths. A particularly thought-provoking
method utilizes a coherent electron beam to spatio-temporally resolve Ångströmscale dynamics. Only a single, intriguing paper has been published on this
technique, termed ‘dark-field electron correlation spectroscopy’ by the authors,
who implemented it into a modern transmission electron microscope. 120 This
method can thus make us see even sharper than laser-like focus. With so many
promising vistas ahead, we believe that the future is bright.
Light Shines Infinitely...
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Summary
In light of the ever-growing societal demand for high-performance, sustainable
products, it is of utmost importance to unravel the inner machinery of future’s
materials. This pursuit is particularly relevant for polymer materials, which are
highly complex yet ubiquitous. Synthetic polymer materials come in all shapes
and sizes, including plastics, paints, adhesives, elastomers and gels. They play an
essential role in everyday life. Yet, the Earth’s diminishing resources and growing
population set increasingly stringent limits on the possibilities. Modern societies
must therefore make a transition from short-lifetime, polluting products to durable,
environmentally friendly alternatives. Examples in this thesis are water-based
paints as substitutes for organic-solvent-based systems, and sophisticated materials
such as self-healing and self-cleaning polymers. The high complexity of these
materials calls for more than trial-and-error testing alone. Rather, researchers must
seek to gain a deeper understanding of the polymer dynamics and mechanics on
all scales involved.
The legendary Nobel physicist Richard Feynman (1918–1988) once wrote on
his blackboard: “What I cannot create, I do not understand.” However, this truth does
not imply that we do understand what we can create. Resolving the multitude
of issues we encounter today, and are about to face in the (near) future, requires
fundamental insight into the nanoscopic processes driving polymer behaviour.
Remarkably, this nanoscale is generally not the primary scale of interest when
developing new polymer materials.
In this thesis, we cast new light on the nanoscale dynamics and mechanics
inside complex polymer materials. We herein focus on polymer dispersions and
networks, specifically drying water-borne coatings (Parts I and II) and dynamic
elastomers (Part III). Reaching down to the very core of these materials is an
ambitious task, as the smallest length scales are unreachable to conventional
imaging methods that operate using visible light. Indeed, the wavelength of visible
light equals hundreds of nanometres, thus precluding interaction with nanometric
objects.
We overcome these limitations in two ways in this thesis. In Part I, we simplify
matters by creating model polymer dispersions representative of water-based
paints. We unleash the full power of bright-field microscopy to elucidate the
various mechanisms at work. Although this method is not truly nanometric, we
complement it in three ways to still realise a comprehensive picture of the governing processes down to the nanoscale: (i) we systematically vary the dispersion
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parameters to allow for nanoscopic insight through deduction; (ii) we examine
the nanoscale surface structure in detail using electron microscopy; and (iii) we
establish multi-scale theoretical frameworks to underpin our experimental results
in a quantitative manner.
This three-pillar approach has proven successful for semi-transparent systems,
yet it severely fails for non-transparent, turbid materials – which most everyday
polymers are. For those cases, a more specialized microscopy technique is optimally
suited: laser speckle imaging (LSI). This technique has its roots in the biomedical
field, where it was pioneered in the 1980s and gained renewed attention in the
early 2000s with the advent of powerful digital cameras and computers. We
introduce an advanced version of LSI, and apply it to drying polymer dispersions
in Part II of this thesis. Laser speckle imaging allows us to cut through the fog of
opaque samples with exceptional sensitivity. In this method, we shine a powerful
laser beam on the material of interest, which diffuses through the cloudiness.
Subsequently, we capture the light that returns, and use dedicated computer
algorithms to acquire an abundance of quantitative information about hidden
phenomena deep inside the material.
Not only do we use LSI to probe the inner dynamics of coatings, but we also open
up a whole new world of applications related to dynamic elastomers in Part III. We
quantitatively visualize various collective ‘dances’ of nanoscale building blocks in
high-tech materials for the first time. We uncover the molecular path to catastrophic
fracture, where – analogous to a flashmob dance – a rapidly growing number of
molecules participate until a climax is reached. We show how polymer damage can
be completely healed, because – like a moshpit – molecules spontaneously move
in collective patterns with net directionality. Finally, we reveal how molecular
collaboration can result in unique, long-ranged shape transformations – similar to
synchronized ballet.
First and foremost, these nanoscopic glances beneath the surface of coatings
and elastomers are fundamentally interesting. Yet, we hope they will also expedite
the development of sustainable polymer materials with increased lifetime. We
summarize our main findings and their implications in the following paragraphs.

Part I: Drying model coatings
It is impossible to imagine society without coatings. They are practically omnipresent on man-made products, such as walls, cars, furniture, appliances, airplanes
and countless more. Chances are that the reader has at least once painted something. Most likely, the used paint was water-based, since this type of paints has
gained increasing popularity compared to paints based on organic solvents, which
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strain the environment and the consumer’s health. Nevertheless, water-based
‘latex’ coatings cannot yet compete with their solvent-based counterparts in terms of

final film homogeneity, gloss, water repellency, chemical resistance and durability.
The foundations of these differences are laid during drying; the internal drying
dynamics decisively determine the final film appearance and performance.
While painting, have you ever wondered how the liquid-like coating dries and
eventually forms a solid-like uniform film? This process seems simple, but in reality
it is highly complex. If the paint ingredients or drying conditions are not optimal,
a variety of problems can therefore occur during and/or after drying. Think
of crack formation, detachment from the surface, thickness inhomogeneities, or
permanent brush marks. These instabilities threaten the lifetime of both protective
and decorative coatings. In many cases, the instabilities are clearly visible at
the macroscopic scale with the naked eye, yet they are in fact caused by subtle
heterogeneities in the dynamics at much smaller scales. To understand why
these complications arise and how we can prevent them, more knowledge about
the drying process of water-borne paints is needed. Specifically, it is essential to
illuminate how the nanoscopic and microscopic dynamics relate to the macroscopic
evolution of a paint film. In the first chapters of this thesis, we investigate principal
parameters that govern this dynamic route to coating film formation, with the
ultimate aim to improve the quality of ‘green’ paints.
Unfortunately, this quest is complicated by the fact that commercial paints
contain many dozens of components. To accurately elucidate the mechanisms
underlying the various drying phenomena, we have to simplify our systems and
eliminate many factors, so that the effects of key parameters can be uncovered. In
the chapters of Part I, we focus entirely on such ‘model coatings’.
Chapter 2
In Chapter 2, we provide a critical introduction to major themes in the field of paint
drying. We highlight that the study of latex film formation is not only relevant for
practical applications, but also intrinsically intriguing. At the macroscopic level,
people consider watching paint dry as the most boring thing to do – the idiom
exists for good reason! Yet, at the microscopic level, not only is it interesting, it
is even exciting. We review the literature to showcase that drying paints are a
true playground for soft matter scientists, featuring remarkable phenomena on
many time and length scales: from individual particle pairs, to collective effects in
complex dispersions, to potential complications of this collectivity in the form of
large-scale instabilities. We address different methods to characterize the coating
morphology during and after drying, either directly (via microscopy) or indirectly
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(via scattering). We hope to convince readers that a seemingly boring, mundane
and tedious process, when approached from the right angle, can be absolutely
fascinating.
Chapter 3
In Chapter 3, we present a study of the effects of particle softness on the drying and
ageing of polymer dispersion droplets. Well-controlled film formation in drying
droplets is central to a variety of applications, such as spray painting and inkjet
printing, where a homogeneous coating is highly desired. However, the particles
often end up in a nonuniform deposit due to the coffee-ring effect, and severe
cracks may emerge. A crucial determinant of good film formation is the particle
softness. Not only for humans, but also for latex particles, being soft matters!
Using tailored synthesis procedures, we systematically vary this parameter by
adjusting the glass transition temperature (𝑇g ) of the polymer phase, from −10 ◦ C
to 64 ◦ C. We apply bright-field microscopy and scanning electron microscopy to
this well-defined series to bridge time scales from sub-seconds to days, and length
scales from a few nanometres to the millimetre.
This chapter focuses on three important yet complex phenomena: coalescence,
cracking, and crack healing. We show both qualitatively and semi-quantitatively
that the particle softness greatly influences the relative time scales and interplay
of these key processes, and hence the final film morphology and properties.
Specifically, as the polymer phase becomes softer – i.e. the 𝑇g is lowered with
respect to room temperature – coalescence proceeds; by contrast, as the particles
become harder, distinct cracks develop. Perhaps most surprisingly, we provide
evidence for self-healing of cracks. This peculiar potential has not been reported
before. The onset of coalescence and crack healing is found when the particles are
still glassy, up to thought-provoking 𝑇g values of 13 ◦ C above room temperature.
After a few days of ageing, these droplets reach the same homogeneity as low-𝑇g
droplets shortly after drying. This applies to all investigated length scales, from
the single-particle level (coalescence) to the macroscopic level (healed cracks). The
formation of a continuous, crack-free film from a latex droplet can thus occur
along two distinct paths: upon drying (𝑇g − 𝑇 < −5 ◦ C) or by crack self-healing
(−5 ◦ C < 𝑇g − 𝑇 . 30 ◦ C).
Chapter 4
A disadvantage of varying the glass transition temperature is that changes in
particle softness are inherently accompanied by a solid-to-liquid transition: the
polymer phase is either soft and liquid-like at low 𝑇g , or hard and solid-like at
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high 𝑇g . The effects of softness and phase behaviour are intimately linked, and
jointly influence the stages of particle deformation and coalescence during film
formation. Hence, it is challenging to disentangle their individual effects. To
study exclusively the effects of particle deformability on the drying stages and
mechanisms, in Chapter 4 we switch off coalescence by synthesizing crosslinked
latex particles. The resultant colloidal rubber particles are completely solid and
therefore incapable of coalescing. By crosslinking the polymer phase with different
densities, we tune the particle modulus in a controlled manner from approximately
1 to 10 MPa. Similarly to Chapter 3, we dry small droplets of these suspensions,
and combine bright-field and scanning electron microscopy to analyse the effects
of particle deformability from the macroscopic to the particle scale. Moreover, we
complement our experiments with a theoretical framework of the main mechanical
stresses at play during the different stages of droplet drying and film formation.
Using scaling arguments, we derive the relative importance of these stresses, and
their contribution to nanoscale phenomena (particle packing and deformation) as
well as macroscopic instabilities (wrinkles and cracks).
Both experimentally and theoretically, we identify the same three drying stages
for all studied rubber suspensions: (I) concentration, (II) air invasion, and (III)
capillary deformation. While the first stage is universal within this series, the
particle softness strongly influences both the duration and extent of the last two
stages. We find distinct transitions at a recurring crosslink density of 20 mol%.
Remarkably, these transitions exactly coincide with pronounced changes in the
wrinkle wavelength and crack density, emphasizing the central role of the particle
deformability. This knowledge may contribute to the mitigation or even prevention
of complications during dispersion drying.

Part II: Laser speckle imaging of drying realistic coatings
To obtain a deeper understanding of film formation in polymer dispersions, we
adopt a bottom-up approach in this thesis. In Part I, we have started our research
on relatively simple latices that serve as models for water-borne paints. In Part II,
we gradually increase their complexity to finally arrive at ‘real’, practical coating
systems. The primary enhancement is the addition of strongly scattering pigment
particles, which are present in all paints intended to cover the surface underneath.
These pigments render the coating opaque, thus requiring laser speckle imaging
for analysis of the internal, sub-surface dynamics, at depths where conventional
optical methods cannot reach.
Decoding the recorded laser speckle images is quite challenging. These socalled ‘speckle patterns’ do not directly reflect the sample structure; rather, they are
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interference patterns wich indirectly represent millions of small particles inside
the sample. More precisely, speckle patterns are generated by countless scattered
photons that have travelled numerous random walks through the sample. Thanks
to prior research by experts in the field and our own unique implementation of LSI,
we can extract a wealth of quantitative information from these complex raw data,
with millisecond temporal resolution and nanometric displacement resolution.
In the chapters of Part II, we showcase the versatility of LSI and its applicability
to a variety of realistic coating systems. Often, different drying phenomena occur
simultaneously, over a wide range of characteristic time scales, and spatially
heterogeneously. The method we present allows connecting up to seven decades of
time scales in a spatially-resolved manner, and thus forms a stepping stone towards
understanding the fundamental drying mechanisms and ultimately preventing
paint films from undergoing failure.
Chapter 5
In Chapter 5, we report the first thorough application of laser speckle imaging
to complex coating systems, relevant to both the uninitiated and experts in the
field. The primary aim of this chapter is to provide readers with a toolbox of data
analysis methods that can easily be extended to other material science applications.
We apply these methods to a diversity of drying scenarios, and implement a
quantitative interpretation of our results which goes beyond standard routines.
Notably, we introduce an entirely new use of the correlation time 𝜏 to create image
contrast, which adds a new dimension to the LSI technique. We harness the
𝜏-dependence to disentangle fast and slow dynamics and to probe the processes
of interest most sensitively.
This chapter follows an order of increasing heterogeneity: from (i) a uniformly
applied paint film; to (ii) heterogeneities caused by statistical processes (i.e. cracking
and delamination); (iii) extra inhomogeneity induced by the sample geometry (i.e.
a droplet geometry which triggers the coffee-ring effect and consequent anisotropy
of all dynamics); (iv) induced heterogeneity by the application method (i.e. brush
application); and finally (v) additional fluctuations by porosity of the substrate.
Chapter 6
In Chapter 6, we address an important question that emerged from industry. One
of the key handling parameters of a coating system is the open time; defined as the
time after application beyond which re-modelling of the paint film will result in
permanent defects, such as brush marks. With the increasing regulatory pressure
to remove all volatile organic solvents from water-based paints, controlling the
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open time, in particular extending it, has become imperative. Surprisingly, despite
its importance in handling a paint, no standardized method exists to determine
the open time without ambiguity. In fact, measurements performed by different
operators often result in different values that depend strongly on the method that
is used. To aid in the development of water-based paints with a desirable handling
character, this chapter aims to describe an experimental method to determine the
open time unambiguously.
We apply laser speckle imaging to an industrially relevant, pigmented acrylic
paint system. Using tailored image processing algorithms, we show how to
quantify the characteristic time constant of the pigment dynamics as well as a
proxy for the nature of their motion. These two parameters enable the extraction
of two unique measures for the open time, without any assumptions and without
externally perturbing the paint film. In addition, we develop an in-depth theoretical
framework of the factors influencing the open time. By establishing a set of scaling
relations, we are able to accurately predict the experimental results as a function
of film thickness, humidity and temperature.
Finally, we show how LSI can be used to shed more light on the process of
film formation at the end of drying, when a continuous and uniform film must
be formed through coalescence. We pinpoint a signature of coalescence that is
universal within the investigated series of coatings. Furthermore, we quantify
the effects of the concentration of plasticizers, whose eradication is an important
theme in coatings research.

Part III: Laser speckle imaging of dynamic elastomers
Having established LSI as a powerful technique to dissect the inner workings of
complex polymer dispersions, in Part III we highlight how the same method can
unveil the internal dynamics and mechanics of advanced polymer networks. In
all cases, we induce strong scattering from the networks by embedding a small
amount of probe nanoparticles, which serve the same purpose as pigment particles
in paints. Motion at the molecular level directly affects the dynamics of the probe
particles. Deciphering and quantifying these dynamics thus allows us to resolve
some of the dance moves of the polymer molecules.
Chapter 7
Fracture is the major cause of polymer failure. To date, considerable research effort
has been devoted to understanding crack propagation, yet understanding how the
crack appeared in the first place remains largely uncharted territory. In Chapter 7,
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we therefore use LSI to make (seemingly) unpredictable fracture predictable. We
provide the first experimental proof of the mechanisms of crack nucleation in a
strained elastomer, thus resolving a long-standing debate on the nature of delayed
fracture of polymer networks.
We quantitatively analyse our experimental data to create spatially-resolved
maps of the local nanodeformations prior to catastrophic failure, with unprecedented temporal and mechanical resolution. Our findings reveal that delayed
failure is preceded by a dramatic acceleration of high-frequency motions – right at
the locus of ultimate fracture. Although we do not detect the breaking of bonds
directly, we bring to light a long-ranged zone of deformations resulting from very
localized network weakening. This zone grows exponentially in space and time,
reflecting a self-catalytic cascade of damage processes, until fracture is inevitable
and instantaneous. Computer simulations are in good qualitative agreement with
the spatial and temporal trends found in our experiments. These newly acquired
insights settle a lingering controversy in the fracture physics community, and may
aid in safeguarding polymers from failure.
Chapter 8
As discussed in Chapter 7, one way to ensure that damage is not the beginning
of the end, is by stopping it in its track before a tipping point is reached. An
alternative, novel strategy is to develop polymers with the fascinating capability
to spontaneously repair damage after it has formed, just like the human skin.
This approach can significantly enhance polymer longevity. In Chapter 8, we
use LSI to visualize, quantify, unravel and explain the molecular motions of
autonomous repair. Self-healing polymers, which spontaneously repair damage
from scratching, cutting, fracture or abrasion, offer tremendous potential for a
new generation of robust and durable coatings. Although the development of
these polymers has taken flight in the past decades, it is still largely unknown
how specific molecular motions are at the origin of self-healing. Elucidating these
motions is indeed very challenging: they occur only at the site of damage, and
typically encompass a wide range of relaxation modes and frequencies. The lack of
a true understanding of autonomous repair in turn precludes the rational design
and encoding of self-healing functionality in polymers.
In this chapter, we create four-dimensional micromechanical maps of in situ
self-healing phenomena across almost six decades in frequency. Our results reveal
how polymer molecules perform a collective dance to slowly repair cuts and cracks,
closing the opening like a zipper. We show that autonomous repair is essentially a
combination of two key processes: (i) strongly localized supramolecular rebonding,
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which restores the material cohesion at the locus of damage; and (ii) delocalized
viscoplastic relaxation, which recovers the original shape of the polymer. The localized activity is most pronounced at a characteristic frequency of 2 Hz, surprisingly
similar to typical frequencies found using bulk rheology. Since self-healing polymers are expected to increase the safety and sustainability of materials throughout
society, our results may have implications for the development of more reliable
building materials, aircraft and medical implants.
Chapters 9 and 10
The polymers of the future are not only durable and self-healing, but they are
also active, adaptive and interactive. In the past decades, a wide variety of active
materials based on liquid crystal polymer networks (LCNs) have materialized,
capable of bio-inspired morphing, sensing, transport or locomotion. These
materials can undergo programmed changes in shape or properties in response to
external cues. However, the precise mechanisms of this complex behaviour have
remained unclear. The absence of this fundamental knowledge impedes the design
of functional liquid-crystal structures from the bottom up. In Chapters 9 and 10,
we use LSI to fill parts of this knowledge gap. We study surface morphing in a
prominent class of liquid-crystal-based active materials: shape-shifting coatings.
We activate the LCNs by a high-frequency alternating electric field, which causes
embedded responsive molecules to oscillate. Subsequently, we probe nanoscale
changes in the local dynamics and mechanics of the material en route to shapeshifting. We analyse our data using recently developed mathematical algorithms
based on the Fourier transform. In addition to being exceptionally fast, these
algorithms allow us to spectrally decompose the dynamic response in a single shot,
thus providing a highly resolved view of the mechanisms underlying motility in
liquid crystal polymer networks.
In Chapter 9, we show how the switching of surface topography, and thereby
e.g. wetting or frictional properties, occurs in a distinct hierarchical pattern: from
molecular-scale interactions between liquid crystal molecules and the external
field, to the emergence of large-scale collective motion. This chain of events is
initiated by switching on an electric field, which triggers a small – but detectable
and quantifiable – dielectric response of the liquid crystal molecules to the field.
We uncover how this motion amplifies in time through collective synchronization,
leading to a critical weakening of the solid network in which the responsive
molecules are embedded, and ultimately gives rise to patterned network expansion
and surface transformation.
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At the heart of this functional response must be a field-induced glass-to-rubber
transition. For many years, it was indeed hypothesized that the polymer network
is plasticized under the action of a high-frequency alternating current. Without
such ‘electroplasticization’, as we term it, the initially static and glassy material
cannot undergo substantial shape changes. However, conclusive evidence was
never provided, nor were the detailed mechanisms elucidated. In Chapter 10,
we report the first experimental observation of a true electrical glass transition
in liquid crystal polymer networks. Through systematic exploration, we find
that frustrated, collective oscillations of responsive molecules cause a mechanical
disturbance inside the network, inducing a distinct elastic-to-plastic transition.
This transition occurs only beyond a critical field frequency, which scales with the
temperature gap to the thermal glass transition. We anticipate that these findings
may have implications for the molecular engineering of new ‘smart’ and active
polymer materials.
Chapter 11
This thesis concludes in Chapter 11 with a general discussion of all chapters. We
connect the dots and focus on the bigger picture of our work. Furthermore, we
critically evaluate laser speckle imaging and highlight that this method is by no
means picture perfect, alike any other technique. We end by identifying new lights
on the LSI horizon. We extend our method to a wider range of material science
applications, and describe potential new exciting variants. We believe that this
thesis paints a bright future.
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